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CALVINISM:

AX ADDliESS TO THE STUDENTS AT ST ANDEEAV’S.

MARCH 17, 1871.

R
eligious men, it Ls souiotimcs said, express

tliciiiselves in all moods and all tenses except the

present indicative. They tell ns of things that were done

in ancient times. They tell ns of things wJiicli will be

hereai'ter, or which mi<>ht or would have beeii/nnder

eertain conditions. Of the actual outward dispensation

under wliich we live at present, wo hear very little.

The facts of experience are not sufBciently in harmony

with tlie theories of diflerent religious bodies to allow

any sect or set of Ixdievers to appeal to them with con-

fidence. Tlic age of miracles is past. The world is

supposed to go its own way, undisturbed by providen-

tial intei’ferences, waiting for some final account to be

taken with it hereafter
;

while the relations of the

Creator with II is creatures al’e confined to special and

invisible processes by which individual souls are saved

fj'om perdition.

VOL. IL
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'

Acknuwlcdffraents of this kind are no more than a

tacit confession of the inad^uacy of our several opinions

to explain tlie jjhenomena of our lives. Results which

arc uriap})arent may be unexistent except in imagina-

tion. There is no rc;ason to believe that the methods

by which the laws of physical nature have been dis-

covered should be inapjdicablc in matters of larger

moment, or that the observation of facts by which alone

we arrive at Sfjientitic conclusions should lead us wrong,

or should lead to nothing when we interrogate them on

our moral condition, l^iety, like wisdom, consists in

the discovery of the rules under which we ar(' actually

placed, and in iaithfully obeying them. Fidelity and

insight in the one case are as likely to find their reward

as in the other
;

infidelity and blindness as likely to be

answered by failure
;
and, in other ages, systems of

religion have been vigorous and effective precdsely to

the extent to which thev have seen in the existing*

order of things the hand of a living ruler.

^
I may say at once that I am about to travel over

serious ground. I shall not trespass on theology,

though I must go near the frontiers of it. I shall give

you the conclusions which I have been led to form

upon a series of spiritual phcmoinena wdiich have appear-

ed successively in difiercait ages of the world—which

have exercised the most remarkable influence on the

character and history of mankind, and have left their

traces nowhere more distinctly than in this Scotland

where we now stand.

Every one^here present must have become familiar
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ill kite years with the change of tone throughout Europe

and iVinorica on the subject of Calvinism. After being

accepted for two centuries in all Protestant countries

as tlici tinal account of the relations between man and

liis j\laker, it has come to be regarded by liberal thinkers

as a system of belief incredible in itself, dishonouring

to its object, aiul as intolerable as it has been itselt

intolerant. The Catholics whom it ovei^thrcw take

courage fionithe jdiilosophers, and. assail it on the same

ground. To represent man as sent into the world under

a curst', as incurably wicked—wicked by the constitution

of his flesh, and wicked by eternal decree—as doomed,

unless exempted by sfiecial grace which ho cannot

merit, or by aiiy cflbrt of his own obtain, to live in sin

while htj remains on earth, and to be eternally miser-

able when he leaves it—to represent him as born unable

to keep the commandments, yet as justly liable .to ever-

lasting punishment for breaking them, is alike i6pug-

nant to reason and to conscience, and turns existence

into a hideous nightmare. To deny the freedom of the

will is to make morality impossible. To tell men that

they cannot help themselves is to fling them into reck-

lessness and despair. To what purpose the effort to be

virtuous when it is an effort which is forcnloomed to fail

—when those that are saved are saved by no effort of

their own, and confess themselves the worst of sinners,

even when rescued from the penalties of sin
;
and those

that are lost are lost by an everlasting sentence decreed

against them before they were bor»P How are we to call

the Ruler who laid^s ujider this iron codet)y the name
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of Wise, or Just,, or Merciful, when we ascribe princi-

ples of action to Him which in a human father wo

sliould call preposterous and monstrous ?

The dis/Lission of these strange questions has been

pursued at all limes with inevitable passion, and the

issue uniformly has been a di-awii battle. The Arniin-

ian has entangled the Calvinist, the Calvinist has en-

tangled the Arminian, in a labyrinth of contradictions.

The advocate of free will appeals to conscience and

instinct—to an a priori sense of what ought in equity

to be. The necessitarian falls hack upon the experi-

enced reality of facts. It is true, and no argument can

gainsay' it, that men arc plac(‘d in the world unequally

favoured, both in inward dlspo-^ition and outward cir-

cumstaiices. Some children are born with tempera-

ments which make a, life of innocence and i:)urit j" natural

* and easy to them
;
others are born with violent pas-

sionsVor even with distinct tendencies to evil inherited

from their anc(‘stors, and seemingly unconquerable

—

‘ some are constitutionally brave, others are constitution-

ally cowards—soiiu' are born in religious families, and

are carefully educated and watched over; others draw

their tii'st brcatli in an atmosphere of crime, and cease

to inhale it only when they pass into their graves.

()]ily a^ fourth part of mankind arc born Christians.

The remainder never hear the name of Christ c‘xc/ej)t as

a reproach. The Chinese and the Japanese—we may

almost say every weaker race with wliom we have come

in contact—connect ct only with the forced intrusion of

strangers whose behaviour amt'llg /hem has served ill
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to recommend tlieir creed. Those ar« tacts which no

casuistry can explain away. And if wo believe at all

that flui world is governed by a conscious and intelli-

gent Being, we must believe also, however we can

reconcile it with our oavii ideas, that these anomalies

lia\'e not arisen by accident, but have been ordered of

purpose and design.

No less noii(‘eablo is it that tlio materialistic and

the metaphysical philosophers deny as completely as

(.^ilvinisni wliat is popularly called Free Will. Every

effect has its cause. Ill every action the will is deter-

mined by the motive which at the moment is ojierating

most po\v('rfully upon it. AVhen we do wrong, Ave are

led away by temptation. If Ave overcome oiii* tempta-

tion, w'c overcome it either because we foresee iiicon-

venhait constupiences, and the certainty of future paiiis^

is stronger than the present jileasure
;
or else because

wc prefer right to Avroiig, and our desire for good is

greater than our desire for indulgence. It is impossible

\o conceive a man, Avhon tAVO courses arc open to liimt

choosing that AVhich he least desires, lie may say that

lie can do what he dislikes because it is his duty.

Iheeisely so. Ilis desire to do his duty is a stronger

motive with him than the attraction of present jilcasure.

Spinoza, from entirely different premises^ came to

the same conclusion as Mr Mill or Mr Buckle, and can

find no better account of the situation of man than in

the illustration of St Paul, ‘Hath not the potter power

over the clay, to make one vessel to honour and another

to dishonour ?
*
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If -Arminianism most commends itself to our feel-

ings, Calvinism is nearer to tlie facts, however harsh

and forbidding those facts may seem.

I have no intention, however, of entangling myself

or you in these controversies. As little shall I con-

Bider whether men have done wisely in attempting a

doctrinal solution of problems the conditions of which

are so imperfectly known. The moral system of the

universe is like a document written in alternate ciplicrs,

which change from line to line. We read a sentence,

but at the next our key fails us
;
we see that tlicre is

sometliing written there, but if we guess at it we are

guessing in the dark. It seems more faithful, more

becoming, in beings such as we are, to rest in the

conviction of our own inadequacy, and confine ourselves

to those moral rules for our lives and actions on which,

so far as they concern ourselves, we arc left in no

uncertainly at all.

At present, at any rate, we are concerned with an

aspect of the matter entirely different. I am going to

ask you to consider how it came to pass that if Calvin-

ism is indeed the hard and unreasonable creed which

modern enlightenment declares it to be, it has pos-

sessed such singular attractions in past times for some

of the greatest men that ever lived. And how—being,

as we arc told, fatal to morality, because it denies free

will—the first symptom of its operation, wherever it

established itself, was to obliterate the distinction

between sins and crimes, and to make the moral law

the rule of life for States as well as*persons. I shall
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ask you, again, why, if it a crefed of intellectual

servitude, it was able to inspire and sustain the bravest

efforts ever made by man to break the yoke of unjust

autliority. When all else has failed—when patriotism

has covered its face and human courage has broken

down—when intellect lias yielded, as Gibbon says^

* with a smile or a sigh,^ content to philosoidiizc in the

closet, and abroad worship with the vulgar—when

emotion and sentiment and ten'dcr imaginative piety

have become the handmaids of superstition, and have

dreamt themselves into forgetfulness that tliere is any

difierence between lies and truth—the slavish form of

belief called Calvinism, in one or other of its many

forms, has borne ever an inflexible front to illusion and

mendacity, and has preferred rather to be ground to

powder like flint than to bend before violence, or melt

under enervating temptation.

It is enough to mention the name of William the

Silent, of Luther—for on the points of which I am
speaking Luther was one with Calvin—of your own

Knox and Andrew Melville and the Ilegent Murray,

of Coligny, of our English Cromwell, of Milton, of

John Lunyan. These were men possessed of all tlic

qualities which give nobility and grandeur to human
.

nature—^men w^ose life was as upright as» their in-

tellect was commanding and their public aims untainted

with selfishness; unalterably just where duty required

them to be stern, but with the* tenderness of a woman
in their hearts

;
frank, true, cheerful, humorous, as

unlike sour fanatics* as it is possible “fo imagine auy
<
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one, and able iri soraerwayto sound the keynote to

which every brave and faithful heart in Europe in-

stinctively vibrated

This is the problem. Grapes do not grow on

bramble-bushes. Illustrious natures do not form them-

selves upon narrow and cruel theories. Spiritual life

is full of apparent paradoxes. When St Patrick

preached the Gospel on Tarah hill to Leoghaire, the

Irish king, the Druids and the wise men of Ireland

shook their heads. ‘Why/ asked the king, ‘does

what the cleric preaches seem so dangerous to you ?
*

‘Because,’ was the remarkable answer, ‘because he

preaches repentance, and the law of repentance is such

that a iniin shall say, “I may commit a thousand

crimes, and if I repent I shall be forgiven, and it will

bo no worse with me : therefore I will continue to

sin.” ’ The Druids argued logically, but they drew a

false inference notwithstanding. The practical cfiect

of a- bedief is the real test of its soundness. Where we

find a licroic life aj)pearing as tlic uniform fruit of

a particular mode of opinion, it is childish to argue

in the face of fact that the result ought to have been

different.

The question which I have proposed, however,

admits of a reasonable answer, I must ask you only

to accompany me on a somewhat wide circuit in search

of it. ,

There seems, in the, first place, to lie in all men, in

proportion to the strength of their understanding, a

cynviction that there is in all hunfan things a real
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order and purpose, notwithstanding the chaos in which

at times they seem to be involved. Suffering scat-

tered *l)lindly without remedial purpose or retribut-

ive propriety— good and evil distributed wdth the

most absolute disregard of moral merit or demerit

—

enormous crimes pcipctrated witli impunity, or venge-

ance when it comes falling not on the guilty, but the

innocent

—

Desert a born,

And needy nothing trimmed in jollity

—

these phenomena ])resent, generation after generation,

the same pcrph'xing and even maddening features;

and without an illogical but none the less a positive

certainty that things arc not as they seem—that, in

spite of appearance, there is justice at the heart of

them, and that, in the working out of the vast drama,

justice will assert somehow and somewhere its s.overeigi:

right and power, the better sort of persons would find

existence altogether unendurable. This is what the

Greeks meant by tlic ^AvdyKrj or destiny, which at the^

bottom is no other than moral Providence. Prometheus

chained on the rock is the emmterpart of Job on his

dunghill. Torn with uiirolaxing agony, the vulture

with beak and talons rending at his heart, the Titan

still defies the tyrant at whose command suffers,

and, strong in conscious innocence, appeals to the

eternal Motpa which will d^ him right in the end.

The Olympian gods were cru^l, jealous, capricious,

malignant
;
hut beyond and ahofe the Olympian gods

lay the silent, btoocHng, everlasting fSte of which
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victim and tyfant wdre alike the instruments, and

which at last, far off, after ages of misery it mi^ht be,

but still before all was over, would vindicate the sove-

reignty of justice. Full as it may be of contradictions

and perplexities, this obscure belief lies at the very

core of our spiritual nature, and it is called fate or it is

called predestination according as it is regarded pan-

theistically as a necessary condition of the universe, or

as the decree of a self-conscious being.

Intimately connected with this belief, and perhaps

the fact of which it is the inadequate expression, is

the existence in nature of omnipresent organic laws,

penetrating the material world, penetrating the moral

world of human life and society, which insist on

being obeyed in all that we do and handle—which

. wo cannot alter, cannot modify—which will go with

us, and* assist and befriend us, if we recognize and

comply with them—which inexorably make themselves

felt in failure and disaster if we neglect or attempt to

thwart them. Search wliere we will among created

things, far as the microscope will allow the eye to

pierce, we find organization everywhere. Large forms

resolve themselves into parts, but these parts are

but organized out of other parts, down so far as

we can* see into infinity. Wlieii the plant meets

with the conditions which agree with it, it thrives

;

under unhealthy conditions it is poisoned and disin-

tegrates. It is the same precisely with each one of

ourselves, whether as* individuals or as aggregated into

,associations, *'into families, into naVions, into institu-
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tJons. The remotest fibre of human-faction, from the

policy of empires to the most insignificant trifle over

which we waste an idle hour or moment, either moves

in harmony with the true law of our being, or is else

at discord with it. A king or a parliament enacts a

law, and we imagine Ave are creating some new re-

gulation, to cncount(U‘ unprecedented circumstances.

The law iiself wtiicli applied to these circumstances

was enacted from eternity. It has its existence inde-

pendent of us, and will enforce itself either to reward

or punish, as the attitude which we assume towards it

is wise or unwise. Our human laws arc but the copies,

more or less inujcrfoct, of the eternal laws so far as we

can read them, and either succeed and promote our

welfare, or fail and bring confusion and disaster, ac-

cording as the legislator’s insight has detected the true

.

printu’plc, or has been distorted by ignorance qr selfish-

ness.

And these laws are absolute, inflexible, irreversible,

the steady friends of the wise and good, the eternar

enemies of the blockhead and the knave. No Pope can

dispense with a statute enrolled in the Chancery of

Heaven, or popular vote repeal it. The discipline is a

stern one, and many a wild endeavour men have made

to obtain less hard conditions, or imagine them other

than they are. They have conceived the rule of the

Almighty to be like the nile of one of themselves.

They have fancied that they cjuld bribe or appease

Him—tempt Him by penance •or pious offering to

suspend or turn aside His displeasure. Tlfey are asking
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that His own etornal nature shall become other than it

is. One thing only they can do. They for themselves,

by changing their own courses, can make the law

which they have broken thenceforward their friend.

Their dispositions and nature will revive and become

healthy again when they are no longer in opposition to

the will of their Maker. This is the natural action of

what we call repentance. But th^ penalties of the

wrongs of the past r^jinain unrepcaled. As men have

sown they must still reap. The profligate who has

ruined his health or fortune may learn before ho dies

that he has lived as a fool, and may recover somolliing

of his peace of mind as he recovers his understanding;

but no miracle takes away his paralysis, or gives back

1,0 his children the bread of which he has robbed them.

IT(i may himself be pardoned, but the consecpienccs of

'his acts remain.

Once more : and it is the most awful feature of our

condition. The laws of nature arc general, and are no

'respecters of persons. There has been and there still

is a clinging impression that the sufferings of men arc

the results of their own particular misdeeds, and that

no one is or can be punished for the faults of others.

I shall not dispute about the word ^ punishment.’ ‘ The

fathers have eaten sour grapes,’ said the Jewish

proverb, ^ and the children’s teeth are set on edge.’

So said Jewish experience, and Ezekiel answered that

these words should no longer bo used among them.

‘ The soul that sinneth, it shall die.’ Yes, there is a

promise that <he soul shall be saved^ there is no such
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promise for the body. Every jnaii is the architect of

his own character, and if to the extent of his oppor-

tunities lie has lived purely, nobl}’, and uprightly, the

misfortunes Avhich may fall on him through the crimes

or (M*rors of other men cannot injure the immortal part

of 111 III. But it is no loss true that we are made de-

pendent one ujion another to a degree which can hardly

be exaggerat(‘(h •The winds and waves are on the side

of' tlic best navigator—the seaman who best understands

tluan. Place a fool at the helm, and crew and pas-

sengiu's will perish, be they ever so iniioeont. The

Tower ol* Siloam fell, not for any sins of the eighteen

who were crushed by it, but through bad mortar pro-

bably, tbe rotting of a beam, or the uncvcai settling of

the foundations. The jiersons who should have sulfered,

according to our notion of distributive justice, were the

ignorant architects or masons who had done their \vork

amiss. But the guilty had pcrhajis long been turned

to dust. And the law of gravity brought the tower

down at its own time, indiHereiit to the persons whe

might be under it.

Now the feature which distinguislies man from

other animals is that he is able to observe and discover

these laws which are of such mighty moment to him,

and direct his conduct in conforinily Avith them. The

more subtle may be revealed only by complicated

experience. The plainer and more obvious—among
those especially which are* called moral—have been

apprehended among the higher :i;aces easily and readily.

I shall not ask ]4owJ:he knowledge of t^em has been
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obtained, wlictbcr by external revelation, or by natural

insiglit, or by some oiJicr influence working through

human faculties. The fact is all that we are conoerned

with, that from the earliest times of which we have

historical knowledge there have always been men who

have recognized the distinction between the nobler and

baser 2)arts of their being. They have perceived that

if tliey would be men and not beasts,* they must control

their animal passions, prehir truth to falsehood, courage

to cowardice, justice lo violence, and compassion to

cruelty. These arc the elementary principles of moral-

ity, on the recognition of which the welfare and

improvement of mankind depend, and human history

has been little nioi’c than a record of the struggle

which began at tlie bc*ginning and will continue to the

end between the few who have had ability to see into

ihe truth and loyalty to obey it, and the multitude

who by evasion or rebellion have hoped to thrive in

spite of it.

. Thus wo see that in the better sort of men there are

two elementary convictions; that there is over all

things an unsleeping, inflexible, all-ordering, just

power, and that this power governs the world by laws

which can bo seen in their efiects, and on the obedience

to which, and on nothing else, human welfare depends.

And now I will suppose some one whose tendencies

are naturally healthy, though as yet no special occasion

shall have roused him to serious thought, growing up

in a civilized community, where, as, usually happens, a

compromise hg.s been struck betYeei\ vice and virtue,
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where a certain difference between right and wrong is

recognized decently on the surface, while below it one-

half of the peojjle are rushing steadily after the thing

called pleasure, and the other half labouring in drudgery

to provide the means of it for the idle.

Of practical justice in such a community there will

be exceedingly little, but as society cannot go along at

all without paying, morality some outward homage,

there will of I'.ourse be an established religion—an

Olympus, a Valhalla, or some system of theogony or

theology, with temples, priests, liturgies, public con-

fessions in one form or anothcir of the dependence of

the things we see upon what is not scon, with certain

ideas of duty and j)^nalties imposed for neglect of it.

These there will be, and also, as obedience is disagree-

able and requires abstinence from various indulgences,

there will be contrivances by which the indulgences can

be secured, and no harm come of it. By the sidb of the

moral law there grows up a law of ceremonial observ-

ance, to which is attached a notion of superior sanctity

and especial obligation. Morality, though not at first

disowned, is slighted as comparatively trivial. Duty

in the high sense comes to mean religious duty, that is

to say, the attentive observance of certain forms and

ceremonies, and these forms and ceremonies come into

collision little or not at all with ordinary life, afid ulti-

mately have a tendency to resolve themselves into

payments of money.

Thus rises what is called idoljftry. I do not mean
by idolatry the mere worship of manufactured images.
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I mean tlie separation between practical obligation, and

new moons and sabbaths, outward acts of devotion, or

formulas of particular opinions. It is a state of things

perpetually recurring
;
for there is nothing, if it would

only act, more agreeable to all parties concerned.

Priests find their oflice magnified and their conse-

quence increased Laymen can be in favour with God

and man, so priests tell them, while their enjoyments

or occupations are in no way interfered with. Hie

mischief is that the laws of nature remain meanwhile

uiisuspended
;
and all the functions of society become

poisoned through neglect of them. Ileligion, which

ought to have been a restraint, becomes a fresh instru-

ment of evil—to the imaginative and the weak a

contemptible superstition, to the educated a mockery,

to knaves and hypocrites a cloak of iniquity, to all alike

—to those Avho sufier and those who seem to profit by

it—a lie so pul])able as to be worse than atheism itself.

There comes a time when all this has to end. The

over-indulgence of the few is the over-penury of the

many. Injustiiie begets misery, and misery resent-

ment. Something liajjpens J3erhaps—some unusual

opj)ression, or some act of religious mendacity especially

glaring. Such a person as I am siq)posing asks him-

self, ‘ AVhat is the meaning of these things ? ^ Ilis eyes

arc opened. Gradually he discovers that he is living

surrounded with falsehood, drinking lies like water, his

conscience intellect degraded by the

abominations which envelope his existence. At first

perhaps he will led most keenly for himself. He will
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not suppose tliat lie cun set to*right8*a world that is

out of joint, but he will himself relinquish his share in

what he detests and despises. He withdraws into him-

self. If what others are doing and saying is obviously

wrong, then he has to ask himself what is right, and

what is tlie true purpose of his existence. Light breaks

more clearly on him. He becomes conscious of im-

pulses towards something purer and higher than he

has yet experienced or even imagined. Whence these

impulses come he cannot tell, lie is too keenly aware

of the sclhsh and c^owardl}'' thoughts which rise up to

mar and thwai t his nobler aspirations, to belitive that

they can possibly be his own. If he conquers his baser

nature he feels that he is conquering himself. The

conqueror and the conquered cannot be the same
;
and

he therelbre concludes, not in vanity, but in profound

humiliation and self-abasement, that the infinite grace*

of God and nothing else is rescuing him from de-

struction. He is converted, as the theologians say

He s(its his face upon another road from that which he*

has hitherto travelled, and to which he can never

return. It has been no merit of his own. His dis-

position will rather be to exaggerate his own worth-

lessness, that he may exalt the more what has been

done for him, and he resolves thenceforward to enlist

himself as a soldier on the side of truth and right, and

to have no wishes, no desires,,!!© opinions but what the

service of his Master imposes. Like a soldier he

abandons his freedom, desiring bnly like a soldier to

act and speak no Wngtr as of himself, buf as commis-
vm IT, 2
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sioned from some supreme authority. In such a con-

dition a man becomes magnetic. There are epidemics

of nobleness as well as epidemics of disease ; and he

infects others wnth his own enthusiasm. Even in the

most corrupt ages there are always more persons than

we suppose who in their hearts rebel against the pre-

vailing fashions
;
one takes courage from another, one

supports another
;
communities form themselves with

higher principles of aiction and jmrer intellectual beliefs.

As their numbers multiply they catch fire with a com-

mon idc^a and a common indignation, and ultimately

burst out into open war with the lies and iniquities

that surround them.

I have been describing a natural process which has

repeated itself many times in human liistory, and, un-

less the old opinion that we arc more than animated

clay, and that our nature has nobler afiiniiies, dies away

into a dream, will repeat itself at recurring intervals,

so long as our race survives upon the planet.

I have told you generally what I conceive to be our

real position, and the administration under which we

live
;
and I have indicated how naturally the conviction

of the truth would tend to express itself in the moral

formulas of Calvinism. I will now run briefly over the

most reiparkable of the great historical movements to

which I have alluded
; and you will see, in the striking

recurrence of the same peculiar mode of thought and

action, an evidence tl\at, if not completely accurate, it

must possess some near and close afiinity with the real

fact. I will 'take first the exam'ple 'with which we are
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all most familiar—that of the chosen people. I must

a<:^{iiii remind you that I nni not talking of theology.

1 say nothing of what is called technically revelation.

I am treating these matters as phenomena of human

experience, the lessons of which would bo identically

lh(^ same if no revelation existed.

The discovery of the key to the hieroglyphics, the

excavations in the tombs, the investigations cjirricd on

by a series of careful inquirers, from llelzoni to Lepsius,

into the antiquities of the Valley of the Nile, interpret-

ing and in turn interpreted by Manetho and lIcTodotus,

have thrown a light in many respects singularly clear

upon the condition of the first country which, so far as

history can tell, succeeded in achieving a state of high

civilization. From a period the reinotencss of whicli il-

is unsafe to conjecture there had been established in

Egypt an elaborate and splendid emigre, which, though

it liad not escaped revolutions, had suffered none which

had caused organic changes there. It had strength,

wealth, power, coherence, a vigorous monarchy, domi-

nant and exclusive castes of nobles and priests, and a

proletariat of slaves. Its cities, temples, and monu-

ments are still, in their ruin, the admiration of engin-

eers, and the despair of architects. Original intellectual

conceptions inspired its public buildings. Sieved by

situation, like China, from the intrusion of barbarians,

it developed at leisure its ow^ ideas, undisturbed from

without
;
and when it becomes historically visible to us

it was in the zenith of its glory*. The habits of the

higher classes wer<? elaiborately luxurious, find the van
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ity and the self-indulgence of the few were made pos-

sible—as it is and always must be where vanity and

self-indulgence exist—by the oppression and misery of

the millions. You can see on the sides of the tombs

—

for their pride and their pomp followed them even in

their graves—the efleminate patrician of the court of

the Pharaohs reclining in his gilded gondola, the at-

tendant eunuch waiting upon him with the goblet or

plate of fruit, the bevies of languishing damsels flutter-

ing* round him in their transparent draperies. Shake-

speare’s Cleopatra might have sat for the portrait of

the Potiphar’s wife who tried the virtue of the son of

Jacob

:

The barge she sate in, like a burnished throne,

Burned on the water : tlie poop was beaten gold

;

Purple the sails, and so perfumed that

The winds were love-sick with them. . . .

For her own person,

It beggared all description : she did lie

In her pavilion—cloth-of-gold of tissue

—

O’er-pieturing that Venus where we see

The fancy out-work nature : on each side her

St(»od pretty dimpled boys, like smiling Cupids,

With divers-coloured fans, whose wind did seem

To glow the delicate cheeks which they did cool.

And what they did, undid.

By the side of all this there was a no less elaborate

religion—an ecclesiastical hierarchy—powerful as the

sacerdotalism of Mediaeval Europe, with a creed in the

middle of it which was a complicated idolatry of the

physical forces.

There are at bott€»ra hut two possible religions—that

which rises in the moral natui'e af mun, and which takes
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shapo ill moral commandments, and that which grows

out of the observation of tlie material energies which

operate? in the external universe. The sun at all times

has been the central object of this material reverence.

The sun was the parent of light
;
the sun was the lord

of the sky and the lord of the seasons
;
at the sun’s

bidding the earth brought forth her harvests and

ripened them to maturity. The sun, too, was benefi-

cent to the good and to the evil, ajiid, like the laws of

political econom}", drew no harsli distinctions beU^een

oiu' p(u\son and another—demanding only that certain

work should be done?, and smiling equally on the croj^s

of the slave-driver and the garden of the innocent

peasant. The moon, when the sun sunk to his night’s

rest, reigned as his vi(*egerent, the queen of the revolv-

ing licavens, and in her waxing and waning and singu-

lar movement among the stars was the perpetual oc- '

casion of admiring and adoring curiosity. Nature in

all h<?r forms was wonderful
;
Nature in her beneficent

forms was to be loved and worshipped
;
and being, as*

Nature is, indifferent to morality, bestowing prosperity

on principles which make no demands on chastity or

equity, she is, in one form or other, the divinity at

whose shrine in all ages the favoured sections of society

have always gladly paid their homage. Where Nature

is sovereign, there is no need of austerity and self-de-

nial. The object of life is the pursuit of wealth and

the pleasures which wealth can purchase
;
and the rules

for our practical guidance are tie laws, as the econo-

mLsts say, by which w«alth can be acquire^.
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It is ail exceUenJi creed for those who have the

hapj)iness to profit by it, and will have its followers to

the end of time. In these later ages it connects itself

with the natural sciences, progress of the intellect,

specious shadows of aU kinds which will not interfere

with its supreme management of political arrangements.

In Egypt, where knowledge was in its rudiments, eveiy

natural force, the minutest plant oi animal, which influ-

enced human fortunes for good or evil, came in for a

niche in the shrine of the temples of the sun and moon.

8nakes and crocodiles, dogs, cats, cranes, and beetles

were propitiated by sacrifices, by laboured ceremohitils

of laudation; nothing living was too mean to find a

place in the omnivorous devotionalism of the Egy])tian

clergy. W e, in thc^se days, proud as we may be of our

intellectual advances, need not ridicule pojnilar credul-

ity. Even here in »Scotland, not so long ago, Avretehed

old women were supposed to run about the country in

the shape of hares. At this very hour the ablest of

living natural philosophers is looking gravely to the

courtships of moths and butterflies to solve the problem

of the origin of man, and prove his descent from an

African baboon.

There was, however, in ancient Eg)^t another

article of faith besides nature-worship of transcendent

moment—a belief which had probably descended from

earlier and purer ages, and had then originated in the

minds of sincere and earnest men—as a solution of the

real problem of humv,hity. The inscriptions and paint-

ings in the fombs near Thebes jnal^ it perfectly clear
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that the Egyptians looked forward to a future state

—

to the judgment-bar of Osiris, where they would each

one day stand to give account for their actions. They

believed as clearly as we do, and with a conviction of a

very similar kind, that those who had done good would

go to everlasting life, and those ^who had done evil into

eternal perdition.

Such a belief, if coupled with an accurate perception

of what good and evil mean—^with a distinct certainty

tliat men will be tried by the moral law, before a per-

fectly just judge, and that no subterfuges will avail

—

cannot but exercise a most profound and most tremen-

dous influence u[)on human conduct. And yet our own

experience, if nothing else, proves that this belief, when

moulded into traditional and conventional shspes, may

lose its practical power; nay, without ceasing to be

professed, and even sincerely held, may become inort*

mischievous than salutary. And this is owing to the

fatal distinction of which I spoke just now, which seems

to have an irresistible tendency to shape itself, in

civilized societies, between religious and moral duties.

A\"ith the help of this distinction it becomes ])ossible

for a man, as long as he avoids gross sins, lo neglect

every one of his positive obligations—to be careless,

selfish, unscrupulous, indifferent to everything but his

own pleasures—and to imagine all the tim^ that his

condition is perfectly satisfactory, and that lie can look

forward to what is before •him without the slightest

uneasiness. All accounts repffsent the J^igyptians as

an emincntl}' rel^io^s people. Iso profanity was toler-
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rated there, no scepticism, no insolent disobedience to

the established priesthood. If a doubt ever crossed the

mind of some licentious philosopher as to the entire

sacrednefts of the stainless Apis, if ever a question forced

itself on him wliether the Lord of heaven and earth

could really bo incairnated in the stupidest of created

beasts, he kept his counsels to himself, if he was not

shocked at his own impiety. Thepidosts, who proi'essed

supernatural powers—the priests, who were in com-

munication with the f^ods themselves—they possessed

the keys of the sacred mysteries, and what was l^hilo-

sophy tilat it should lift its voice against them P The

word of the priest—nine parts a charlatan, and one

part, pcT'haps, himself imposed on—was absolute. He
knew the counsels of Osiris, he knew that the question

which would be asked at the dread tribunal was not

whether a man had been just and true and merciful, but

whether he had believed what he was told to believe,

and had duly paid the fees to the temple. And so the

)vorld .went its way, controlled by no dread of retribu-

tion ;
and on the tomb-frescoes you can see legions of

slaves under the lash dragging from the quarries the

blocks of granite which were to form the eternal monu-

ments of the Pharaohs’ tyranny
;
and you read in the

earliest authentic history that when there was a fear

that the* slave-races should multiply so fast as to be

dangerous their babies were flung to the cro codiles.

One of these slave-rices rose at last in revolt.

Noticeably it did not r^k' against oppression as such, or

directly in consequence of oppresjion|, "VVe hear of no
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massacre of slave-drivers, no burning of towns or

villages, none of the usual accompaniments of peasant

insurrections. If Egypt was plagued, it was not by

mutinous mobs or incendiaries. Half a million men

simply rose up and declared that they could endure no

longer the mendacity, the hypocrisy, the vile and in-

credible rubbish which was offered to them in the sacred

name of religion. -‘Let us go,’ they said, into the

wilderness, go out of thiise soft \yater-meadows and

corn-fields, forsake our leeks and our flesh-pots, and take

in exchange a life of hardshi]) and wandering, ‘ that we

may worship the God of our fathers.’ ’J'heir leader had

been trained in the wisdom of the Egyptians, and among

the rocks of Sinai had learnt that it was wind and

vanity. The half-obscured traditions of his ancestors

awoke to life again, and were rekindled by him in his

people. They would bear with li('s no longer. They

shook the dust of h^gypt from their feet, and the prate

and falsehood of it from their souls, and they withdrew,

with all belonging to them, into the Arabian desert, ,

that they might no longer serve cats and dogs and bulls

and beetles, but the Eternal Spirit who had been pleased

to make his existence known to them. They sung no

pagans of liberty. They were dtJivered from the house

of bondage, but it w'as the bondage of mendacity, and

they left it only to assume another service. The Internal

had taken pity on them. In revealing his true nature

to them, he had taken them *for his children. They

were not their own, but his, ari(f,they laid their lives

under commandm^ts,which were as clo^e a copy as,
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with tlie knowledge which they possessed, they could

rriiike, to the moral laws of the Maker of the universe.

In essentials the Hook of the Law was a covenant of

practical justice. Rewards and punishments were alike

immediate, both to each separate person and to the

colhictivo nation. Retribution in a life to come was

dropped out of sight, not denied, but not insisted on.

The belief in it had been corrupted to evil, and rather

enervated than encouraged the efforts after pi'csent

equity. Every man was to reap as he had sown—here,

in the immediate world—to live under his own vine and

fig-tree, and thrive or suffer according to his actual

deserts. Religion was not a thing of past or future, an

account of things that had been, or of things which one

day would be again. God was the actual living ruler

of real every-day life
;
nature'-worship was swept away,

and in the warmth and passion of ccniviction they

bc'came; as I said, the soldit'rs of a purer creed. In

Palestine, where the}^ found idolatry in a form yet fouler

and more cruel than what thej" had left behind them,

the}" trampled it. out as if in inspired abomination of a

system of wliich the fruits were so detestable. They

were not perfect—very far from perfect. An aniiy at

best is made of mixed materials, and war, of all ways of

making wrong into right is the harshest
;
but they were

directed by a noble purpose, and they have left a mark

never to be effaced in the history of the human race.

The fire died awciy.* ‘ The Israelites,’ we are told,

‘ mingled among the^heathen and learned their works.’

They ceased to be missionaries. Ihey hardly and fit-
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fully preserved the records of the meaning of their own

exodus. Eight hundred years went by and the flame

rekindled in another country. Cities more splendid

even than the hundred-gated Thebes itself had risen on

the banks of the Euphrates. Grand military empires

had been founded on war and conquest. Peace had

followed when no eninnies were left to conquer
;
and

with peace had c(mic philosophy, science, agricultural

enterprise, magniticent engineering works for the drain-

ing and irrigation of the Mesopotamian plains. Tci«q)lcs

and palaces towered into the sky. The pomp and

luxury of Asia rivalled, and even surj)a8sed, the glories

of Egypt
;
and by tlie side of it a second nature-worsliip,

whicjh, if less elaborately absurd, was more deeply

detestable. The foulest vices were consecrated to the

service of the gods, and the holiest ceremonies were in-

oculated with impurity and sensuality. ,

The seventh century before the Christiafi era wais

distinguished over the whole East by extraordinary

religious revolutions. With the most remarkable oj*

these, that which bears the name of Buddha, 1 am not

here concerned. Buddhism has been the creed for more

than two thousand years of half the human race, but it

left unaffected our own western world, and therefore I

here pass it by.

Simultaneously with Buddha there appeared another

teacher, Zerdusht, or, as the Greeks called him, Zoroaster,

among the hardy tril>es of the Persian mountains. He
taught a creed which, like th*^t of the Israelites, was

essentially morai tgid extremely simple. Nature-
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worship, as I said, kn^w nothing of morality. When

the objects of natural idolatry became personified, and

physical phenomena were metamorphosed int(f alle-

gorical mythology, the indifierence to morality, which

was obvious in nature, became ascribed as a matter of

course to gods which were but nature in a personal

disguise. Zoroaster, like Moses, saw behind the physical

for(;es into the deeper laws of right and wrong. lie

supposed himself to. discover two antagonist powers,

contending in the heart of man as well as in the out-

ward universe—a spirit of light and a spirit of darkness,

a spirit of truth and a spirit of falsehood, a spirit life-

giving and beautii'ul, a spirit poisonous and deadly. To

one or otlicr of these powers man was necessarily in

servitude. As the follower of Ormuzd, he became cn-

rolhid in the celestial armies, whose business was to fight

‘ agjiinst sin and misery, against wrong-doing and im-

purity, against injustice and lies and baseness of all sorts

and kinds
;
and every one with a soul in him to prefer

good to evil was summoned to the holy wars, which

would end at lust after ages in the final overthrow of

Ahriman.

The Persians caught rapidly Zoroaster’s spirit.

TJneorrupted by luxury, they responded eagerly to a

voice which they recognized as speaking truth to them.

They have been called the Puritans of the Old World.

Never any people, it is said, hated idolatry as they

hated it, and for the simple reason that they hated lies.

A Perlsiaii lad, Herodotus tells us, was educated in three

especial accoipplishmeiits. lie was '‘.aught to ride, to
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shoot, and to speak the truth—ihat is. to say, he was

brought up to be brave, active, valiant, and upright.

When*a man speaks the truth, you may count pretty

surely that he possesses most other virtues. Half the

vices in the world rise out of cowardice, and one who is

afraid of lying is usually afraid of nothing else. Speech

is an article of trade in which we are all dealers, and

the one beyond all 'others where we are most bound to

provide honest wares

:

tX^poQ fioi KUKiivoQ ofi&Q *AtSao TTvXaiaiv

Of 0’ cVepov ftev KfvOy ivi aWo 5t tiVy.

This seems to have been the Persian temperament,

and in virtue of it they were chosen as the instruments

—clearly recognized as such by the Prophet Isaiah for

one—which were to sweep the earth clean of abomina-

tions, which had grown to an intolerable height. Pel

bowed down, and JNTebo had to stoop before them.*

Babjdon, the lady of kingdoms, was laid in the dust,

and ‘ her star-gazers and her astrologers and her

monthly prognosticators ' could not save her with ali

their skill. They and she were borne away together.

Egypt’s turn followed. Retribution had been long

delayed, but her cup ran over at last. The palm-groves

were flung into the river, the temples polluted, the idols

mutilated. The precious Apis, for all its godhood, was

led with a halter before the Persian king, and stabbed

in the sight of the world by. Persian steel.

‘ Profane !
’ exclaimed the priests, as pious persons,

on like occasions, have exclaimied a thousand times

:

‘ these Puritans iiav« no reverence for Jioly things.^
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Rather it is because they do reverence things which

deserve reverence that they loathe and abhor the coun-

terfeit. What does an ascertained imposture deseiVe but

to be denied, exposed, insulted, trampled under-foot,

danced upon, if nothing less will serve, till the very

geese take courage and venture to hiss derision ? Are

we to wreathe aureoles round the brows of phantasms

lest we shock the sensibilities of the idiots who have

believed them to bo divine ? Was the Prophet Isaiah

so tender in his way of treating such matters P

Wlio hath fornjcd a god, or molten a graven image that is profit-

able for nothing ? He heweth him down cedars. He taketh the

cypress and the oak from the trees of the fonjst. He burnetii part

thereof in the fire ; witli part thereof he eat(;th flesh. He roasteth

roast, and is satisfujd
:
yea, he warmeth himself, and saith, Aha, I

am warm, I have seen the fire : and the residue thereof he maketh a

god, even his graven imago : he falleth down unto it, and worshippeth

‘it, and prayeth unto it, and saith. Deliver mo
;

for thou art my god.

Enter into the rock, and hide Ihee in the dust, for fear of tlic

Lord, for the glory of llis majesty when he ariseth to shake terribly

the earth. In that day a man shall east his idols of silver and gold,

«whieh they made each one for himself to worship, to the mules and

the bats.

Again events glide on. Persia runs the usual course.

Virtue and truth produced strength, strength dominion,

dominion riches, riches luxury, and luxury weakness

and collapse—fatal sequence repeated so often, yet to so

little purpose. The hardy warrior of the mountains

degenerated into a vulgar sybarite. His manliness

became effeminacy ;
his piety a ritual of priests

;
himself

a liar, a coward, and \i slave. The Greeks conquered

the IVTsiaiis-i^ conied their manners.'^ and fell in turn
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before the Romans. We count little more than 500 years

from the fall of Babylon, and the entire known world

was lyiifg at the feet of a great military despotism.

Coming originally themselves from the East, the classic

nations had brought with them also the prima3val

nature-worship of Asia. The Greek imagination had

woven the Etastern metaphors into a singular mythology,

in wliicli the gods were represented as beings possessing

in a splendid degree physical beauty, physical strength,

with tlie kind of awfulness which belonged to tlieir

origin
;
the fitful, wanton, changeable, yet also terrible

powers of the elemental world. Translated into the

language of humanity, the actions and adventures thus

ascribed to the gods became in process of time impossible

to be believed. Intellect expanded
;
moral sense grew

more vigorous, and with it the conviction that if the

national traditions were true man must be more just

than his Maker. In ^schylus and Sophocles, in Pindar

and Plato, you see conscience asserting its sovereignty

over the most sacred beliefs—instinctive reverence and

piety struggling sometimes to express themselves under

the names and forms of the past, sometimes bursting

out uncontrollably into indignant abhorrence

:

'E/ioi uTTopa yairrpifiapyov

MaKapojr rtp' diriiv.

* Atpiarapai . . .

Kni wov ri Kai /Sporuiv (jtpEvaQ

virkp Tov aX'aOrj \6yov

SfdaiSdXptPoi ^evdhat Irotr/Xoif

l^awaTbJvT! fivBoi. *

Xdpar^’ oTTcp itTravra revx^i
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rd utij^ixo- Bvaroig

tTTup'fQoiaa rifidv

Kai diriffTov ifiijaaTO rriarov

ififitvai TO TToWaKig.

To me ’twere strange indeed

To charge the blessed gods with greed,

I dare not do it

Myths too oft,

With quaintly coloured lies enwrought,

To stray from truth have mortals brought.

And Art, which round all things below

A charm of loveliness can throw,

' Has robed the false in honour’s hue.

And made the incredible seem true.

'All religions/ says Gibbon, 'are to the vulgar

equally true, to tbe pbilosoplicr equally false, and to the

statesman equally useful :
^ thus scornfully summing up

the theory of the matter which he found • to be held by

the politicians of the age which he was describing, and

perhaps of his own. Religion, as a moral force, died

away with the establishment of the Roman Empire, and

with it died probity, patriotism, and human dignity, and

all that men had learnt in nobler ages to honour and

to value as good. Order reigned unbroken under the

control of the legions. Industry flourished, and natural

science, and most of the elements of what we now call

civilization. Ships covered the seas. Huge towns

adorned the Imperial provinces. The manners of men

became more artificial, and in a certain sense more

humane. Religion was a State establishment—a deceiit

acknowledgment of a power or powers which, if they

existed at all, amused themselves in the depths of sp^oe,

careless, so *their deity was not: denied, of the woe or
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weal of humanity : the living fant^ supreme in Church

and State, being the wearer of the purple, who, as the

practiiml realization of authority, assumed the name as

well as the substance. The one god immediately known

to man was thenceforth the Divus Caesar, whose throne

in the sky was waiting empty for him till his earthly

exile was ended, and it pleased him to join or rejoin his

kindred divinities.
'

It was the era of atheism—atheism such as this

earth never witnessed before or since. You who Have

read Taciliis know the practical fruits of it, as they

appeared at the heart of the system in the second Baby-

lon, the proud city of the seven hills. You will remem-

ber how, for the crime of a single slave, the entire

household of a Roman patrician, four hundred innocent

human beings, were led in chains across the Forum and

murdered by what was called law. You will remember

the exquisite Nero, who, in his love of art, to throw

himself more fully into the genius of Greek tragedy,

committed incest with his mother that he might be a

'

second (Edipus, and assassinated her that he might

realize the sensations of Orestes. You will recall one

scene which Tacitus describes, not as exceptional oi’

standing alone, but merely, he says, ‘ quas ut exenij)lum

referam ne saopius eadem prodigentia narranda sit
’

—

the hymeneal night-banquet on Agrippa’s lake, graced

by the presence of the wives and daughters of the Roman
senators, where amidst blazing fireworks and music and

cloth-of-gold pavilions and naked prostitutes, the majesty

of the Caesars celobratod his nuptials with « boy.

VOL. II. 3
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There, I conceive, rwas the visible product of mate-

rial civilization, where there was no fear of God in the

middle of it—theiinal outcome of wealth and proc>pcrity

and art and culture, raised aloft as a sign for all ages to

look upon.

But it is not to this, nor to the fire of hell whic^h in

due time burst out to consume it, that I desire now to

draw your attention. I have to jjoint out to you two

purifying movements which were at wwk in the midst

of the pollution, one of whi(;h came to nothing and

survives only in books, the st'cond a force which was to

mould for ages the future history of man. Both require

our notice, for both singularly contained the particular

feature which is called the reproach of Calvinism.

The blackest night is never utterly dark. 'When

mankind seem most abandoned there are always a seven

‘ thousand somewhere who have not bowed the knee to

the fashionable opinions of the hour. Among the great

Roman familii's a certain number remained republic^an

• in feeling and republican in habit. The State religi(ui

was as incredible to them as to every one else. Tliey

could not persuade themselves that they could discover

the will of Heaven in the colour of a calFs liver or in

the ap2)etito of the sacred chickens
; but they had re-

tained the moral instincts of their citizen ancestors.

They knew nothing of God or the gods, but they had

something in themselves which made sensuality nauseat-

ing instead of pleasant to them. They had an austere

sense of the meaningmf the word ‘ duty.^ They could

distinguish and reverence the nokler<possibilitics of their
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nature. They disdained what was base and eflPeininate,

and, though religion failed them, they constructed out

of philosophy a rule which would serve to live by.

Stoicism is a not unnatural refuge of thoughtful men
in confused and sceptical ages. It adheres rigidly to

morality. It offers no easy Epicurean explanation of

the origin of man, which resolves him into an organ-

izai ion ofparticles, afid dismisses him again into nothing-

ness, It recognizes only that men* who are the slaves

of tlieir passions are miserable and impotent, and insists

that personal inclinations shall be subordinated to con-

science. It prescribes plainness ol* life, that the num-

ber of our necessities may be as few as possible
;
and in

placing the business of life in intellectual and moral

action it destroys the temptation to sensual gratitic’a-

tions. It teaches a contempt of death so complete tliat

it can be encountered without a flutter of the pulse

;

and while it raises men above the suffering which makes

others miserable, generates a proud submissiveness to

sorrow which noblest natures feel most keenly, by rej3re-

senting this huge scene and the shows which it presents

as the work of some unknown but irresistible force,

against which it is vain to struggle and childish to

repine.

As with Calvinism, a theoretic belief in an overrul-

ing will or destiny was not only compatible with but

seemed naturally to issue in tljje control of the animal

appetites. The Stoic did not argue that, ‘ as fate go-

verns all things, I can do no wrbng, and therefore I

will take my pleaifiire^ ^ but rather, ‘ Thc^ moral law
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within me is the nobtest part of my being and compels

me to submit to it,* He did not withdraw from the

woiid like the Christian anchorite. He remained at

his post in the senate, the Forum, or the army. A
Stoic in Marcus Aurelius gave a passing dignity to the

dishonoured purple. In Tacitus, Stoicism has left an

external evidence how grand a creature man may be,

though unassisted by conscious dependence on external

spiritual help, through steady disdain of what is base,

steady reverence for all that deserves to be revered, and

inflexible integrity in word and deed.

But Stoicism could under no circumstances be a

regenerating power in the general world. It was a

position only tenable to the educated
;

it was without

hope and without enthusiasm. From a contempt of

the objects which mankind most desired, the step was

short and inevitable to contempt of mankind themselves.

Wrapped in mournful self-dependence, the Stoic could

face calmly for himself whatever lot the fates might

send:

Si fractus illaliatur orbis,

Impaviduni IVricnt ruinae.

But, natural as such a creed might be in a Roman noble

under the Empire, natural perhaps as it may always be

in corrupted ages and amidst disorganized beliefs, the

very sternness of Stoicism was repellent. It carried

no consolation to the hearts of the suflering millions,

who were in no danger of being led away by luxury,

because their whol^ lives were passed in poverty and

wretchedness. It was individual, ^lot missionary. The
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Stoic declared no active war against corruption. lie

stood alone, protesting scornfully in silent example

against evils wliicli he was without power to cure.

Like Cicsar, he folded himself in his mantle. The

world might do its worst. He would keep his own soul

unstained.

Place beside the Stoics their contemporaries the

Galilean fishermen and the tent-maker of Tarsus. I am

not about to sketch in a few paragraphs the rise of

Christianity. I mean only to point to the princi^)le8

on which the small knot of men gathered themselves

together who were about to lay the. foundations of a

vast spiritual revolution. The guilt and wretchedness

in which the world was steeped St Paul felt as keenly

as Tacitus. Like Tacitus, too, he believed that the wild

and miserable scene which he beheld was no result of

accident, but had been ordained so to be, and was the •

direct expression of an all-mastering Power. * But he

saw also that this Power was no blind necessity or iron

chain of connected cause and effect, but a pcrfectl}^ just,*

perfectly wise being, who governed all things by the

everlasting immutable laws of his own nature; that

when tliese laws were resisted or forgotten they wrought

ruin and confusion and slavery to death and sin
;
that

when they were recognized and obeyed the curse would

be taken away, and freedom and manliness come back

again. Whence the disobedience had first risen was a

problem which St Paul solved in a manner not all un-

like the Persians. There was a lebellious spirit in the

universe, penetrating kito men’s hearts, an^ prompting
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them to disloyalty a^d revolt. It removed the ques-

tion a step further back without answering it, but the

fact was plain as the sunlight. Men had neglected the

laws of their Maker. In neglecting them they had

brought universal ruin, not on themselves only, but on

all society, and if the world was to be saved from

destruction they must be persuaded or forced back into

their allegiance. The law itself had been once more

revealed on the mountains of Palestine, and in the

person and example of one who had lived and died to

make it known
;
and those who had heard and known

Him, being possessed with His spirit, felt themselves

commissioned as a missionary legion to publish the

truth to mankind. They were not, like the Israelites

or the Persians, to fight with the sword—^not even in

their own defence. The sword can take life, but not

give it
;
and the command to the Apostles was to sow

the invisible seed in the hotbed of corruption, and feed

and foster it, and water it, with the blood, not of others,

but themselves. Their own wills, ambitions, hopes,

desires, emotions, were swallowed up in the will to

which they had surrendered themselves. They were

soldiers. It was St Paul’s metaphor, and no other is so

appropriate. They claimed no merit through their

calling
;
they were too conscious of their owui sins to

indulge in the poisonous reflection that they were not

as other men. They were summoned out on their alle-

giance, and armed with* the spiritual strength w^hich

belongs to the consciousness of a just cause. If they

indulged agy personal hope, it wias only that their
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weaknesses would not be rememl)ered against them

—

that, having been chosen for a work in which the victory

was assured, they would be made themselves worthy of

their calling, and, though they might slide, would not

be allowed to fall. Many mysteries remained unsolved.

Man was as clay in the potter’s hand—one vessel was

made to honour and another to dishonour. Why, who

could tell ? This only they knew, that they must them-

selves do no dishonour to the spirit that was in them

—

gain others, gain all who would join them for their

(Munmon purpose, and fight with all their souls against

ignorance and sin.

The fishermen of Gonnesaret planted Christianity,

and many a winter and many a summer have since

rolled over it. More than once it has shed its leaves

and seemed to be dying, and when the buds burst

again the colour of the foliage was changed. The.

theory of it which is taught to-day in the theological

schools of St Andrew’s would have sounded strange

from the pulpit of your once proud cathedral. As th^

same thought expresses itself in many languages, so

spiritual truths assume ever-varying forms. The gar-

ment fades—the moths devour it—the woven fibres

disintegrate and turn to dust. The idea only is im-

mortal, and never fades. The hermit who made his

cell below the cliff where the cathedral stands, the

monkish architect who designed the plan of it, the

princes who brought it to perfection, the Protestants who

shattered it into ruin, the preaVher of last Sunday at

the University chur^jh, would have majiy a quarrel
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were they to meet now before they would understand

each other. But at the bottom of the minds of all the

same thought would be predominant—that they were

soldiers of the Almighty, commissioned to fight with

lies and selfishness, and that all alike, they and those

against whom they were contending, were in his hands,

to deal with after his own pleasure.

Again six centuries go by. Christianity becomes

the religion of the Roman Empire. The Empire

divides, and the Church is divided with it. Europe is

overrun by the Northern nations. The power of the

Western Caesars breaks in pieces, but the Western

Church stands erect, makes its way into the hearts of

the conquerors, penetrates the German forests, opens a

path into Britain and Ireland. By the noble Gothic

nations it is welcomed with passionate enthusiasm.

The warriors of Odin are transformed into a Christian

chivalry, and the wild Vallialla into a Cliristian Heaven.

Fiery passionate nations are not tamed in a generation

Qv a century, but a new concej^tion of what was praise-

worthy and excellent had taken hold of their imagin-

ation and the understanding. Kings, when their day

of toil was over, laid down crown and sword, and

retired into cloisters, to pass what remained of life to

them in prayers and meditations on eternity. The

supremo object of reverence was no longer the hero of

the battle-field, but the barefoot missionary who was

carrying the Gospel among the tribes that were still

untaught. So beautifu/ in their conception of him was

tlie character^ of one of these w^ndee’ing priests that
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their stories formed a new mythology. So vast wore

the real miracles which they were working on men’s

souls that wonders of a more ordinary sort were as-

signed to them as a matter of course. They raised the

dead, they healed the sick, they cast out devils with a

word or with the sign of the cross. Plain facts were too

poor for the enthusiasm of German piety
;
and noble

human figures were exhibited, as it were, in the re-

splendent light of a painted window in the effort to do

them exaggerated honour.

It was pity, for truth only smells sweet for ever,

and illusions, however innocent, are deadly as the

canker-worm. Long cycles had to pass before the

fruit of these poison-soods would ripen. The practical

result meanwhile was to substitute in the minds of the

sovereign races which were to take the lead in the

coming era the principles of the moral law for the law

of force and the sword.

The Eastern branch of the divided Church expe-

rienced meanwhile a less happy fortune. In the East,

there was no virgin soil like the great noble Teutonic

peoples. Asia was a worn-out stage on which drama

after drama of history had been played and played out.

Languid luxury only was there, huge aggregation of

wealth in particular localities, and the no less inevitable

shadow attached to luxury by the necessities of things,

oppression and misery and squalor. Christianity and

the world had come to terms after the established

fashion—the world to bo let alom^ in its pleasures and

its sins
;
the Chutch* relegated to opinion, with free
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liberty to split doctrinal hairs to the end of time. The

work of the Churches degradation had begun, even

bci'ore it accepted the tainted hand of Constantine.

Already in the third century speculative Christianity

had become the fashionable creed of Alexandria, and

had i)urehascd the favour of patrician congregations, if

not by open tolerance of vice, yet by leaving it to grow

unresisted. St Clement details contemptuously the

inventory of the boudoir of a fine lady of his flock, the

list, of essences on her toilet-table, the shoes, sandals,

and slippers with which her dainty feet were decorated

in endless variety. He describes her as she ascends the

steps of the j^aa-LkiKi), to which she was going for what

slu' called lier prayers, with a page lifting up her

train. He paints lier as slie walks along the street,

her ])etticoats projecting with some horsehair arrange-

anait behind, and the street boys jeering at her as she

passes.

All that Christianity was meant to do in making

life simple and habits j)urc was left undone, while, with

a iew exceptions, like that of 8t Ch'inent himself, the

intellectual energy of its bishops and teachers was

exhausted in spinning endless cobwebs of metaphysical

theology. Human life at the best is enveloped in dark-

ness
;
we know not what we are or whither we are

bound, 'lleligioii is the light by which we are to see

our way along the moral pathways without straying

into the brake or the morass. We are not to look at

religion itself, but at siirrounding things with the help

of religion. Jf we fasten our att^ention upon the light
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itself, analyzing it into its component rays, speculating

on the union and composition of the substances of

which it is composed, not only will it no longer serve

us for a guide, but our dazzled senses lose their natural

powers
;
we should grope our way more safely in con-

scious blindness.

When the light within you is darkness, how great is that dark-

ness.

In the place of the old materiel idolatry wc enect a

new idolatry of words and phrases. Our duty is no

long(^r to be true, and honest, and brave, and self-

denying, and pure, but to be exact in our formulas, to

hold accurately some nice and curious ])?'o])osition, to

place damnation in straying a hair^s bn'iultli iVoni some

sj^mbol which exults in being unintelligible, and

salvation in the skill with which the mind can balance'

itself on some intellectual tiglitrojte.

There is no more instructive jdienomonon in history

than the ease and rapidity wilh which the Arabian

caliphs lopped off the fairest provinces of the Eastern

Empire. When nations are easily conquered, w(* uiJiy

be sure that they have first lost their moral self-respect.

When their religions, as they call them, go down at a

breath, those religions have become already but bubbles

of vapour. The laws of Heaven are long-enduring,

but their patience comes to an end at last. Ilecause

justice is not executed speedily men pcrsujido them-

selves that there is no such thing as justice. But the

lame foot, as th# Greek proverb said, ^overtakes the
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swift ono in the end; and the longer the forbearance

the sharper the retribution when it comes.

As the Greek theology was one of the mosl^* com-

plicated accounts ever offered of the nature of God

and Tlis relation to man, so the message of Mahomet,

wlien he first unfolded the green banner, was one of the

most simple. There is no god but God : God is King,

and you must and shall obey flis will. This was Islam,

as it was first offered at the sword’s point to i)eople

wlio *had lost the power of understanding any other

argument. Your images are wood and stone
;
your

rnetapliysics are words without understanding; the

world lies in wickedness and wretchedness because you

have forgotten the statutes of your Master, and you

sliall go back to those
;
you shall fulfil the purpose for

whicli you were set to live xipon the earth, or you shall

not live at all.

Tremendous inroad upon the liberties of conscience !

What right, it is asked, have those people that you

have been calling soldiers of the Almighty to interfere

by force with the opinions of others ? Let them leave

us alone; we meddle not with them. Let them, if

they j)lease, obey those laws they talk of
;
we have other

notions of such things
;
we will obey ours, and let the

result judge between us. The result was judging

between them. The meek Apostle with no weapon

but his word and his example, and winning victories

by himself submitting to be killed, is a fairer object

than a fierce Kaled, cailing himself the sword of the

Almighty, l^ut we cannot order &rfourselves in what
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way these things shall be. The caitiflf Damascenes to

whom Kaled gave the alternative of the Koran or death

were men themselves, who had hands to hold a sword

with if they had heart to use it, or a creed for which

tliey cared to risk their lives. In such a quarrel

superior strength and courage are the signs of the

presence of a nobler conviction.

To the question, ‘What right have you to inter-

fere with us?* there is in exceptional times of con-

vulsion but one answer: ‘We must. These things

which we tell you are true ; and in your hearts you

know it
;
your own cowardice convicts you. The moral

laws of your Maker are written in your consciences as

well as in ours. If you disobey them you bring dis-

aster not only on your own wretched selves, but on all

around you. It is our common concern, and if you

will not submit, in the name of our Master we will

compel you.*

Any fanatic, it will be said, might use the same

language. Is not history full of instances of di*eaTner.s

or impostors, ‘ boasting themselves to be somebody,*

who for some wild illusion, or for their own ambition,

have thrown the world into convulsions ? Is not Ma-

homet himself a signal—the most signal—illustration

of it ? I should say rather that when men have risen

in arms for a false cause the event has proved it by the

cause coming to nothing. The world is not so con-

stituted that courage, and strength, and endurance, and

organization, and success long twstained are to be ob-

tained in the seme® of falsehood. If J could think
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that, I should Ipse the most convincing reason for be-

lieving that we are governed by a moral power. The

moral laws of our being execute themselves through

the instrumentality of men
;
and in those great move-

ments which determine the moral condition of many

nations through many centuries, the stronger side, it

seems to me, has uniformly been the better side, and

stronger because it has been better.
‘

I am not upholding Mahomet as if he had been a

perft^ct man, or the Koran as a second Bible. The

crescent was no sun, nor even a complete moon reign-

ing full-orbed in the night heaven. The light there

was in it was but reflected from the sacred books of the

Jews and the Arab traditions. The morality of it was

defective. The detailed conception of man's duties in-

ferior, far inferior, to what St Martin and St Patrick,

St Columba and St Augustine were teaching or had

taught in Western Europe. Mahometanism rapidly

degenerated. The first caliphs stood far above Saladin.

The descent from. Saladin to a modern Moslem despot

is like a fall over a precipice. All established things,

nations, constitutions, all established things which

have life in them, have also the seeds of death. They

grow, they have their day of usefulness, they decay

and pass ^away, ‘ lest one good custom should corrupt

the world.’

But the light which there was in the Moslem creed

was real. It taught the^ omnipotence and omnipresence

of one eternal Spirit, the Maker and Ruler of all things,

by whose everlasting purpose sdl Things were, and
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whose will all things must obey; and this central

truth, to which later experience and broader know-

ledge C4in add nothing, it has taught so clearly and so

simply that in Islam lliere has been no room for heresy,

and scarcely for schism.

The Koran has been accused of countenancing

sensual vice. Kathcr it bridled and brought within

limits a sensuality 'which before was unbounded. It

forbade and has absolutely extuiguished, wherever

Islam is professed, the bestial drunkenness which is

the disgrace of our Christian English and Scottish

towns. Even now, after centuries of decay, the Mus-

sulman })i‘obably governs his life by the Koran more

accurat,ely than most Christians obey the Sermon on

the Mount or the Ten Commandments. In our own

India, where the Moslem creed retains its relative

superioj’ity to the superstitions of the native races, tho *

Mussulman is a higher order of being. A^cre the

English to withdraw he would retake the sovereignty

of the peninsula by natural right—not because he has*

larger bones and sinews, but by superiority of intellect

and heart
;
in other words, because he has a truer faith.

I said that while Christianity degenerated in the

East with extreme rapidity, in the West it retain (xl its

firmer characters. It became the vitalizing spirit of a

new organization of society. All that we call modern

civilization in a sense which deserves the name is the

visible expression of the transforming power of the

Gospel.

I said also thal^ by the side of the healthy infiu-
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encos of regeneration there were sown along with it

the germs of evil to come. All living ideas, from the

necessity of things, take up into their constitutions

whatever forces are already working round them. The

most ardent aspirations after truth will not anticipate

knowledge, and the errors of the imagination become

consecrated as surely as the purest impulses of con-

science. So long as the laws of -the physical world

remain a mystery, .the action of all uncomprehended

phe\K)raena, the movements of the heavenly bodies,

the winds and storms, famines, murrains, and human

epidemics, are ascribed to the voluntary interference of

supernatural beings. The belief in witches and fairies,

in spells and talismans, could not be dispelled by

science, for science did not exist. The Church there-

fore entered into competition with her evil rivals on

•their own ground. The saint came into the field

against the enchanters. The powers of charms and

amulets were eclipsed by martyrs' relics, sacraments,

•and holy water. The magician, with the devil at his

back, was made to yield to the divine powers imparted

to priests by spiritual descent in the imposition of

hands.

Thus a gigantic system of supernaturalism over-

spread the entire Western world. There was no

deliberate imposition. The clergy were as ignorant as

the people of true relations between natural cause and

eflcct. Their business, so far as they were conscious of

their purpose, was to contend against the works of the

devil. The^ saw practically tlw,t <)hey were able to
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convert men from violence and impurity to piety and

self-restraint. Their very humility forbade them to

attribute such wonderful results to their o^ni teaching.

When it was universally believed that human beings

could make covenants with Satan by signing their

names in blood, what more natural than that they

should assume, for instance, that the sprinkling of

water, the inaugurating ceremony of the purer and bet-

ter life, should exert a mysterious mechanical influence

upon the character ?
*

If regeneration b}'^ baptism, however, with its

kindred imaginations, was not true, innocence of inten-

tion could not prevent the natural consequences of

falsehood. Time wont on ; knowledge increased
;
doubt

stole in, and with doubt the passionate determination to

preserve beliefs at all hazards which had grown too

dear to superstition to be parted with. In the twelfth

century the mystery called transubstantiation had come

to be regarded with widespread misgiving. To en-

counter scepticism, there then arose for the first time

what have been called pious frauds. It was not per-

ceived that men who lend themselves consciously to

lies, with however excellent an intention, will become

eventually deliberate rogues. The clergy doubtless

believed that in the consecration of the elements an
*

invisible change was really and truly efiected. lJut ta

produce an efiect on the secular mind the invisible

liad to be made visible. A general practice sprung

up to pretend that in the breaking of the wafer

real blood had gushed out ;
that real pieties of flesh

Vt)L, II.
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wore found between the fingers. The precious things

thus ])roduccd were awfully preserved, and with the

Poj)e’s blessing were deposited in shrines Yor the

st iviigthoiihig of faith and the confutation of the pre-

sumptuous unbeliever.

AVhen a start has once been made on the road of

deception, the after progress is a rapid one. The de-

sired effect was not produced. Incredulity increased.

Imposture ran a race with unbelief in the vain ho]3e

of silencing inquiry, and with imposture all genuine

love for spiritual or moral truth disappeared.

You all know to what condition the Catholic Church

had sunk at the beginning of the sixteenth century.

All insolent hierarchy, with an arni}' of priests behind

tlieni, doniinated every country in Europe. The Churcdi

was like a hard nutshell round a shrivelled kernel.

* The ju’iests in parting with their sincerity had lost the

control over their own apj)ctites which only sinc^erity

can give. Profligate in their own lives, they extended

*'t() the laity the same easy latitude which they asserted

for their own conduct. Peligious duty no longi'r con-

sisted in leading a virtuous life, but in purchasing

iininunity for self-indulgence by one of the thousand

remedies which Church officials were ever ready to dis-

pc'iise c^t an adequate price.

The pleasant arrangement came to an end—a sudden

and terrible one. Chris/iaiiity had not been upon the

earth for nothing. The spiritual organization of the

Church was corrupt* to the core
;
but in the general

awakening ^f Europe it w^as iiftpdlsible to conceal the
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contrast between the doctrines taught* in the Catholic

pulpits and the creed of which they were the counter-

feit. * Again and again the gathering indignation

sputtered out to be savagely rei^ressed. At last it

pleased Pope Leo, who wanted money to finish St

Peter’sj to send about sj)iritual hawkers with wares

which were called indulgences—^110tes to be presented

at the gates of purgatory as passports to the (*asiest

places there—and then Luther spoke and the whirlwind

burst.

I can but glance at the Reformation in Germany.

Luther himself was one of the gniiidest men that ever

lived on earth. Never was any one more loyal to the

light that was in him, bi*aver, truer, or wider-jiiinded in

the noblest sense of the word. The share of the work

which fell to him Jjuther accomplished most perfectly.

P)ut ]je was exceptionally fortunate in one way, that in

Saxony he had his sovereign on his side, and the eiioniy,

however furious, could not reach him with fleshly

weapons, and could but grind his teeth and curse.

Other nations who had caught Luther^s spirit had to

win their liberty on harder terms, and the Catholic

churchmen were able to add to their other crimes the

cruelty of fiends. Princes and politicians, who had

state reasons for disliking popular outbursts, siled with

the established spiritual authorities. Heresy was as-

sailed with fire and sword, 4iiid a spirit harsher than

Luther^s was needed to steel ^Jie converts’ hearts for

the trials which came u2)on them. Lutheranism, when

Luther himself was gone, and the thing Iwhich we ii^
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England know as Anglicanism, were inclined to tem-

porizing and half-measures. The Lutheran congrega-

tions were but half-emancipated from superstition, and

shrank from pressing the struggle to extremities
;
and

half-measures meant half-heartediiess, convictions which

were but half-convictions, and truth with an alloy of

falsehood. Half-measures, however, would not quench

the bonfires of Philip of Spain, or raise men in Prance

or Scotland who would meet crest to crest the Princes

of tte House of Lorraine. The Reformers required a

position more sharply defined, and a sterner leader, and

that leader they found in John Calvin.

There is no occasion to say much of Calvin’s per-

sonal history. His name is now associated only with

gloom and austerity. It may be true enough that he

rarely laughed. lie had none of Luther’s genial and

'sunny humour. Could they have exchanged conditions,

Luther’s temper might have been somewhat grimmer,

but he would never have been entirely like Calvin.

Nevertheless, for hard times hard men are needed, and

intellects which can pierce to the roots where truth

and lies part company. It fares ill with the soldiers of

religion when ^ the accursed thing ’ is in their camp.

And this is to be said of Calvin, that so far as the state of

knowle(ige permitted, no eye could have detected more

keenly the unsound spots in the received creed of the

Church, nor was there refonner in Europe so resolute

to excise, tear out, avd destroy w’hat was distinctly

seen to be false—so resolute to establish what was true
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in its place, and make truth to the last fibre of it the

rule of practical life.

Calvinism as it existed at Geneva, and as it en-

deavoured to be wherever it took root for a century

and a half after him, was not a system of opinion, but

an attempt to make the vdll of God as revealed in the

Bible an authoritative guide for social as well as per-

sonal dire(‘tioii. Men wonder why the Calvinists,

being so doctrinal, yet seemed to dwell so much and so

emphatically on the Old Testament. It was beefause

in the Old Testament they found, or thought they

found, a divine example of national government, a

distinct indication of the laws which men were ordered

to follow, with visible and immediate punishments

attached to disobedience. At Geneva, as for a time in

Scotland, moral sins were treated after the example of

the Mosaic law', as crimes to be punished by the magis-'

trate. ‘ Elsewdiere,’ said Knox, speaking of Geneva,

‘the Word of God is taught as purely, but never any-

w^here have I seen God obeyed as faithfully.’ ^

If it was a dream, it was at least a noble one. The

Calvinists have been called intolerant. Intolerance of

an enemy who is trying to kill you seems to me a par-

donable state of mind. It is no easy matter to tolerate

* In burning witches the Cal- inviting spirit-wrappers* to dinner,

vinists followed their model too ex- and allowing them to protend to

actly; but it is to be remembered consult our dead relations, is very

that they really believed these poor lAuch more innocent. The tirsi

creatures to have made a compact mothpd is but excess of indignation

with Satan. And, as regards moral- with evil
;
the second is complacent

ity, it may be doubt^ whether toying with it.
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lies clearly coiiyicfcd of boinp: lies iincb^r any circuin-

slances; specially it is not easy to tolerate lies which

strut about in the name of religion
;
but there# is no

reason to suppose that the Calvinists at the beginning

would have thought of meddling with the Church if

they had been themselves lot alone. They would have

formed communities apart. Like the Israelites whom
tlioy wished to resemble, they would have withdrawn

into the wilderness—;tho Pilgrim Fathers actually did

so withdraw into the wilderness of New England—1o

worship the God of their fathers, and would have left

argument and example to work their natural effect.

Norman Leslie did not kill Cardinal Beaton down in

the castle yonder because he was a Catholic, but because

he was a murderer. The Catholics chose to add to

their already incredible creed a fresli article, that they

were entitled to hang and burn those who differed from

them
;

arid in this quarrel the Calvinists, Bible in

hand, appealed to the God of battles. They grew

luirsher, fiercer—if you please—more fanatical. It was

extremely natural that they should. They dwelt, as

pious men are apt to dwell in sulhuing and sorrow, on

the all-disposing power of Providence. Their burden

grew lighter as they considered that God had so

determined that they must bear it. But they attracted

to their ranks almost every man in Western Europe

that ‘ hated a lie.’ They were crushed down, but they

rose again. They were splintered and torn, but no

power could bend or melt them. They had many
faults

; let hi^ that is without siu cai^t a stone at them.
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They abhorred as no body of men ever more abhorred

all conscious mendacity, all impurity, all moral wrong

of every kind so far as they could recognize it. Wliat-

cver exists at this moTnent in England and Scotland of

conscientious fear of doing evil is the remnant of the

convictions which were branded by ihe Calvinists into

the people’s hearts. Though they failed to destroy

Romanism, though it survives and may survive long as

an opinion, they drew its fangs
;

they forced it to

abandon that detestable principle, that it was entitled

to murder those who dissented from it. Nay, it may

be said that by having shamed Romanism out of its

practical corruption tlie Calvinists enabled it to revive.

Why, it is asked, were they so dogmatic ? Why
could they not be contented to teach men rcjisonably

and quietly tl)at to be wicked was to be miserable,

that in the indulgence of immoderate passions they,

would find less happiness than in adhering to the rules

of justice, or yielding to the impulses of more generous

emotions ? And, for the rest, why could they not let

fools be fools, and leave opinion free about matters of

which neither they nor others could know anything

certain at all ?

I reply that it is not true that goodness is 83^011-

yrnous with happiness. The most perfect being who

ever trod the soil of this planet was called thd Man of

Sorrows. If happiness means absence of care and in-

experience of painful emotioA, the best securities for it

are a hard heart and a. good digestion. If morality

has no better fomjda|ion than a tendency to promote
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liappiiiess, its pnction is but a feeble uncertainty. If

it be recognized as part of the constitution of the world,

it carries with it its right to command
;
and those who

see clearly what it is, will insist on submission to it,

and derive authority from the distinctness of their

recognition, to enforce submission where their power

extends. Philosophy goes no further than probabilities,

and in every assertion keeps a doubt in reserve. Com-

pare the remonstrance of the casual passer-by if a mob

of ^ruffians arc fighting in the street, with the down-

right energy of the policeman who strikes in fearlessly,

one against a dozen, as a minister of the law. There

is the same difference through life between the man

who has a sure conviction and him whose thouglits

never rise beyond a ‘ perhaps.'

Every fanatic ir^uy say as much, it is again an-

* swered, for the wildest madness, l^ut the eleineritary

principles of morality are not forms of madness. No
one jirctends that it is uncertain whether truth is better

•than falsehood, or justice than injustice. Speculation

can eat away the sanction, superstition can erect rival

duties, but neither one nor the other pretends to touch

the fact that these principles exist, and the very essence

and life of all great religious movements is the recog-

nition of them as of authority and as part of the eternal

framework of things.

There is, however, it must be allowed, something

in what these objectors say. The power of Calvinism

has waned. The discipline which it once aspired to

maintain h^s fallen slack. Desfirc^ for ease and self-
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indulgence drag for ever in quiet times at the heel of

noble aspirations, while the shadow struggles to remain

and preserve its outline when the substance is passing

away. The argumentative and logical side of Calvings

mind has created once more a fatal opportunity for a

separation between opinion and morality. Wc have

learnt, as we say, to make the best of both worlds, to

take political economy for the rule of our condiu't, and

to relegate religion into the profession of orthodox

doctrines. Systems have been invented to ex2)lain»the

inexplicable. Metaphors have been translated into

formulas, and paradoxes intelligible to emotion have

been thrust upon the acceptance of the reason
;
while

duty, the loftiest of all sensations which wo arc per-

mitted to experience, has been resolved into the accept-

ance of a sclieme of salvation for the individual human

soul. Was it not written long ago, * He that will save*

his soul shall lose it ?
*

If we think of religion only

as a means of escaping what we call the wrath to come,

we shall not escape it
;
we are already under it

;
we.

are under the burden of death, for we care only for

ourselves. •

This was not the religion of your fathers
;
this was

not the Calvinism which overthrew spiritual wickedness,

and hurled kings from their thrones, and purged Eng-

land and Scotland, for a time at least, of fees and

charlatanry. Calvinism was the spirit which rises in

revolt against untruth
;
the spirit which, as I have

shovm you, has appeared, and reappeared, and in due

time will appear agaia, unless God be a ^elusion and
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man be as the beasts that perish. For it is but Ihe

iiiflashing upon the conscience with overwhelming

force of the n.ature and origin of the laws hy which

mankind are governed—laws which exist, whether we

acknowledge them or whether we deny them, and will

have their way, to our weal or woe, according to

tlie attitude in which we please to place ourselves

towards them—inherent, like elccti’icity, in the nat ure

of things, not made by us, not to be altered by us, but

to be discerned and obeyed by us at our everlasting

peril.

Nay, rather electricity is but a property of material

things, and matter and all that belongs to it may one

day fade away like a cloud and vanish. The moral law

is inherent in eternity. ‘ Heaven and earth shall pass

away, but My word shall not pass away.’ The law is

,the expression of the will of the Spirit of the Universe.

The spirit in man w’hich corresponds to and perceives

the lllternal Spirit is part of its essence, and immortal

it is immortal. The Calvinists called the eye

within us the Inspiration of the Almighty. Aristotle

could see that it was not of earth, or any creature of

space and time :

6 yap vovc (he says) ovtt'ia tiq ovaa toiKtv

lyyiyvtaOai Kai ov ^9n'pea9ai.

Whfit the thing is which we call ourselves we know

not. It* may be true—I for one care not if it be—that

the descent of our mortal'bodies may be traced through

an ascending series to some glutinous organism on the

rocks of the primeval ocean. It^ is,nothing to me how
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llio Maker of me has been pleased to construct the

perishable frame which I call my body. It is w/wc, but

it is not jne. The vov^, Ihc intellectual spirit, bein^ an

ovaia—an essence—we believe to be an incorruplible

something which has been engendered in us fiom

another source. As Wordsworth says :

Our birth is but a sleep and a for^ottinp^

;

The soul that rises with ns, our life’s star.

Hath elsewhere had its settin*^,

And Cometh from afar:

Not in entire forgetfulness,

And not in utter nakedness,

But trailing clouds of glory do we come,

From heaven, which is our home.
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T
O the sceptical student of the nineteenth century

the ecclesiastical biographies of mediaeval Europe

are for the roost part unprofitable studies The writers

of them were generally monks. The object for which

they were composed was either the edification of the

. brethren of the convent, or the glorifying of its founder

or benefactor. The Holy See n considering a claim to

canonization disregarded the ordinary details of cha-

^ racter and conduct. It dwelt exclusively on the ex-

ceptional and the wonderful, and the noblest of lives

possessed but little interest for it unless accompanied

by evidences of miracles, performed directly by the

candidate while on earth or by his relics after his

departure. Instead of pictures of real men the

biographers present us with glorified images of what,

^ Magna Vita S. Htigonis by the Rev, James F. Diraock,

eopi Lineolnensis. From MSS. in M.A., Rector of Bamburgh, York-

the Bodleian Library, Oxford, and . shire,

the Imperial Library Paris. Edited
j
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in tlieir opinion, the Church heroes ought to have

been. St Cuthbert becomes as legendary as Theseus,

and the authentic figure is swathed in an embroidered

envelope of legends through which usually no trace of

the genuine lineaments is allowed to penetrate.

It happens however, occasionally, that in the midst

of the imaginative rubbish which has thus come down

to us, we encounter Something of a character entirely

difierent. We find ourselves in the hands of writers

who themselves saw what they describe, who knew* as

well as we know the distinction between truth and

falsehood, and who could notice and appreciate genuine

human qualities. Amidst the obscure forms of inediu)val

history we are brought face to face with authentic fiesh

and blood, and we are able to see in clear sunlight the

sort of person who, in those ages, was considered

especially admirable, and, alive or dead, was held up to •

the reverence of mankind. To one of these I propose in

the present article to draw some brief attention. It is

the life of St Hugo of Avalon, a monk of the Grand*

Chartreuse, who was invited by Henry II. into Eng-

land, became Bishop of Lincoln, and was the designer,

and in part builder, of Lincoln Cathedi’al. The biogra-

pher was his chaplain and constant companion—Brother

Adam—a monk like himself, though of another order,

who became afterwards Abbot of Ensham ;
and having

learnt, perhaps from the Bishoj) himself, the detestable-

ness of lying, has executed his task with simple and

scrupulous fidelity. The readers whose interests he was

considering were, As tisual, the inmates jpf convents.
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He omits, as Jie himself tells us, many of the outer and

more secular incidents of the Bishop’s life, as uiisiiitcd

to his audience. We have glimpses of kings, courts,

and great councils, with other high matters of national

moment. The years which the Bishop spent in Eng-

land were rich in events. There was the conquest of

Ireland; there were Welsh and French wars; the

long struggle of Henry TI. and* his sons
;
and, when

Henry passed away, there was the Grand Crusade.

Then followed the captivity of Cnmr de Lion and the

treachery of John
;
and Hugo’s work, it is easy to see,

was not confined to the management of his diocese.

On all this, however. Abbot Adam observes entire

silence, not considering our curiosity, but the concerns

of the souls of his own monks, whom he would not dis-

tract by too lively representations of the world which

they had abandoned.

The book however, as it stands, is so rare a treasure

that we will waste no time in describing what it is not.

Within its owm compass it contains the most vivid

picture which has corne down to us of England as it

then was, and of the first Plantagenet kings.

Bishop Hugo came into the world in the mountain-

ous country near Grenoble, on the borders of Savoy.

Abbot
^
Adam dwells with a certain pride upon his

patron’s parentage. He tells us indeed, sententiously,

that it is better to be ngble in morals than to be noble

in blood—that to be J^orn undistinguished is a less mis-

fortune than to live so—but he regards a noble family

only as an honourable setting Ibr^a nature which was
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noble ill itself. The Bishop was one of .three childr(*n

of a Lord of Avalon, and was born -in a castle near

l^ontcharra. His mother died when he was eight years

old
;
and his father having lost tlie chief interest wliich

bound him to life, divided his estates between his two

other sons, and withdrew with the little one into an

adjoining monastery. There was a college attached

to it, whei c the children of many of the neiglibouring

barons were educated. Hugo, however, was from the

first designed for a religious life, and mixed little with

the other boys. ‘You, my little fellow,’ his tutor said

to him, ‘I am bringing up for Christ: you must not

learn to jJay or trifie.’ The old Ijord becanu‘ a monk.

Hugo grew up beside him in the convent, waiting 011

him as he became infirm, iind smoothing the downward

road
;
and meanwhile learning whatever of knowledge

and practical piety his precejitors were able to provide.
*

The life, it is likely, was not wanting in austerity, but

the comparatively easy rule did not satisfy Hugo’s

aspirations. The theory of ‘ religion,’ as the convent ual*

system in all its forms was termed, was the compiest of

self, the reduction of the entire nature to the control of

the better part of it
;
and as the seat of self lay in tlie

body, as temptation to do wrong, then as always, lay,

directly or indirectly, in the desire for some bodily in-

dulgence, or the dread of some bodily pain, the method

pursued was the inuring of th^body to the hardest fare,

and the producing indiflerence t<j cold, hunger, pain, or

any other calamity which the chances of life could

inflict upon it. Mfin f»o trained could pli^j^ theii’ part
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in life, whether high or low, with wonderful advantage.

Wealth had no attraction for them. The world could

give them nothing which they had learnt to deeire, and

take nothing from them which they cared to lose, the

orders, however, differed in severity
;
and at this time

the highest discipline, moral and bodily, was to be

found only among the Carthusians. An incidental visit

with the prior of his own convent ‘to the Grande Chart-

reuse, determined JIugo to seek admission into this

extraordinary society.

It was no light thing which he was undertaking.

The majestic situation of the Grande Chartreuse itseff,

the loneliness, the seclusion, the atmosphere of sanctity,

which hung around it, the mysterious beings who had

made their home there, fascinated his imagination. A
stern old monk, to whom he iirst communicated his

• intention, supposing that he wa» led away by a passing

fancy, looked grimly at his jmle face and delicate limbs,

and roughly told him that he was a fool. ‘Young
• man,* the monk said to him, ‘ the men who inhabit

these rocks are hard as the rocks themselves. They

have no mercy on their own bodies and none on others.

The dress will scrape the flesh from your bones. The

discipline will tear the bones themselves out of such

frail limbs as yours.*

The Carthusians combined in themselves the severi-

ties of the hermits and of the regular orders. Each

member of the frateri^ity lived in his solitary cell in the

rock, meeting his companions only in the chapel, or for

instruction,^or for the business of the house. They ate
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no meat. A loaf of bread was given to. every brother

on Sunday morning at the refectory door, which was

to last him through the week. An occasional mess of

gruel was all that was allowed in addition. His bedding

was a horse-cloth, a pillow, and a skin. Ilis dress was

a horsehair shirt, covered outside with linen, which was

worn night and day, and the white cloak of the order,

generally a slieepskrn, and unlined—all else was bare.

He was bound by vows of the strictest obedience. The

order had business in all parts of the world. Now sdine

captive was to be rescued from the Moors
;
now some

earl or king had been treading on the Churches privi-

leges
;
a brother was chosen to interpose in the name of

the Chartreuse : he received his credentials and had to

depart on the instant, with no furniture but his stick,

to walk, it might be, to the furthest corner of

Europe.

A singular instance of the kind occurs incidentally

in the present narrative. A certain brother Einard,

who came ultimately to England, had been sent to-

Spain, to Granada, to Africa itself. Eeturning through

Provence he fell in with some of the Albigehses, whe

spoke slightingly of the sacraments. The hard Carthu-

sian saw but one course to follow with men he deemed

rebels to his Lord. He was the first to urge the cru-

sade which ended in their destruction. He roused the

nearest orthodox nobles to arms, and Hugo’s biograjiher

tells delightedly how the first ii^vasions were followed

up by others on a larger scale, and ‘ the brute and

pestilent race, unwdrtliy of the name of m p, were cut
VOL. II.
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away by the toil of the faithful, and by God's mercy

destroyed.'

‘ Pitiless to themselves,' as the old monk said, ‘ they

had no pity on any other man,' as Einard afterwards

was himself to feel. Even Hugo at times disapproved

of their extreme severity. ‘ God,’ he said, alluding to

some cruel action of the society, ‘ God tempers his anger

with compassion. When he drove Adam from Para-

dise, ho at least gave him a coat of skins : man knows

not what mercy means.'

Einard, after this Albigensian affair, was ordered

in the midst of a bitter winter to repair to Denmark.

He was a very aged man—a hundred years old, liis

brother monks believed—^broken at any rate with age

and toil, lie shrank from the journey, he begged to

be spared, and when the command was persisted in, he

refused obediencje. He was instantly cx2)elled. Half-

clad, amidst the ice and snow, he wandered from one

religious house to another. In all he was refused

admission. At last, one bitter frosty night he ajipeared

penitent at the gate of the Chartreuse, and prayed to

be forgiven. The porter was forbidden to open to him

till morning, but left the old man to shiver in the snow

through the darkness.

‘ By iny troth, brother,' Einard said the next day

to him, ‘ had you been a bean last night, between my
teeth, they would have chopped you in pieces in spite

of me.'

Such were the monks of the Chartreuse, among

whom the s\on of the Avalon noble desired to be en-
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rolled, as the highest favour which could be shown him

upon earth. His petition was entertained. He was

allowed to enlist in the spiritual army, in which he

rapidly distinguished himself ; and at the end of twenty

years he had acquired a name through France as the

ablest member of the world-famed fraternity.

It was at this time, somewhere about 1174, that

Henry II. conceived the notion of introducing the

Carthusians into England. In the' premature struggk

to which he had committed himself with the Church,

he had been hopelessly worsted. The Constitutions of

Clarendon had been torn in pieces. He had himself,

of his own accord, done penance at the shrine of the

murdered Eecket. The haughty sovereign of England,

as a symbol of the sincerity of his submission, had

knelt in the Chapter-house of Canterbury, presenting

voluntarily there his bare shoulders to be flogged by

the monks. Ills humiliation, so far from degrading

him, had restored him to the afiection of his subjects,

and his endeavour thenceforward was to purify ancT

reinvigorate the proud institution against which he had

too rashly matched his strength.

In pursuance of his policy he had applied to the

Chartreuse for assistance, and half a dozen monks,

among them brother Einard, whose Denmark ^nission

was exchanged for the English, had been sent over and

established at Witham, a village not far from Frome in

Somersetshire. Sufficient pains kad not been taken to

prepare for their reception. The Carthusians were a

solitary order and req&ired exclusive possession of the
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estates set apart for their use. The Saxon population

were still in occupation of their holdings, and being

Crown tenants, saw themselves threatened with eviction

in favour of foreigners. Quarrels had arisen and ill-

feeling, and the Carthusians, proud as the proudest of

nobles, and considering that in coming to England they

were rather conferring favours than receiving them,

resented the being compelled to struggle for tenements

which they had not sought or desired. The first prior

thrbw up his office and returned to the Chartreuse.

The second died immediately after of chagrin and

disgust
;
and the King, who was then in Norinand}^

heard to his extreme mortification that the remaining

brethren were threatening to take staff in hand and

march back to their homes. The Count de Maurienue

to whom he communicated his distress mentioned Ilugo^s

name to him. It was determined to send for Hugo, and

Fitzjocelyn, Bishop of Bath, with other venerable

persons carried the invitation to the Chartreuse.

To Hugo himself, meanwhile, as if in preparation

for the destiny which was before him, a singular expe-

rience was at that moment occurring. He was now

about forty years old. It is needless to say that he had

duly practised the usual austerities prescribed by his

rule. ^Whatever discipline could do to kill the carnal

nature in him had been carried out to its utmost harsh-

ness. He was a man^ however, of great physical

strength. His flesh was not entirely dead, and he was

going where superiority to worldly temptation would

be speciallx required. Just before Fitzjocelyn arrived
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he was assailed suddenly by emotions so extremelj

violent that he said he w’ould rather face the pains ot

Gehenna than feiKiounter tliem again. His mind was

unaffected, but the devil had him at advantage in his

sleep. lie prayc'd, he flogged himself, he fasted, he

confessed
;

still Satan was allowed to buflet him, and

though he had no fear for his soul, he thought his body

would die in the struggle. One night in particular the

agony reaohed its crisis. lie lay tossing on his uneasy

pallet, tlie angel of darkness trying with all his allmre-

ments to tempt his conscience into acquiescence in evil-

An angel from above appeared to enter the cell as a

spectator of the conflict, Hugo imagined that he sprung

to him, clutched him, and wrestled like Jacob with him

to extort a blessing but could not succeed
,
and at last

he sank exhausted on tlie ground. In the sleep or the

unconsciousness which followed, an aged prior of the-

Chartreuse who had admitted him as a boy to the order,

had died and had since been canonized, seemed to lean

over him as he lay and inquired the cause of his distress^

He said that he was afflicted to agony by the law of sin

that was in his members, and unless some one aided him

he would perish. The saint drew from his breast what

appeared to be a knife, opened his body, drew a fiery

mass of something from the bowels, and flung it out of

the door. He awoke and found that it was morning

and that he was perfectly cured.

‘ Did you never feel a return of these motions of the

flesh ? ’ asked Adam, when Hugo related the story to

him
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Not never/ Hugo answered, ‘ but never to a degree

that gave me the slightest trouble/

I have been particular,' wrote Adam afterwards,

‘ to relate this exactly as it happened, a false account

of it having gone abroad that it was the Blessed Virgin

who appeared instead of the prior,' and that Hugo was

relieved by an operation of a less honourable kind.

Visionary nonsense the impatient reader may say

;

and had Hugo become a dreamer of the cloister, a per-

socvitor like St Dominic, or a hysterical fanatic like

Ignatius Loyola, we might pass by it as a morbid illusion.

But there never lived a man to whom the word morbid

could be applied with less propriety. In the Hugo of

Avalon with whom we are now to become acquainted,

we shall see nothing but the sunniest cheerfulness,

strong masculine sense, inflexible purpose, uprightness

.
in word and deed

;
with an ever-flowing stream of

genial and buoyant humour.

In the story of the temptation, therefore, we do but

^see the final conquest of the selfish nature in him, which

left his nobler qualities free to act, wherever he might

find himself.

Fitzjocelyn anticipating diflBculty had brought with

him the Bishop of Grenoble to support his petition. He
was received at first with universal clamour. Hugo
was the*brightest jewel of the order

; Hugo could not be

parted with for any prince on earth. He himself, entirely

happy where he was, anticipated nothing but trouble,

but left his superiors to decide for him. At length

sense of duty prevailed. The bi^^thren felt that he was
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a shining light, of which the world must not be

deprived. The Bishop of Grenoble reminded them that

Christ .had left heaven and come to earth for sinners’

souls, and that his example ought to be imitated. It

was arranged that Hugo was to go, and a few weeks

later he was at Witham.

He was welcomed there as an angel from heaven.

He found everything in confusion, the few monks living

in wattled huts in the forest, the village still in posses-

sion of its old occupants, and bad blood and discontent

on all hands. The first difficulty was to enter upon the

lands without wrong to the people, and the history of

a large eviction in the twelfth century will not be with-

out its instructiveness even at the present day. One

thing Hugo was at once decided upon, that the founda-

tion would not flourish if it was built upon injustice.

He repaired to Henry, and as a first step induced hira^

to ofler the tenants (Crown serfs or villeins) cither entire

enfranchisement or farms of equal value, or any other

of the royal manors, to be selected by themselves. Some

chose one, some the other. The next thing was com-

pensation for improvements, houses, farm-buildings, and

fences erected by the people at their own expense. The

Crown, if it resumed possession, must pay for these or

wrong would be done. ‘ Unless your Majesty satisfy

these poor men to the last obol,’ said Hugo t(f Henry,

‘we cannot take possession.’

The King consented, and the people, when the Prior

carried back the news of the arrangement, were satisfied

to go.
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But tliis was not all. Many of them were removing

no great distance, and could carry with them the

materials of their houses. Hugo resolved that they

should keep those things, and again marched off to the

court.

‘ My Lord,* said Hugo, ‘ I am hut a new comer in

your T'calm, and I have already enriched your ^lajesty

with a quantity of cottages and farm- steadings.*

‘ Riches I could well have spared,* said Henry,

laughing. ‘ You have almost made a beggar of me.

What am I to do with old huts and rotten timber ?
*

‘ Perhaps 3mur Majesty will give them to me,* said

Hugo. ‘It is but a trifle,* he added, when the King

hesitated.
'

‘ It is my first request, and only a small

one.*

‘This is a terrible fellow that we have brought

among us,* laughed the King
;

‘ if he is so powerful

with his persuasions, what will he do if he tries force ?

Let it bo as he says. We must not drive him to

extremities.*

Thus, with the good will of all parties, and no wrong

done to any man, the first obstacles were overcome.

The villagers went away happy. The monks entered

upon their lands amidst prayers and blessings, the King

himself being as pleased as any one at his first experi-

ence of tlie character of Prior Hugo.

Henry had soon occasion to see more of him. He
had promised to build the monks a house and chapel,

but between Ireland, and Wales, and Scotland, and his

dominions in France, and his threamutinous sons, he
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had many troubles on his hands. Time passed and the

building was not begun, and Hugo’s flock grew mutin-

ous once more
;
twice he sent Henry a reminder, twice

came back fair words and nothing more. The brethren

began to hint that the IVior was afraid of the powers of

this world, and dared not speak plainly
;
and one of

them, Brother Gerard, an old monk with high blood in

his veins, declared tfiat he would himsell* go and tell

Henry- some unpleasant truths. Iljigo had discovered

in his interviews with him that the King was no ordi-

nary man, ‘ vir sagacis ingenii, et inscrutabilis fere

animi.’ He made no opposition, but he proposed to go

liimself along with this passionate gentleman, and he,

Gerard, and the aged Einard, who was mentioned above,

went together as a deputation.

The King received them as ‘coolestes angelos,’

—

angels from heaven. He professed the deepest rever- •

ence for their characters, and the greatest anxiety to

please them, but he said nothing precise and deter-

mined, and the fiery Gerard burst out as he intendeds

Carthueian monks, it seems, considered themselves

entitled to speak to kings on entirely equal terms.

‘Finish your work or leave it, my Lord King,’ the

proud Burgundian said. ‘It shall no more be any

concern to me. You have a pleasant realm here in

England, but for myself I prefer to take my leave of

you and go back to my desert Chartreuse. You give

us bread, and you think you are doing a great thing for

us. We do not need your bread. It is better for us to

return to our Alps. • You count money lost which you
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spend on your souPs health; keep it then, since you

love it so dearly. Or rather, you cannot keep it
;
for

you must die and let it go to others who will iu>t thank

you.'

Hugo tried to check the stream of words, but Gerard

and Einard were both older than he, and refused to be

restrained.

‘ llegem videres philosophantcm :
' the King was

apparently meditating. His face did not alter, nor did

he^speak a work till the Carthusian had done.

‘ And what do you think, my good fellow,' he said

at last, after a pause, looking up and turning to Hugo

:

' will you forsake me too ?

'

* My Lord,' said Hugo, ‘ I am less desperate than

my brothers. You have much work upon your hands,

and I can feel for you. When God shall please you

will have leisure to attend to us.'

‘By my soul,' Henry answered, ‘you are one that I

will never part with while I live.'

^
He sent workmen at once to Witham. Cells and

cliapel were duly built. The trouble finally passed

away, and the Carthusian priory taking root became

the English nursery of the order, which rapidly spread.

Hugo himself continued there for eleven years,

leaving it from time to time on business of the Church,

or summoned, as happened more and more frequently,

to Henry's presence. The King, who had seen his

value, who knew that ne could depend upon him to

speak the truth, consulted him on the most serious

afiairs of state, and beginning^ w^Hh respect, became
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familiarly and ardently attached to him. "Wilhani

however remained his home, and he returned to it

always.as to a retreat of perfect enjoyment, llis cell

and his dole of weekly bread gave him as entire satis-

faction as the most luxuriously furnished villa could

afford to one of ourselves
;
and long after, when he was

called elsewhere, and the cares of the great world fell

more heavily uixm him, he looked to an annual month

at Witham for rest of mind and body, and on coming

there he would pitch away his grand dress and jump

into his sheepskin as we moderns put on our shooting

jackets.

While he remained Prior he lived in perfect sim-

plicity and unbroken health of mind and body. The

fame of his order spread fast, and with its light the

inseparable shadow of superstition. Witham became a

place of pilgrimage
;
miracles were said to be worked-

by involuntary effluences from its occupants. Tlicn

and always Hugo thought little of miracles, turned his

back on them for the most part, and discouraged them,

if not as illusions yet as matters of no consequence.

St Paul thought one intelligible sentence containing

truth in it was better than a hundred in an unknown
tongue. The Prior of Witham considered that the

only miracle worth speaking of was holiness of life.

‘ Little I,’ writes Adam (parvulus ego), ' observed that

he worked many miracles himself, but he paid no at-

tention to them.^ Thus he lived for eleven years with

as much rational happiness as, m his opinion, human
nature was capable qjf experiencing. When he lay
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down upon his horse-rug he slept like a child, undis-

turbed, save that at intervals, as if he was praying, he

muttered a composed Amen. When he awoke he rose

and went about his ordinary business : cleaning up dirt,

washing dishes and such like, being his favourite early

occaipation.

Tlie Powers, however — who, according to the

Greeks, are jealous of human felicity—thought proper,

in due time, to disturb the Ibdor of Witham. Towards

the end of 1183 Walter de Coutances was promoted

from the Bishopric of Lincoln to the Archbishopric of

Rouen. The see lay vacant for two years and a half,

and a successor had now to be provided. A great

council was sitting at Ensham on business of the realm

;

’ the King riding over every morning from Woodstock.

A deputation of canons from Lincoln came to learn his

pleasure for the filling up the vacancy. The canons

were directed to make a choice for themselves and were

unable to agree, for the not unnatural reason that each

-canon considered the fittest person to be himself. Some

one (Adam does not mention the name) suggested, as a

way out of the difficulty, the election of Hugo of

Witham. The canons being rich, well to do, and of

the modern easy-going sort, laughed at the suggestion of

the poor Carthusian. They found to their surprise,

however, that the King was emphatically of the same

opinion, and that Hugo and nobody else was the person

that he intended for them.

The King^s pleasure was theirs. They gave their

votes, and despatched a deputa^ioii over the downs to
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command tlie Prior’s instant presence at Ei:sliam.

A difficulty rose where it was least expected. Not

only wai; the * Nolo episcopari ’ in Hugo’s ease a genu-

ine feeling, not only did he regard worldly promotion

ns a thing not in the least attractive to him
;
but, in

Kl)itc of his regard for Henry, ho did not believe that

the King was a proper person to nominate the prelates

of the Churcli. Ho* told the canons that the election

was void. They must return to their own catliedral,

call the chapter together, invoke the Holy Spirit, put

the King of England out of their minds, and (H)nsider

rather the King of kings
;
and so, and not otherwise,

proceed with their choice.

The canons, wide-eyed with so unexpected a recep-

tion, retired with their answer. AVhether they com-

plied with the spirit of Hugo’s direction may perhaps

be doubted. They, however, assembled at Lincoln with*

the proper forms, and repeated the election with the

external conditions which he had prescribed. As a last

hope of escape he appealed to the Chartreuse, declaring^

himself unable to accept any office without orders from

his superiors
; but the authorities there forbade him to

decline
;
and a fresh deputation of canons having come

for his escort, he mounted his mule with a heavy heart

and set out in their company for Winchester, where the

King was then residing.

A glimpse of the party we are able to eaten upon

their journey. Ihough it was^seven hundred years

since, the English September was probably much like

what it is at present, and the down country pannot have
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materially altered. The canons had their palfreys

richly caparisoned with gilt saddle-cloths, and servants

and Sumpter horses. The Bishop elect strapped his

wardrobe, his blanket and sheep-skin, at the back of his

saddle. He rode in this way resisting remonstrance

till close to Winchester, when the canons, afraid of the

ridicule of the Court, slit the leathers without his know-

ing it, and passed his baggage to the servants.

Consecration and installation duly followed, and it

was supposed that Hugo, a humble monk, owing his

promotion to the King, would be becomingly grateful,

that he would become just a Bishop, like anybody else,

complying with established customs, moving in the

regular route, and keeping the waters smooth.

All parties were disagreeably, or rather, as it turned

out ultimately, agreeably, surprised. The first intima-

‘tion which he gave that he had a will of his own fol-

lowed instantl}^ upon his admission. Corruption or

quasi-corruption had gathered already round ecclesiast-

ical appointments. The Archdeacon of Canterbury

put in a claim for consecration fees, things in them-

selves without meaning or justice, but implying that a

bishopric was a prize, the lucky winner of which was

expected to be generous.

The, new prelate held no such estimate of the nature

of his appointment—he said he would give as much for

his cathedral as he had g^ven for his mitre, and left the

Archdeacon to his reflections.

Ho sooner was he established and had looked about

him, than from the poor tenants bf estates of the see he
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heard complaints of that most ancient of English griev-

ances—the game laws. Hugo, who himself touched no

meat, was not likely to have cared for the chase. He
was informed that venison must be provided for his

installation feast. He told his people to take from his

park what was necessary—three hundred stags if they

2>leascd, so little he cared for preserving them
;
but

neitlier was lie a man? to have interfered needlessly with

the recognized amusements of other people. There

must have becm a case of real oppression, or he wonld

not have meddled with such things. The offender was

no less a person than the head forester of the King

himself. Hugo, failing to bring him to reason with

mild methods, excommunicated him, and left him to

carry his complaints to Henry. It happened that a

rich stall was at the moment vacant at Lincoln. The

King wanted it for one of his courtiers, and gave the

Bisliop an opportunity of redeeming his first offence by

asking for it as a favour to himself. Henry was at

Woodstock; the Bishop, at the moment, was at Dor-<

Chester, a place in his diocese thirteen miles off. Or

receiving Henry’s letter the Bishop bade the messengei

carry back for answer that prebendal stalls were not for

courtiers but for priests. The King must find other

means of rewarding temporal services. Henry, with

some experience of the pride of ecclesiastics, was unpre-

pared for so abrupt a message—Becket himself had

been less insolent—and as he had been personally kind

to Hugo, he was hurt as well as offended. He sent

again to desire him t# come to Woodstock, and prepared,
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when he arrived, to show him that he was seriously

displeased. Then followed one of the most singular

scenes in English history—^a thing veritably trua, which

oaks still standing in Woodstock Park may have wit-

nessed. As soon as word was brought that the Bishop

was at the park gate, Henry mounted his horse, rode

witli his retinue into a glade in the forest, where he

alighted, sat down upon the ground with his people,

and in this positioi;! prepared to receive the criminal.

The Bishop approached—no one rose or spoke. He
saluted the King

;
there was no answer. Pausing for

a moment, he approached, pushed aside gently an earl

who was sitting at Henry’s side, and himself took his

place. Silence still continued. At last Henry, looking

up, called for a needle and thread
;
he had hurt a fing(?r

of his loft hand. It was wrapped with a strip of linen

• rag, the end was loose, and he began to sew. The

Bishop watched him through a few stitches, and then,

with the utmost composure, said to him— ‘ Quam similis

modo cognatis tuis de Falesi^ ’—
'
your Highness now

reminds me of your cousins of Falaise.’ The words

sounded innocent enough—indeed, entirely unmeaning.

Alone of the party, Henry understood the allusion
;
and,

overwhelmed by the astonishing impertinence, ht^

clenched his hands, struggled hard to contain himscll*,

and then rolled on the ground in convulsions of laughter.

' Did you hear,’ he said to his people when at last

he found words
;

‘ did you hear how this wretch insulted

us ? The blood of my ancestor the Conqueror, as you

know, was none of the purest. His mother was of
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Falaise, which is famous for its leather yrork, and when

this mocking gentleman saw me stitching my finger,

he sai^I was showing parentage/

‘My good sir,^ he continued, turning to Hugo,

‘ what do you mean by excommunicating my head

forester, and when I make a small request of you, why

is it that you not only do not come to see me, but do

not send me so much as a civil answer P

'

‘ I know myself,’ answered Hugp, gravely, ‘ to bo in-

debted to your Highness for my late promotion. I Con-

sidered that your Highness’s soul would be in danger if

T was found wanting in the discharge of my duties
;
and

therefore it was that I used the censures of the Church

when I held them necessary, and that I resisted an im-

proper attempt on your part upon a stall in my cathedral.

To wait on you on such a subject I thought superfluous,

since your Highness approves, as a matter of course, of*

whatever is rightly ordered in your realm.’

What could be done with such a Bishop ? No one

knew better than Henry the truth of what Huge way

saying, or the worth of such a man to himself. He
bade Hugo proceed with the forester as he pleased.

Hugo had him publicly whipped, then absolved him,

and gave him his blessing, and found in him ever after

a fast and faithful friend. The courtiers asked, for no

more stalls, and all was well.

In Church matters in his
^
own diocese he equally

took his own way. Nothing coul^ be more unlike than

Hugo to the canons whom he found in possession
;
yet

he somehow bent th%m«all to his will, or esyrried their
VOL. IL
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wills with his own. ‘ Never since I came to the diocese/

he said to his chaplain, ‘ have I had a quarrel with my
chapter. It is not that I am easy-going—sum^ enim

reverb pipcre mordacior: pepper is not more biting

than I can be. I often fly out for small causes
;
but

they take me as they find me. There is not one who

distrusts my love for him, nor one by whom I do not

believe myself to be loved.’

At table this hardest of monks was the most agree-

able of companions. Though no one had practised

abstinence more severe, no one less valued it for its

own sake, or had less superstition or foolish sentiment

about it. It was, and is, considered sacrilege in the

Church of Rome to taste food before saying muss.

Hugo, if he saw a priest who was to oflBciaie exhausted

for want of support, and likely to find a difficulty in

getting through his work, w'ould order him to eat as a

point of duty, and lectured him for want of faith if he

affected to be horrified.

n. Like all genuine men, the Bishop was an object of

special attraction to children and animals. The little

ones in every house that he entered were always found

clinging about his legs. Of the attachment of other

creatures to him, there was one very singular instance.

About the time of his installation there appeared on

the mere at Stow’ Manor, eight miles from Lincoln, a

swan of unusual size, w’hich drove the other male birds

from oflF the water. Abbot Adam, who frequentl}^ saw

the bird, says that he was curiously marked. The bill

was saffron instead of black, wdtlj saffron tint on the
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plumage of the head and neck
;
and the Abbot adds, he

was as much larger than other swans as a swan is

larger than a goose. This bird, on the occasion of the

Bishop's first visit to the manor, was brought to him to

be seen as a curiosity. He was usually unmanageable

and savage
;
but the Bishop knew the way to bis heart

;

fed him, and taught him to poke his head into the

pockets of his frock to look for bread crumbs, which he

did not fail to find there. Ever after he seemed to

know instinctively when the Bishop was expected, flow

trumpeting u]) and down the hike, slapping the water

with his wings
;
when the horses approached, he would

march out upon the grass to meet them
;
strutted at

the Bishop's side, and would sometimes follow him

upstairs.

It was a miracle of course to the general mind,

though explicable enough to those who have observM

the physical charm which men who take pains to un-

derstand animals are able to exercise over them.

To relate, or even to sketch, Bishop Hugo's public

life in the fourteen years that he was at Lincoln, would

be beyond the compass of a magazine article. The

materials indeed do not exist
;
for Abbot Adam's life

is but a collection of anecdotes
;
and out of them it is

only possible here to select a few at random. King
Henry died two years after the scene at Woodstock;

then came the accession of Cceur de Lion, the Crusade,

the King's imprisonment in Austria, and the con-

spiracy of John. Glimpses can be caught of the Bishop

in these stormy times quelling, insurgent mobs—^in
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Holland, perhaps Holland in Lincolnshire, with his

brother William of Avalon, encountering a military

insurrection
;

single-handed and unarmed, overawing

a rising at Northampton, when the citizens took pos-

session of the great church, and swords were flashing,

and his attendant chaplains fled terrified, and hid them-

selves behind the altars.

These things however, glad as wo should be to

know more of them, the Abbot merely hints at, con-

fining* himself to subje(;ts more interesting to the con-

vent recluses for whose edification ho was writing.

But in whatever circumstances he lets us see the

Bishop, it is always the same simple, brave, unpretend-

ing, wise figure, one to whom nature had been lavish

of her fairest gifts, and whose training, to modern

eyes so unpromising, had brought out all that was best

in,him.

Among the most deadly disorders which at that

time prevailed in England was leprosy. The wretched

creatures afflicted with so loathsome a disease were re-

garded with a superstitious terror : as the objects in

some special way of the wrath of God. They were out-

lawed from the fellowship of mankind, and left to

perish in misery.

The Bishop, who had clearer views of the nature

and causes of human sufiering, established hospitals on

his estate for these poor victims of undeserved misery,

whose misfortunes appeared to him to demand special

care and sympathy. To the horror of his attendants,

he persisted in visiting them himself^ he washed their
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Bores with his own hands, kissed them, prayed over

them, and consoled them.

‘•Pardon, blessed Jesus,’ exclaims Adam, ‘the un-

happy soul of him who tells the story ! when I saw niy

master touch those bloated and livid faces
;
when I saw

him kiss the bleared eyes or eyeless sockets, I shud-

dered with disgust. But Hugo suM to me that these

afflicted ones were flowers of Paradise, pearls in the

coronet of the Eternal King waiting for the coming

of their Lord, who in His own time would change

their forlorn bodies into the likeness of his own glory.’

He never altered his own monastic habits. He
never parted with his hair shirt, or varied from the

hardness of the Carthusian rule; but he refused to

allow that it possessed any particular sanctity. Men
of the world affected regret sometimes to him that they

were held by duty to a secular life when .they would

have preferred to retire into a monastery. The king-

dom of God, he used to answer, was not made up of

monks and hermits. God, at the day of judgment,

would not ask a man why he had not been a monk, but

why he had not been a Christian. Charity in the

heart, truth in the tongue, chastity in the body, were

the virtues which God demanded : and chastity, to the

astonishment of his clergy, he insisted, was ts be found

as well among the married as the unmarried. The

wife was as honourable a« the virgin. He allowed

women (Adam’s pen trembles as he records it) to sit at

his side at dinner
;
and had been known to touch and

even to embrace* tllera. ‘Woman,’ he •once said r^-
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markably, ^baa .been admitted to a higher privilege

than man. It has not been given to man to be the

father of God. To woman it has been given to be

God’s mother.’

Another curious feature about him was his eager-

ness to be present, whenever possible, at the burial of

the dead. He never allowed any one of his priests to

bury a corpse if he were himself within reach. If a

man had been good, he said, he deserved to be

honoilred. If he had been a sinner, there was the

more reason to help him. He would allow nothing to

interfere with a duty of this kind
;
and in great cities

he would spend whole days by the side of graves. At

Rouen once ho was engaged to dinner with King Rich-

ard himself, and kept the King and the Court waiting

for him while he was busy in the cemetery. A courtier

came to fetch him. ‘ The King needn’t wait,’ he only

said. ‘Let him go to dinner in the name of God.

Better the King dine without my company, than that I

lca«re my Master’s work undone.’

Gentle and affectionate as he shows himself in such

traits as these, still, as he said, he was pipere mordacior

—^more biting than pepper. When there was occasion

for anger there was fierce lightning in him
;
he was

not afraid^of the highest in the land.

The cause for which Becket died was no less dear

to Hugo. On no pretext would he permit innovation

on the Church’s privileges, and he had many a sharp

engagement with the primate. Archbishop Hubert,

who was too ^complaisant to the ‘sedular power. An
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instance or two may be taken at random. Tliero was a

certain Eicbard de Wavre in his diocese, a younger

son o/ a noble house, who was in deacon’s orders, but

the elder brother having died childless, was hoping to

relapse into the lay estate. This Richard in some one

of the many political quarrels of the day brought a

charge of treason against Sir Reginald de Argentun,

one of the Bishop’s knights. As ho was a clerk in

orders the Bishop forbade him to appear as prosecutor

in a secular court or cause. Ccour de Lion and Arch-

bishop Hubert ordered him to go on. The Bishop

suspended him for contumacy, the Archbishop removed

the suspension. The Bishop pronounced sentence of

excommunication ;
the Archbishop, as primate and

legate, issued letters of absolution, which Richard

flourished triumphantly in the Bishop’s face.

‘If my Lord Archbishop absolve you a hundred-

times/ was Hugo’s answer, ‘ a hundred times I will

excommunicate you again. Regard my judgment as

you will, I hold you bound while you remain imp^i-

tent.’ Death ended the dispute. The wretched Rich-

ard was murdered by one of his servants.

Another analogous exploit throws curious light on

the habits of the times. Riding once through St

Albans he met the sheriff with the pom comitatm

escorting a felon to the gallows. The prisoner threw

himself before the Bishop and claimed protection. The

Bishop reined in his horse and asked who the man was.

‘ My Lord,’ said the sheriff shortly, ‘ it is no af&ir

of yours
; let us |>ai^ and do our duty.*
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' Ell !
^ then said Hugo. ‘ Blessed be God

;
we

will see about that
;
make over the man to me

;
and

go back and tell the judges that I have taken him

from you.'

^My lords judges/ he said, when they came to

remonstrate, ‘ I need not remind you of the Church’s

privilege of sanctuary; understand that where the

Bishop is, the Church is. He who -can consecrate the

sanctuary carries with him the sacredness of the

sanctuary.'

The humiliation of an English king at Becket’s

tomb had been a lesson too severe and too recent to be

forgotten. * We may not dispute with you,' the judges

replied
;

^ if you choose to let this man go we shall not

oppose you, but you must answer for it to the King's

Highness.'

^
* So be it,' answered Hugo, ' you have spoken well.

I charge myself with your prisoner. The responsibility

be mine.'

There was probably something more in the case

than appears on the surface. The sanctuary system

worked in mitigation of a law which in itself was

frightfully cruel, and there may have been good reason

why the life of the poor wretch should have been spared.

The Bishop set him free. It is to be hoped that * he

sinned no*more.'

The common-sense view which the Bishop took of

miracles has been already spoken of, but we may give

one or two other illustrations of it. Doubtless, he did

not disbelieve^ in the possibility of uiiiracles, but he
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knew how much imposture passed current under the

name, and whether true or false he never missed a

chance 0/ checking or affronting superstition.

Stopping once in a country town on a journey from

Paris to Troyes, he invited the parish priest to dine

with him. The priest declined, but came in the even-

ing to sit and talk with the chaplains. He was a loan

old man, dry and shrivelled to the bones, and he told

them a marvellous story which he bade them report to

their master.

Long ago, he said, when he was first ordained

priest, ho fell into mortal sin, and without having con-

fessed or done penance he had presumed to officiate at

the altar. He was sceptical too, it seemed, a premature

Voltairian. ‘Is it credible,^ he had said to himself

when consecrating the host, ‘that I, a miserable sin-

ner, can manufacture and handle and eat the body and

blood of God ? ^ He was breaking the wafer ’
at the

moment
;
blood flowed at the fracture—the part which

was in his hand became flesh. He dropped it terrified •

into the chalice, and the wine turned instantly into

blood. The precious things were preserved. The

priest went to Rome, confessed to the Pope himself,

and received absolution. The faithful now flocked

from all parts of France to adore the mystcrioug sub-

stances which were to be seen in the parish church

;

and the priest trusted that he^might be honoured on

the following day by the presence (j^f Bishop Hugo and

his retinue.

The chaplains rusliei to the Bishop open-^nouthed,
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eager to be allowed to refresh their souls on so divine a

spectacle.

‘ In the name of God/ he said quietly, ‘ \et unbe-

lievers go rushing after signs and wonders. What

have wo to do with such things who partake every day

of the heavenly sacrifice ? He dismissed the Priest

with his blessing, giving him the benefit of a doubt,

though he probably suspected him to be a rogue, and

forbade his chaplains most strictly to yield to idle

curiosity.

He was naturally extremely humorous, and humour

in such men will show itself sometimes in playing with

things, in the sacredness of which they may believe

fully notwithstanding. It has been said, indeed, that

no one has any real faith if he cannot afibrd to play

with it.

Among the relics at Fecamp, in Normandy, was a

so-called bone of Mary Magdalene. This precious jewel

was kept with jealous care. It was deposited in a case,

• and within the case was double wrapped in silk. Bishop

Hugo was taken to look at it in the presence of a crowd

of monks, abbots, and other dignitaries
;
mass had been

said first as a preparation ;
the thing was then taken

out of its box and exhibited, so far it could be seen

through its envelope. The Bishop asked to look at the

bone itself
;
and no one venturing to touch it, he bor-

rowed a knife and calmly slit the covering. He took

it up, whatever it may have been, gazed at it, raised it

to his lips as if to kiss it, and then suddenly with a

strong grip of his teeth bit a iponsel out of its side. A
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shriek of sacrilege rang through the church. Looking

round quietly the Bishop said, ‘Just now we were

handling#in our unworthy fingers the body of the Holy

One of all. We passed Him between our teeth and

down into our stomach
;
why may we not do the like

with the members of his saints ?
’

We have left to the last the most curious of all the

stories connected with this singular man. We have

seen him with King Henry
;
wo will now follow him

into the presence of Coeur do Lion.

Richard, it will be remembered, on his return from

his captivity plunged into war with Philip of France,

carrying out a quarrel which had commenced in the

Holy Land. The King, in distress for money, had

played tricks with Church patronage which Hugo had

firmly resisted. Afterwards an old claim on Lincoln

diocese for some annual services was suddenly revived,

which had been pretermitted for sixty years. The

arrears for all that time were called for and exacted,

and the clergy had to raise among themselves 3000*

marks: hard measure of this kind perhaps induced

Hugo to look closely into further demands.

In 1 197> when Richard was in Normandy, a pressing

message came home from him for suppliesw A council

was held at Oxford, when Archbishop Hubert, who was

Chancellor, required each prelate and great nobleman

in the King’s name to provide.three hundred knights

at his own cost to serve in the \^ar. The Bishop of

London supported the primate. The Bishop of Lincoln

followed. Being a Granger, he said, and ignorant on
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his arrival of English laws, he had made it his business

to study them. The see of Lincoln, he was aware, was

bound to military service, but it was service in Eng-

land and not abroad. The demand of the King was

against the liberties which he had sworn to defend,

and he would rather die than betray them.

The Bishop of Salisbury, gathering courage from

Hugo’s resistance, took the same side. The council

broke up in confusion, and the Archbishop wrote to

Richard to say that he was unable to raise the required

force, and that the Bishop of Lincoln was the cause.

Richard, who, with most noble qualities, had the temper

of a fiend, replied instantly with an order to seize and

confiscate the property of the rebellious prelates. The

Bishop of Salisbury was brought upon his knees, but

Hugo, fearless as ever, swore that ho would excom-

municate any man who dared to execute the King’s

command
;
and as it was known that he would keep

his word, the royal ofiicers hesitated to act. The King

wrote a second time more fiercely, threatening death if

they disobeyed, and the Bishop, not wishing to expose

them to trouble on his account, determined to go over

and encounter the tempest in person.

At Rouen, on his way to Roche d’Andeli, where

Richfird was lying, he was encouatered by the Earl

Marshal and Lord Albemarle, who implored him to

send some conciliatory message by them, as the King

was so furious that* they feared he might provoke the

anger of God by some violent act.

The Bishop declined theif d^sistance. He desired
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them merely to tell the King that he was coming.

They hurried back, and he followed at his leisure.

The scene that ensued was even stranger than the

interview already described with Henry in the park at

Woodstock.

Occur de Lion, when he arrived at Roche d’Andeli,

was hearing mass in the church. He was sitting in a

great chair at the opening into the choir, with the

Bishops of Durham and Ely on either side. Church

ceremonials must have been conducted with less stiff

propriety than at present. Hugo advanced calmly and

made the usual obeisance. Richard said nothing, but

frowned, looked sternly at him for a moment, and

turned away.

‘Kiss me, my Lord King,’ said the Bishop. It

was the ordinary greeting between the sovereign and

the spiritual peers. The King averted his face still

further.

‘ Kiss me, my Lord,’ said Hugo again, and he

caught Coeur de Lion by the vest and shook him,

Abbot Adam standing shivering behind.o o
‘ Non meruisti—thou hast not deserved it,’ growled

Richard.

‘ I have deserved it,’ replied Hugo, and shook him

harder.

Had he shown fear, Coeur de Lion would protably

have trampled on him, but who could resist such

marvellous audacity? The lass was given. The

Bishop passed up to the altar and became absorbed in

the service, Coeur de liop curiously watching him.
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When mass was over there was a formal audience,

but the result of it was decided already. Hugo declared

his loyalty in everything, save what touched his duty

to God. The King yielded, and threw the blame of the

quarrel on the too complaisant primate.

Even this was not all. The Bishop afterwards

requested a private interview. lie told Kichard

solemnly that he was uneasy for his soul, and admon-

ished him, if he had anything on his conscience, to

confess it.

The King said he was conscious of no sin, save of a

certain rage against his French enemies.

‘ Obey God !
’ the Bishop said, ‘ and God will humble

your enemies for you—and you for your part take heed

you oliend not Him or hurt your neighbour. I speak

ill sadness, but rumour says you are unfaithful to your

queen.’

The lion was tamed for the moment. The King ac-

knowledged nothing but restrained his passion, only

observing afterwards, ‘ If all bishops were like my Lord

of Lincoln, not a prince among us could lift his head

against them.’

The trouble was not over. Hugo returned to Eng-

land to find his diocese in confusion. A bailiff of the

Earl of Leicester had taken a man out of sanctuary in

Lincoln and had hung him. Instant excommunication

followed. The Bishop compelled every one who had

been concerned in the sdcrilego to repair, stripped naked

to the waist, to the spot where the body was buried, to

dig it up, putrid as it was, and. carry it on their shoul-
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ders round the town, to halt at each church door to be

flogged by the priests belonging to the place, and then

with their own hands to rebury the man in the cemetery

from which he had been originally carried oflf.

Fresh demands for money in another, but no less

irregular, form followed from the King. There was

again a council in London. The Archbishop insisted

that Hugo should levy a subsidy upon his clergy.

‘ Do you not know, my Lord,’ the primate said,

‘ that the King is as thirsty for money as a man with

the dropsy for water ?
^

^ His Majesty may be dropsical for all that I know,

Hugo answered, ‘ but I will not be the water for him to

swallow.’

Once more he started for Normandy, but not a second

time to try the efiect of his presence on Occur de Lion.

On approaching Angers he was met by Sir Gilbert de .

Lacy with the news that the Lion-heart was cold.

Richard had been struck by an arrow in the trenches

at Chaluz. The wound had mortified and he was dead^

He was to be buried at Fontevrault, but the country

was in the wildest confusion. The roads were patrolled

by banditti, and de Lacy strongly advised the Bishop to

proceed no further.

Hugo’s estimate of danger was unlike de Lacy’s.

‘ I have more fear,’ he said, ‘ of failing through coward-

ice in my duty to my lord and prince. If the thieves

take my horse and clothes from me, I can walk, and

walk the lighter. If they tie me fast, I cannot help

myself.’
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Paying a brief visit to Queen Berengaria, at Beau-

fort Abbey, bn the way, he reached Fontevrault on

Palm Sunday, the day of the funeral, and was in time

to pay the last honours to the sovereign whom he had

defied and yet loved so dearly.

Ilis own time was also nearly out, and this hurried

sketch must also haste to its end. One more scene,

however, remains to bo described.

To Henry and Richard, notwithstanding their many

faults, the Bishop was ardently attached. For their

sakes, and for his country’s, he did what lay in him to

influence for good the brother who was to succeed to

the throne.

At the time of Richard’s death, John was with his

nephew Arthur in Brittany. That John and not Arthur

must take Richard’s place the Bishop seems to have

assumed as unavoidable ; Arthur was but ten years old

and the-times were too rough for a regency. John

made haste to Fontevrault, receiving on his way the

allegiance of many of the barons. After the funeral he

made a profusion of promises to the Bishop of Lincoln

as to his future conduct.

The Bishop had no liking for John. He knew him

to have been paltry, false, and selfish.

' I trust you mean what you say,’ he said in reply.

‘ N’ostis*quia satis aversor mendacium,—you know that

I hate lying.’

John produced an amulet which he wore round his

neck with a chain. That he seemed to think would

help him to walk straight.
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The Bishop looked at it scornfully. •
' Do you trust

in a senseless stone ?
^ he said. ‘ Trust in the living

rock iib heaven—the Lord Jesus Christ. Anchor your

hopes in Him and He will direct you.'

On one side of the church at Fontevrault was a

celebrated sculpture of the day of judgment. The Judge

was on his tlirone
;
on his left were a group of crowned

kings led away by d*evils to be hurled into the smoking

pit. Hugo pointed significantly to them. ‘ Under-

stand/ he said,
* that those men are going into unend-

ing torture. Think of it, and let your wisdom teach

you the prospects of princes who, while they govern

men, are unable to rule themselves, and become slaves

in hell through eternity. Fear this, I say, while there

is time. The hour will come when it will have been

too late.'

John affected to smile, pointed to the good kings on

the other side, and declared, with infinite volubility,

that he would be found one of those.

The fool's nature, however, soon showed itself.

Hugo took leave of him with a foreboding heart, paid

one more bright brief visit in the following year to his

birthplace in the south, and then returned to England

to die. He had held his see but fourteen years, and

was no more than sixty-five. His asceticism bad not

impaired his strength. At his last visit to the Char-

treuse he had distanced all hii^ companions on the steep

hill-side, but illness overtook hi^n on his way home.

He arrived in London, at his house in the Old Temple,

in the middle of Seiftember, to feel that he was rapidly

VOL. IT. 7
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dying. Of death itself, it is needless to say, he had no

kind of fear. ^ By the holy nut,’ he used to say, in his

queer way (^per sanctam nucem,^ sic enim vi(V3 jura-

menti ad formationem verbi interdum loquebatur ’),

'by the holy nut, we should be worse off if we were noc

allowed to die at all.’

lie prepared with his unvarying composure. As

his illness increased, and he was confined to his bed,

his hair shirt hurt him. Twisting into knots, as he

shifted from side to side, it bruised and wounded his

skin. The rules of the order would have allowed him

to dispense with it, but he could not be induced to let

it go; but he took animal food, which the doctor pre-

scribed as good for him, and quietly and kindly sub-

mitted to whatever else was ordered for him. He knew,

however, that his life was over, and with constant con-

fession held himself ready for tlie change. Great people

came about him. John himself came
; but he received

him (coldly. Archbishop Hubert came once
;
he did

fiot care, perhaps, to return a second time.

The Archbishop, sitting by his bed, after the usual

condolences, suggested that the Bishop of Lincoln might

like to use the opportunity to repent of any sharp

expressions which he had occasionally been betrayed

into using. As the hint was not taken, he referred

especially to himself as one of those who had something

to complain of.
,

‘ Indeed, }'^our GiiJice,’ replied Hugo, 'there have

Perhaps fot * crucera,* as wc say ‘by iQ avoid the actual word.
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been passages of words between us, and I have much

to regret in relation to them: It is not, however, what

I haw3 said to your Grace, but what I have omitted

to say. I have more feared to offend your Grace

than to offend my Father in heaven. I have with-

held w^ords which I ought to have spoken, and I

have thus sinned against your Grace and desire your

forgiveness. Should it please God to spare my life I

purpose to amend that fault.’

As his time drew near, he gave directions for the

disposition of his body, named the place in Lincoln

Cathedral where he was to be buried, and bade his

chaplain make a cross of ashes on the floor of his room,

lift him from his bed at the moment of departure, and

place him upon it.

It was a November afternoon. The choristers of

8t Paul’s were sent for to chant the compline to him

for the last time. He gave a sign when they were half

through. They lifted him and laid him on the aslies.

The choristers sang on, and as they began the Nunc

Diinittis he died.

So parted one of the most beautiful spirits that was

ever incarnated in human clay. Never was man more

widely mourned over, or more honoured in his death.

He was taken down to Lincoln, and the highest and

the lowest alike had poured out to meet the body. A
company of poor Jews, the offscouring of mankind, for

whom rack and gridiron were ctnsidered generally too

easy couches, came to mourn over one whose justice had

sheltered even them.
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John was at Lincoln at the time, and William of

Scotland with him
;
and on the hill, a mile from the

town, two kings, three archbishops, fourteen bishops, a

hundred abbots, and as many earls and barons, were

waiting to receive the sad procession.

King John and the archbishops took the bier upon

their shoulders, and waded knee-deep through the mud
to the cathedral. The King of Scotland stood apart in

tears.

It was no vain pomp or unmeaning ceremony, but

the genuine healthful recognition of human worth.

The story of Hugo of Lincoln has been too long un-

known to us. It deserves a place in every biography

of English Worthies. It ought to be familiar to every

English boy. Such men as he were the true builders

of our nation’s greatness. Like the ‘ well-tempered

mortar’ in old English walls, which is hard as the

stone itself, their actions and their thoughts are the

cement of our national organization, and bind together

yot such parts of it as still are allowed to stand.



FATHER KEWMN ON ‘THE GRAMMAR OF

ASSENT.”

rpiIIIlTY years ago, wLcn the tendcncios Roraewarda

I of tlie Kngiisli Iligli ( Imrcliiiicn were first becom-

ing visible, Dr Arnold expressed his own opinion of the

reasonableness of the movement in the brief sentence,

‘ Relieve in the Rope ! I would as soon believe lu

Jupiter/ Whether belief in Jupiter may • hereafter

become possible, time will show. jMecromancy has been

revived in spirit-rapping. We have converts to Isla^u

among us, and England is the chosen recruiting ground

of the Mormon Apostles
;
while this book before us is

an attempt on the part of one of the ablest of living

men, to prove that there is no reasonable standing

ground between Atheism and submission to the Holy

See—submission not outwardly only, or partially, or

conditionally, as to an authority which has historical

claims upon us, and may possibly or probably deserve

^ An Bssay in Aid of a Grammar of Assent. 1 iv Jolin Henry Kewman,
D.D., of the Oratory. JiOndtn: Burns, Oates & Co. iSy®.
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our allegiance
;
.but submission complete and entire, the

unreserved resignation of our moral and spiritual intel-

ligence. The Church of Rome, and indeed all religious

dogmatic systems, are not content with insisting that

there is a high probability in their favour. They call

themselves infallible. They demand on our part an

absolute certainty that they are right, and although

they disagree among themselves and cannot all be right,

and although points on which those competent to form

an oJ)inion differ, in all other things we agree to hold

doubtful, they tell us that doubt is a sin, that we can

be and ought to be entirely certain, that a complete

and utter acquiescence which excludes the possibility of

mistake, is a frame of mind at once possible and pliilo-

sophically just.

It is this seeming paradox which Dr Newman
ilndertakes to prove. His book is composed with

elaborate art, which is the more striking the more

frequently we peruse it. Every line, every word tells,

fi\)m the opening sentence to the last.

Ilis object. From the beginning to the end, is to

combat and overthrow the position of Locke, that

reasonable assent is proportioned to evidence, and in its

nature, therefore, admits of degrees.

He Qommences with an analysis of the elementary

mental processes. He divides ‘ assent ’ into ^ notional
’

and * real.* He calls notional ‘ assent ^ that which we
t

give to general propositions, scientific, literary, or

philosophical
;

real assent, the conclusions which we

form in masters of fact, either in 6ur sensible percep-
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tions, or in the application of principles to details. He
professes to show how, from our intellectual constitution,

we are unable to rest in probabilities, and rightly or

wrongly pass on to a sensation of certainty
;
how, not-

withstanding exceptions which cannot wholly be got

over, the conviction that we have hold of the truth

is an evidence to us that we have hold of it in reality.

Our beliefs are boine in upon our minds, we know not

how, directly, indirectly, by reason, by experience, by

emotion, imagination, and all the countless parts al' our

complicated nature. We may not be able to analyze

the grounds of our faith, but the faith is none the less

justifiable. And thus, after being led by the hand

through an intricate series of mental phenomena, we

are landed in the Catholic religion as the body of truth

which completely commends itself to the undistorted

intellectual perception.

The argument is extremely subtle, and often difficult

to follow, but the difficulty is in the subject rather than

in the treatment. 'Dr Newman has watched and aj;ia-

lyzed the processes of the mind with as much care and

minuteness as Ehreiiberg the organization of animal-

culae. The knotted and tangled skein is disengaged

and combed out till every fibre of it can be taken up

separately and examined at leisure
;

while all along,

hints are let fall from time to time, expressions, seem-

ingly casual, illustrations, or notices of emotional

peculiarities, every one of which has its purpose, and,

to the careful reader, is a sign-post of the road on

which he is traveling.
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Yot we never read a book, unless the 'Ethics of

Spinoza be an exception, which is less convincing in

proportion to its ability. You feel that you are^in the

hands of a thinker of the very highest powers
;
yet they

are the powers rather of an intellectual conjuror than

of a teacher who commands your confidence. You are

astonished at the skill which is displayed, and unable

to explain away the results
;
but you are conscious all

ihe time that you are played with
;
you are perplexed

but you are not attracted
;
and unless you bring a

Catholic conclusion ready made with you to the study,

you certuiuly will not arrive at it. For it is not a

simple acknowledgment that Catholicism may perhaps

be true ihat is required of us, or even that it is probably

true, and that a reasonable person might see cause for

joining the Homan communion. This is not conviction

at all, nor is it related in any 1o a religious li-anie

of mind. "VYe are expected rather to feel Catholicism

to be absolutely necessary and completely true—true,

not us an inference from argument, but as imposed by

a spiritual command—true, in a sense which allows no

possibility of error, and cannot and ought not to endure

contradiction. ‘ The highest opinion of Protestants in

religion,’ he says, ‘ is, generally speaking, assent to a

probability, as even Butler has been understood or mis-

understood to teach, and therefore consistent with the

toleration of its contradictory.’ The creed, therefore,

which we are to accept is the Romanism with which we

are familiar in history
;
persecuting from the necessity

of the case, for it cannot, where it has. the power, permit
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opposition. No heterodox opinion can be borne with,

or be even heard in its own defence. SSince mere

argument,’ Father Newman says elsewhere, is not the

measure of assent, no one can be called certain of a pro-

position whose mind does not spontaneously and

promj)tIy reject on their first suggestion, as idle, as

impertinent, as sophistical, anj^ objections whiclj are

directed against its trpth. No man is certain of a truth

who cun endure the thought of its contradictory existing

or occurring, and that not from any set purpose or (digrt

to reject it, but, as 1 have saicT, Ly the spontaneous

action of the intellect. What is contradietory to it wdth

its ai)paratus of argument, fades out of the mind as fast

as it enters it.

We are familiar with this mode of thought, but it is

not characteristic of intelligent persons. The Irish

magistrate having listened to one side of a cpiestion

d(^elared himself satisfied
;
he had heard enough, he

said, and anything lurther was either superfluous or

perjdcxed his judgmeirt. In a criminal trial,, when the,

facts have been known and discussed beforehand, both

judge and jury, from the constitution of their minds,

must have formed an opinion on the merits of the case,

which must have amounted often to certainty
;

but

when the prisoner comes before them it becomes their

duty to dismiss out of their minds every prepossession

which they may have entertained. Instead of rejecting

suggestions inconsistent with such prepossessions they

are bound to welcome them, and to look for them, with

the most scrupulous ijugartiality. The man of science
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is unworthy of his name if he disdains to listen to

objections to a favourite theory. It is through a con-

viction of the inadequacy of all formulas to cover the

facts of nature, it is by a constant recollection of the

fallibility of the best-instructed intelligence, and by an

uninterinittent scepticism which goes out of its way to

look for difficulties, that scientific progress has been

made possible. So long as Father Newman’s method

prevailed in Europe, every branch of practical know-

IcylgG was doomed to barrenness. Why arc we to fall

back upon it now, in the one department in which,

according to theologians, error is most dangerous ?

To give a sketch of his argument.

We entertain propositions, he tells us, in three ways

—we doubt, we draw inferences, and we assent. Doubt
is, of course, the opposite of certainty. Inferences

being from premises to conclusions are still conditional,

for out premises may be incorrect or inadequate.

Assent, on the other hand, is in its nature unconditional

;

it means 4hat we are quite certain, and know that we
cannot be wrong.

Wo assent notion ally when we accept a general

pro])osition as undoubtedly true, as that the whole is

greater than its part, or that the planets move in

ellipses, or again, when we read a book and intellectually

go along with its meaning without personally or par-

ticularly applying it. We assent really to anything

which comes home in detail to our feelings or our senses,

and is directly recognized as true by ourselves. Dr
Newman gives a beautiful illustration

:
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Let us consider, too, how differently young and old are affected

by tlic words of some classic author, such as Htfmer or Horace.

Passages, which to a boy are but rhetorical commonplaces, neither

better nor jt^orse than a hundred others which any clever writer might

supply, which he gets by heart and thinks very tine, and imitates, as

he thinks, successfully, in his own flowing versification, at length

come home to him, when long years have passed, and he has had ex-

perience of life, and pierce him ;is if he had never before known

tliem, with their sad earnestness and vivid exactness. 1'hen he

comes to understand how it is that lines, the birth of some chance

morning or evening at an fonian festival, or among the Sabine hills,

have lasted generation after generation, for thousands of years, with

a power over the mind, and a charm, which the current literature^ of

his own day, with all its obvious advantages, is utterly unable to

The history, the occupations, the studies of every

man provide him with a multitude of assents of this

kind. Proverbs become as it wore realized when we

fool the application of them. Opinions taken up as

notions acquire the stamp of certainty, and men aro^

only properly themselves when their thoughts thus

acquire stability and they are no longer blown about by

gusts of argument. Then only they learn to step out

firmly with confidence and self-reliance.

Assents, Dr Newman repeats, differ in land from

inferences. We may infer from observation the pro-

bable existence of an intelligent Creator, but we are

still far from the conviction which is required for

practical service, and life is not long enough for a religion

built on speculative conclusions. Life is for action.

We cannot wait for proof or '^e shall never begin to

obey. * If we insist on proof for everything we shall

never come to actio^i. • To act we must assume, and
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that assumption is faith If we conimence with

scientific knowledge and argumentative proof, or lay any

groat stress upon it as the basis of personal Ch];istianity,

or attempt to make men moral or religious by libraries

and museums, let us in consistency take chemists for

our cooks and mineralogists for our masons/

This is perfectly true as regards individual persons.

The clerk in Eastcheup, as Mr Carlyle sa3"s, cannot be

for ever verifying his ready reckoner. Yet the con-

clusions on which we act are nevertheless resting on

producible evidence somewhere, if we cannot each of us

produce it ourselves. They arc the results of past

experience and intellectual thought, w^hich are tested,

enlarged, or modified }yy the practice of successive

generations. AVe accept them confidently, not fi’om any

internal conviction that they are necessarily true, but

from an inference of another kind, that if not true the}’’

would have been disproved. The believer at first hand

can always give a reason for tlie faith that is in him.

Jle believes, and he knows why lie believes, and he can

produce ^is reasons in a foi-m which shall be convincing

to others. The believer at second hand believes in his

teacher, and can give a reason for regarding that teacher

as an authority. The mason need not himself be a

mineralogist, but if the master builder who emidoys him

knows nothing of the properties of stone, his labour

will be thrown away. The cook inherits the traditionary

rules of his art, but if he introduces novelties in food

he must either call in the chemist to advise him, or he

will try his experiments at the risk of our lives.
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We have not yet reached a point where we differ

from Father Newman essentially; but we aro already

on our gyard against his method. His aim is to make

us acknowledge that in common things we feel a

certainty disproportioned to the evidence which can be

produced to justify it. It appears to us, on the con-

trary, that Locke's position remains unshaken
;
that

every sound convicticm which we have can bo ti’acod

ultimately to experience, and that the tenacity with

which we hold it is, or ought to be, proportioned to the

uniformity of that experience.

From real assents in general we pass to assents in

matters of religion.

‘What is a dogma of faith?' Father Newman
asks, ‘ and what is to believe it ? A dogma is a pro-

position. It stands for a notion or a thing, and to

believe it is to give the assent of the mind to it as

standing for one or the other. To give a real assent

to it is an act of religion
; to give a notional is a

theological act. It is' discerned, rested in, and appro-*

priated as a reality by the religious imagination. It is

held as a truth by the theological intellect.'

The first of such dogmas or propositions contains

‘ belief in God.’ Father Newman disclaims necessarily

the intention of proving the reasonableness of this

belief. He denies belief to be the result of argument,

and therefore he will not argue. He proposes rather

to investigate the mental process ^which the words ‘ I

believe in God ' imply. Yet he cannot escape from the

conditions of human•thought
;
and while he^ will not
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allow belief to be an inference, he argues like anybody

else that it follows irresistibly from the phenomena of

our nature. Nowhere in the English language will be

found the reasons for believing in a moral power as

the supreme ruling force in the universe, drawn out

more clearly or more persuasively. There are no

gratuitous assumptions—no appeals to the imagination.

He lays the facts of j)crsonal ex]5erience before us : he

indicates the conclusion at which they point: and

\dien the conclusion is conceded, the obligations of

obedience follow. lie draws the inference though he

will not allow it to be an inference. ‘ Inference,^ he

seems to say, * has no povver of persuasion and involves

no duties.’ Inference is but a graduated probability,

and involves the toleration of an opposite opinion. Bui

probability, as Butler says, is the guide of our lives,

and iriay involve duties as completely as certainty.

Has a child no duties to his father because it is pos-

sible, though infinitely unlikely, that his mother may

‘have been unfaithful to her vows?

The argument itself stands thus. We regret to do

injustice by compression to its singular lucidity.

‘ Can we,’ Father Newman asks, ‘ give a real assent

to the proposition that there is one God—not an aninia

mundi merely or an initial force, but God as the word

is understood by the Theist and the Christian, a per-

sonal God, the Authoi; and Sustainer of all things

—

the Moral Governor of the world ? ’ He says that we

can, and that w© can be certain of it—that it is a truth

which every reasonable person Is able and ought to
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acknowledge. He does not look for what has been

called scornfully ' a clock*making Divinity.’ The

evidencci? of a contriving intellect in nature, of the

adaptation of means to ends, weigh but little with him.

There is no morality in the physical constitution of

things. The elements know nothing of good and evil

;

and we can arrive on this road only at a power adequate

to the effects whicli "we witness. The water will not

rise higher than its source. The created world is finite,

and can tell us notliiiig of an Infinite Creator. The

root of religious belief lies in the conscience and in the

sense of moral obligation.

I assume (sa^s Father Newman) that Conscience has a legitimate

place among our mental acts ;
as really so as the action of memory,

of 1‘easoning, of imagination, or as the sense of tlie beautiful; tliat,

as there are objects which, when presented to the mind, cause it to

feel grief, regret, joy, or desire, so there are things which excite in us

approbation or blame, and whicli wc in consequence call right or

wrong; and which, experienced in ourselves, kindle in us tlic specific

sense of pleasure or pain, which goes by the name of a good or bad

conscience. This being taken for granted, 1 shall attempt to show

that in this special feeling, whicli follows on the commission of wliat

we call right and wrong, lie the materials for tlie real apprehension

of a Divine Sovereign and Judge.

The feeling of conscience being, I repeat, a certain keen sensi-

bility, pleasant or painful,—self-approval and hope, or compunction

and fear,—attendant on certain of our actions, which in consequence

we call right or wrong, is twofold :—it is a moral sense, and a sense

of duty ; a judgment of the reason and a magisterial dictate.*

Conscience, it is evident, does not furnish a rule of

right conduct. It has sometimes ^been the sanction of

crime. Sometimes it is at a loss to decide. Sometimes

it gives contradictory answers. Conscience^ made St
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Paul into a .persecutor. Conscience has made kings

into tyrants, and subjects into rebels. It is not a rule

of right conduct, but it is a sanction of right^conduct.

It assures us that there is such a thing as right, and

that when we know what it is we arc bound to do it.

‘ Half the world would be puzzled to know what is

meant by the moral sense, but every one knows what is

meant by a good or bad conscience. Conscience is

ever forcing on us. by threats and by promises, that we

must follow the right and avoid the wrong : so far it is

one and the same in the mind of every one, whatever

be its particular errors in particular minds as to the

acts which it orders to be done or to be avoided. . . .

It docs not repose in itself like the sense of beauty. . . .

It vaguely reaches forward to something beyond self,

and dimly discerns a sanction higlier than self for its

decisions, as evidenced in that keen sense of obligation

and responsibility which informs them. And hence it

is that we are accustomed to speak of conscience as a

•voice, a term which we never should think of applying

to the sense of the beautiful : and moreover a voice or

the edio of a voice imperative and constraining, like no

other dictate in the whole of our exj)erience.’

Now what does this imply? Father Newman in-

troduces a subtle distinction of which we hesitate to

acknowledge the force. Conscience, he says, differs

from the intellectual senses, from common sense, from

taste, from sense of expedience, and the like, in being

always ‘ emotional.^ ‘ Affections are correlative with

persons, apd always involve the recognition of a living
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object towards which they are directed/ This is to

infer too much
;
there is such a thing as love of good

for its own sake. But leaving rehnements and looking

at these phenomena as facts of experience, they seem to

us to carry Father Newman^s main conclusion with

them. The presence of a moral sense in ourselves pre-

sumes a moral nature in the power which has called

us into existence. , It is impossible to conceive, as

Mr Carh h' says, ‘ that Ihcse liigh faculties should have

been put into us by a Being that had none of its own.’

Father Newman continues :*

If, as is the case, \vc feel responsibility, are ashamed, are fright-

ened, at transgre-ssing the voice of conscience, this implies that there

is One to whom we are responsible, before whom w'c are ashamed,

whose claims upon us w'e fear. If, on doing wrong, we feel the

same tearful, broken-hearted sorrow which overwhelms us on hurting

a mother ; if, on doing right, we enjoy the same sunny serenity of

mind, the same soothing, satisfactory delight which follows on our

receiving praise from a father, we certainly Imve within ns the image

of some person, to whom our love and veneration look, in whose

smile wc liiid our happiness, for whom we yearn, towards whom we
direct onr pleadings, in \frhosc anger we are troubled and waste away.*

These feelings in us are such as require for their exciting cause an

intelligent being: w^e are not affectionate towards a stone, nor do we
feel shame before a horse or a dog ; we have no remorse or compunc-

tion on breaking mere human law; yet, so it is, conscience excites

all these painful emotions, confusion, foreboding, self-condemnation ;

and, on the other hand, it sheds upon us a deep peace, a sense of

security, a resignation, and a hope, which there is no sensible, no

earthly object to elicit. * The wicked flees, when no one pursueth;’

then w’^hy does he flee ? w^hence his terror ? Who is it that he sees

in solitude, in darkness, in the hiddeft chambers of his heart ? If the

cause of these emotions does not belong to this visible world, the

Object to which his perception is directed must be Supernatural and

Divine ; and thus the phenomena of Conscience, as a dictate, avail to

VOL. II. 8
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impress the imagination with the picture of a Supreme Governor,

a Judge, holy, jifst, powerful, all-seeing, retributive, and is the

creative principle of religion, as the moral sense is the principle of

ethics.

As it is here that our acquiescence in Father New-

man^s reasoning comes to an end, and we henceforth

part comjDany with him, we add one more extract on

the same subject, an illustration of the growth of re-

ligious feeling, from the history of the mind of a child ;

The child keenly understands that there is a difference between

righf and wrong
;

and when he has done what he believes to be

wrong, he is conscious that he is offending One to whom he is amen-

able, whom he does not see, who secs him. llis mind reaches forward

with a strong presentiment to the thought of a Moral Governor,

sovereign over him, mindful, and just. It comes to him like an

impulse of nature to entertain it.

It is my wish to take an ordinary child, but one who is safe from

influences destructive of his religious instincts. Supposing he has

offended his parents, he will all alone and without effort, as if it were

the most natural of acts, place himself in the presence of God, and

beg of Him to set him right with them. Let us consider how much

is contained in this simple act. I'irst, it involves the impression on

his mind of an unseen Being with whom he is in immediate relation,

and that relation so familiar that he can address Him whenever he

himself chooses
;
next, of One whose goodwill towards him lie is

assured of. and can take for granted—nay, who loves him better, and

is nearer to him, than his parents ; further, of One who can hear him,

wherever he happens to be, and who can read his thoughts, for his

prayer need not be vocal ; lastly, of One who can effect a critical

cliange in the state of feeling of others towards him. That is, we
shall nob be wTong in holding that this child has in his mind the

image of an Invisible Being, who exercises a particular providence

among us, who is present everywhere, who is heart-reading, heart-

changing, ever-accessible, open to impetration. What a strong and

intimate vision of God mirst he have already attained, if, as 1 have

supposed, an ordinary trouble of mind has the spontaneous effect of

leading him for consolation and aid to an I^^visible Personal Power ^
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Moreover, this image brought before his mental vision is the

image of One who by implicit threat and promise commands certain

things which he, the same child, coiueidcutly, by tlie same act of his

mind apjyroves
;
which receives the adhesion of his moral sense and

judgment as right and good. It is the image of One who is good,

inasmuch as enjoining and enforcing what is riglit and good, and

who, in consequence, not only excites in the child hope and fear

—

nay (it may be added), gratitude towards Him, as giving a law and

maintaining it by reward and punishment,—' but kindles in him love

towards Him, as giving yim a good law, and therefore as being good

Hijuself, for it is the property of goodness to kindle love, or rallier

the very object of love is goodness; and all those distinct ek’ments

of the moral law, which the typical child, whom 1 am suppoling,

more or less consciously loves and approves,—truth, purity, justice,

kindness, and the like,— are but sliapcs and aspects of goodness.

And having in his degree a sensibility towards them all, for the sake

of them all he is moved to love the Lawgiver, who enjoins them upon

him. And, as be cun contemplate these qualities and their manifest-

ations under the conmion name of goodness, he is prepared to think

of them as indivisible, correlative, supplementary of each other in one

and the same Personality, so that there is no aspect of goodness

which God is not
;
and that the more, because the notion of a per%

fection embracing all possible excellences, both moral and intellectual,

is especially congenial to the mind, and there are in fact intellectual

attributes, as well as moral, included in the child’s image of God, as

above represented. ' ,

Such is the apprehension wdiich even a child may have of his

Sovereign, Lawgiver, and Judge; which is possible in the case of

children, because, at least, some children possess it, whether others

possess it or no
;
and which, when it is found in children, is found to

act promptly and keenly, by reason of the paucity of their ideas. Jt

is an image of the good God, good in Himself, good relatively to the

child, with whatever incomplcteuess ; an image before it^has been

reflected on, and before it is recognized by him as a notion. Though

he cannot explain or define the word ‘ God,’ when told to use it, his

acts show that to him it is far more th§ui a word. He listens, indeed,

w'ith wonder and interest to fables or tale^ ; he has a dim, shadowy

sense of what he hears about persons and matters of this world
; but

he has that within him whmh actually vibrates, responds, and gives
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deep meaning to the lessons of his first teachers about the will and

the providence of God.

So far, with some differences which are perljaps but

differences of nomenclature, we have gone heartily along

with Father Newman. His book is a counterpart to

Tiutler’s Analogy

y

and as the first part of the Analogy

has been in these bad times a support to many of us,

when the formulas of the established creeds have ermn-

blcd away, so we give cordial welcome to this addition

to bur stock of religious philosophy, which addresses

itself to the intellect of the nineteenth century as But-

ler addressed that of its predecessor. But just as with

Butler, when we pass from his treatment of the facts of

nature to the defence of the dogmatic system of Chris-

tianity, we exchange the philosopher for the special

pleader, so Father Newman at the same transition

'point equally ceases to convince. Assumption takes

the place of reasoning. Facts are no longer look(jd in

the face, and objections are either ignored altogether or

&ro caricatured in order to be answered. Hitherto he

has been pleading the cause of religion as it has ex-

isted in all ages and under countless varieties of form.

We are now led across the morasses of technical thco-

logy. We spring from tuft to tuft and hummock to

hummpek. The ground shakes about us, and we are

allowed no breathing time to pause, lest it give way

under our feet altogether. The promised land lies be-

fore us, the land of absolute repose in the decisions of

the Infallible Church. Once there we may rest for

ever
;
and we are swung along •towards it, guided, if
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we may use the word for an absolute surrender of rea-

son, by the obscure emotions and half-realized percep-

tions of, what is called the imaginative intellect. We
leave behind us as misleading the apparatus of faculties

which conduct us successfully through ordinary life. W

e

are told to believe, and accept it on Father Newman’s

authority, that we are not after all chasing a will-o’-

the-wisp, and that tbse other side to which he points the

way is really solid ground, and not a mere fog-bank.

There are two roads on which it is possible to traf^el,

after starting from conscience and the acknowledgment

of a God to whom we owe obedience. There is the

tlieological road, and there is the road of experience

and fact. To those who choose the second of these

courses conscience is the sanction of right action
;
while

experience and observation show us in what right action

consists. The moral laws are inherent in nature like*

the laws of the material universe, and our business is to

discover what they are. If we obey them, it is well

with us
;

if we disobey them we fail, and ruin ourselvefe

internally in our characters, and sooner or later in our

external fortunes. These laws are not arbitrarily im-

posed from without, but are interfused in the constitu-

tion of things. Conscience insists that they must be

obeyed, for they form the condition on which ^society

holds together, and in obedience to them lies the essence

of all genuine religion.

From this point of view th^ religious history of

mankind is the history of the efforts which men have

made to discover the*moral law, and enforce it so far as
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it is known. If we are asked why the moral laws, being

of so much consequence to the .well-being of mankind,

were not made clear from the beginning, we can but

answer that we do not know. The fact has been that

they have been left to human energy to discover, like

the law of gravitation
;

our knowledge of them has

been progressive, like our knowledge in every other

department of nature; and religious theories exhibit

the same early imperfections, and the same gradual

advance, as astronomy .or medicine.

A second phenomenon is no less apparent on the

most cursory as well as the most careful study of re-

ligious history. To obey the moral law has been always

difficult
;
to practise particular rites, or to profess par-

ticular opinions, is comparatively easy. Religions,

therefore, as their initial fervour dies away, have uni-

formly shown a tendency to stiffen into ceremonial or

superstitious observances, or else into theological

theories. Duty has been made to consist in the com-

jjliance with particular creeds, or in practices of out-

ward devotion ; and a compromise has been thus arrived

at, by which men have been enabled to believe them-

selves religious, without parting from their private

self-indulgence. Religion has had two parts,—the

inwardrmoral and spiritual, the outward ritualistic, or

speculative; and the division between them, and the

history of their effects upon mankind, when one or the

other has preponderated, is the most signal testimony

to their real character, and to the relations in which

they stand to each other and to the world. Where the
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moral element has been foremost, where.men have been

chiefly bent upon contending with practical evil, and

making so much as they can understand of the law of

God the rule of their dealings among themselves, there

the religion has spread over the earth like water for

the purifying the nations. Where the superstitious or

theological element has been in the ascendant, where

charity has been second to orthodoxy, and religion has

been an afiair of temples and sacrifices and devotional

refinements, there as uniformlyjt has lost its benefitent

powers, it has fraternized with the blackest and darkest

of human passions, and has carried with it as its shadow,

division and hatred and cruelty. The power in the

universe, whatever it be, which envies human happiness,

has laid hold of conscience and distracted it from its

proper function. Instead of looking any more for our

duties to our neighbours, wo go astray, and quarrdl

with each other over imaginary speculative theories.

We wonder at the failure of Christianity, at the small

progress which it has made in comparison with tlk

brilliancy of its rise : but if men had shown as much

fanaticism in carrying into practice the Sermon on the

Mount as in disputing the least of the thousand dog-

matic definitions which have superseded the Gospel, we

should not be now lamenting with Father IJewman

that ^ God’s control over the world is so indirect, and

His action so obscure.’

The theological tendency, nevertheless, remains in

possession ;
opinions are still looked upon as the test

whether we are on*the right road or the wrong; and
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it is in this direction and not the other that Father

ifewman would have us travel if our condition is to be

mended.

Devotion must have its objects, he tells us
;
and

they must be set before the mind as propositions, with

which the intellect must be fed till it is saturated
;
the

intellect in return will then guarantee that they are

true by the tenacity with which ‘it holds these pro-

positions.

He gives an instance of what he means in the use

which ho prescribes for the book of Psalms. ‘ The

exercise of the affections strengthens oui* apprehension

of the object of them,’ he says, ^ and it is impossible

to exaggerate the influence exerted on the religious

imagination, by a book of devotions so sublime, so pene-

trating, so full of deep instruction as the Psalter.’ We
are to take the Psalter, however, as u whole

;
we may

not inquire what part of it is authentic, or whether

David, whose acts were of so mixed a character, was

always divinely guided in his words. If we take the

forty -second Psalm, we must take the hundred-and-

ninth
;
and those who accept the hundred-and-ninth

as the word of God, are already far on their way to-

wards auto-da-ffis and massacres of St Bartholomew.

Whejj the mind is thus devotionally pervaded, the

Catholic theology will be developed by the theological

intellect as naturally as geometrical theorems from the

elementary axioms and propositions. The diiBSciJty is

with the preparation of the soil
; and if we find Father

Newman unporsuasive, the fault may be simply in our-
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selves. Persuasiveness implies agreement in first prin-

ciples between the teapher and the taught. It is

possible ^hat we may be colour blind, or be without cur

to follow the harmony of the theological variations.

The Catholic doctrines may carry conviction onl}’’ to

the elect. Those who are chosen to inherit the blessing,

may alone have grace to apprehend its conditions. If

it be so, we are beyond help; but we claim for the

present to belong to those who believe in God and in

the moral laws, and to those, therefore, to w hom Father

Newman says that his book is addressed. In this

character we have a right to speak, and when he fails

to convince us, to give reasons for withholding our

assent.

Having chosen his course, he commences character-

istically with an exulting eulogy on the Athanasian

Crecni. No one, he seems to admit, can understand*

what the Creed means. ‘ The pure indivisible light,’ he

says, ‘ is seen only by the blessed inhabitants of Heaven.’

The rays come to us on earth, ‘ broken into their con*

stituent colours
;

’ and when we attempt to combine
them ‘ we produce only a dirty white.’ Each ray,

nevertheless, comes direct to us from above. It can bo

separately admired and adored for its particular beauty

;

and, when intelligence fails, faith steps in. ^ with

the million developments of theological subtlety.

Simple-minded people cannot,enter into these refine-

ments
; the terminology itself is unintelligible without

a special and scientific education. But simple-minded

men are not required to understand them. Their duty
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is merely to ,feel certain that every proposition laid

down by the Church is true, and they are able to do it

in virtue of a comprehensive acceptance of the authority

of the Church itself. The Church says so and so, and

therefore it is indisputably certain that the truth is so

and so.

The difficulty is removed by the dogma of the Church’s infalli-

bility, and of the consequent duty of ‘implicit faith* in her word.

The ‘ One Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church * is an article of the

creed, and an article which, inclusive of her infallibility, all men,

liigH and low, can easily master and accept with a real and operative

assent. It stands in the place of all abstruse propositions in a

Catholic’s mind, for to believe in her word is virtually to believe in

them all. Even what he cannot understand, at least he can believe

to be true
j
and he believes it to be true because he believes in the

Church.

The next question of course is, How we can be cer-

tain that the Church is infallible ? and to understand

this we are carried back once more into the metaphysics

of conviction. For the infallibility of the Church, or

any truth, to produce an animating effect upon us, we
must assent to it unconditionally

;
and Father Xewman

has first to prove in general, as against Locke and the

inductive philosophy, that a state of undoubting assur-

ance on these abstruse subjects is itself legitimate.

‘ Assent,* he says, is a distinct act of the mind which

declare^} that it is made up. ‘ It resembles the striking

of a clock.* ... It is an intimation that argument is

over, the conclusion accepted, and the possibility of

error no longer entertained. Numberless propositions

are, in fact, held in this way in ordinary life. Each of

us, for instance, holds with undoubting certainty, the
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proposition that ^ I shall die/ or again, .that * England

is an island.* ' The faqt of our death is in the future,

and thqfcforo in its nature contingent. We may have

never ourselves personally sailed round England. Yet,

in neither case, have we any doubt, or can a person of

ordinary intelligence admit that there is room for doubt.*

The appeal to ordinary intelligence corresponds to

the appeal at a latfer stage of the argument to the

religious instincts of barbarous nations. Ordinary

intelligence jumps hastily to conclusions. It is as often

wrong as right, and the strength with which it holds a

particular opinion may only be an index of want of

thought. The proposition that ‘ I shall die * seems at

the first blush as indisputable as that the whole is

greater than its part. But those who accept the infalli-

bility of St Paul believe that, at the last trumpet, those

that are alive will be caught up into the air without

dying at all. The last day, they are warned, will come

like a thief in the night, and they are charged to bo on

the watch for it. The thought, therefore, that it mii^^

come in their time will present itself not as a proba-

bility, but certainly as something not utterly impossible.

Ordinary intelligence again is similarly absolutely

certain that England is an island. The man of science

is certain of it too, but in the sense of the wor^ which

Father Newman quarrels with. Sudden geographical

changes are extremely rare but the time has been

when England was not an island, and the time may
come when it will be re-attached to the continent. The

Channel is shallow* not much deeper anywhere than
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the towers of .Westminster Abbey. Extensive tracts

of the globe have been rapidly depressed and rapidly

raised again. It is therefore possible, though very

unlikely, that there may be, at some point or other in

the Channel, at any moment, a sudden upheaval.

‘ Certainty,* Father Newman insists, is the same in

kind wherever and by whomsoever it is experienced.

The gravely and cautiously formed conclusion of the

scientific investigator, and the determination of the

schcfol-girl, that the weather is going to be fine, do not

differ from each other so far as they are acts of the

mind. And the school-girl has pro tanto an evidence

in her conviction that the fact will be as she believes.

Nay, rather the laborious inference hesitatingly held

after patient and sceptical examination. Father New-

man considers inferior in character, and likely to be

less productive of fruit than assent more impulsively

yielded.

In such instances of certitude, the previous labour of coming to

a conclusion, and that repose of mind which 1 have above described

as attendant on an assent to its truth, often counteracts whatever

of lively sensation the fact thus concluded is in itself adapted to ex-

cite ;
so that what is gained in depth and exactness of belief is lost

as regards freshness and vigour. Hence it is that literary or scien-

tific nien, who may have investigated some difficult point of history,

philosophy, or physics, and have come to their own settled con-

clusion alA)ut it, having had a perfect right to form one, are far more

disposed to be silent as to their convictions, and to let others alone,

than partisans on either side of the question, who take it up with

less thought and seriousness. And so again, in the religious w'orld,

no one seems to look for any great devotion or fervour in contro-

versialists, writers on Christian' Evidences, theologians, and the

like, it being taken for granted, rightly 01"Wrongly, that .such men
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are too intellectual to be spiritual, and are more occupied with the

truth of doctrine than with its reality. If, on the other hand, we

would see what the force of simple assent can be, viewed apart from

its reflex confirmation, we have but to look at the generous and un-

calculating energy of faith as exemplified in the primitive Martyrs,

in the youths who defied the pagan tyrant, oi* the maidens who were

silent under his tortures. It is assent, pure and simple, which is

the motive cause of great achievements ; it is confidence, growing

out of instincts rather than arguments, stayed upon a vivid appre-

hension, and animated by a transcendent logic, more concentrated

in will and in dt.-ed for the very reason that it has not been sub-

jected to any intellectual development.

Nothing can be more true tjian this, as applied to

moral obligation
;
nothing more illusory if extended to

doctrine or external fact. I may think myself right,

but there is still a bridge to be crossed between my
thought and the reality. My own experience assures

me too painfully of my fallibility. I have experienced

equally^ the fallibility of others. No one can seriously

maintain that a. consciousness of certitude is an evidence

of facts on which I can rely. Yet Father Newman
clings to the belief that in some sense or other it is a

legitimate proof to any man of the truth ofany opinion

which he peremptorily holds. ‘ It is characteristic of

certitude,’ he says, * that its object is a truth, a truth

as such, a proposition as true. There are right an^

wrong convictions, and certitude is a right conviction

if it is not right with a consciousness of being right, it

is not certitude. Now, truth cannot change
;
what is

once truth is always truth ;#and the human mind is

made for truth, and so rests in truth, as it cannot rest

in falsehood. When then it once becomes possessed of

a truth, what is to dispossess it ?
’
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It is open to Father Newman to distinguish, if he

pleases, between certitude and conviction. He may say

that we may be convinced of what is false, but only

certain of what is true. But this is nothing to the

purpose, so long as we have no criterion to distinguish

one from the other as an internal impression. Father

Newman is certain that the Pope is Vicar of Christ.

Luther was no less certain that the Pope was Antichrist.

Father Newman believes that the substance of bread is

tak^^n away in the act of consecration. The Protestant

martyrs died rather than admit that bread could cease

to be bread when a jjriest mumbled a charm over it.

Who or what is to decide between these several acts of

consciousness, which was certitude and which convic-

tion ?

The Church evidently is the true Deiin ex machinL

The Church, in virtue of its infallibility, will resolve

this and all other difficulties
;
and the infallibility, it

seems, is somehow or other its own witness, and proves

itself as Spinoza demonstrated the existence of God.

‘ I form a conception,^ Spinoza says, ‘ of an absolutely

perfect being. But existence is a mode of perfection

;

a non-existent being is an imperfect being
;
and there-

fore God’s existence is involved in the Idea of Him.’

Father Newman similarly appears to say that the mind

is made for truth, and demands it as a natural right.

Of the elementary truth that the Church is infallible it

can be as sure as that Victoria is Queen of England

;

and this once established it has all that it requires. It

is true that we have made mistakes-^ but mim non tollit
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abusus. That we have been often wrong does not imply

that we may not be right at last. Our faculties have

a correspondence with truth. They w^ere given to us

to lead us into truth, and though they fail many times

they may bring us right at last. Once established in

certitude we have nothing more to fear, and may defy

argument thenceforth. Our past mistakes may after all

have been only aj^parent. We have called ourselves

certain, when we had only a strong^ presumption, an

opinion, or an intellectual inference. Or again, ^ve

may fancy that we have changerl our minds when in

fact we have not changed our convictions but only de-

veloped them
;
as a Thelst remains a Theist though he

add to his Theism a faith in revelation
;
and a Pro-

testant continues to hold the Athanasian Creed though

he pass into a Catholic. St Paul is admitted to be a

diflBculty; St Paul indisputably did once hold that.

Cliristianity was an illusion
; but St Paul is got rid of

by being made an exceptional person. ‘ His conversion,

as also his after life, was miraculous.’

Any way, when once possessed of certitude, we can-

not lose it. No evidence, however clear, can shake us

thenceforward. ‘ Certitude ought to stand all trials or

it is not certitude.’ Its very office is to cherish and

maintain its object, and its very lot and duty is to sus-

tain such shocks in maintenance of it without being

damaged by them. Father Newman takes an example,

and it is an extremely significant one.

Let us suppose we are told on an unimpeachable authority, that

a man whom we saw die k now alive again and at his.work, as it
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was his wont to be ; let us suppose we actually see him and converse

with him ;
what* will become of our certitude of his death ? I do

not think we should give it up ;
how could we, when we actually

saw him die ? At first, indeed, we should be thrown into an

astonishment and confusion so great, that the world would seem to

reel round us, and we should be ready to give up the use of our

senses and of our memory, of our reflective powers, and of our

reason, and even to deny our power of thinking, and our existence

itself. Such confidence have we in the doctrine that when life goes

it never returns. Nor would our bewilderment be less, when the

first blow was over; but our reason would rally, and with our

reason our certitude w:ould come back to us. Whatever came of it,

wc^shoiild never cease to know and to confess to ourselves both of

the contrary facts, that wc saw him die, and that after dying we saw

him alivt; again. The overpowering strangeness of our experience

would have no power to shake our certitude in the facts which

created it.

Ko bettor illuHtratioii could have been given of the

difiercncc bet ween what is called in commendation ‘a

believing mind,^ and a mind trained to careful and

-precise observation. In such a case as Father Newman
supposes, a jury of modern physicians would indisput-

ably conclude that life had never been really extinct,

cthat the synq^toiiis had bewi mistaken, and the pheno-

mena of cat alepsy had been confounded with the pheno-

mena (if death. If catalepsy was impossible, if the man
had apjieared, for instance, to lose his head on the scaf-

fold, they would assume that there had been a substitu-

tion of persons, or that the observers had been taken

in by some skilful optical trick. Father Newman may,

perhaps, go further and suppose that they had them-

selves seen the man tied to a gun and blown to pieces

beyond possibility of deception. But a man of science

would reply that such a case ccwild not occur. That
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men once dead do not return to life agtfip has been re

vealed by an experioiicq too uniform to allow its oppo-

site to entertained even as a hypothesis.

Catholic certitude involving the acceptance of

miracles, the development of the subject brings up

naturally the famous argument of Hume. Father

Newman is more candid in his statement of it than

Butler. Batler, perhaps, had not read Hume’s Essay

or he could hardly have evaded so completely the point

of the objection. Men suppose,^Butler says, that there

is an antecedent presumption against miracles
;
and he

answers that there is a strong presumption against half

the facts of ordinary experience. There are fifty ways

which I may go after I leave my door. The odds are

forty-nine to one against my taking any particular way

tliat can be mentioned, yet when a person says tliat he

saw me go that way and not another, his evidence in

accepted without diflSculty, and the fact is taken to be

proved. But this is entirely to leave out of sight the

difierence between occurrences which are contrary tTo

experience, and therefore improbable in themselves, and

occurrences which have no inherent unlikelihood about

them. That a notorious liar should have perjured him-

self in a court of justice would excite no surprise in it-

self, and would be believed on moderate eviden<;e. That

a notoriously noble and ujjright man should have con-

sciously done a base action fo^ a selfish object would be

so incredible to us, that scarcelj^ any accumulation of

proof would persuade us that it was true.

VUL. II. 9
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Dr Newman states the argument more justly, though

we cannot think he succeeds in meeting it.

‘ It is argued by Hume/ he says, ‘ against the actual

occurrence of the Jewish and Christian miracles, that,

whereas “it is experience only which gives authority

to human testimony, and it is the same experience

which assures us of the laws of nature,*’ therefore,

“when those two kinds of experience are contrary” to

each other, “we are bound to subtract the one from the

otliGT
;
” and, in consequence, since we have no experi-

ence of a violation of natural laws, and much experience

of the violation of truth, “ we may establish it as a

maxim, that no human testimony cun have such force

as to prove a miracle, and make it a just foundation for

any system of religion.”
*

This is Hume’s real argument accurately though

briefly stated. How does Dr Newman answer it ?

‘ I will accept the general j)^’oposition,’ he says,

‘ but I resist its application. Doubtless, it is abstract-

edly more likely that men should lie than that the

order of nature should be infringed; but what is

abstract reasoning to a question of concrete fact P To

arrive at the fact of any matter, we must eschew

generalities, and take things as they stand, with all

their circumstances. . . . The question is not about

miracles in general, or men in general, but definitely,

whether these particular miraedes, ascribed to the

particular Peter, James, and John, are more likely to

have been than not.’

‘ More likely to have been thai>not ’ is a widely dif-
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ferent thing from absolute certainty, and verges on the

balancing of probability which elsewhere is so severely

disclaiimed. But after a man has accepted tlie general

proposition, how in reason can he ask what it has to do

with concrete fact ? What else should it have to do

with ? It is not an axiom of pure mathematics or a

formula made up of symbols. It professes to be and it

is a generalization from concrete exjierience. It calls

itself, rightly or wrongly, an expression of a universal

truth, and being such, must therefore govern every

particular instance which can be brought under it.

Had ITume said simply that miracles were improbable,

and that more evidence was required to establish them

than to establish ordinary facts, the answer would

have been to the purpose
;
but the gist of Hume’s

argument is that no evidence whatever can prove

a miracle, and to accept the premiss and to refuse its

application on the plea that it is an abstract pro-

position, is to fly in the face of logic and common

sense. Catholics, in fact, do not and cannot feel the

improbability of miracles. An invisible but definite

miracle is worked whenever a mass is said. In

Catholic countries miracles, real or imaginary, are

things of daily occurrence. Under ‘ particular circum-

stances ’ they are more likely to occur than not, and

therefore any, even the slightest and most indirect,

testimony is sufficient to make credible any given

instance of miracle.

Prejudices, prepossessions, 'trifles light as air,’

irregular emotions, implicit reasons, ' such a!fe we feel,
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but wliich for some cause or other, because they are too

subtle or too circuitous, we cannot put into words so as

to satisfy logic, ^ these, and such as these, in matters of

religion, are genuine evidences to which, we are told, a

reasonable man is expected to defer. Having once

passed the line where evidence can be produced and

tested, we are at the mercy of imagination, and the

reader who has thus committed himself can now be led

forward blindfold through the analytical labyrinth.

The intellectual faculties, ‘ looking before and after,^

are touched as it were by a torpedo. Our criteria of

truth leave us. One thing seems as reasonable as

another. We strike our flag and surrender. We
‘consent,’ as Father Newman advises us, ‘to take

things as they are and resign ourselves to what we

find ; instead of devising, which cannot be, some suffi-

cient science of reasoning which may compel certitude

in concrete conclusions; to confess that there is no

ultimate test of truth besides the testimony borne to

the truth by the mind itself
;
and that this phe-

nomenon, perplexing as we may find it, is a normal

and inevitable characteristic of the mental constitution

of a being like man on a stage such as the world.’

In this condition we are invited to recognize the

claims of the Catholic Church upon us. ‘ The Catholic

religion,’ we are told, ‘ is reached by inquirers from all

points of the compass, as if it mattered not where a

man began so that he had an eye and heart for the

truth.’ Before ‘ the miserable deeds of the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries ’
‘ the visible Church was the
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light of the world, conspicuous as the sun in the

heavens. The creed wns written on her forehead,^ in

accordance with the text, ‘ Who is she that looks forth

at the dawn, fair as the moon, bright as the sun, terri-

ble as an army set in array P
' * Clouds have now come

over tlie sky, but what the Church has lost in her

appeal to the imagination she has gained in philo-

sopliical cogency by the evidence of her persistent

vitality. She is as vigorous in her ^ige as in lier youth,

and has upon her jn'ima facie signs of divinity.*

Whether the Church lias really gained in philo-

sophical cogency by the Iteformution and its conse-

quences is a matter on which Father Newman has a

1‘iglit to his opinion
; but others have also a right to

theirs, which will probably be ditfcrent. To ourselv(;s

it appears that what vitality she possesses is propor-

tioned to the d(‘gree in which she has adopted the

principles of her enemies, that so far as she retains her

own she becomes every hour more powerless to act

upon them. If it be vitality to have lost her hold on

nine-tenths of the educated laymen in her own com-

munion
; if it be vitality to have compelled every

Catholic Government to take from her the last fibre of

secular and civil authority, to deprive her even of her

control over education, and relegate her to the domain
ol mere opinion

; if it be a sign of vigour that her once

world-wide temporal authority is now limited to a

single state, and supported there Jby the bayonets of a

stranger,^ then indeed the evidence of her divinity may

‘ Wriften in the spring of 1870.
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be said to have gained strength. In the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries the Church destroyed by sword

and fire many hundreds of thousands of men and

women in the effort to recover her dominion. She still

professes intolerance, and Father Newman himself

claims it as her right. Let her lay her hand upon one

single heretic and dispose of him, as she used to do, at

the stake
;

let but one man, now on the occasion of this

brilliant Council, be publicly burnt in Rome for want

of prthodoxy
;
and who does not know that the whole

ecclesiactical fabric woidd be torn to pieces by the

indignation of mankind ?

Yet to Father Newman the position of the Church

is so splendid, she is so visibly the representative of the

majesty of God, that she challenges comparison with

every other religious institution, and has a claim in the

fact of her existence to universal submission.

He now passes on to show in detail how the Church

in her teaching and character corresponds with the

demands of our nature. Returning to natural religion,

but henceforward in another relation to it, he appeals

to the primitive traditions of our race, and to the

present beliefs and practices of savage nations, for the

elementary and instinctive principles of devotion.

The condition of the savage xrom the point of view

of history, is simple and intelligible. Ignorant of the

nature of the forces which surround him, ignorant that

the movements of the *stars, the revolution of the

seasons, the phenomena of growth and decay, and

sickness and health, are the result, of agencies constant
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in tteir operation and discovernble by observation, he

attributes them to the capricious will of beings like

himseli^ and differing from him only in power. He
makes God or gods after his own image, and knowing

that he himself is alternately generous and benevolent,

and vindictive and passionate, treats his divinities as he

is himself treated by his own slaves, regards them with

a combination of love and terror, and prays to them,

flatters them, and sacrifices to them, to win their favour

to himself, and bribe them to look kindly on» his

enterprises. Ill fortune affecting him more keenly than

prosperity, he attributes to them uniformly a disposition

of envy, if not of malignity. He concludes that they

bear a grudge against human happiness, and must be

propitiated if their jealousy is to be appeased.* He
passes over without attention the ordinary occurrences

of life. He dwells on the exceptions. He shudders at

the eclipse, the thunder-storm, or the epidemic. Ho is

excited by coincidents and accidents. He looks for

God, not in nature, but in what seem to him to be

interferences with nature, and according as they affect

his own fortunes, he believes that supernatural beings

are watching over him for good or for evil.

Tendencies which result manifestly from ignorance

of natural causes, and yield everywhere before attention

to facts, are to Father Newman the first trustworthy

exhibition of the spiritual iijstincts of mankind. The

religion of cultivation, the clearer insight which has

been obtained by science into the system under which

the world is really governed, he sets aside f^s unworthy
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of consideration—as beside the question—as a mode of

thought developed by intellect alone to the exclusion of

conscience. He despises modern ideas on these and

kindred matters so entirely that he cannot treat them

with the fairness which his argument demands, for he

challenges comparison for the Catholic Church with

every rival belief, and he will not allow it to be com-

pfircd with the creed which now divides the educated

world with her. The savage is his spiritual ancestor,

frorr. whom he glories in being the visible descendant,

lie might as well say that the science of astronomy

ought not to be gathered from actual observation of

the movements of the heavenly bodies, but should be

developed rather from the primitive ideas of the early

raoegl, which saw in the stars and constellations of stars

tlio inonuinents of the loves of the gods or the trophies

of their wars.

lie dwells with especial satisfaction on the cruel

element of most heathen creeds, particularly on the

propitiatory sacrihees. lie insists on the vindictive

cliaracter of Divine punishment—vindictive as distinct

from corrective—and in his passion for retribution

forgets or obliterates justice. That an offence be

followed by retaliation is the first necessity to him.

That the criminal himself should be the person to suffer

is only the second. Civilized nations endeavour im-

perfectly to limit the consequences of bad actions to

the perpetrators themselves. We consider governments

to be good or bad as men rc(*eive under them the just

regard of their conduct. Father ^'Newman’s sense of
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equity is satisfied with vicarious penalties
;
and as he

prefers the fetish of the savage to the philosophy of the

man of science, we presume that he would consider the

criminal system of China nearer than that of Europe to

the general order of Providence. In China, when a

murder has been committed, the law demands life for

life
;
but Chinese justice is satisfied with the punish-

ment of somebody, and the criminal is permitted to find

a substitute. Father Newman says.:
‘ Since all human

suffering is in its last resolution the punishment of«in,

and punishment implies u rule and a rule of justice, he

who undergoes the punishment of another in his stead

may be said in a certain sense to satisfy the claims of

justice towards that other in his own person/ Wo
should rather say that when the innocent sufiers for the

guilty a second wrong has been added to the first: and

although, in the imperfection of human things, justice

often misses its mark, and in the confusion and whirl of

life the penalties of evil deeds are distributed unequally

and unfiiirly, the function of human society is to redres^s

these inequalities rather than acquiesce in them and

sanction them
;
and a government stands high or low

in its claim to honour and respect, according as it

adjusts punishments to the shoulders on which they

legitimately ought to fall.

Modern ideas on these and similar subjects are here

characterized, however, as
* simply false,' ‘ inasmuch as

they contradict the primary teacijjing of nature in the

human race, wherever a religion is found and its

workings can be ascertained.' Father Newnian's views
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are, in one respect, consistent. He admits that these

religions, to which he pays so much honour, ‘ in the

corrupt state in which they appear in history, are little

better than schools of imposture, cruelty, and impurity,’

and inasmuch as he considers that ‘God is sanctity,

truth, and love, and the three offences against His

majesty are impurity, unveracity, and cruelty,’ the

acknowledgment seriously impairs their value as au-

thorities. The Church, however, it must be confessed,

hajji in this respect made good its kindred with them.

The monasteries in the sixteenth century were found to

be nests of unnatural crime. The claims of the Holy

See were built on forged decretals, the Bible was sup-

planted by legends of saints, and the bloody customs of

Dahomey are less atrocious than the Paris frenzy on the

day of St Bartholomew, for which Gregory XITI.

prderod a Te Deum.

If the corrupt early religions are notwithstanding

more trustworthy than philosophy, it is but reasonable

maintain that the Church may have committed the

some crimes, and retain in spite of them its divine

claims to our admiration.

The dominant Catholic Church (he continues) aimed at the benefit

of all nations by the spiritual conquest of all ; . . . its successes

have on the whole been of extreme benefit to the human race. It has

imparted an intelligent notion about the Supreme God among millions

who would have lived and died in irreligion. It has raised the tone

of morality wherever it has cevne, has abolished great social anoma-

lies and miseries, has raisqd the female sex to its proper dignity, has

protected the poorer classes, has destroyed slavery, encouraged

literature and philosophy, and had a princinal part in that civilization
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of the human kind, which with some evils still has on the whole been

productive of far greater good/

This is hard}^, to say the least of it. When the

Church was in the plenitude of its power, the notion

taught by it of the Supreme God was that of a being

who looked approvingly on an auto-da- who could be

bribed to remit the penalties of sin by masses purchased

wn'th money
;
who, though all-wise and all-good, could

be turned aside from Ilis purpose by the entreaties or

remonstrances of the saints. The same notion isistill

evidently held by Father Newman liimself, who has

submitted to a Church whose voice he regards as the

voice of the Holy Spirit, yet whose impending decisions

he ventures to deprecate and dread. He argues as if

the Holy Spirit were about to dictate a decree the

effects of which had been imperfectly considered, lie

tells us that he prays to Augustine, Ambrose, and Jerome,

Athanasius, Chrysostom, and Basil, to avert the great

calamity
;
and, as if the Supreme Power were indifferent

or blind, believes, or affects to believe, ‘ that their

intercession would decide the matter.' Of all theories

ever proposed by man on the government of the uni-

verse, this seems to us to be about the maddest.*

As for the other achievements which he claims for

Romanism, history would say that the abolition of

social anomalies had commenced with the revolt of the

sixteenth century, and had progressed side by side with

> The allusion is to a letter of and before it had decided the * In-

Father Newman’s, published while fallibility/

the Council was sitting A Home,
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the intellcctuq,! rnovcment which he detests and despises.

The Spaniards, the most Catholic of nations, were the

most ruthless in their conquests, and have b,een the

last to part with their slaves. The extinction of serf-

dom in England was coincident with the Reformation.

Tlic tyranny of the French aristocracy survived un-

molested while the Church was predominant, and fell

with its fall. As to encouragement of literature, what

on(i distinguished man of letters in the last three cen-

turies has owed anything to the patronage of Rome ?

Father Newman pays an unwilling compliment to

the Reformation in claiming the effects of it for the

body to which he belongs. An analogous deference to

the modern spirit appears still more singularly in the

following ingenious passage :

—

Eternity or endlessness is in itself only a negative idea, though

punishment is positive. Its fearful force, as added to punishment,

lies in what it is not. It means no change of state, no annihilation,

no restoration, but it cannot become a quality of punishment any

more than a man’s living seventy years is a quality of his mind, or

enters into the idea of his virtues or talents. If punishment be

attended by continuity, or by sense of succession, this must be

because it is endless and something more. Such inhictions are an

addition to its endlessness, and do not necessarily belong to it because

it is endless. As I have already said, the great mystery is not that

evil has no end, but that it had a beginning. But 1 remit the whole

subject to the Theological School.

«

The time has been when the fathers of the Church

conceived that a principal source of the happiness of

the blessed would be the contemplation of the torments

of the damned. We cannot jump off our shadows, and

as little cajp we escape the influence of the society in
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wliicli we live. Father Ifewman is as
,
unable as the

most tender-hearted liberal to contemplate without

horror the never-ending conscious agony ofa human soul.

To draw these remarks to a conclusion. What has

been said is from the nature of the case no more than a

scries of imperfectly connected criticisms. To do just-

ice to a book so closely written and so delicately organ-

ized would require ar volume as long as itself and a skill

equal to its author’s. We have been able only to in-

dicate the line of its purpose, and to take objeotioifs to

the successive positions which are assumed as the argu-

ment developes itself.

The conclusion contains a beautiful sketch of the

rise of Christianity, with an analysis of the causes

assigned by Gibbon in explanation of its spread and an

exhibition of their insufficiency. We are not con-

cerned to defend Gibbon, whose reasoning on this sub-

ject has always appeared to us singularly unconvincing.

Still less do we wish to question the nature of the

power which enabled Christianity to diffuse itself;

though we may mean by Christianity something else

than Father Newman means, and by the power which

enabled it to grow, a spiritual influence working from

mind to mind, rather than an external supernatural

force. Father Newman identiiies Christianity with the

complex doctrinal system embodied in the formulas

and represented in the constitution of the Catholic

Cliurch. We mean by it the^code of moral duties

which were taught by our Lord upon the Mount, and

"which, as the type df human perfection, He^illustrated
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in His own character. In so far as the Catholic Church

has adhered to the original pattern, in so far as it has

addressed itself to the moral sense, and haa^ aimed

rather at making men good than at furnishing their in-

tellects with orthodox formulas, so far it has fulfilled

its function of regenerating mankind. Under this

aspect the spread of it ceases to be a mystery. The

Roman world was sunk in lies, insincere idolatry, and

the coarsest and most revolting profligacy. There is

something in human nature, in all times and in all

countries, wliich instinctively recoils against such

things, somefhing which says that lies are to be abhor-

red, and that purity is nobler than bestiality; and

when the bad side of things is at its worst the nobler

sort of men refuse to put up with it longer. The

Roman government offered to the devotion of the

empire a Divus Nero or a Divus Domitiunus. The

image of a peasant of Palestine, a being of stainless in-

tegrity, appeared siinultaneousl}", pointing to a Father

ill heaven and requiring men in His name to lead pure

and self-sacrificing lives
;
and if it be true that man is

more than a beast, and that conscious and moral sense

are a part of his natural constitution, we require no

miracles to explain w’hy millions of men and woimui

with suqh alternatives before them were found to choose

the better part.

Father Newman thinks it unexampled : if he will

study the history of the Reformation he wdll find its

exact counterpart among ‘ the miserable deeds ^ of the

sixteenth c/?ntury.
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The great mass of Christians were to be found in those classes

which were of no account in the world, whether on the score of rank

or of education.

We all^now this was the case with our Lord and His Apostles.

It seems almost irreverent to speak of their temporal employments,

when we are so simply accustomed to consider them in their spiritual

association
;
but it is profitable to remind ourselves that our Lord

Himself was a sort of smith, and made ploughs and cattle-yokes.

Four apostles were Ashernien, one a petty tax-collector, two husband-

men, one is said to Inive Ijeen a coachman, and another a market-

gardener. When Loiter and John were brought before the Council,

they are spoken of as being, in a secular point of view, ‘ illiterate men,

and of the lower sort,’ and thus they are spoken of in a later fige

by the fathers.

That their converts were of the same rank as themselves is

reported, in their favour or to their discredit, by friends and enemies,

for four centuries. ‘ If a man be educated,’ says Celsus in mockery,
‘ let him keep clear of us Christians

; we wnnt no men of wisdom,

no moil of sense. We account all such as evil. No ; but, if there

be one who is inexperienced, or stupid, or untaught, or a fool, let

him come with good heart.’ ‘They are weavers,* he says elsewhere,

‘ shoemakers, fullers, illiterate, clowns.’ ‘ Fools, h)w-born follows,’,

says Trypho. ‘ The greater part of you,’ says C.Tcilius, are worn

with want, cold, toil, and famine; men collected from the lowest dregs

of the people
;

ignorant, credulous women
;

’
‘ unpolished, boors,

illiterate, ignorant even of the sordid arts of life : they do not under-

stand even civil matters, how can tlicy understand divine ?
’

‘ They

have left their tongs, mallets, and anvils, to preach about the things

of heaven,’ says Libanius. ‘ They deceive women, servants, and

slaves,’ says Julian. The author of Philopatris speaks of them as

‘ poor creatures, blocks, withered old fellows, men of downcast and

pale visages.’ As to their religion, it had the reputation jmpularly,

according to various fathers, of being an anile superstition,^the dis-

covery of old women, a joke, a madness, an infatuation, an absurdity,

a fanaticism.

For Celsus and Julian write j;he Jesuit Campion,

and we have exactly the language which was applied

to English Protestanrtism. Protestantism, li^e Chris-
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tianity itself, began from below. The Marian martyrs

were nine-tenths ofthem petty tradesmen and mechan-

ics. The Christian brothers who first imported Tyn-

daPs New Testament were weavers, carpenters, and

cobblers
;
and the Catholic missionaries who came over

in Elizabeth’s time to re-conquer England declared

that then* only opponents were to be found among the

vilest of the people.

The Catholic Religion in the sixteenth century had

become like the heathen religions in the first. It had

forgotten moral dut}- in the development of its theology.

The service of God had become a juggler’s game
;
the

only visible fruits of it were tyranny and simony and

lasciviousness : and the uncorrupted part of Europe

rose in indignation and declared that they would re-

main in it no longer
;
that God was a Spirit, and those

who worshipped Him should worship in spirit and in

truth. The Church treated them as the Roman Em-

pire had treated the Church in its infancy. They suffer-

ed martyi-dom like the early Christians in defence of

the same principles, and like them they conquered.

If we are now peiplexed and disheartened, if some

of us are looking back into Egypt and others are stag-

gering into Atheism, it is because Protestants them-

selves
^
have struck in turn into the same miserable

course. They too have mistaken theology for religion,

and strangled themselves in dogmatic formulas. The

Catholic turned religion into ritual, the Protestant has

made it consist in holding particular opinions, and at

once has*.become an idolater liki; the other. He has
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grown afraid of intelligence. He has shrunk from

facts, and prefers a pigus belief to the recognition of

obvioug truths. lie has lost his horror of falsehood,

and with it the secret of his strength. But as Chris-

tianity was ill the beginning, so Protestantism was

when it rose in its first revolt. The resources of i6

were no greater, yet its story was the same. The

parallel which Father Newman looks for in vain he

will find there if he cares to seek ‘for it, and it is fatal

to his own theory.
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CONDITION AND PROSPECTS OF

PROTESTANTISM.

I
N one of the western counties, the writer of this

paper was recently present at an evening Evan-

gelical prayer-meeting. The congregation were partly

church-goers, partly dissenters of various denominations,

united for the time by the still active revivalist excite-

ment. Some were highly educated men and women

:

farmers, tradesmen, servants, sailors, and fishermen

made up tlie rest : all were representative specimens of

l^>angelical Christians, passionate doctrinalists, con-

vinced that they, and only they, possessed the ‘ Open

Sesame ’ of heaven, but doing credit to their faith by

inofiensive, if not usefiil, lives. One of them, who

took a leading part in the proceedings, was a person of

large fortune, who was devoting his money, time, and

talents to what he called the truth. Another was well

known through two counties as a hard-headed, shrewd,

effective man of business ; a stern, but on the whole,

and as times went, beneficent despot over many thou-

sands of unmanageable people.
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The services consisted of a series of addresses from

different speakers, interchanged with extempore prayers,

directed rather to the audience than to the Deity. At

intervals, the congregation sung hymns, and sung them

particularly well. The teaching was of the ordinary

kind expressed only with more than usual distinctness.

We were told that the business of each individual man
and woman in the w6rld was to save his or her soul

;

that we were all sinners together-^all equally guilty,

hopeless, lost, accursed children,. unable to stir a finger

or do a thing to help ourselves. Happily, we were not

required t© stir a finger
;
rather, we were forbidden to

attempt it. An antidote had been provided for our

sins, and a substitute for our obedience. Everything

had been done for us. We had but to lay hold of the

perfect righteousness which had been fulfilled in our

behalf. We had but to put on the vesture provided

for our wearing, and our safety was assured. The

reproaches of conscience were silenced. We were per-

fectly happy in this world, and certain to be blessed in

the next. If, on the other hand, we neglected the

offered grace; if, through carelessness, or intellectual

perverseness, or any other cause, we did not apprehend

it in the proper manner
;

if we tried to please God our-

selves by 'works of righteousness,’ the sacrifice*would

then cease to avail us. It mattered nothing whether,

in the common acceptation of j;he word, we were good

or bad
; we were lost all the same^ condemned by per-

fect justice lo everlasting torture.

It is, of course, impossible for human creatures to
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act towards one anotlier on these principles. The man

of business on week days deals with those whom he

cinplo} s on week-day rules. lie gives thorn )vork to

do, and he expects them to do it. Ho knows the

meaning of good desert as well as of ill desert. He
pT oniises and he threatens. He praises and he blames.

He will not hear of vicarious labour. lie rewards the

honest and industrious. lie punishes the lazy and

the vicious. He finds society so constructed that it

cannot exist unless men treat one another as responsible

for their actions, and as able to do right as well as

wrong.

And, again, one remembered that the Christian’s

life on earth used to be represented as a warfare
;
that

the soldier who went into battle considering only how

he could save his own life, would do little credit to the

cause he was fighting for
;
and that there were other

things besides and before saving their souls which

earnest men used to think about.

The listeners, however, seemed delighted. They

were hearing what they had come to hear—what they

had heard a thousand times before, and would hear

with equal ardour a thousand times again—the gospel

in a nutshell
;
the magic formulas which would cheat

the devil of his due. However antinomian the theory

might sound, it was not abused by anybody present for

purposes of self-indulgence. While they said that it

was impossible for men to lead good lives, they were,

most of them, contradicting their words by their

practice. ' While they professed io be thinking only of
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their personal salvation, they were benevolent, generous,

and self-forgetful. People may express themselves in

what formulas they please; but if they sincerely be-

lieve in God, they try to act uprightly and justly ; and

the language of theology, hovering, as it generallj

does, between extravagance and conventionality, must

not be scanned too narrowly.

There is, inde('d* attaching to all propositions, one

imi)orlant condition—that they are.either true or lUlse
;

and it is noticeable that religious people reveal iint'ori-

sciously, in their way of speaking, a ^nisgi^'ing tliat the

gi'ound is insecure under them. We do not mean, of

course, that they knowingly maintain what they bc*lieve

may possibly be a mistake
;
but whatever persuasion

tliey belong to, they do not talk about truth, but they

talk about ihc trnth ; the truth being the doctrine

vdiich, for various reasons, they each prefer. Trutti

exists independently of them. It is searched for by

obsc'rvation and reason. It is tested by evidence.

There is a more and a' less in the degree to which men

are able to arrive at it. On the other hand, for the

truth the believer has the testimony of his heart. It

suits his spiritual instincts; it answers his spiritual

desires. There is no * perhaps ^ about it
;
no balancing

of argument. Catholics, Anglicans, Protestapts are

each absolutely certain that they are right. God, it

would seem, makes truth
;
men make the truth

;

which,

more or less, approaches to the o^ier, but is not iden-.

tical with it*. If it were not so, these different bodies,

instead of quarrelling, would agree. The rgcasure of
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approximation is the measure of the strength or useful-

ness of the different systems. Experience is the test.

If in virtue of any creed men lead active, upright,

self-dcijying lives, the creed itself is tolerable
;
and

whatever its rivals may say about it, is not, and cannot

be, utterly false.

It seems, however, as if the Evangelicals were pain-

fully anxious to disclaim any such criterion. When
the first address was over, the congregation sung the

following singular hymn, one of a collection of which,

it appeared from the title-page, that many hundred

thousand copies were in circulation :

Nothing, either great or small,

Nothing, sinners, no;

Jesus (lid it—did it all

Long, long ago.

It is (iiiished, yes, indeed,

Finished every jot

:

Sinners, this is all you need.

Tell me, Is it not ?

When Tie from Ilis lofty throne

Stooped to do and die,

Everything was fully done

:

Hearken to His cry,

—

Weary, weary, burdened one,

Wherefore toil you so ?

Cease your doing, all was done

I.ong, long ago.

Till to Jesus* work you cling

By a simple faith,

Doing is rf' deadly thing,

Doing ends in death.

Cast your deadly doing down,

Down at Je&us’ feet,^
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iStaiul in irim, in Him alone,

Gloriously complete.

And this, wo said to ourselves, is Protestantism.

To do our duty has become a deadly thing. This is

what, after three centuries, the creed of Knox and

Luther, of Coligny and Gustavus Adolphus, has come

to. The first Reformers were so anxious about what

man did, that if they could they would have laid the

world under a discipline as severe us that of the Roman

Censors. Their modern representatives arc wiser than

their fathers and know better whafc their Maker requires

of them. To the question, ‘ What shall I do to inherit

eternal life ? ’ the answer of old was not, * Do nothing,^

but ‘Keep the commandments.’ It was said by the

Apostle from whose passionate metaphors Protestant

theology is chiefly constructed, that ‘ the Gentiles, who

did by nature the things contained in the law,’ were on

the road to the right place. But we have changed all

that. We are left face to face with a creed which tells

us that God has created us without the power to keep

the commandments,—that lie does not require us to

keep them \ yet at the same time that we are infinitely

guilty in His eyes for not keeping them, and that we

justly deserve to be tortured for ever and ever, to suffer,

as we once heard an amiable excellent clergyman ex-

press it, ‘ to suffer the utmost pain which Omnipotence

can inflict, and the creature can endure, without ahni-

hilation.’ ^

The scene of the evening was too soothing at the

time for unpleasant reflections on the psgradoxes of
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theology. The earnest attention, the piety, the evident

warmth of belief, the certainty that those who were so

loudly denouncing the worth of human endeavour

would carry away with them a more ardent desire to do

the works of righteousness of which they were denying

the necessity—these things suggested happier conclu-

sions on the condition of humanity : when the hearts of

men are sound, the Power which made and guides us

corrects the follies qf our heads.

Nevertheless, when we are considering the general

influence for *good or evil of a system or systems, the

intellectual aspect of them cannot be disregarded. Re-

ligion is, or ought to be, the consecration of the whole

man, of his heart, his conduct, his knowledge, and his

mind, of the highest faculties which have been given in

trust to him, and the highest acquirements which he

has obtained for himself. When the gospel was first

made generally known through the Roman Empire, it

attracted and absorbed the most gifted and thoughtful

men then living. Pagan philosophy of the post-Chris-

tian era has left no names which will compete on its

own ground with those of Origen, Tertullian, and

Clement of -Alexandria. When the Reformers broke

the spell of superstition in the sixteenth century, their

revolt was ascribed by the Catholics to the pride of

human reason. Some enchantment must now have

passed over Protestantism, or over the minds of those

to whom it addresses .jitself, when science and cultiva-

tion are falling off from it as fast as Protestantism fell

away from its rival. How has a creed which had once
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sounded the spiritual reveille like the blast of the arch-

angers trumpet come now to proclaim in passionate

childishness the ‘ deadliness ’ of human duty ?

The best that every man knows dies with him
;
the

part of him which he can leave behind in written words

conveys but half his meaning even to the generation

which lies nearest to him, to the men whose minds are

under the same influences with his own. Later ages,

when they imagine that they are following the thoughts

of their forefathers, are reading their own thoughts

in expressions which serve to them but* as a mirror.

The pale shadow called Evangelical religion clothes

itself in the language of Luther and Calvin. Yet what

Luther and Calvin meant is not what it means. Tlie

Protestantism of the sixteenth century commanded the

allegiance of statesmen, soldiers, philosophers, and nuui

of science. Wherever there was a man of powerful

intelligence and noble heart, there was a champion of

the Reformation : and the result was a revival, not of

internal emotion, but of moral austerity. The passion

of Evangelical teachers in every country where the

Reformation made its way, was to establish, so far as

the world would let them, the discipline of Geneva, to

make men virtuous in spite of themselves, and to treat

sins as crimes. The writings of Knox and Latimer

are not more distinguished by the emphasis with which

they thunder against injustice and profligacy than bj’^

their all but total silence on ‘schemes of salvation.'

The Protestantism of the nineteenth century has for-

saken practice for opinion. It puts opinioii first, and
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practice second
;
and in doing so it has parted company

with intellect and practical force. It has become the

property of the hysterical temperament which confounds

extravagance with earnestness; and even of those most

under its influence, an ever-increasing number are pass-

ing back under the shadow of Catholicism, and are

taking refuge in the worn-out idolatries from which

their fathers set them free. Wliat is the meaning of

so singular a phenomenon ? Religion—Protestant as

well as Catholic—is ceasing everywhere to control the

public life of the State. Government in all countries

is becoming sternly secular. The preambles of old Acts

of Parliament contained usually in formal words a

reference to the will of the Almighty. Legislators

looked for instruction not to political economy, but to

their Bibles. ‘ The will of the Almighty ’ is now ban-

iehed to the conscience or the closet. The statesman

keeps rigidly to the experienced facts of the world, and

will have neither priest nor minister to interpret them

for him. I’olitical economy may contradict the sermon

on the mount, but it is none the less the manual of our

political leaders.

Nor does thought fare better than practice. The

philosopher takes refuge in a ‘ perhaps,’ and will not

be driven to say things are certain which wise men

cannot agree about. The man of science is supreme in

his own domain, and will not permit theologians to in-

terfere with his conclusions. Society, in its actual life,

has long been atheistic. The speculative creed begins

to show a^tendency to follow in Iwe track of practice.
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The sovereign of modern literature—the greatest mas-

ter of modern culture—^says distinctly

:

Wcr ’NVisscnschaft und Kunst bcsitzt,

Ilat aufh Religion
;

Wer jeno Iloiden nicht besitzt,

Der babe Religion,

On the whole public life of this age, on its politics, on

its science, on its huge energetic warfare with, and con-

quest of, nature, might be written the inscription on

the pedestal of the statue of Alexander :

r//v vTt' Ifiov riOtfiaif Ztt>* (rv R ’'OXvfiiroif txf‘

That this singular estrangement should have taken

place in France and Italy is no matter of surprise.

The Catholic Church declared war with science wlien it

denounced Galileo
;
and broke with temporal govern-

ments when it claimed a right to depose kings. It is

chained to a system of doctrine which half Europe,

three centuries ago, declared to be incredible, and

which has received no further authentication since
;

while the taint is on it of the enormous crimes which it

committed or prompted to sustain its failing dominion

—crimes which it will not condemn and dares not ac-

knowledge. The progress which mankind have made

throughout the world in the last ten generations has

been achieved in spite of a Church which could coexist

with moral corruption, but shrunk from intellectual

activity; which fought against reason with firo and

sword, and still mumbles curses jyhere unable longer to

use force.

But why shoul(>the same phenomenon^ be visible
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among Protestants ? Protestantism has no past to be

ashamed of. The prosperity of so-called Protestant

nations as contrasted with Catholic, is a favourite ar-

gument with Protestant controversialists. Protestant-

ism was the creed of Burghley, of Cromwell, of Bacon,

of Newton, of Berkeley. It shattered the Spanish

Empire
;

it fused the United Provinces into a republic,

and created in its modern aspect the nationality of

Scotland. As a spiritual force there has been nothing

equfl,! to it since the growth of Christianity. Why
has it, too, lost its power to charm ? Why has the

great river which bore upon its breast the destinies

of nations sunk away into the sands of modern civiliz-

ation P

The tendency of the changes in progress among us

can be dimly seen, although the ultimate outcome of

them is beyond the reach of prudent conjecture. The

existing 'facts of the case become daily plainer. 'I'lic

positive creed has lapsed from a rule of life into a

debated opinion. It is no longer heard in our legisla-

ture. It is no longer respected in our philosophies.

Its local spasmodic revivals resemble the convulsive

movements of something which is in the agonies of

death. Its threats and its promises, however clamor-

ously uttered from the pulpits, are endured with weari-

ness, or with the attention of resentful incredulity.

Let us follow a little further the curious phrase to

which we just now alluded. All religious bodies call

their doctrine ihe truth—^as distinguished from true.

It is particularly characteristic «f the Evangelically
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who wish to be emphatic, and prefer the warmer

expression. The more the words are studied, the more

pregnai^t they appear. Truth is the same in all ages,

ill all languages, and to all races of men. The two

sides of a triangle are greater than the third, in China

as well as in England. The Professor of Astronomy at

St Petersburg has no more doubt about the Jfewtonian

theory than Le Verfier or Mr Adams. Hindoo sur-

geons accept and understand the* circulation of the

blood as easily as the students y-t St Thomases. Ilicts

once established are facts for all time
\

and human

beings everywhere can be brought to recognize and

admit them, where the evidence is properly before their

e3^es. There is no need of authority. There is no

occasion to say ^ Believe this, or you will be damned.^

Truth carries its own witness with it, and an added

denunciation would only suggest misgivings.

The conditions under which the propositions of a

creed have found acceptance are singularly difierent

:

one man sees the force of the evidence for them
;
to

another the evidence is no evidence at all. We are

told that the heart must be in the right state, that

there must be the gift of the Spirit, prevenient grace,

election, conversion, assurance, and one knows not

what. The phraseology points in itself to sojuething

individual, to special favour bestowed upon this or that

particular soul. Yet the phenomena of the world and

of history will not fit into any such formula. The

doctrines of the Reformation were not accepted by this

person or rejected l?y that
; but as if by seme latent
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magnetism, they selected throughout Europe the Teu-

tonic races, leaving the Celtic .and Latin races, after a

brief struggle, to Catholicism, and scarcely touching

the Sclavonic races at all. England and Scotland

became Protestant
;

but the arguments which con-

verted the Saxons failed to touch the Irish. When
the war of freedom ended in the IjOw Countries, the

seven Teutonic Provinces were independent and Cal-

vinistic
;
while Celtic Belgium remained to Home and

Spain. France, in which Celtic and Frankish elements

were combing, was convulsed for half a century. The

country could not be divided, and the majority carried

the day. But it is said the part taken by the great

families in the wars of the League was determined by

their blood : the Colignies, the Turennes, the Mont-

gomeries, the Hochefoucaulds, all the leading Hugue-

nots, were of German descent.

We are not to suppose that there was a second time

a selection of a peculiar people. No respectable divine

has ever held that the Teutonic race, as a race, were

favoured with a special revelation. Nor has piety, or

the peculiar grace of character which religion, and

only religion, bestows, been peculiar to them or their

creed. There are saints and sinners among Latins as

well as ^Teutons. There are saints and sinners among

Catholics as well as Protestants. Each only has fol-

lowed a spiritual type of. its own. Something else has

been at work besides^ either divine grace or outward

evidence of truth, something which, for want of a better

word, we ^nust call spiritual atfinify.
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Nor is this all. Free-thought was once offered to

the world in the form of Protestantism, but it was

offered once only. Those who refused it then never

seem to have had a second opportunity
;
and the sub-

sequent rebellions of reason against authority have all

taken the form of revolution. Protestantism has made

no converts to speak of in Europe since the sixteenth

century. It shot ifp in two generations to its full

stature, and became an established, creed with defined

boundaries
;
and the many miUions who in Catholic

countries proclaim their indifference to their religion,

either by neglect or contempt, do not now swell the

congregations of Protestant church or conventicle.

Their objections to the Church of Pome are objections

equally to all forms of dogmatic and doctrinal Christi-

anity. And so it has come about, that the old enemies

are becoming friends in the presence of a common foe.

Catholics speak tenderly of Protestants as keeping

alive a belief in the creeds, and look forward to their

return to the sheep-fold
;
while the old Antichrist, the

Scarlet Woman on the Seven Hills, drunk with the

blood of the saints, is now treated by Protestantism as

an elder sister and a valiant ally in the great warfare

with infidelity. The points of difference are forgotten

;

the points of union are passionately dwelt upop ; and

the remnants of idolatry which the more ardent Eng-

lish Protestants once abhorred ^and denounced, are now

regarded as having been providentially preserved as a

means of making up the quarrel and bringing back the

churches into commllnion. The dread of Popery is
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gone. The ceremonial system, once execrated as a

service of Satan, is regarded, as a thing at worst in-

diflerent, perhaps in itself desirable
;
and even those

who are conscious of no tendency to what they still call

corruption, are practically forsaking the faith of their

fathers, and re-establishing, so far as they can or dare,

those very things which their fathers revolted against.

These phenomena seem to say that Protestantism, as

a body of positive doctrine, was not a discovery or

rediscovery of truth—of truth as it exists from eternity,

independent^of man^s conception of it—^but something

temporary, something which the minds of men who

wore determined at all costs to have done with idolatry,

threw out of themselves as a makeshift in the confusion

—a passionate expression of their conviction that God

was a spirit—to be worshipped in spirit and in truth,

and not with liturgies and formularies. In the de-

sperate struggle for emancipation, their emotion took

foim in vehement and imaginative metaphors
;
and

those metaphors, full of fire and force in an age which

was in harmony with them, have become gradually, as

times have changed, extravagant, unmeaning, and

false. The outpourings of pious enthusiasm are ad-

dressed rather to the heart than to the head, and when

taken f>ut of their connection and shaped by cold theo-

logians into articles of faith, they cannot stand the

test, and fall to pieces.

Whence, then, came the original power of Protest-

antism ? What was there about it which once had

such extraordinary attraction tor great and noble-
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minded men ? Enthusiasm does not make heroes if it

is enthusiasm for illusipn. Some great genuine truth

there must have been at stake in that tremendous con-

flagration, or it would have burnt out like a fire of

straw. Something indisputably there was which the

descendants of the Reformers have forgotten, and have

lost their strength in forgetting it. In the Protestant-

ism of a Latimer or*a Knox there were two constituents.

The positive part of it was the affirmation of the ele-

mentary truth of all religions, the obligation of obedi-

ence to the law of moral duty
;
the seconS, or negative,

part was a firm refusal to believe in lies, or to conceal

or disguise their disbelief. All great spiritual move-

ments have started under the same conditions. They

have their period of youth and vitality, their period of

established usefulness, and in turn their period of

petrifaction. Creeds, by the very law of their beirfg,

stifien in time into form. Wherever external ceremonial

observances are supposed to be in themselves meritorious

or efficacious, the weight of the matter is sooner or later

cast upon them. To sacrifice our corrupt inclinations

is disagreeable and difficult. To sacrifice bulls and

goats in one age, to mutter paternosters and go to a

priest for absolution in another, is simple and easy.

Priests themselves encourage a tendency whi^ gives

them consequence and authority. They need not be

conscious rogues, but their cqnvictions go along with

their interests, and they believe easily what they desire

that others should believe. So the process goes on, the

moral element growfng weaker and weaker, end at last

VOL. II. 1
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dying out altogether. Men lose their horror of sin

when a private arrangement wi^h a confessor will clear

it away. Religion becomes a contrivance to enable them

to live for pleasure, and to lose nothing by it
;
a hocus-

pocus which God is supposed to have contrived to cheat

the devil—a conglomerate of half-truths buried in lies.

As soon as this point is reached the catastrophe is not. far

off. Conscience does not sleep. The better sort of men

perceive more or less clearly that they are living upon

illusions. They may not see tlunr way to anything

better. They may go on for awhile in outward con-

formity, but sooner or later something occurs to make

them speak, some unusually flagrant scandal, or some

politically favourable opportunity for a change. A
single voice has but to say the fitting word*, and it is the

voice not of one but of millions. In the hearts of all

gCiierous high-minded persons there is an instinctive

hatred of falsehood : a sense that it is dreadful and

horrible, and that they cannot and dare not bear with

it. They had wanted bread and they were fed with

stones—but the stones wdll not serve them longer, and

they fall back on the original elementary moral cer-

tainties which are the natural food of their souls.

The negative element is usually that which at the

beginning most occupies them, which constitutes at

once their honour and their peril. The positive ele-

ment is simple and rapidly summed up
;
nor in general

does it contain the poi^its for which the battle is being

fought. The Reformers’ chief business always is to
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destroy falsehood, to drag down the temple of imposture

where idols hold the place of the Almighty.

Thp growth of Christianity at the beginning was

precisely this. The early martyrs did not suffer for

professing the name of Christ; the Emperor Adrian

had no objection to placing Christ in the Pantheon

;

but they would not acknowledge the deities of the

empire. They refused to call beings divine which were

either demons or nothing. The first step in their con-

version was the recognition that they were living in a

lie, and the truth to which they bore witness in their

deaths was not the mystery of the Incarnation, but

simply that the gods of Greece and Rome were not

gods at all. The thoughts of their Muster and Saviour

hovered before them in their tortures, and took from

death its terrors; but they died, it cannot be too

clearly remembered, for a negation. The last confession

before the proctor, the words on which their fate de-

pended, were not ^We do believe,^ but ‘ We do no^

believe.’ ‘ We will not to save our miserable lives tal4

a lie between our lips, and say we think what we da

not think.’

The Reformation was yet more emphatically de-

structive. The very name Protestant was a declaration

of revolt. It commenced with the repudi^ion of

pardons and indulgences
;
and the theory of the priest-

hood followed. The clergy professed to be a separate

and sacred caste, to possess magi(!hl powers in virtue of

their descent from the Apostles, and to be able to work
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invisible miracles by gestures and cabalistic sentences.

The war passed rapidly to the pentral mystery of the

Catholic faith. Heaven did not interfere, so the Church

fought for it, and went to work sword in hand to

chastise the innovators. Where they could not resist

tliey died
;
and if we look over the trials of the Pro-

testant confessors in Holland, France, or England, we

find them condemned, not for theit positive doctrines

of election, justification, or irresistible grace—the

Chufch would have let them say what they pleased

ibout curious ‘paradoxes, which would have added but

fresh propositions to the creed and furnished fresh

material for faith—the Church destroyed them for

insisting that bread was bread and wine was wine, and

that a priest was no more a conjuror than a layman.

And then to serious persons like John Frederick, and

Cbligny, and William the Silent, the question rose,

should the Church be allowed to do this ? While the

debate turned on intricacies of theology, they were

uncertain, and were inclined to stand still. These

great men did not quarrel with transubstantiation as a

mere theological opinion. They were unwilling to

embroil Christendom for words. They would have left

opinion free, and allowed the liberty to others which

they degnanded for themselves. The burnings and

massacres forced them into a sterner attitude. When
towns began to be sacked, and women ravished and

buried alive, and mer. by tens of thousands hanged,

shot, roasted, tom in pieces, and babies tossed upon the

pikes of Homish crusaders, a catise had risen which
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might well command the sympathies of every brave

man
;

the cause of humanity against theology, the

cause of God against the devil. It is idle to say that

the Calholic cruelties of the sixteenth century rose from

the spirit of the age. If the plea were true, the

Papacy could not be held excused, for the Papacy

claims to be inspired by God, and not by the temper of

tile times. But the age was not cruel till the Church

made it so. The Reformers, before they were persecuted,

never sought or desired more for themselves 4han

tolei’ation
;
they demanded merely permission to think

and speak their own thoughts. If in isolated cases

extreme fanatics followed the atrocious examples of the

Catholics, it was because they had not wholly shaken

off the spirit of the creed in which they had been bred.

But the judicial murders which can be laid to the

charge of Protestants are as units where the Churcb is

responsible for thousands.

On obscure subjects on which certain knowledge is

impossible, it is at once inevitable and desirable that

men should have different opinions. Such truth as we

can hope to obtain on these matters is advanced and

protected by discussion, and theological schools are not

to be allowed to compensate by violence for the absence

or weakness of argument. That we should^ not be

forced at the sword’s point by a so-caDed authority to

say that we believe what we do not believe, and deny

the intelligence which God has given us,—this is what

we have a right to demand, and Protestantism, if the

same circumstances•return, will again coiijmand our
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dlegiance as xieartily as ever. But the history of it

^Us us the secret of its strength as well as of its weak-

ness. Wlien the power to persecute was taken from

ihe Church, when Protestantism became a sy^ccm of

positive opinion, contending for supremacy as soon as

it had achieved toleration, when it showed a disposition

to revive in its own favour the methods from which it

had suffered, the tide which had c/irried it to victory

ceased to flow. From that time forward it was con-

tending for no great principle. It was contending

only for its o\^n formulas, which may or may not be

true, but which are not proved to be true
;

and, by

parallel necessity, the weakness of the two creeds has

developed side by side. As Rome ceased to tyrannize

from want of power, the positive IVotestant lost the

noblest of his allies, and lost hold in himself of the

real principles for which the battle of the Reformation

had been fought.

The Reformer of the sixteenth century denied the

power of the keys. It was decided that for himself

and those who went with him, he had a right to say

what ho thought : but he obtained no right to jjunish

by disabilities or otherwise his neighbour who con-

tinued to believe in the keys
;
and his own theories of

justification were of little moment to those who pre-

ferred to*^ remain in suspense on matters beyond com-

prehension. Luther, on the other hand, might have

taught justification by faith if he would have left the

priesthood alone, just as the priests might have gone

on teaching their own doctrines as long as they could
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get a congregation to listen to them, if the Inquisition

would have left the Protestants alone. The evil element

in Catholicism which made good men so detest it, was

not thftt it held a theory of its own on the relation be-

tween God and man, but that it.murdered everybody

wlio would not agree with it. The work of the Re-

formation was done when speculative opinion was de-

clared free. The intelligence of the world cares at

all times more for justice than theology, and it left the

Protestants to fight their own battles with their^own

arguments, as soon as it had scoured theja fair play.

The contrast between the negative and positive

principles—the power of the first and the weakness of

the second—has become increasingly apparent in every

successive generation.

As long as Jesuitism continued powerful in Spain

and Austria—as long as the old regime was maintained'

in France, and want of orthodoxy in Catholic countries

was directly or indirectly treated as a crime—the cause

of Protestantism was more or less the cause of liberty.

The revolutions at the close of the eighteenth century

conipleted the work of the sixteenth. The last poison

fangs of the old serpent were drawn
;

it was left a

harmless creature whose crimes were things of the past

;

and it became venerable to sentimentalism for its feeble-

ness and its antiquity. Other questions arose to agitate

the intellect of the thinking portion of mankind, which

timid Protestants found as* dangerous to their own
speculations as they w^ere dangerous to what was left

of Romanism. Th^y forgot their ancient abhorrence
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of falsehood. Propositions which they came into being

to deny have become more tolerable to them than a

further advance on the road to freedom. They have

quarrelled with their best friends. They havd ceased

to protest
;
and on mfiny sides, and in a thousand subtle

ways, they are making advances to their old antagonist,

and endeavouring to unite their forces with his against

‘ the infidel spirit of the age.’

The sacramental system means something, or it

meaps nothing. It is true, or it is false. The English

Evangelicals vsed to answer in clear ringing tones for

the second alternative. There was no playing with

words, no sentiment, no mystification. They insisted

sternly and firmly that material foiins were not and

could not be a connecting link between God and the

human soul. The English High Churchman was less

derided in his words, but scarcely less so in his practice.

He was contented to use the ambiguous formulas which

the lieformation left in the Liturgy
;
but lie confined

his ‘ ciiebrations ’ to four times a year. He regarded

the Anglican ceremonial generally rather as something

established by law which it was his business to carry

out than as a set of rites to which he attached a mean-

ing. High Churchmen have discovered now that the

mystic body in the Eucharist is in the hands as well as

the hearl. of the believer. They pine for more frequent

communions as the food of their spiritual existence.

They are gliding rapidly into the positive affirmation

of the doctrine which Latimer and Eidley were executed

for denying. The Evangelicals eshrink from being
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behindhand. They have lost confidence in themselves

;

they play with mysticism, and admit that things untrue

in one sense may be true in another. They are patch-

ing their garments from the rags which their fathers

cast away, anxious rather to maintain their party than

their principles, as the Tories steal the policy of the

Radicals to keep their Cabinet in office.

The predominant icatiirc in the English Reformation

was the abridgment of the special prerogatives of the

clergy. From a position of almost supremacy, they

were reduced into the servants* of the State. They

were made to feel that they w^cre not a separate order

deriving their authority from the Apostles, and raised

above the laity by privileges or prerogative or special

spiritual powers, but were a part of the general com-

munity, with particular duties to perform. And they

had learnt their lesson. They had come at last, aftm*

many vicissitudes, to understand and accept the new

order of things. Men now in middle life remember

the rector of their childhood as a higher kind of squire

—and often combining the two characters. He was

justice of the peace
;
ho took his share in general local

business
;
he attended sessions and county meetings

;

he farmed his glebe or his estate
;
he was to all intents

and purposes a wall educated, country gentleman, with

a higher moral standard than the laity round him,

fulfilling admirably well the obligations of his station,

and possessed of all the influence which naturally

belonged to it.

The type is fast changing, and will soon Ije extinct
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—much for the better, as we are told in newspapers

and bishops' charges. The clergy of all persuasions

attend now exclusively to their spiritual functions.

The incumbent of is no longer to be seen, like his

predecessors, on the board of magistrates in the next

town. He is reading daily service at his church
;
he

is at the Convocation House at Westminster
;
he is

making speeches at a missionar}'' meeting, or addressing

his diocesan on the enormities of Bishop Coleriso. He
a long coat and a peculiar waistcoat, and curtails

his shirt collars. 116 cuts his apparel as near as he

dares alter the Catholic fashion, and aspires to match

tlu' priest at his own weapons. He is once more pro-

fc'ssional. He is one of an order which he hopes to

restore to its dignities, and he looks back on the secular

parson, wdio hunted and shot and went to cricket-

iviaUdies and election dinners, as a monster of the dark

ages. The secular parson shared the pleasures as well

as the occupations of his neighbour. He was no better

than a layman. The modern clergy prefer the earlier

condition, and desire to be once more a priesthood. We
ht'ar of few moral scandals among them. They are, as

a class, devoted, sclf-sacrifi(dng, hard-worked men, and,

in an age more than ever given up to money-making,

they are contcnt(‘d with the wages of an upper servant.

But w*liat they lose in secular position they aspire to

recover in spiiitual authority; and whatever else we

may conjecture about theii* future, it is quite certain that

they will not long remain members of a Church estab-

lished and governed by the Sta^e. Either they must
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drop their pretensions, or the Established Church will

cease to be. They may preach more doctrine than their

fathers
;

it may bo that they preach more truth
;
but

they knbw infinitely less of the people under their

charge
;
and they in turn are less appreciated by their

people. There are no longer inde2:>eiident points of

contact between men who have no common occupations
;

and in town and country, notwithstanding the multi-

plication of churches, the revival of architecture, the

religious new8pa]jers and magazines, and the increased

talk about religion everywhere, {lie practical influence

of the clergy diminishes daily, and they know it is so,

and know not why it is.

To those who like ourselves have no expectation of

any good coming to us either from politics or science,

unless statesmen and philosophers have some kind of

faitli in God, the outlook is not a happy one. The re*

action towards liomanism, Anglo-Catholicism, or what-

ever it is called, is probably temporary—a mere eddy

in the tide. It would not have arisen among us at all,

except for the ignorance of modern history, which still

accompanies our highest education. The Calvinistic

and Lutheran lleformation agreed on one point at least

—that the magical power supposed to belong to the

clergy had no existence. It treated their absolution a^

imposture. It regarded their sacraments in the form

which they had assumed, as mere idolatry, their whole

conception of Christianity as false^from the root. It is

now pretended that in England the priest theory was

retained in a modified form, and people who hold that
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theory maintain that the English Church is a great

deal nearer Rome than to the Presbyterians or con-

tinental Protestants.

It is certain, nevertheless, that however politicians

for state purposes might choose to adjust the Anglican

organization, there would have been no such thing as

the English Reformation, except for those among us

who did not believe in priests at all.

The first step of the English Parliament was to

break the spine of sacerdotal assumption. They allowed

its ghost to hover about the service-book, but on con-

dition that it should never take substantial form again*

Nor can England be separated in any real sense from

the reformed States abroad. English, Dutch, French,

Germans fought side by side for the liberties of Europe,

against an enemy which neither acknowledged nor ac-

knowledges that there is any distinction between them.

If England was in any way singled out, it was as the

country where the Protestant heresy had taken strong-

est and deepest root. Had Protestantism been trampled

down in Holland and Germany, the apostolic succession

of her bishops would not have saved England from the

same fate
;
and as a feature in the religious history of

mankind, the Reformation everywhere must be con-

sidered as one movement. If it was a good thing, all

who broke off from Rome shared the honour
;

if it was

an evil thing, all were equally guilty.

Are we then to bglieve that the Reformation was an

evil thing P Let us have a plain answer. If Dr Pusey

will not tell us, we must appeal k) general intelligence.
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century, and at the men ^ho did them—^looking at the

character of the leaders on both sides, on the conditions

of the struggle, and on the spirit in which the battle

was fought out—can a doubt, we ask, be fairly enter-

tained on which side the right was lying ? A Catholic

who has been bred up in the atmosphere of his creed,

who has learned histcfry from Lingard and Audin, and

whose later studies have been controlled by the Index,

may entertain an unshaken faith in the immaculate

Church, which can err neither in judgrbent nor in

action. A Ifoward or a Ker may cling to a cause for

\vhich his ancestors fought and suffered, which is iden-

tified with the traditions of his family, which at one

time was the cause of the aristocracy against the Revo-

lution. But when educated Protestants turn Romanists

or Anglo-Catholics, and profess to hate the Reforma*

tion, they imply that they regard Coligny as a rebel-

lious schismatic, and Catherine de Medici and her litter

of hymna cubs as on the side of providence and justice

;

they take part with a Duke of Alva against William

the Silent, with Mary Stuart against Knox and Mur
ray. And such a phenomenon, we repeat, can only be

explained by the system of instruction at our English

Universities, where we are taught accurately tl\p con-

stitution of Servius Tullius, but where we never hear

of the Act of Supremacy, and find it an open question

whether Lat,imer was not a raving/anatic, and Cranmer

a sycophant and a scoundrel.

Let there be no mistake about this. Not oyly those
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who are becoming Catholics, but those also who are

setting the Church of England, upon stilts, and praying

for the reunion of Christendom, must equally /condemn

the lleformation. They regard the Continental Pro-

testant as a schismatic, and his revolt from the Catholic

Church as a crime. The Anglo-Catholics palliate the

separation of their own Church of England, on the plea

merely that it was kept providentially from lapsing

into heresy, anrl they do not care to conceal their con-

tempt and liate for the persons of the Reformers. Yet,

all this time, the so-called ‘ horrors of the French

Revolution^ were a mere bagatelle, a mere summer

shower, by the side of the atrocities committed in the

name of religion, and with the sanction of the Catholic

Church.

The Jacobin Convention of 1793-4 may serve as a

measure to show how mild are the most ferocious of

mere human beings when compared to an exasperated

priesthood. By the September massacre, by the guil-

lotine, by the fusillade at Lyons, and by the drownings

on the Loire, five thousand men and women at the utmost

suffered a comparatively easy death. Multiply the five

thousand by ten, and you do‘ not reach the number of

those who were murdered in France alone in the two

inontho of August and September, 1572. Fifty thou-

sand Flemings and Germans are said to have been

hanged, burnt, or buried alive under Charles the Fifth.

Add to this the long agony of the Netherlands in the

revolt from Philip, the Thirty Years^ War in Germany,

the ever- recurring massacres 0/ the Huguenots, and
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remember that the Catholic religion alone was at the

bottom of all these horrors, that the crusades against

the Huguenots especially, were solemnly sanctioned by

successive popes, and that no word of censure ever issued

from the Vatican except in the brief intervals when

statesmen and soldiers grew weary of bloodshed, and

looked for means to admit the heretics to grace.

With this iidermll business before men's eyes, it

requires no common intellectual courage to believe that

God was on the side of the people who did such things

—to believe that He allow^ed llis cause tolbe defended

by devils—while lie pennitted also good and brave

men, who had originally no sympathy wdth Protestant-

ism, to be driven into it by the horrible fruits of the

old creed.

If this be true, then indeed, as an Oxford Professor

tells us, our human conceptions of justice and goodnesi?

are no measure of what those words mean when applied

to God. Then indeed we are in worse case than if the

throne of heaven was empty, and we had no Lord and

Father there at all. ‘ I had rather be an atheist,' says

Bacon, ‘ than believe in a god who devours his children.'

The blackest ogre in a Negro fetish is a benevolent

angel compared to a god who can be supposed to have

sanctioned the massacre of St Bartholomew.

It is an old story that men make God after their

own image. Their conception, of his nature reflects

only their own passions. Theological fury in the six-

teenth century turned human creatures into fiends, and

they in turn made Gfld into a fiend also. The Neo-
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Catholics of our own day, while they will not disclaim

the God of Gregory XIII., have softened the outlines,

but have failed to add to its dignity- The divinity of

the Ritualistic imagination abandons the world and all

its pursuits, cares nothing for the eifforts of science to

unfold the mysteries of the creation, or to remove the

primeval curse by the amelioration of the condition of

humanity—all those it leaves to the unconverted man.

It takes delight in incense, and ceremonies, and fine

churches, and an extended episcopate, and for the rest

is occupied in its own world, and in helping priests to

work invisible miracles. The Evangelical, far nobler

than these, yet embarrassed still with his doctrines of

reprobation, forms a theory which has some lineaments

of superhuman beauty, but unable to rid himself of the

savage element left behind by Calvin, offers us a Saviour

at once all mer(;iful and without mercy—a Saviour

whose pity will not reject the darkest sinner from His

grace, yet to those whose perplexed minds cannot accept

as absolutely and exhaustively true the ‘ scheme of

salvation ’ deals harder measure than the Holy Office of

Seville. The heretic, in the auto-da-fe, endured but a

few moments of agony. The Calvinist preacher con-

signs him without a shudder to an eternity of flames.

Faith is the cry of all theologians. Believe with us and

you will be saved
; refuse to believe and you are lost.

Yet they know nothing of what belief means. They

dogmatize but they fail to persuade, and they are en-

tangle in the old dilemma which faith alone can

encoimtej: and despise. * Aut ifon vult tollere malum
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aut nequit. Si non vult, non est bonus
;

si nequit, non

est omnipotens.’

Ill ^the present alienation of the higher intellect

from religion it is impossible to foresee how soon or

from what quarter any better order of things is to be

looked for. We spoke of an eddy in the stream, but

there are ‘ tides in the aiffairs of men ' which run long

and far. Tlic j)hehomena of Spirit-raj)ping show us

that the half-educated multitudes in England and

America are ready for any i^uperstition. Scientific

culture seems inclined to run after the Will-o’-the-wisp

of Positivism
;
and as it is certain that ordinary persons

will not live without a belief of some kind, superstition

has a fair field before it, and England, if not Europe

generally, may perhaps witness in the coming century

some great Catholic revival. It is a possibility which

the decline of Protestantism compels us to contemplale,

and it is more easy to foresee the ultimate result than

the means by which its returning influence can be

elfectually combated. Catholicism has learnt nothing

and forgotten nothing. It is tolerant now because its

strength is broken. It has been fighting for bare

existence, and its demands at present are satisfied with

fair play. But let it once have a numerical majority

behind it and it will reclaim its old authority. • It will

again insist on controlling all departments ofknowledge.

The principles on which it persecuted it still professes,

and persecution will grow again as naturally and neces-

sarily as a seed in a congenial soil. Then it will once

more come in collision with the secular iiftelligcnce

VOL. 11. 12
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which now passes by it with disdain. The struggle

ended in blood before ;
and it will end in blood again,

with further results not difficult to anticipate.

We are indulging, perhaps, in visionary fears, but

if experience shows that in the long run reason will

prevail, it shows also that reason has a hard fight for

it
;
and in the minds even of the most thoughtful rarely

holds an undisputed empire. We expect no good from

the theory of human things with which men of intellect

at present content themselves. We look for little satis-

faction to our souls from sciences which are satisfied

with phenomena, or much good to our bodies from social

theories of utility—utility meaning the gratification of

the five senses in largest measure by the greatest num-

ber. We believe that human beings can only live and

prosper together on the condition of the recognition of

and duty has no meaning and no sanction except

as implying responsibility to a power above and beyond

humanity. As long as the moral force bequeathed to

us by Christianity remains, the idea of obligation sur-

vives in the conscience. The most emancipated philo-

sopher is still dominated by its influence, and men
continue substantially Christians while they believe

theiuselves to be only Benthamites. But the feebleness

of Protestantism will do its work of disintegration at

last, and a social system which has no religion left in

it will break down like an uncemented arch.

We have no hope from theologians, to whatever

school they may belong. They and all belonging to

them are"given over to their own dreams, and they
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cling to them with a passion proportionate to the weak-

ness of their argumen,t8.

There is yet a hope—it is but a faint one—that the

laity, who are neither divines nor philosophers, may

take the matter into their own hands, as they did at

the Reformation. If Catholicism can revive, far more

may Protestantism revive, if only it can recover the

spirit which gave it birth. Religion may yet be

separated from opinion, and brought back to life. For

fixed opinions on questions bpyond our reach, v^e^may

yet exchange the certainties of human duty
;
and no

longer trusting ourselves to so-called economic laws,

which are no more laws than it is a law that an un-

weeded garden becomes a wilderness of stinging nettles,

we may place practical religion once more on the throne

of society. There may lie before us a future of moral

progress which will rival or eclipse our material splen-

dour ; or that material splendour itself may be destined

to perish in revolution. Which of these two fates lies

now before us depends on the attitude of the English

laity towards theological controversy in the present and

the next generation.



ENGLAND AND HER COLONIES.*

D
uring the last quarter of a century, nearly four

million British subjects—^English, Irish, and Scots

—have become citizens, more or less prosperous, of the

United States of America. We have no present quarrel

with the Americans; wo trust most heartily that wo

may never be involved in any quarrel with them
;
but

undoubtedly from the day that they became independ-

ent of us, they became our rivals. They constitute the

one great power whose interests and whose pretensions

compete with our own, and in so far as the strength of

nations depends on the number of thriving men and

W’omcn composing them, the United States have been

made stronger, the English empire weaker, to the

extent oS those millions and the children growing of

them.^ The process is still continuing. Emigration

remains the only practical remedy for the evils of

Ireland. England and Scotland contain as many people

^ JfVaner's Magazine^ January, 1870
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as in the present condition of indiistr}^ they can hold.

The annual increase of the population has to bo drafted

off and disposed of elsewhere, and while the t^ast pro-

portion of it continues to be directed on the shores of

the Republic, those who leave us, leave us for the most

part resenting the indifference with which their loss is

regarded. They part from us as from a hard step-

mother. They are exiles from a country which was

the home of their birth ; which irhey had no desire to

leave, but which drives them from her at the alferna-

tive of starvation.

England at the same time possesses dependencies of

her own, not less extensive than the United States, not

less rich in natural resources, not less able to provide

for these expatriated swarms, where they would remain

attached to her Crown, where their well-being would

be our well-being, their brains and arms our brains and

arms, every acre which they could reclaim from the

wilderness, so much added to English soil, and them-

selves and their families fresh additions to our national

stability.

And yet we are told by politicians—by some directly

in words, by almost all in the apathy with which they

stand by and look on—that the direction of our emigra-

tion is of not the slightest consequence to us, that there

is no single point in which an emigrant who settles on

the Murray or the St Lawrence, is of more value to us

than one who prefers the Mississippi. In either case,

if he does well for himself, he becomes a purchaser of

English goods, and this capacity alone is he of use to
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US. Our interest in him, so far as we acknowledge an

interest, is that he should go wherever he can better

himself most rapidly, and consume the largest quantity

of English calico and hardware in his household. It is

even argued that our colonies are a burden to us, and

that the sooner they are cut adrift from us the better.

They are, or have been, demonstratively loyal. They

are proud of their origin, conscious of the value to

themselves of being part of a great empire, and willing

'and dager to find a home for every industrious family

that we can spare. We answer impatiently that they

are welcome to our people if our people choose to go to

them, but whether they go to them or to America,

whether the colonies themselves remain under our flag

or proclaim their independence or attach themselves to

some other power, is a matter which concerns them-

selves entirely, and to us of profound indifierence.

Such an attitude of a Government towards its sub-

jects is so strange, so unexampled in the history of

mankind, that the meaning of it deserves study if only

as a political curiosity. The United States have just

spent six hundred millions of money and half a million

lives in preserving their national unity. The Russians,

when they find a pressure of population in Finland,

load their ships of war with as many as desire to

emigrate, and give them homes on the Amoor river.

English subjects were once so precious in the eyes of

our Government, that %e did not allow them so much

as a right to change their allegiance. When we look

down the emigration tables we find only the Germans
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who are doing anything in the least resembling what

we are doing, and the Germans cannot help themselves

for they have no colonies. America is not a rival of

Germrfhy, and the strengthening of America threatens

no interest of any German State. Had Prussia settle-

ments in one hemisphere and France in another, do we

suppose the Court of Berlin would see the peasants from

the Elbe and the Oder denationalize themselves without

an effort to reclaim them ? No intelligent person will

believe it. The Spaniards and French indeed

with tens of thousands of their artisans to England

during the wars of religion, but they did not part with

them willingly, nor was the result of the experiment

such as to tempt a repetition of it. It used to be con-

sidered that the first of all duties in an English citizen

was his duty to his country. His country in return

was bound to preserve and care for him. What change

has passed over us, that allegiance can now be shifted at

pleasure like a suit of clothes ? Is it from some proud

consciousness of superabundant strength P Are our

arms so irresistible that we have no longer an enemy to

fear ? Is our prosperity so overflowing and the con-

tinuance of it so certain, that we can now let it flow

from us elsewhere because we can contain no more P

Our national arrogance will scarcely presume so far P

Is it that the great Powers of the world have furled

their battle flags P ' Is the parliament of man on the

way to be constituted, and is t^e rivalry of empires to

be confined for the future to competition in the arts of

peace P Never at any period in the world’s history was
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90 large a share of the profits of industry expended

upon armies and arms. Is it so certain that we shall

never be entangled again in the quarrels of the Con-

tinent ? Let the fresh engagements answer, into which

we have been compelled to enter, guaranteeing the

independence of Belgium. Let the fresh Black Sea

embarrassment answer, from which we have barely

escaped with honour. Is it that the experience of the

results of the emigration to America so far has been so

r ''«>iafactory as to convince us that we have no occasion

to interfere with its direction ? The Irish in Australia

and New Zealand are as well-disposed towards us as

the rest of the colonists. The Irish in America are our

bitterest enemies. The Irish vote will be given unan-

imously for war with us if at any time any question

between the two countries becomes critical, and their

presence in America, and the influence which they are

supposed to possess there, is the immediate cause of the

present humour of Ireland itself. The millions who
fled from the famine carried with them the belief that

it was England, which, in one shape or other, was the

cause of their misery
;
that it was England which was

driving them from their homes. The land was theirs

and we had taken it from them, and therefore they

were starving. It was their belief then. It is their

belief now. Nine parts of it may be absurd, but one

part is reasonable. We had superseded Irish law and

Irish methods of management by English law and

English methods of management. Landlords holding

under aur^.system had allowed the population to out-
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grow the legitimate resources of the country, because^

while the potato lasted^ subdivision increased their

rents without cost to themselves, and then when the

change came, and tlie landlords* interests lay the other

way, they said to their tenants, ‘There is no room for

you here
;
you arc not wanted

;
you are an expense and

a trouble to us
;
and you must go/ Their removal in

itself was inevitable.* In many instances, perhaps in

most, the cost of the removal was paid for them
;
but

they identified the system under which they suflS^^

with English tyranny, and they went awtiy with hate

in their hearts and curses on their lips. Those who

went hated us because they were obliged to go. Those

who stayed behind hate us because fathers have lost

their sons and sisters brothers, and friends have been

parted from friends. And now we have Fonianism

upon us saying openly we dare not put it down, for

America will not allow us.

We did not make the potato famine. We could

not fight with nature^ or alter the irreversible relation

between land and food. Civilization brings with it

always an overgrowth of people
;
for civilization means

the policeman, and the policeman means that the

natural increase of population shall not be held in

chock by murder and fighting and robbery. ,In all

ranks families have to learn to be separated. England

suffers from it as much as Ireland, and does not com-

plain. This is quite true. But if when the famine

c^e we had said to the Irish peasants, ‘ Through no

fault of yours a terrible calamit)^ has fallen upon you
;
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there are more of you living on the land than the land

will support, and we take blame to ourselves, for we

ought (or those who by our means are placed above you

ought) to have prevented the multiplication of you

where the decay of a single root might be your de-

struction
;
when we look back upon our management

of Ireland, we cannot acquit ourselves of being respon-

sible for you
;
and therefore, as you must go away, we

will give you land, elsewhere
;
we will take you there

settle you, and help you to live till you can main-

tain yourselves,’—if we had said this, there would have

been at least a consciousness that we had done our best

to soften their misfortunes. The million that we might

have sent to Canada or Australia would have drawn

after them the millions that have followed. Our

colonies would have doubled their population, and there

would have been no Irish vote in America for party

demagogues to flatter by threats of England, and no

Fenianism at home.

We are told that Government has no business with

emigration; that emigration, like wages, prices, and

profits, must be left to settle itself, according to laws of

nature. Human things are as much governed by laws

of nature as a farm or a garden, neither less nor more.

If we cultivate a field it will yield us corn or green

crops. The laws of nature will as assuredly overgrow

it with docks and nettles if we leave it to govern itself.

The settlement of XJl|iter under James I. was an act of

Government
;
yet it was the only measure which ev#r

did good, to Ireland. The removal of a million poor
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creatures to Canada and the establishment of them

there, would have been under present circumstances

considerably more easy. It was a question of money

merely, ^o send them to Canada might have cost,

perhaps, as much as the Abyssinian war. Had we

feared they might cross the border after all into the

States, and had preferred Australia or the Cape for

them, it might have tost a little more, and it would

have probably turned out on the whole a profitable

investment. Trade follows the fla^. We consider th^

Americans to be good customers, but they import only

ten shillings’ worth of our manufactures per head in

proportion to the population. The imports of the Aus-

t;*alian colonies are at the rate of 10/. per head.

English capital is locked up, or flowing away into

Continental loans. The high rate of interest in America

is clue wholly to the extent of land there, which yields

profits so enormous and so certain when reclaimed and

cultivated. We have the same resource in no less

abundance. We have land, we have capital, we have

labour. Yet we seem to have neither the ability nor

the desire to bring them together, and develop their

results. We are told persistently by a powerful school

of politicians, that the colonies as colonies are of no use

to us, that we (jan look with entire indifierence oq their

separation from us, and on their adoption of any future

course which may seem best to themselves.

What is the meaning of so str^ige a conclusion P

Many explanations can be given of it. There is a

certain vague cosmopolitanism growing up aipong us.
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Patriotism is no longer recognized as the suproyno

virtue which once it was believed to be. ‘ Prejudice in

favour of England/ that proud belief in England which

made men ready to sacrifice themselves and all be-

longing to them in the interests of their country, is

obsolete and out of fashion. It is not uncommon to

hear Liberal politicians express an opinion without

much regret, that England has had its day; that her

fighting days are over
;
that, like the old Temeraire,

has nothing now to look for but to be towed into

her last resting-place
;
that a hundred years hence her

greatest achievement will be considered to be having

given birth to America. A more respectable theory is

that wo are still sufficient for ourselves, that we have

enormous resources yet und('velo2:>cd at home if Govern-

ment will but let the people alone and leave trade and

Hianufacture to take their course. There is the over-

work of public men, who catch gladly at an excuse for

shaking olf unnecessary trouble. And there is the

constitution of the Colonial Office, which undoubtedly

has shown itself incapable of managing effectively our

distant dependciKues, the chiefs of the colonial as of all

other departments being selected not for special ac-

quaintance with the subject, but for the convenience

of political parties, being changed repeatedly with

changes of Government, and being unable therefore to

carry out a consistent policy, or even to gain intelligent

insight into their bu^finess. Again, there has been an

impression that in case of war the colonies would be an

embarrai^sment to us
;
that Canada as long as it is ours
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is a possible cause of quarrel with the United States

;

and that if we were quit of it we should be at once in

less danger of war, and if war came should be better

able to defend ourselves.

On the whole, however, there are two main causes

underlying the rest which beyond all others have

alienated public opinion from our colonies generally,

and have created that general apathy of which tlie

attitude of statesmen is but a symbol.

The first is the position recently assumed T;owaiii»

us by some of the colonies themselves
; 4h« second an

opinion deliberately conceived on the political situation

of England and on the future which we should an-

ticipate and labour for. The colonies no longer answer

the purposes for which, w^hen originally founded, we

made them useful. When the States of the Union

were British provinces, we sent there not so much our

surplus population as those whose presence among us

was inconvenient, our felons, rebels, and political and

religious refugees. As they prospered, we made them

profitable to us, The}^ were the chief markets for our

African "Negro trade, and we paid no attention to their

objections to slavery. AVe went on to tax them. They

revolted and were lost to us. We supplied their

places. In Canada, Australia, New Zealand, thej Cape

ol' Good Hope, and elsewhere, we possessed ourselves

of territories as valuable as those which had separated

from us. In these places, or in sqpie of them, so long

as they would allow us, we continued to dispose of our

convicts. Taught by experience we avoided qur past
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faiilts—^we avoided them, that is, in the identical form

for which we had paid so dearly—but so far as we dared

we still administered their interests for our own con-

venience. We held their patronage, we disposed of

their waste lands, we became involved in endless dis-

putes with them, and this too came to an end. They

refused to be demoralized by our felons : we submitted

and kept them to ourselves. They claimed their lands,

we abandoned them. They desired to fill their public

offices with their own people : we parted with what had

been an agreeable provision for younger brothers or poli-

tical partisans. We surrendered all the privileges which

had been immediately profitable
;
and finally, to close

all disputes, we left them to govern themselves in

whatever way seemed good to them. We gave them

constitutions on the broadest basis which popular philo-

Bophers recommended. We limited our rights over

them to the continuance of the titular sovereignty of

the Crown, to the nomination of a Governor whose

powers were controlled by the local legislature
;
and

we maintained regiments among them to fight their

battles when they fell into trouble with their neigh-

bours. The advantage now was all on their side.

They became a weight upon the English taxpayer.

They/elieved us of our emigrants, such of them as they

could get, but America was ready to take our emi-

grants and to ask nothing of us in return. Their

Governments, the creation of universal suffrage, em-

broiled us in wars, putting us to expense in defence of

proceedings which we neither advised nor approved.
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The Canadians, while they expected us to protect them

against the United States, levied duties on English

manufactures for their own revenues. Eelations such

as these* could not and cannot continue, and English

politicians living from hand to mouth, and courting

popularity by anxiety for English pockets, have de-

clined to subsidize the colonies further, or relieve them

of expenses or duties which they can discharge for

themselves. We have told the New. Zealanders that if

they covet the Maoris’ lands, the^ must raise troop*-«A

their own to take them. We have said generally that

we will not undertake the defence of the colonies

except in wars of our own making, and that if the

colonies do not like the conditions they are welcome to

sever the connection.

Undoubtedly there is much in this way of putting

the case which prima facie reasonable. The colonics

are offended. They declare themselves ardently attached

to England. They say they are proud oT belonging to

us, and they call on ‘ England to reciprocate their

affection, and they are astonished and hurt at what they

regard as an injurious return. Rejected love, they tell

us, curdles into enmity. A distinguished Australian

reminds us that the Alabama quarrel is even now em-

bittered by a remembrance of the tea duties. We ask

with wonder what possible resemblance can be found

between taxing colonies against their will and leaving

them to the absolute disposal their own fortunes.

Still the colonies are not satisfied. They fail in any way

to answer the argument, unless by reproaching us for
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being blind to what they conceive to be our own

interests, but there is a rankling feeling of injustice

somewhere. They make common cause with one another,

Australia takes up the wrongs of New Zealand, and both

resent the frankness with which we discuss a probable

separation of Canada. If they have to leave us in their

present humour they hint that they can no longer be

our friends. Affection cannot subside into indifference.

The spretce injuria formce festers into ill will.

When there are differences of this kind the right is

seldom wholly on one side. Taken literally, nothing

can be more unlike than our past conduct to America,

and our present attitude towards New Zealand. Yet

situations never exactly repeat themselves, and the same

spirit may exhibit itself in more forms than one. In

our present relations with our colonics as well as in our

past we are charged with considering or having con-

sidered nothing but our own immediate interest. It is

true that we have never yet acknowledged that the

colonies are of more than external moiuent to us. Till

now, and especially since the establishment of Free

Trade, there has been room in England itself for the

expansion of the people. The colonies see or think they

see that we have gone as far as we can go that way ;

they consider themselves infinitely important to us, and

our determined blindness adds point to the offence. We
taxed New England, they say, for our own convenience

;

for the same reasoui and equally unwisely, we are

throwing off them. W’^e made use of them, while they

left us ^eir patronage and consented to be convict
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stations
;
when we cannot use them any more in this

way we bid them go ab9ut their business, although they

are Englishmen like ourselves, as if Englishmen might

be tol(J prudently that if they had real or imagined

grievances we did not want them, and that they were

free to change their allegiance. Interest, however, is

not the only bond by which nations are held together.

Patriotism may be •sentimentalism, but it is a senti-

mentalism nevertheless which lies at the root of every

powerful nationality, and has been the principle

coherence and its growth. Our practical differences

with the colonies would have been found easy to set

right had there been a real desire to adjust them, but

we have not recognized their attachment to us as ol‘

serious consequence. We lost the North American

States. The world thought that we were ruined, and

we found ourselves as strong as before. We have cofho

to believe that we are sufl&cient for ourselves, that we
can keep our Indian empire and maintain our rank

among other nations* out of the resources of our own
two islands. We imagine that all which our colonists

can do for us is to become purchasers of our manufac-

tures, and whether dependent or independent they will

need equally shirts and blankets and SheflSeld and

Birmingham hardware.

The England of the future as pictured in the

imagination of the sanguine Liberal statesman is to be

the emporium of the world's trade, and an enormous
workshop for all mankind. With supplies of the best

iron or coal, which if not inexhaustible will, last our
VOL. XL 33
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time and our children’s and grand-children’s, with the

specinl aptitude of the English at once for mechanical

art and for navigation, we consider that we can defy

competition, -and multiply indefinitely our mills and

furnaces and ships. Our great cities are to grow

greater
;
there is no visible limit to the development of

our manufactures : we can rely upon them with con-

fidence to supply a population far larger than we have

at present. Our exports in 1862 were more than double

wji^t we exported in 1 842. They may have doubled

again twenty years hence, and once more by the end of

the century. Civilization spreads with railroad speed
;

each year opens new markets to us
;

and with the

special advantages which no other nation combines in

equal measure w^e imagine that wo have nothing to

fear. Trade may occasionally fluctuate. There may
be .years when our prosperity may seem arrested or even

threaten a de(dine—but in all instances such partial

checks have been follow^ed by a splendid rebound. The
tide is still flowing in our favour, and we see no reason

to fear that English commercial enterprise in any
direction wduitever is approaching its limits. Confident

in ourselves we have thus looked wuth indifference on
our dependencies in other continents, ^r on the opposite

side of the globe. If they prefer to adhere to us we
do not propose to drive them off If they wish io leave

us we are prepared neither to resist nor remonstrate.

We make them understand that whether they go or

stay they are masters of their own fortunes. They are

practically self-governed, and with self-government
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they must accept its responsibilities
;
above all things,

they must make no demands on the heavily-burdened

English tax-payers.

The* first question to be asked about all this is,

whether our confidence is justified
;
whether the late

rate of increase in our trade is really likel}^ to continue.

There are symptoms which suggest, if not fear, yet at

least misgiving. Success in trade on so great a scale

depends on more than natural advantages : it depends

on the use that is made of them : it depends on^ur.

reputation for honesty ; . tind Eiiglish reputation, 11 \

needless to say, is not what it used to be. The rage to

become rich has infected all classes. Railway companies

banking companies, joint-stock trading companies have,

within these few last years, fallen to shameful wreck,

dragging thousands of families down to ruin. The

investigation into the causes of these failures has

brought out transactions which make ordinary people

ask whither English honesty has gone. Yet there has*

been no adequate punishment of the principal offenders,

nor does any punishment seem likely to be arrived at.

The silk trade is said to be in a bad way, and the fault

is laid on the French treaty. It was shown a year or

two since, that fifty per cent, of hemp was worked up

into English silk. May not this too have had some-

thing to do with the decline ? It was proved, in the

‘ Lancet,’ after a series of elaborate investigations, that

the smaller retail trade throughout the country was

soaked with falsehood through and through. Scarcely

one article was sold,in the shops frequented by the
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poor, which was really the thing which it pretended to

be. Last year there was an outcry about adulteration

and false weights and measures : attention was called to

the subject in the House of Commons by Lord Eustace

Cecil
;
and perhaps, of all the moral symptoms of the

age, the most significant is the answer which was given

in that occasion by the President of the Board of

Trade. The poor were and are the chief sufferers by

fraud of this kind. Mr Bright has risen to distinction

•as <he poor man’s friend
;
and those and the analogous

complaints, with the general approbation of the great

Liberal party, he treated with impatient ridicule. He
spoke of adulteration as a natural consequence of com-

petition. He resisted inquiry. ‘ Adulteration,’ he

said, ‘ arises from the very great, and perhaps inevitable,

competition in business, and to a large extent it is pro-

moted by the ignorance of customers.’ He looked for

a remedy in education, which would enable the poor to

take care of themselves. The Home Secretary might

as wndl have said that burglary was an inevitable con-

sequence of the institution of property, that it was pro-

moted by the weakness and cowardice of householders,

and that ho hoped it would be checked by a general

possession of revolvers and increasing skill in the use of

them. If the Liberal party will not admit the parallel,

it is because they have lost the power of regarding

swindling as a crime. If I buy ^hat professes to be a

silk umbrella and I
^
find myself in possession of an

uinbi olla which is two parts hemp, I am as much robbed

as if a tlijief had picked my pocket. I am told that I
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must take care of myself; that it is not the business of

Government to save me from making a bad bargain.

‘What is the business of Government ? If caveat empfor

is to be the rule, then why not caveat viator ? Why the

expense of maintaining a police ? Many fine qualities

are developed in men—courage, prudence, readiness,

presence of mind, dexterity, and forethought—if they

are left to defend for themselves their persons and their

purses. Mr Bright’s reply to Lord Eustace Cecil will

not have tended to remove the*misgivin^8 with wffich

foreign purchasers are watching the symptoms of Eng-

lish commercial morality.

Once more : do we see our w^ay so clearly through the

growing perils from the trades’ unions ? We are told

on all sides that English maiiufacturer»-<^nnot hold

their ground against foreign competitors if the unions

are to dictate the wages at which the artisans are to

work. Our monopoly of trade depends on our powers

to undersell the foreigner in his own market : a very

slight margin makes the difierence. If the dictation of

the unions is allowed to destroy that margin by insist-

ing on an advance with the revival of demand, the

manufacturer’s profits are eaten up. His occupation

passes from him to countries where men and masters

can work together on terms more satisfactory* to both

of them. Has the solution of the problem been found

so easy? Has the faintest ray of light as yet been

thrown upon it P The unions and the master employers

are in a st^te of war, either open or at best suspended
;

and war is the most wasteful and ruinous of •all means
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by which human differences can he adjusted. E\'ery

strike is a battle—a battle which determines nothing

—

ill which there is no glory to be gained and no^ victory

to be won which does not widen the breach more irre-

parably, while the destruction of property and tlie

resulting ruin and devastation are immediate and incal-

culable. Where is there a sign that labour and capital

arc beginning to sec their way to a reconciliation ?

Political economy is powerless
;
and the statesman who

relTes for the stabilit}^ and progress of England on an

indefinite expansion of trade, must either possess an

insight marvellously deeper than fhat of common

mortals, or must have faith in economic principles in

which, for our part, we are unable to share.

But let us grant his conclusions. Suppose these

difficulties overcome
;
suppose Manchester, Liverpool,

and Glasgow swollen till they have each a million in-

habitants
;
suppose Lancashire a universal workshop

—

a* hundred thousand chimneys, the church spires of the

commercial creed, vomiting their smoko into the now

black heaven spread above them
; Lancashire calico

and Yorkshire woollen clothing every bare back in

Asia; the knives and forks of Europe supplied from

Sheffield
;
and Staffordshire furnishing iron for the

railways of four continents. Let Sir Samuel Baker

convert the interior of Africa into an enormous cotton-

field, and the Nile become a highway, through which

five million bales shall annually make their way into

the Mersey. Let London expand to twice its present

unwieldy* size, its mendicancy and misery be absorbed.
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and the warehouses on the Thames become the em-

porium in which the produce of the world is absorbed

and a^ain dispersed among mankind. Let the most

sanguine dream of the most enthusiastic political econo-

mist be realized. Let us imagine our people so en-

lightened by education as to understand and act upon

the policy of honesty
;
harmony be established between

employers and employed on an enlightened recognition

of their mutual interests
;

adulteration be thought as

wucked as adultery, and the English brand on steesfand

calico once more accepted as a passportTfor excellence,

lict us make an effort of imagination and concede that

all this may be—well, and what then ?

For a certain class of people—for the great mer-

chants, great bankers, great shopkeepera^ great manu-

facturers, whose business is to make money, whose whole

thoughts are set on making money and enjoying* the

luxuries which money can command—no doubt, it would

be a very fine world. Those who are now rich would

grow richer
;
wealth in the modern sense of it would be

enormously increased—suburban palaces would mul-

tiply, and -conservatories and gardens, and further off*

the parks and pheasant preserves. Land would con-

tinue to rise in value, and become more and more the

privilege of those who could afford the luxury of own-

ing it. From these classes we hear already a protest

against emigration. Keep our people at home, they

say : we shall want them whan trade revives. There

may be no work for them at present. Their wives and

little ones may be starving with cold and hunger. They
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may be roaming the streets in vagrancy, crowding the

casual wards or besieging the doors of the poor-houses
;

but still keep them—all will be well by and by. Mean-

time let the poor-rate rise
;

let the small houi^holder

in Whitechapel, himself struggling manfully for inde-

pendence on the verge of beggary, pay six shillings in

the pound to feed his neighbour who has sunk below

the line. The tide will turn
;

labour will soon be in

demand again. Our profits will come back to us, and

theJ^V'hitechapel householder may console himself with

the certainty ithat his six shillings will sink again to

three.,

But these classes, powerful though they may be, and

in Parliament a great deal too powerful, are not the

people of England
;
they are not a twentieth, they are

not a hundredth part of it : and what sort of future is

it to which under the present hypothesis the ninety-

nine are to look forward The greatness of a nation

depends upon the men whom it can breed and rear.

The prosperity of it depends upon its strength, and if

men are sacrificed to money, the money will not be long

in following them. How is the further development of

England along the road on which it has been travelling

at such a rate for the last twenty years likely to affect

the great mass of the inhabitants of this island ? We
have conquered our present position because the English

are a race of unusual vigour both bf body and mind

—

industrious, energetic, ingenious, capable of great

muscular exertion, and remarkable along with it for

equally great personal courage. Ifwe are to preserve
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our place we must preserve the qualities which won it.

Without them all the gold in the planet will hot save

us. Gold will remain only with those who are strong

enough fo hold it : and unless these qualities depend on

conditiojj^s which cannot be calculated, and which there-

fore need not be considered, the statesman who attends

only to what he calls the production of wealth forgets

the most important half of the problem which hfe has

to solve.

Under the conditions which I have suppoaia:!,

Englh,nd would become, still more than it is at present,

a country of enormous cities. The industry on which

its prosperity is to depend can only be carried on where

large masses of people arc congregated together, and

the tendency already visible towards a (i^lnution of

the agricultural population would become increasingly

ac tive. Large estates are fast devouring small estates

;

large farms, small farms
;
and this process will continue.

Every economist knows that it must be so. Machinery

will supersede human hands. Cattle breeding, as caus-

ing less expenditure in wages, will drive out tillage.

A single herdsman or a single engineer will take the

place of ten or twenty of the old farm labourers. Laud

will rise in value. Suci labourers as remain may be

better paid. Such as are- forced into the towps may
earn five shillings where they now earn three; but as

a class the village populations will dwindle away.

Even now, while the increase hq,p been so great else-

where, their number remains stationary. The causes

now at work will be more and more operative. The
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people of England will be a town-bred people. The

country will be tbe luxury of^be rich.

Now it is against all experience that ai^ nation

can long remain great which does not possess, or hav-

ing once possessed has lost, a hardy and abundant

peasantry. Athens lost her dependencies, and in two

generations the sun of Athens had set. The armies

which made the strength of the '!Roman republic were

composed of the small freeholders of Latium and after-

wSrds of Italy. Wl\pn Rome became an empire, the

freeholder disappeared; the great families bought up

the soil and cultivated it with slaves, and the decline

and fall followed by inevitable consequence. Tyre,

Carthage, or if these antiquated precedents are to pass

for noth Venice, Genoa, Florence, and afterwards

the Low Countries, had their periods of commercial

splendour. But their greatness was founded on sand.

They had wealth, but they had no rank and file of

country-bred men to fall back upon, and they sunk as

they had risen. In the American civil war the enthu-

siastic clerks and shop-boys from the eastern cities were

blown in pieces by the Virginian riflemen. Had there

been no western farmers to fight the south with men of

their own sort, and better than themselves, the star

banner of the Confederacy would still be flying over

Richmond. The life of cities brings wdth it certain

physical consequences, for which no antidote and no

preventive has yet » been discovered. When vast

numbers of people are crowded together, the air they
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breathe becomes impure, the water polluted. The hours

of work are unhealthy, occupation passed largely within

doors thins the blood and wastes the muscles and creates

a craving fw ttrMoh reacts i^aia as pcdfKiit. !|^

town c^ild siiasihias; azMi ib it

well klioimi is di^/of the dbicST ^iiedf^ t)i Ufo. 'WDttl

is worse, he xaiely oir never taslM ftesh milk olrbohMl

or even bread whieh*la unbewitche^ The rateoftito^

tality .may not be petc^tShjy afl^kfteil Balfeittt

operative may live aft l<Hig as «a

but though bred origpnally |per^i«la th/sMavetetttqf

home he has not the same bone ahji statoni^ aiiiii lli

contrast between the children and grandefaildtea

be increasingly marked. Any onewho carestobbstft#

a gathering of operatives in Leeds or Brad^d Stndlfflll

walk afterwards through Beverley On a

will see two groups .whidi, oomparing man to

)

like pigmies beside giants. AknodM
the wolds Would bo a lOr 1l^

The tailor to his

the ninth part of a man. is hot

the tailor's work so to fractionize him beyond other in-

door trades. We shall be breeding up a nation of

tailors. In the great engine factories and iron works

we see large sinewy men, but they are invariably coun-

try bom. Their children dwindle as if a blight was on

them. Artisans and operatives of all sorts who work

in confinement are so exhausted at the end of their day’s

labour that the temptations of the drink-shop are irre-
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sistible. As towns grow drunkenness grows, and with

drunkenness comes diminished stamina and physical

decrepitude.

The sums spent by English town operatives on gin

and beer more than equals a second revenue; while

every shilling swilled away is so much taken from the

food and clothes of their children. In the country

villages, habits of life are different
;
the landlord can

use his authority to remove or diminish temptation

;

but restraint in towns is with general consent regarded

as impossible ,
no parish board, no government dares

interfere
;
education, religion, philanthropic persuasion

are equally powerless, and the rate of consumption of

intoxicating liquors (usually at present poisonous as

well as intoxicating), in proportion to the population,

increases e\^y year. The conditions under which the

town operative works all encourage a reckless tendency :

many occupations are themselves deadly, and the cry is

for a short life and a merry one. Employment at best

is fitful. The factory hand is generally perhaps earn-

ing overflowing wages. Then bad times come, and he

works but three days a week, or four, or none. He is

improvident in his abundance. Ilis hand to mouth

existence is unfavourable to the formation of habits of

prudenqe. As a rule, he saves little, and the little is

soon gone. The furniture goes to the pawnshop, and

then comes want and starvation
; and any shilling that

he can earn he carries^ to the gin-palace, where he can

forget the hunger-stricken faces which he has left at

home. ]His own fault, it is said
; but when particular
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tencioiicies show themselves uniformly in particular

bodies of men, there must be causes at work to account

for them. And besides* drunkenness there are other

vices and other diseases, not peculiar to towns, perhaps,

but especially virulent and deadly there, which tend

equally to corrupt the blood and weaken the (constitu-

tion. Every great city becomes a moral cesspool, into

which profligacy has« a tendency to drain, and where,

being shut out from light, it is amenable to no control.

The educated and the wealthy live apart in their qwn

streets and squares. The upper Ifalf of th(^world knows

nothing of the under, nor the under of the upper. In

the village the squire and parson at least know what is

going on, and can use authority over the worst excesses

;

where men are gathered in multitudes it ^is impossible.

Disease and demoralization go hand in hand undermin-

ing and debilitating the physical strength, and over-

civilization creates in its own breast the sores which

will one day kill it.

I have spoken of the effect of modern city life upon

the body : it would be easy were it likely to be of any

service to say more of its effect upon the mind. In

those past generations, when the English character

was moulding itself, there was a virtue specially recog-

nized among us called content. We were a peoj)le who

lived much by custom. As the father lived, the son

lived
;
he was proud h{ maintaining the traditions and

habits of his family, and he remained in the same posi-

tion of life without aspiring to rise from it. The same

family continued in the same farm, neither adding to
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its acres nor diminishing them. Shop, factory, and

warehouse were handed down with tlie same stationary

character, yielding constant hut moderate profits, to

which the habits of life were adjusted. Satisfied with

the sliare of this world’s goods which his situation in

life assigned to him, the tradesman aspired no higher,

endeavouring only in the words of the antiquated cate-

chism, ‘to do his duty in that state of life to which it

had pleased God to call him.’ Throughout the country

there was an ordered, moderate, and temperate con-

tentedness, ei;»ergetic—but energetic more in doing well

the work that was to be done, than in ‘ bettering ’ this

or that person’s condition in life. Something of this

lingers yet among old-fashioned people in holes and

corners of England
;
but it is alien both to the principles

and the tamper of the new era. To push on, to climb

vigorously on the slippery steps of the social ladder, to

raise ourselves one step or more out of the rank of life

in which we were born, is now converted into a duty.

It is the condition under which each of us plays his

proper part as a factor in the general progress. The

more commercial prosperity increases, the more uni-

versal such a habit of mind becomes. It is the first

element of success in the course to which the country

seems to be committing itself. There must be no rest,

no standing still, no pausing to take breath. The sta-

bility of such a system depends, like the boy’s top, on

the rapidity of its speed. To stop is to fall
;
to slacken

speed is to be overtaken by our rivals. We are whirled

along in the breathless race of competition. The
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motion becomes faster and fester^ and the man must be

unlike anything which the experience of humanity

gives us a right to hope for, who can either retain his

conscience, or any one of the nobler qualities, in so wild

a career.

Is such a state of things a wholesome one ? Is it

politically safe P Is it morally tolerable ? Is it not

certain for one thing that a competition, of which profit

is the first object, will breed dishonesty as carrion breeds

worms ? Much of it is certain to continue, unless Ei^-

land collapses altogether. Nothing but absolute failure

will check the growth of manufactures among us
;
but

it is absolutely necessary that the whole weight of the

commonwealth should be thrown upon trade P Is there

no second or steadier basis to be found anywhere P I

cannot myself contemplate the enclosure of thejinglish

nation within these islands with an increasing manq-

facturing population, and not feel a misgiving that we

shall fail in securing even those material objects to

which our other prospects are to be sacrificed. We
shall not be contented to sink into a second place. A
growth of population we must have to keep pace with

the nations round us
;
and unless we can breed up part

of our people in occupations more healthy for mind or

body than can be found in the coal-pit and workshop

—

unless we preserve in sufficient numbers the purity and

vigour of our race—if.we trust entirely to the expan-

sion of towns, we are sacrificing to immediate and mean

temptations the stability of the eftipire which we have

inherited.
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If we are to take hostages of the future we require

an agricultural population independent of and beside

the towns. W

e

have no longer Jand enough in England

commensurate with our present dimensions, and the land

that we have lies under conditions which only a revolu

tion can again divide among small cultivators. A con-

vulsion which would break up the great estates would

destroy the entire constitution. ^It is not the law of

the land, it is not custom, it is not the pride of family,

whjch causes the agglomeration. It is an economic

law which legislation 6an no more alter than it can alter

the law of gravity.

The problem is a perfectly simple one. Other

nations, once less powerful or not more powerful than

ourselves, are growing in strength and numbers, and

we too must grow if we intend to remain on a level

w?\th them. Here at home we have no room to grow

except by the expansion of towns which are already

overgrown, which we know not certainly that we can

expand. If we succeed it can be only under conditions

unfavourable and probably destructive to the physical

constitution of our people, and our greatness will be

held by a tenure which in the nature of things must

become more and more precarious.

Is there then no alternative P Once absolutely our

own, and still easily within our reach, are our eastern

and western colonies, containing ^11 and more than all

that^e require. We want land on which to plant

English families where they may thrive and multiply

without ceasing to be Englishmen. The land lies ready
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to our hand. The colonies contain virgin soil sufficient

to employ and feed five times as many people as are

now crowded into Great Britain and Ireland. Nothing

is needed but arms to cultivate it
;
while here, among

ourselves, are millions of able-bodied men \mwillingly

idle, clamouring for work, with their families starving

on their hands. What more simple than to bring the

men and the land together ? Everything which we

could most desire exactl3»^ meeting what is most required

is thrust into our hands, and this particular moment is

chosen to tell the colonies that we do n<H want them

and they may go. The land, we are told impatiently,

is no longer ours. A few years ago it was ours, but to

save the Colonial Office trouble we made it over to the

local governments, and now we have no more rights

over it than we have over the prairies of Texas. If it

were so, the more shame to the politicians who let drop

so precious an inheritance. But the colonies, it seems,

set more value than we do on the prosperity of ihe

empire. They care little for the profit or pleasure of

individual capitalists. I'he}’^ see their way more clearly

perhaps because their judgment is not embarrassed by

considerations of the Chancellor of the Exchequer’s

budget. Conscious that their relations with us cannot

continue on their present footing, their ambiticjn is to

draw closer to us, to be absorbed in a united empire.

From them we have no difficulty to fear, for in consent-

ing they have everything to gaiiy They are proud of

being English subjects. Every able-bodied workman

who lands on their shores is so much added# to their

14VOL. II.
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wealth as well as ours. If w^e do not attempt to thrust

paupers and criminals on them, but send labourers and

tl\cir families adequately provided, they will absorb

our poojile by millions, while in desiring to ' remain

attached to England they are consulting England's real

interests as entirely as their own. Each husband and

wife as they establish themselves will be a fresh root

for the old tree, struck into a new soil.

And yet statesmen say it is impossible. Wealthy

England cannot do what wretched Ireland was able to

do, and transport those whom she can no longer feed to

a place where they can feed themselves, and to herself

be a support instead of a burden. Impossible ! The

legislative union with Scotland was found possible, and

there were rather greater difficulties in the way of that

than thoi^e which obstruct a union with the colonies.

Tift) problem then was to reconcile two nations which

were hereditary enemies. The problem now is but to

reunite the scattered fragments of the same nation, and

bridge over the distance w^hich divides them from us.

Distance frightens us; but steam and the telegraph

have abolished distance. A Cornish miner and his

family can now emigrate to the Burra Burra with

greater ease, and at a less expense, than a hundred

years ago .they would make their way to a Lancashire

coal-pit. St George's Channel at the time of the union

with Ireland was harder to cro‘8s in stormy winter

weather than the Atlantic is at present. Before the

Panama railway was opened, and the road to California

lay roui\d Cape Horn, London was as near it as New
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York
;
yet California was no less a State in the Ameri-

can Union. England would not hold the place which

now belongs to her had there not been statesmen j?e-

longing to her capable of harder achievements than re-

attaching the colonies. It is not true that w^e are

deterred by the difficulties. If there was the will to

do it, if there was any real sense tliut the interests of

the country required it, the difficulties would be found

as unsubstantial as the proverbial lions which obstruct

the path of the incapable. We are asked conloinpt-

uously how it is to be done. T^e ask int'clurn, do you

W'ish it to be done ? for if you do your other question

will answer itself. Neither the terms of the federation,

the nature of the Imperial council, the functions of the

local legislatures, the present debts of tjie colonies, or

the apportionment of taxation, would be founcf^oblems

hard of solution, if the apostles of laissez-faire cHuld

believe for once that it was not the last word of political

science.

For emigration, the first step is the only hard one

;

to do for England what Ireland did for itself, and at

once spread over the colonies the surplus population

for whom we can find no employment at home. Once

established on a great scale, emigration supports itself.

Every Irishman wdio now goes to the Unite(^ States,

has his expenses paid by those who went before him,

and who find it their own interest, where there is such

large elbow-room, to attract the labour of their friends.

It would cost us money—but so do wars ;
and for a

great object we do not shrink from fighting. Let it
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be once ostablislied that an Englishman emigrating to

Canada, or the Cape, or Australia, or New Zealand, did
«

not forfeit his nationality, that he was still on English

soil as much as if he was in Devonshire or Yorikshire,

and would remain an Englishman while the English

empire lasted
;
and if we spent a quarter of the sums

which were sunk in the morasses at Balaclava in send-

ing out and establishing two millions of our people in

those colonies, it would contribute more to the essential

strength of the country than all the wars in which we

have been entfinglcd from Agincourt to Waterloo. No
further subsidies would be needed to feed the stream.

Once settled they would multiply and draw their rela-

tions after them, and at great stations round the globe

there would grow up, under conditions the most favour-

able which the human constitution can desire, fresh

nations of Englishmen. So strongly placed, and with

numbers growing in geometrical proportion, they would

be at once feeding-places of our population, and self-

supporting imperial garrisons themselves unconquer-

able. With our roots thus struck so deeply into the

earth, it is hard to see w^hat dangers, internal or ex-

ternal, we should have cause to fear, or what impedi-

ments could then check the indefinite and magnificent

expansion of the English Empire.

There is one more element in the question which

must not be passed over. These are not days for

small states: the natural barriers are broken down

which once divided kingdom from kingdom
;
and with

the intonests of nations so much intertwined as they are
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now becoming, every one feels the benefit of belonging

to a first-rate fower. .
The German States gravitate

into Prussia, the Italians into Piedmont, While pfo

are talking of dismembering our empire, the Americans

have made enormous sacrifices to preserve the unity of

theirs. If we throw off* the colonies, it is at least pos-

sible that they may apply for admittance into the

American Union
;

^ and it is equally possible that llie

Americans may not refuse them. Canada they already

calculate on as a certainty. Why may not the Capo

and Australia and New Zealand follow ? *An American

citizen is a more considerable person in the world than

a member of the independent republic of Capetown or

Natal
;
and should the colonists take this view of their

interests, and should America encourage them, what

kind of future would then lie before Euglan^*^^ Our

very existence as a nation would soon depend upon the

clemency of the Power which would have finally taken

the lead from us among the English-speaking races. If

Australia and the Cape were American we could not

hold India, except at the Americans’ pleasure. Our

commerce would be equally at their mercy, and the

best prospect for us would be to be one day swept up

into the train of the same grand confederacy.

It is easy to say that we need not quaricl with

America, that her interests are ours, that we mean to
•

^ The mention of this possibility ( into a union of some kind. If they

has been received with ridicule in
j

do uftt choose England as their

Australia. So much the better
; hut ’ centre they will eventually choose

it is none the less certain that the
j
America, whatever the'g may think

English-speaking peoples will drilt about it at present.
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cultivate friendly relations with her, with such other

commonplaces. From the day that it in confessed that

wi are no longer equal to a conflict with her, if cause

of rupture should unhappily arise, our sun has sot : we

shall sink as Holland has sunk into a community of

harmless traders, and leave to others the place which

once we held and have lost the energy to keep.

Our people generally are too much occupied with

their own concerns to think of matters which do not

personally press upon thorn, and our relations with the

colonics have drifted into a condition which it is agreed

on all sides must now he modified in one direction or

another. Statesmen who ought to have looked forward

have allowed the question to take its own course, till

they have brotight separation to the edge of consum-

matiml? The breaking up of our empire, however,

cannot be completed till the country has had an op-

portunity of declaring its pleasure
;
and if the nation

is once roused into attention, pricked it may be into

serious thought by the inexorable encroachments of the

poor-rate, it may yet speak in tones to which the

deafest political doctrinaire will be compelled to listen.

A very short time will probably sec some decision taken

for good or evil. Representatives from the colonies are

said to •’be coming here in the spring,' to learn what

' Unfortunately they were not pains to exhibit his indifference

allowed to come. Lord Granville whether they went or stayed
; and it

pushed separation one step neircr by is this iudifference, so ostentatiously

throwing cold water on the proposal, displayed, which is the active cause

Ho said th|t he did not desire the of alienation,

colonies to leave us, but he took
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they are to look to, and the resolutions then arrived at

will bo of immeasurable moment to their fortunes and

to ours. It is no party question
;

all ranks, all clasps

are equally interested, manufacturers in the creation of

new markets, landowners in the expansion of soil which

will remove, and which probably alone can remove, the

discontent with their increasing monopoly at home.

Most of all is it the Concern of the working men. Let

broq,d bridges be established into o.thcr Englands, and

they may exchange brighter homes and brighter pro-

spects for their children for a fife which is no life in

the foul alleys of London and Glasgow; while by

relieving the pressure at home they may end the war

between masters and men, and solve the problems of

labour which trades unions can only embitter.

That emigration alone can give them pw^nent
relief the working men themselves will ultirnately^ind

out. We cannot save the millions of Irish. That portion

of her volumes the sibyl has burnt already. Arc we to

wait till our own artisans, discovering the hopelessness

of the struggle with capital, and exasperated by hunger

and neglect, follow in millions also the Irish example,

carry their industry where the Irish have carried theirs,

and with them the hearts and hopes and sympathies of

three-quarters of the English nation ?

Flectere si nequeo superos, Acheronta moTebo

!

If Mr Gladstone and Lord jGranville are indiffer-

ent, we appeal to Mr Disraeli. This is one of those

Imperial concerns which the aristocracy, lifted by
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fortune above the temptations and necessities of trade,

can best afford to weigh with impartiality. They too

m^y find motives of prudence to induce them to turn it

over in their minds. There are those who think that

if the colonies are cut off, that if the English people

understand that they are closed in once for all within

the limits of their own island, that they have no pro-

spects elsewhere unless they abandon their country and

pass under another flag, the years that the present land

lawj^ will last unmodified may be counted on the fingers

of a single hand.



A FORTNIGHT IN KERRY.

WE have heard much of the wrongs of Ireland, the

miseries of Ireland, the crimes of Ireland :

every cloud has its sunny side
;
and, when all is said,

Ireland is still the most beautiful islaiK^ in the world,

and the Irish themselves, though their terapeii.ineut is

ill-matched with ours, are still among the mos!Mn-

terestiiig of peoples. If the old type of character

remains in many of its most unmanageable features,

they are no longer the Paddies of our childhood.

Wave after wave of convulsion has been rolling over

the race for hundreds of years past, distinct eras of

social organization, with special elements of good and

evil in them. The last of these waves, the great famine

of 1846, swept over the country like a destroying tor-

rent, carrying away millions of its peasantry, clearing

off the out-at-elbows *duel-fighting squireens, and para-

lyzing if it has not extinguished the humour and the

fun which made the boy that carried your game bag or

fishing basket the most charming of companiq|QS,
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The farmer, however seemingly prosperous, carries

sadness in his eyes and care on his forehead. If he is

tl^’iviiig himself, his family is broken up : his sons or

his brothers are beyond the Atlantic, and his heart was

broken in parting with them. The evictions which

followed the potato failure have left their marks in a

feeling of injustice of which Fenianism is the fruit and

the expression.

This too, however, is passing away, or will pass

when the Administration recovers courage to combine

firmness withu justice ;‘and meanwhile, in spite of out-

rages and assassinations, every one who has watched

the Irish character during the last quarter of a century

must have felt that it is fast altering, and altering im-

mensely for t]ie better. ‘We are all changed,’ said

one of/the people to me. ‘You know yourself the

landlords are changed, and we arc changed, too, if you

would only believe it. We have all learnt our lesson

together/ Where the beneficial infiuences have been

the strongest, that is to say, where there has been no

cruelty and the tenants have been kindly used, there is

growing up a life in all parts of Ireland with more

subdued grace about it, more human in its best features,

than is to be found in any other part of these islands.

I had opportunity of seeing something of this last

summer, under its most favourable aspect. A friend

who had taken a place for a season or two in the Kerry

mountains, invited me^ to spend a fortnight with him
;

and careless of the warnings of acquaintances who
feared tl\at I should not come back alive, I took my
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place in tlie Holyhead mail. It was the second week

in August. AVc left London at night. In the morn-

ing wc wore in Kingstown Harbour, and a few lioiys

later I Vas deposited at the railway station at KJl-

larney. Derrecn—so I will call the house to which I

was bound—was still nearly forty miles distant. The

train was late, but the evening promised well. I put

myself in the hands bf Spillanc, the most accomplish t^l

of bugle-players, and the politest of hotel managers ;

and, after a hasty dinner, I was soon rattling along

beside the lake in a jaunting car, with* a promise of

being at my journey’s end, if not before dark, yet at no

unreasonable hour. An exquisite drive of three hours

brought me to Kenmare, a town at the head of one of

the long fiords running up from the Atlantic, which

readers of Macaulay will remember as the scene of a

brilliant defence made by a small body of Prote.^ant

settlers against the Irish insurgents. It was not my
first visit to the place. Thirty years before I had

passed through it from Glengariff in a long vacation

holiday. The Lansdowne Arms was still in its old

place ; but the generation which frequented it had

passed away. The ^ boy ’ who was then driving me

called my attention, as I remember, to a group of

gentlemen at the door. There were two O’Qonnclls,

cousins of the Liberator, at that time in the zenith of

his glory. There was Morty O’Sullivan and another

whose name I forget. The poinj about them was that

each had killed his man in a duel, and Morty had killed

two. He was one of the old fire-eaters, a spare well-
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dressed, refined-looking person, a descendant of the old

chiefs of Berehaven, ruling the wreck of his inheritance

\^ith an authority scarcely less despotic as far as it

extended ; like his ancestors, in perpetual feud ‘with his

neighbours, and settling his quarrels with them in the

field or in the law courts. He had lived—I should say

‘ reigned,’ for that is still the word—at Derreen itself,

lie had screwed his tenants, drunk whisky enough

daily for ten degenerate mortals, such as now we know

thepi, turned his house into a pigstye, and been loved

and honoured throughout the valley. Morty the Good

he was called, the king of the golden age of Kerry, and

unhappy only in the incapacity of one of his sons,

whom he never could teach to handle a pistol like a

gentleman. The young O’Sullivan took kindly to the

ways of the family
;
quarrelled with a companion before

he -^as out of his teens, and went out to settle the

dispute in legitimate fashion. But Morty augured ill

for the result. He ordered the wake beforehand, and

was disappointed, it was to be hoped agreeably, when

the object of his care was brought home only shot

through the foot.

Morty had been now long in his grave. Litigation

had crippled his fortune and the famine finished it.

His bo3rs were scattered over the world and his place

knew him no more. Morty was gone, and the fighting

squirearchy to which he belonged was gone also,

extinct like the dodo ; and in the place of the group

which I remembered, one or two harmless clerks

belonging to the town stores were lounging at the
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porch in the Rummer gloaming comparing salmon flies,

or talking about the cricket club which liad been set on

foot there by some noigh*bouring gentlemen.

Besides these were a couple of smart-looking boar-

men, one of whom, after ascertaining who I was, in-

formed me that my friend had sent up his yacht, a

smart cutter of twenty tons, and that if I preferred a

sail to a longer drive they were ready to take charge

of me. The wind was from the east, light but fair,

and they believed that it would not drop till midnight.

But we had still seventeen mites to go.^ I inquired

what would happen if it did drop, and as the answer

was vague I determined to stick to my car, and to lose

no time, for it was growing dark. My driver declined

a change of horses. The small well-bred Irish car

horse does his forty miles a day through the season

with only an occasional rest, and seems little the Vv’Prse

for it. Away we went again after a halt of three

quarters of an hour, and three minutes brought us to

the suspension bridge crossing the head of the fiord,

one end of which rests on the peninsula where the Pro-

testants were besieged. That, too, with its traditions

was a thing of the past, and might have furnished a

text at any other time for its appropriate meditations.

But the scene was too beautiful for moralizing. The

pink evening light had faded off* the • mountarns, but

the tints which lingered in the western sky were

reflected faintly on the glimmering water. The cutter

was clearing out of the harbour with her big gaff top-

sail set and her balloon jib, and as she slid away the
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men tauntingly hailed my driver and promised to tell

my friends that we were coming.

The mare received an intiiliation that she must put

ikir best foot forward
;
we struck off to the4.right on

crossing the bridge and entered a long fir wood which

skirts the river, catching glimpses at intervals of the

shiniug water through gaps in the trees.

By-and-by we emerged into, open ground. The

road was level, following the line of the bay for eight or

nine miles, and crossing the mouths of valley after

valley whore the streams which drain the hills run into

the sea. It was now dark, so far as a summer night is

ever dark. The cutter still kept ahead of us, shim-

mering ghost-like in the uncertain light. Sometimes

we seemed to be gaining on her—then, as a fresh puff

of air overtook her, she stole away. At last our ways

pa^ikd ;
she held on towards a headland far down the

bay which she was obliged to round before she could

enter Kilmakilloge, the harbour on which Berreen is

situated. The road, to avoid a long circuit, strikes

upwards over a pass in the hills, to descend on the other

side into the head of the valley.

The ascent now became tedious
;
we had lost the

cutter, and wore climbing the broken ^ide of an utterly

barren mountain. The distant view was hidden by the

darkne'fes, and the forms immcdiatel)^ round us had

nothing striking about them, beyond a solitary peak

which shot up black and gloomy-looking into the sky.

Two miles of walking ground made me impatient to be

at my journey’s end, and I was unprepared for the
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scene wtich was immediately about to break upon me.

We reached the crest at last—rounded a corner of

rock, and were at once ‘in another world. The moon

had ris^, though concealed by the hill which we h^
been ascending, and burst upon us broad and full as we

turned to descend. Below us was a long deep valley

losing itself to the left in the shadows in the Glcngariff

mountains
;

ojxniin^ to the riglit in the harbour of

Kilmakilloge, which lay out like a looking-glass in the

midst of the hills in which it is landlocked. Across,

immediately before us, was a goi*ge, blacky and narrow,

the sides of which, in the imperfect light, appeared to

fall precipitously two thousand feet. Beyond, at the

head of the harbour, was a second group of mountains

shaped in still wilder variety, while the bottom of the

valley was traversed by a river divided into long

shining pools suggestive of salmon and sea troui, and

broken at intervals with cascades, the roar of which

swaj'cd up fitfully in the night air.

These glens and pi ecipices had been the retreat of

the last Earl of Desmond in the closing summer of his

life. The long peninsula shut in between the fiords of

Bantry and Kenmare was then covered from end to end

with forest, inaccessible except by water, or penetrated

by a few scarce discoverable horsctracks
;
inhabited by

wolves, and by men who were almost as wild, and were

human only in the inefiable fidelity with which they

concealed and shielded their hunted chief. The enor-

mous trees which lie in the bogs| or the trunks which

break on all sides out of the ground, prove that once
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these hills were as thickly js;rooded as those which have

escaped the spoiler, and in their summer livery delight

the tourist at Killarney. Now, the single fault of the

Iradscape is its desolation. Sir William Petty, who

obtained the assignment of the principality of Kerry, on

terms as easy as those on which the Colonial Office

squandered millions of ^he best acres in Canada, con-

sidered the supph’' of fuel to be* practically as inex-

haustible as we now consider our coal measures. He
set up refining works on the shore of the harbour, and

tin and copp^'r ore wa8 brought over there, till the last

available stick had been cut down to smelt it. Nature

still struggles to repair the ruin, and young oaks and

birches sprout of themselves, year after year, out of the

soil, but the cattle browse them off as they appear
;
and

the wolves being destroyed which once scared the sheep

out the covers, and gave them time to renew their

natural waste, civilization itself continues the work of

the destroyer, and dooms the district to perpetual

barrenness. Of the forests of oak and arbutus and yew

which once clothed the whole of Kerry, the woods at

Kijlarnc}'^ have alone escaped
;

those and some few

other scattered spots, which for some special reason were

spared in the general havoc.

At one of these, the ‘ domain ^ as it is called of

Derreen, I have by this time arrived. Two miles of

descent balanced the climb on th^ other side. We are

again in the midst of trees. Level meadows beside the

river are dotted with sleeping cattle, we have passed

a farmhouse or two, and now a chapel handsome and
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new, at a meeting of eross ijoads. We turn into a gate,

a gravel drive leads us to where lights are shining

behind overhanging branches. The harbour is clg^e

below ws
;
a four-oared boat is going out for a night^s

fishing
;
the cutter is at this very moment picking up

her moorings ; we have not beaten her, but wc are not

disgraced ourselves. In another minute we are in the

broad walk which leJIads to the house. The night was

hot, my friend’s party were on the lawn ;
some of them

had been dining on board a yacht, the lights of which

were visible as she lay at anciior, a mile from the

windows. They had come on shore in the yacht’s gig,

and were standing about reluctant to go in-doors from

the unusual loveliness of the evening.

They proposed a stroll round the grounds, to which

I was delighted to consent. The house stood in th<*

middle of a lawn, shut in on all sides by woods, through

which, however, openings had been cut in various

places, letting in the view of the water. The original

building, which had been the residence of Morty and

his sons, was little more than a cottage. It had been

enlarged by a straggling wing better suited to the

habits of modern times. Morty, who care^ little for

beauty, had let the trees grow close to the door. He
might have shot woodcocks from his window, an4 I dare

say he did
; while the close cover had served to shelter

and conceal his considerable operations in the smuggling

line. This more practical aspect of things had been

superseded by the sentimental, and by lopping and

clearing, full justice had been done to the Ineauty—

I
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may say the splendour—of A.he situation. The harbour

of Kilmakilloge forms a branch of the Kenmare river,

fi^un three to four miles deep, and pierced on both sides

by long creeks, divided by wooded promontories. On
the largest of these, some ninety acres in extent, the

house had been placed. Two acres had been cleared to

make a garden. Four w five more formed a field

running down to the sea. The rest was as nature made

it, the primeval forest, untouched save for the laurels

and rhododendrons which were scattered under the

trees where 'the ground was dry enough to let them

grow. Two rivers fell into the harbour at the upper

end, one of them that along which I had just been

driving, the other, the larger, emerging out of a broad

valley under a bridge which, with the water behind,

showed clear and distinct in the moonlight. All round

us rose the wall of mountains, the broken outline being

the more striking, because at night the surface details

are lost and only the large forms are visible. The sky

line on three sides was from two to six miles distant.

On the fourth side, towards the moutli of the harbour,

it was more remote
;
but here, too, the rim of mountains

continued to the eye unbroken. The ocean was shut off

by the huge backbone of hills which stretches from

Macgillicuddy’s Kecks to the Atlantic. To all appear-

ance Derreen was cut off from the world tis effectually

as the valley of Rasselas ;
and, but for the intrusion of

the postman, made evident by my friend's inquiries as

to the last division and the white-bait dinner, but for

the croquet wires which I stumbled over on the lawn,
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WO might have seemed d^ided as utterly from all con-

nection with the world and its concerns. We wandered

through the woods and along the walks which follqjk^ed

the slAire. The wind was gone
;
the last breath of it

had brought the yacht to her moorings. The water

was like a sheet of pale gold, lighted in the shadows by

phosphorescent flashes wh^e a seal was chasing a

mullet for his supper. Far off we heard the cries of the

fishermen as they were laying out.their mackerel nets, a

heron or two flew screaming ^out of some larged trees

beside the boat-house, resentful at the iiArusion on their

night’s rest
;
and from overhead came a rush of wings

and the long wild whistle of the curlew.

One of the ladies observed that it was like a scene

in a play. 8he was fond of theatres iersolf
;
she was

a distinguished artist in that line—or would have been

liad she been bred to the trade
;
and her similes follow-

ed her line of thought. It sounded absurd, but I re-

membered having myself experienced once an exactly

similar sensation, I was going up Channel in a steamer.

It was precisely such another warm, breathless, moon-

light summer night, save that there was a light mist

over the water which prevented us from seeing very

clearly objects that were at any distance from us. The

w^atch on the forecastle called out, ^ A sail ahead!’ We
shut ofi* the*^steam, and passed slowly within a biscuit’s

throw of an enormous China clipper, with all her canvas

set, and every sail drooping flat* from the yards. We
heard the officers talking on the quarter-deck. The

ship’s bell struck the hour as we went by. 'Why the
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recollections of the familiai sea moonlight of Drury

Lane should have rushed over me at such a moment I
I

kijpw not, unless it be that those only who are rarely

gifted feel natural beauty with real intensity/ With

the rest of us our high sensations are at best partly

artificial. We make an eflbrt to realize emotions which

we imagine that we ouglft to experience, and are the-

atrical ourselves in making it.

A glance out of the window in the morning showed

that* I had not overrated the general charm of the

situation. Tfie colours were unlike those of any moun-

tain scenery to which I was accustomed elsewhere.

The temperature is many degrees higher than that

of the Scotch highlands. The Gulf Stream impinges

full upon the mouths of its long bays. Every tide

carries the flood of warm water forty miles inland, and

the vegetation consequently is rarely or never checked

by frost even two thousand feet above the sea-level.

Thus the mountains have a greenness altogether pecu-

liar, stretches of grass as rich as water-meadows reach-

ing between the crags and precipices to the very sum-

mits. The rock, chiefly Old Bed Sandstone, is purple.

The heather, of which there are enormous masses, is in

many places waist (ieep.

llxe<^y was cloudl^s, and catching the chance of

pex^formlhg my moraing’s ablutions in salt Hratar, t

slipped into the few indispensable garments, and hurried

down to the front door. My host^s youngest boy, a

brown-cheeked creature of six, who was playing with

the dog^' on the steps, undertook to pilot me to the
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bathing-place, a move noi| wholly disinterested on his

part, as the banks on either side of the walks were

covered with wild strawberries and whortleberries.

Away we went through the woods again, among the

gnarled and moss-clothed trunks of oaks hundreds of

3^ears old, and between huge boulders draped with ferns

and London pride, which here grows luxuriantly wild.

The walk ended at & jutting promontory of rock, where

steps had been cut, leading to the .water at a soft spot

where a dike of slate had pierced a fault in thesand-

stone. The water itself was stainless aft the Atlantic.

I jumped in carefully, expecting to touch the bottom,

yet I could scarcely reach it by diving. I tried to

persuade my companion to take a swim upon my back,

but he was too wary to be tempted. He was a philoso-

pher, and was speculating on making a fortune out of

the copper veins which wTre shining in the interstices

of the slate. Our friend the seal, whom we had seen

at sujjper, seemed disposed to join me. A shiny black

head popped up from under the surface thirty yards off,

and looked me over to see if I was one of his relations

;

but after a careful scrutiny he disliked the looks of me,

dropped under, and disappeared. The seals once swarm-

ed upon this coast under shelter of popular superstition,

apwle of thim that drowned at the flood

going water fmrgat&y.
*

to drop their skins, and play in ^human form upon the

shore, and the mortal who was bold enough to steal

the robe of some fish-maiden whom he could surprise
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might win her and keep hef for his bride. They are

yielding slowly before what is called education and

ci\^ization, and the last of them will soon be a thing

of history like the last wolf
;
but the restrictioli upon

firearms in Ireland still acts as a protection, and a few

yet loiter about the quiet nooks where they find them-

selves unmolested.

Before I was dressed we heard a sound of oars
;
a

boat came round the.corner, rowed by the men belong-

ing it the cutter. They had been out early to take up

the fluke nets iiiid overhaul the lobster pots, and were

bringing in what they had caught to the house. A
dozen plaice, two or three pairs of large soles, and a

turbot twelve pounds weight, made up rather more than

an average night’s haul, obtained by the rudest of

methods. The nets are of fine twine with a large mesh.

They are from fifty to a hundred fathoms long, five

feet deep, and held perpendicularly on the sand at the

bottom, by a line of leads, just sufiScient to sink them,

and a line of small corks to keep them in an upright

position. In these the flat fish entangle themselves

—

such of them as are stupid enough to persevere in

endeavouring to push through, and are without the

strength, like the conger and dog-fish, to break the net,

and tear* a way for themselves. Huge rents showed

where creatures of this kind had escaped capture ; but

the holes are easily mended, and so many fish can be

taken with so much ease, that the people do not care to

improve on their traditionary ways. It is not for want

of ingenifiity or industry. The Pat of Kerry is either
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unlike his kindred in the ijest of the island, or they are

a calumniated race altogefther. On Kilmakilloge he

makes his own boats, he makes his own nets, he twists

his own ropes and cables out of th^ fibre of the 6og

pine which he digs but of the peat. He wants but a

market to change his skiff into a trawler, and to estab-

lish a second Brixham at thi splendid bay of Ballins-

kelligs.

Half a dozen skate were lying on the bottom boards

among the nobler fish, here used only to be cut ^p for

bait
;
these, and a monster called an angel shark, be-

gotten long ago, it would appear, from some unlawful

concubinage between a dog-fish and a ray. There were

three enormous lobsters besides, better in my experi-

ence to look at than to eat. On these coasts it seems

as if the young vigorous lobsters kill their own pi’ey

without trouble in finding it, and the bait in the wicker

pots tempts only the overgrown and aged, whose active

powers are failing them.

I was to make the best use of my time, and at

breakfast we talked over our plans for the day. Picnics,

mountain walks, antiquarianizing expeditions, fishing,

salt or fresh, were alternately proposed. The weather

luckily came to the assistance of our irresolution. It

was still intensely hot. The rivers were low apd clear as

crystal, so it was vain to think of the salmon. The

boatmen reported that the easterly wind was still blow-

ing, but that from the look of the sky, and the break-

ing of the swell outside the harbour, they expected a

shift in the evening, so we agreed to run dojvn the bay
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in the yacht as long as the land breeze held, and trust

to the promised change to bring us back. The ladies

deg^lined to accompany us, the ocean roll and a hot sun

beftig a trying combination even to seasoned stomachs.

So my friend and I started alone with the boys, with a

packed hamper to be prepared against emergencies.

The cotter was large enough for its purpose, and not

too large. Though we did not intend to court bad

weather, we could encounter it without alarm if it over-

took us. We had a main cabin, with two sofas and a

swing table
; a small inner cabin with a single berth,

with a kitchen forward, where the men slung their

hammocks. We slipped our moorings and ran out of

the harbour, passing the Cowes schooner, which lay

lazily at anchor. Her owner and his party were scat-

tered in her various boats, some had gone up to Ken-

mare marketing, some were pollock fishing, others were

engaged in the so-called amusement of shooting the

guillemots and the puflSns, which, unused to firearms,

sat confidingly on the water to be destroyed—^beau-

tiful in their living motion, worse than useless when

dead. We flung our half-uttered maledictions at the

idiots, who were bringing dishonour on the name of

sportsmen. For a week after the ba)^ w^as covered with

wounded ^birds, w^hich were dying slowly from being

unable to procure food.

Before we turned into the maiii river we passed an

island on which was a singular bank of earth, wasting

year by year by the action of the tide, and almost gone

to nothing: it was the last remains of a moraine, de-.
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posited who can guess wh€|i, by a glacier which has

left its scorings everywhere on the hill- sides. The

people call it Spanish Island, and have a legend thj#t.

one of the ships of the Armada was wrecked there. It

is an unlikely story. No galleon which had doubled

the Blaskets would have turned out of its course into

the Kenmare river, nor if it had wandered into such a

place could easily hUve been wrecked there. More

likely it was a lisliing station at a tiiue when Newfound-

land was undiscovered, and fleets came annually to these

seas from Coruna and Bilbao, for their bftcalao—their

Lenten cod and ling. As many as two Imndred Spanish

smacks were then sometimes seen together in the harbour

at Valencia.

The breeze freshened as we cleared.out of Kilma-

killoge. The main bay is here four miles broad, and

widens rapidly as it approaches the mouth. We saw

the open Atlantic twenty miles from us, and we met the

swell with which we had been threatened, but so long

and easy that we rose over the waves, scarcely conscious

of motion, and rattled along with a three-quarter breeze

and every sail drawing seven knots through the water.

We were heading straight for Scarriff, a rock eleven

hundred feet high, which, though several miles from the

mainland, forms the extreme point of the chaiii which

divides Kenmare river from Ballinskelligs bay. Thou-

sands of sea-birds wheeling and screaming over the

water showed that the great shoajs of small fish which

frequent these bays in the autumn had already begun

to appear Gannets, towering like falcons, shot down
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three hundred feet sheer, disappeared a moment, and

rose with tiny sprats struggling in their beaks. Half a

dozen herring hogs were having a pleasant time of it,

and besides these, two enormous grampuses were show-

ing their sharp black fins at intervals, one thirty feet

long, the other evidently larger, how much we could not

tell, for he never showed his full length, though he

rolled near us, and we could judge his dimensions only

from the width across the shoulders. The sprats were

in qruel case. The whales and porpoises hunted them

up out of tie deep water. The gurnet caught them

midway. The sea-birds swooped on them as they

splashed in terror on the surface. They too had doubt-

less fattened in their turn on smaller victims. Our boys

avenged the sljadcs of some of them on one set at least

of their persecutors. They threw over their fishing

lines, and six or seven big gurnet were flapping in the

basket before we had cleared the edge of the shoal.

Creeks and bays opened on either side of us, and

closed again as we ran on. As we neared the mouth of

the river we saw the waves breaking furiously on a line

of rocks some little distance from the north shore. We
edged away towards them for a nearer view, when it

appeared that the rocks formed a natural breakwater to

a still §ove, a mile long and half a mile deep, which lay

inside. There was a narrow opening at either extremity

of the reef. The entrance looked ugly enough, for the

line of foam extended from shore to shore, and black

jagged points showed themselves in the hollow of the

boiling surge, which would have made quick work with
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US had we grazed them; ^but my friend knew the

soundings to a foot, and as* the place was curious he

carried me inside. Instjintly that we were behind tlk5

reef we ^ere in still water three fathoms deep, with^a

clear sandy bottom. We ran along for a quarter of a

mile, and then found ourselves suddenly in front of one

of the wicked-looking castle%of which so many ruins

are to be seen on the* coasts of Cork and Kerry. They

were all built in the wild times of the sixteenth century,

when the anarchy of the land was extended to the oc^an,

and swarms of outlawed English pirates had their nests

in these dangerous creeks. They formed alliances with

the O’Sullivans and the M‘Cartics, married their

daughters, and shared the plunder with them which

they levied indiscriminately on their owji and all other

nations. While the kingdom of Kerry retained its

privileges under the house of Desmond, the Irish

Deputies were unable to meddle with them by land,

while no cruiser could have ventured to follow them by

water through channels guarded so perilously as that

by which we had entered.

If the walls of that old tower could have spoken it

could have told us many a strange tale, of which every

vestige of a legend has now disappeared. We know

from contemporary records that the pirat<^ were

established in these places. The situation of the castle

which we were lookii?g at told unmistakably the occu-

pation of its owner. A second deep creek inside the

larger one, sheltered by a natural pier, led directly to

the door-step. A couple of miles inland there traces
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of a still earlier stratification of sea-rovers—in one of

the largest and most remarkable of the surviving Danish

ft>rt8. The Danes, too, had been doubtless guided there

by the natural advantages of the situation. * I would

gladly have landed and looked at it, but time pressed.

We left the little bay at the far end of the reef, and half

an hour later we were rising and falling on the great

waves of the open oc.ean.

Having been dosed with hard eggs at breakfast, I

foupd sickness impossible. They act like wadding in a

gun, keeping the charge hard and tight in its place

;

and after a qualm or two, my stomach, finding further

contention would lead to no satisfactory result, was

satisfied to leave me to enjoy myself. The mainland

ends on the north side at the Lamb Head, so called

perhaps because it is one of the most savage-looking

crags on which stranded ship was ever shattered. Out-

side it are a series of small islands from a few acres to as

many square miles in extent, divided from each other by

deep channels, a quarter or half a mile in width. It is a

place to keep clear of in hazy weather. Irish boatmen

may be trusted while they can see their landmarks, but

my friend told me that he was caught by a fog in this very

place the first time that he had ever been near it. He
had a cjiart and a compass, and had turned in as it was

night, leaving the tiller to his captain. Luckily he was

not asleep. The roar of the breakers becoming louder

he went on deck to look about him, and he found that

the fellow knew no more of a compass than of a steam

engine, and that he was steering dead upon the rocks
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To-day, however, we ran inland out with absolute con-

fideoce, and we threaded out way to the splendid clifis

of Scarriff, the last of fhe grouj), which towered up

towards^the sea a thousand feet out of the water. On
the land side the slope was more gradual; it was

covered with grass and dotted with cattle
;
in a hollow

we saw the smoke of a solitary house
;
we heard a cock

crow and the clacking of a lien, and wild and lonely

and dreary as the island seemed, the people living there

are very reasonably happy and have not the slightest

wish to leave it.

From the description given of the scene by Wal-

singham the historian, Scarriff is not improbably the

place where a Cornish knight in the time of the second

Richard came to a deserved and terrible end. It was

a very bad time in England. Religion and society

were disorganized; and the savage passions of men,

released from their natural restraints, boiled over in

lawlessness and crime. Sir John Arundel, a gentle-

man of some distinction, had gathered together a party

of wild youths to make an expedition to Ireland. He
was windbound either at Penzance or St Ives; and

being in uneasy quarters, or the time hanging heavy

on his hands, he requested hospitality from the abbess

of a neighbouring nunnery. The abbess, hoyified at

the prospect of entertaining such unruly guests, beg-

ged him to excuse hSr. But neither excuses nor prayers

availed. Arundel and his companions took possession

of the convent, which they made the scene of unre-

strained and frightful debauchery. The sisters were
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sacrificed to their appetites, and when the weather

changed were carried off to the ship and compelled to

accompany their violators. As they neared the Irish

coast the gale returned in its fury. Superstition is the

inseparable companion of cowardice and cruelty, and

the wretched women were flung overboard to propitiate

the demon of the stonji. ‘ Approbatum est non esse

curoe Deis securitatem nostrum; esse ultionem.^ If

Providence did not interfere to save the honour or the

lives of the poor nuns, at least it revenged their fate.

The ship diiove before the south-wester, helpless as a

disabled wreck. She was hurled on Scarriff, or possibly

on Cape Clear, and was broken instantly to pieces. A
handful of half-drowned wretches were saved by the

inhabitants to .relate their horrible tale. Arundel him-

self, being a powerful swimmer, had struggled upon

the rocks alive, but he was caught by a returning wave

before ho could climb beyond its reach, and whirled

away in the boiling foam.

With us, too, the sea was rising heavily. The

wind had shifted to the west as the boatmen had fore-

told, and though as yet there was but little of it, the

mercury was falling rapidly. A dark bank of clouds

lay along the seaward horizon, and the huge waves

which jpv'ere rolling home, and flying in long green

sheets up the side of the cliff, implied that it was blow-

ing heavily outside. My friend' had intended to lake

me on to the Skelligs^ two other islands lying ten miles

the north-west of us, on the larger of which are the

remains^of a church and of three or four beehive houses,
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which tradition says were^once occupied by hermits.

The Irish hermits, as we ktiow, located themselves in

many strange places round the coast, and may as well

have chosen a home for themselves on the Skelligs Vs

anywhere else. But it is to be noticed also, that even

hermits, unless supported like Elijah by the ravens,

must have found food somewhere. During the winter

communication with the mainland must have been often

impossible for weeks together, and ^as there is searcH'ly

a square yard of grass on the whole place, the}^ (^ould

have kept neither sheep nor cattle. Wh^jeve'r dwelt in

those houses must have lived by fishing. The e.od fish-

ing round the rocks is the very best on the wliolo coast;

and remembering how indispensable the dried cod had

been made by the fasting rules to the Qatholic popula-

tion of Europe, I cannot help fancying, however un-

romantic the suggestion may sound, that something

more practical than devotion was connected with the

community that resided there. We were obliged, how-

ever, to abandon all idea of going so far for the present.

Could we have reached the islands we could not have

landed. The cutter was already pitching so heavily

that the top of Scarriff, though immediately over us,

W’as occasionally hidden by the waves. If w^e ventured

further we might have found it impossible tc^ recover

Kenraore Bay, and might have been obliged to run for

Valencia
;

so we hauled our wind, went about, and

turned our bows homewards. The motion became more

easy as we fell off before the rollers. My friend gave

up the tiller to one of the men, and we got out our
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hamper and stretched outselves on deck to eat om
dinner, for which the tefssing, strange to say, had

i^arpened our appetite. There is no medium at sea.

You are either dead sick or ravenous, and not ex-

cluding the two boys, were the latter.

Among human pleasures there are few more agree-

able than that of the c^ar which follows a repast of

this kind, the cold chicken and the claret having been

disposed of, when St Emilion has tasted like the

choicest Lafitte, the sun warm and not too warm, the

wind at our
<
backs, aM the spring cushions from the

cabin tossed about in the confusion which suits the pos-

ture in which we arc most at ease. As we lay lazily en-

joying ourselves, my host pointed out to me one more of

the interesting features of the coast. Round the Lamb
Ilead to the north, facing the islands among which we

had been dodging, was another small bay, cut out by

the action of the waves, at the bottom of which we saw

the water breaking on a white line of sand. Behind

the sand two valleys met, the slopes of which were

covered prettily with wood
;
and among the trees we

could see the smoke and the slated roof of the once

famous Derrynane Abbey. There was the ancestral

home of the world-celebrated Daniel O’Connell, the

last of the old Irish. His forefathers, the Connells of

Iveragh, like every other family on the coast of Kerry,

had gone handsomely into the snruggling trade. Car-

goes of tea and tobacco run on those sands were en-

closed in butter casks and sent over the hills on horses’

backs to^Cork to the store of a confederate merchant,
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and thence shipped for London as Irish produce. On
those moors Dan the Great hunted his harriers. In

the halls of that abbey he feasted friend or foe like alh

ancient chieftain, and entertained visitors from every

corner of Europe. All is gone now. The famine whi< h

broke O’CennelFs heart lies like an act of oblivion

between the Old Ireland ainJ the Ifew, and his own

memory is fading like the memory of the age which

he represented. Some few local anecdotes of trifling

interest hang about the mountains. They say of Dan,

as they said of Charles II. : he was the •father of his

people, and by the powers 'twas a fine family he had

of them. But Ireland has ceased to care for him. His

fame blazed like a straw bonfire, and has left behind it

scarce a shovelful of ashes. Never any public man had

it in his power to do so much real good for his country,

nor was there ever one who accomplished so little.

The Lamb Head once more closes in. The wind is

fast rising
;
the crests of the rollers are beginning to

break
;

tlie yacht flies down the slopes, and steers hard

as the pursuing wave overtakes and lifts her. Down
comes the topsail ; we do not need it now : more than

once we have plunged into the wave in front of us, and

shipped green water over our bows. The clouds come

up, wdth occasional heavy drops of rain. Macgilli-

cuddy’s Reeks are already covered
; and on the lower

mountains the mist is beginning to form. It will be a

wet night, and the rivers will ^sh to-morrow. The

harbour has been alive with salmon for the last fort-

night, waiting for a fresh to take them up. We have
VOL. IL 16
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still an hour’s daylight when we recover the mouth of

Kilmakilloge, and are in sight of the woods of Derreen

again. As we turn into the harbour the wind is

broken off by the land. We are almost becalmed, and

the yacht drags slowly through the water. Towards

evening the whiting pollock take freely, so the lines are

laid out again, and we trail a couple of spinners. One

is instantly taken. A small feilow—three pounds

weight—comes in unresistingly, and is basketed. A
minute after the second line is snatched out of the

hands of my young bathing companion, who had hold

of it. One of the boatmen catches it, but is unused to

light tackle, and drags as if he was hauling up an

anchor. He gathers in a yard or two, and then comes

a convulsive struggle. Each side pulls his best. One

moment of uncertainty, a plunge and a splash at the

end of the line in our wake, and then all is over
;
and

we can imagine, without fear of contradiction, that we

had hold of a conger eel at least, if not the sea-serpent

himself.

The rain came down as we expected
;
rain like the

torrents of the tropics, such as we rarely see in these

islands outside Kerry. The mountains arrest the wet-

laden currents as they come in from the Atlantic, con-

densing# the moisture into masses of cloud, which at

once discharge themselves in cataracts. We spend the

evening hunting out our fishing-boxes, sorting flies,

and trying oasting-lyies. The sky clears soon after

sunrise. The keeper has been down early to examine

the condition of the water, and is waiting for us with
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his report on the rock outside the hall door after break-

fast.

There is no haste.* The rivers are still coming

down bj*own and thick, and though the floods run off

rapidly there will be no fishing till towards noon. We
look about us, and the rock on which we are standing

is itself a curiosity. The suirface of it has been ground

as smooth as a table? In the direction of the valley,

and crossing the lines of cleavage, it is grooved by the

ice-plane which has passed over it. The pej;)bles

brought down from the hills anfl bedded dn the under-

surface of the glacier have cut into the stone like

chisels, and have left marks which the rain of unnum-

bered years has failed to erase. Such is the modern

theory, which is accepted as absolutely.*proved because

we are at present unable to conceive any other agency

by which the effect could have been brought about.

Yet the inability to form another hypothesis may arise,

it is at least possible, from limitations in ourselves, and

attends as a matter of course every generally received

scientific conjecture. The theory of epicycles was once

considered to be proved, because no other explanation

could then be offered of the retrogression of the planets

;

and when we consider the fate of so many past philo-

sophies, accepted in their time as certain, and ugade the

ridicule of later generations, misgivings obtrude them-

selves that even the* glacier theory a hundred years

hence may have gone the way of its predecessors, and

that the ice may have become as mythical as the foot-

prints of the fairies.
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But the rock has a later and more human interest.

The fortunate Englishman whom at the close of the

seventeenth century these vast estates passed by con-

fiscation, was contented to leave the heads of ,the old

families shorn of their independence, but still ruling as

his representatives on the scene of their ancient domin-

ions. So matters contini^d for more than a century.

The O’s and the Mac’s retained their place, even under

the penal laws
;
and the absentee landlord was content-

ed 'v^jth his rent and asked no questions. A change

came after the Union.* The noble owner of the Ken-

mare mountains awoke to the value and perhaps to the

responsibilities of his inheritance. He prepared to

draw his connection closer with it and to resume the

privileges which had been too long spared. Macfinnan

l)hu, the black Macfinnan, the predecessor of Morty,

was then ruling at Derreen. The lord of the soil, to

soften the blow which he was about to administer, sent

Macfinnan a present of wine, which arrived duly from

London in a large hamper. Macfinnan carried it to

the top of the rock on which we were standing, called

up every Irish curse which hung in song or prose in the

recollection of the valley, on the intruding stranger

who was robbing the Celt of the land of his fathers.

At eacl^ imprecation he smashed a bottle on the stone,

and only ceased his litany of vengeance when the last

drop had been spilt of his infernal libation. Such is

tbe^^ry on Ihe spot
^
true or false, who can, tell P My

iMtt^id that in* the unusual heat of the summer before

last the turfwhich covers the side of the rock had shrunk
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a foot or two beyond its usual limits, and that fragments

of broken bottles were indisputably found there
;
but

whether they were the remains of Macfinnan’s solemnity,

or wer^the more vulgar relics of a later drinking bout,

we are left to our own conjecture.

But I must introduce my readers to the keeper, who

is a prominent person at Defreen. lie is a Scot Irom

Aberdeen, by name tTuck Harper, descendant it may bo

of the Ilarper who called ‘ time • over the witches^

caldron, but himself as healthy a piece of huraai^Uy as

ever stood six feet in his stockings, or Stalked a stag

upon the Grampians. He was imported as a person

not to be influenced by the waj^s and customs of the

country. The agent, however, forgot to import a wife

along with him. It was not in natureMliat a handsome

young fellow of twenty- five should remain the solitary

occupant of his lodge, and he soon found an Irish lassie

who was not unwilling to share it with him. Jack was

a Protestant and obstinate in his way, and declined the

chapel ceremonial, but the registrar at Kenmare settled

the legal part of the business. The priest arranged the

rest with the wife, and a couple of children clinging to

the skirts of Jack^s kilt showed in face and figure the

double race from which they had sprung : the boy

thick-limbed, yellow-haired, with blue eyesf and a

strong Scotch accent, which he had caught from his

father
;
while the girl with dark skin, soft brown curls,

and featum of refined and exquisite delicacyi showed

t^ehkod dfthe pni^Cblt of

tion from Dane or Horman. Being alone in his creed
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m the valley, Jack attends chapel, though holding the

proceedings there in some disdain. He does not trouble

himself about confession, but he pays the priest his dues,

and the priest in turn he tells me is worth a dozen

watchers to him. If his traps are stolen on the moun-

tains, or a salmon is made away with on the spawning

beds, he reports his grievances at the chapel, and the

curses of the Church are at his service. Religion down

here means right and wrong, and materially, perhaps,

not jnuch besides.
«

But the looming is growing on. I am left in Jack’s

hands for the day, ray host having business elsewhere.

He takes charge of rod and landing net, slings a big

basket on his back, and whistling his dogs about him,

and with a short pipe in his mouth, he leads the way

down the drive to the gate. We halt on the bridge of

the little river, but a glance at the bridge pool shows

that wo shall do no good there. The water is still

muddy and thick, and not a fish will move in it for two

hours at least. We must go to the second river, where

the mountain floods are first intercepted by a lake: in

this the dirt settles, and leaves the stream that runs

out of it to the sea comparatively clear. We have a

mile and a half to walk, and I hear on the way what

Jack has to tell about the place and people. Before

the famine the glen had been densely inhabited, and

had sujffered terribly in consequence. Ruined cottages

in all directions showed where human creatures had

once multiplied like rabbits in a warren. Miles upon

miles of* unfinished roads, now overgrown with gorse.
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were monumeiits of the efforts which had been made to

find them in 'work and footi. But the disaster was too

great and too sudden*and too universal to be so en-

counte|*ed. Hundreds died, and hundreds more were

provided with free passages to America, and the valley

contains but a fourth of its old inhabitants. Its pre-

sent occupants are now doing well. There are no signs

of poverty among them. They are tenants at will, but

so secure is the custom of the country that they have

no fear of dispossession. An English political econo-

mist had once suggested that tfiey should all be got rid

of, and the glen be turned into a deer forest. But the

much-abused Irish proprietors are less inhuman than

the Scotch, and here at least there is no disposition to

outrage the affection with which people cling to

their homes. There is, however, no wish among them

to return to the old state of things. When a tenant

dies his eldest son succeeds him. The brothers emi-

grate where friends are waiting for them in America,

and they carry with them a hope, not always disap-

pointed, of returning when they have a balance at the

bank, and can stock a farm in the old country on their

own account.

We pass a singular mound covered with trees at

the road side, with a secluded field behind it sprinkled

over with hawthorns. The field is the burying place

of the babies that dlte unbaptized, unconsecrated by the

Church, but hallowed by sentiment, and treated seem-

ingly with more reverence than the neglected grave-

yard. The mound is circular, with sloping sides
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twentj feet high, and sixty* feet in diaiheter at the top.

It is •dirath, of which thefe are ten or twelve in the

glen, and many more in other parts of Kerry. This one

iia\j never been opened, being called the Fairy house,

and is protected by superstition
;
another like it, at the

back of Derreen, has been cleared out, and can be

entered without difficulty. The outer wall must have

been first built of stone. The interior was then divided

into narrow compartments^ten or twelve feet long by

five feet broad, each with an air-hole through the wall,

and cbminuni4*.ating wfch one another by low but firmly

constructed doors. Massive slabs were laid at the top

to form a roof, and the whole structure was finally

covered in with turf. They w^ere evidently houses of

some kind, though when built or by whom is amysteiy.

Human remains are i*arely found in any of them, and

whether these chambers were themselves occupied, or

whether they were merel5^ the cellars of some lighter

building of timber and wicker-w ork raised above them,

is a point on which the antiquarians are undecided.

Whatever they were, however, they are monuments of

some past age of Irish history
;
and the stone circles

and gigantic pillars, standing wnld and weird in tlie

gorges of the mountains, are perhaps the tombs of the

race who^ lived in them. No one knows at present, for

Derreen lies out of the line of tourists. By and by,

when the feeling of respect for burial-places, however

ancient, which still clings to Kerry, has been civilized

away, the tombs will be broken into and searched, and

then as elsewhere the curious antiquary will find golden
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torques and armlets among the crumbling bones of tiifi

chiefs of the age of Ossian.

But here we are at the river
; we have passed two

salt lagQons surrounded with banks of reeds, which are

the haunts in winter of innumerable wildfowl, and

even now are dotted over with broods of flappers which

have been hatched among the»flag8. At the top of the

farther of these wo* cross a bridge where the river

enters it, for the Wind is coming from tlie other side

and is blowing tliree-quarters of a gale. We ^llow

the bank for half a mile, where the water is broken

and shallow, and the salmon pass through without

resting. Then turning the angle of a rock, we come

to a pool a quarter of a mile long, terminating in a

circular basin eighty yards across, out of which the

water plunges through a narrow gorge.

The pool has been cut through a peat bog, and the

greater part of it is twenty feet deep. A broad fringe

of water-lilies lines the banks, leaving, however, an

available space for throwing a fly upon between them.

This is the great resting-place of the fish on their way

to the lake and the upper river. The water is high,

and almost flowing over on the bog. The'Vind catches

it fairly, tearing along the surface and sweeping' uj) the

crisp waves in white clouds of spray. The party of

strangers who had cards to fish were before us, but

they are on the wrong side, trying vainly to send their

flies in the face of the south-wester, which whirls their

casting lines back over their heads. They have caught

a peal or two, and one of them reports that* he was
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broken by a tremendous fish at the end of the round

pool. Jack directs them ‘to a bend higher up, where

they will find a second pool as good as this one, with

a'^more favourable slant of wind, while I pi^ my rod

together and turn over the leaves of my fly-book.

Among the marvels of art and nature I know nothing

equal to a salmon-fly. Jt resembles no insect, winged

or unwinged, which the fish can have seen. A shrimp,

perhaps, is the most like it, if there are degrees in

utter dissimilarity. Yet every river is supposed to

have* its favourite fifes. Size, colour, shape, all are

peculiar. Here vain tastes prevail for golden pheasant

and blue and crimson paroquet. There the salmon are

as sober as Quakers, and will look at nothing but drabs

and browns. 5^^ine parts of this are fancy, but there is

still a portion of truth in it. Bold hungry fish will

take anything in any river ; shy fish will undoubtedly

rise and splash at a stranger’s fly, while they will

swallow what is ofiered them by any one who knows

their ways. It may be something in the colour of the

water
;
it may be something in the colour of the banks

:

experience is too uniform to allow the fact itself to be

questioned. Under Jack’s direction, I select small

flies about the size of green drakes: one a sombre

grey, with silver twist about him, a claret hackle, a

mallard wing, streaked faintly on the lower side with

red and blue. The drop fly is still darker, with purple

legs and olive green wings and body.

We move to the fiead of the pool and begin to cast

in the gravelly shallows, on which the fish lie to feed
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in a flood, a few yards above the deep water. A white

trout or two rise, and presently I am fast in something

which excites momentary hopes. The heavy rod bends

to the bjitt. A yard or two of line runs out, but a few

seconds show that it is only a large trout which has

struck at the fly with his tail, and has been hooked

foul. He cannot break me,^nd I do not care if he

escapes, so I bear bard upon him and drag him by

main force to the side, where Harper, slips the net under

his head, and the next moment he is on the bank,^wo
pounds within an ounce or so, but clean run from the

sea, brought up by last night’s flood, and without a

stain of the bog-water on the pure silver of his scales.

He has disturbed the shallow, so we move a few steps

down.

There is an alder bush on the opposite side, where

the strength of the river is running. It is a long cast.

The wind is blowing so hard that I can scarcely keep

my footing, and the gusts whirl so unsteadily that I

cannot hit the exact spot where, if there is a salmon in

the neighbourhood, he is lying.

The line flies out straight at last, but I have now
thrown a few inches too far

; my tail fly is in the bush,

dangling across an overhanging bough. An impatient

movement, a jerk, or a straight pull, and I am ‘ hung

up,’ as the phrase is, and delayed for half an hour at

least. Happily there'is a lull in the storm. I shake

the point of the rod. The vibration runs along the

line
;
the fly drops softly like a leaf upon the water

—

and as it floats away something turns heavily, and a
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huge brown back is visible for an instant through a

rift ill the surface. But the line comes home. He was

an old stager, as we could see by hia colour, no longer

ravenous as when fresh from the salt water, t He was

either lazy and missed the fly, or it was not entirely to

his mind. He was not touched, and we drew back to

consider. ‘ Over him again while he is angry,’ is the

saying in some rivers, and I hav6 known it to answer

where the fish feed, greedily. But it will not do here
;

we ^nust give him time
;
and we turn again to the fly-

book. WhcK a salmon rises at a small fly as if he

meant business yet fails to lake it, the rule is to try

another of the same pattern a size larger. This too,

however, just now Jack thinks unfavourably of. The

salmon is evidently a very large one, and will give us

enough to do if we hook him. Ho therefore, as one

precaution, takes off the drop fly lest it catch in the

water-lilies. He next puts the knots of the casting

line througli a severe trial
;
replaces an unsound joint

with a fresh link of gut, and finally produces out of his

hat a ‘hook’—he will not call it a fly—of his own

dressing. It is like a particoloured father-long-legs, a

thing which only some frantic specimen of orchid ever

seriously approached, a creature whose wings were two

strips of the fringe of a peacock’s tail, whose legs

descended from blue jay through red to brown, and

terminated in a pair of pink trailers two inches long.

Jack had found it do, ^and he believed it would do for

me. And so it did. I began to throw again six feet

above the bush, for a salmon often shifts his ground
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after rising. One cast—a gtecond—^another trout rises,

which we receive with an anathema, and drag the fly

out of his reach. The fourth throw there is a swirl

like the wave which arises under the blade of an oar,^a

sharp sense of hard resistance, a pause, and then a rush

for the dear life. The wheel shrieks, the line hisses

through the rings, and thirty jrards down the pool the

great fish springs nvidly six feet into the air. The

hook is firm in his. upper jaw
;
he had not shaken its

hold, for the hook had gone into the bone—pretty

subject of delight for a reasonable man, an cditor’‘hf a

magazine, and a would-be philosopher, turned fifty

!

The enjoyments of the unreasoning part of us cannot

be defended on grounds of reason, and experience

shows that men who are all logic and morals, and have

nothing of the animal left in them, are poor creatures

after all.

Any way, I defy philosophy with a twenty-pound

salmon fast hooked and a pool right ahead four hundred

yards long, and half full of water-lilies. ‘Keep him

up the strame,’ shrieked a Paddy, who, on the scream-

ing of the wheel, had flung down his spado in the turf

bog and rushed up to see the sport. ‘ Keep him up the

strame, your honour—bloody wars! you’ll lost him

else.’ We were at fault. Jack and I. We did not

understand why down stream was particularly dan-

gerous, and Pat was too eager and too busy swearing

to explain himself. Alas, his meaning became soon

but too intelligible. I had overtaken the fish on the

Dank and had wheeled in the line again, but he was only
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collecting himself for a fresh rush, and the next minute

it seemed as if the bottom diad been knocked out of the

pool and an opening made into infinity. Round flew

the wheel again ;
fifty yards were gone in as many

seconds, the rod was bending double, and the line

pointed straight down
;
straight as if there was a lead

at the end of it and unlimited space in which to sink.

^ Ah, didn^t I tell ye so P ’ said Pat
;

‘ what will we do

now P ' Too late Jack remembered* that fourteen feet

down at the bottom of that pool lay the stem of a

falleh oak, l^elow whi\3h the water had made a clear

channel. The fish had turned under it, and whether

he was now up the river or down, or where he was,

who could toll P lie stopped at last. * Hold him

hard,’ said Jack, hurling ofl’ his clothes, and while I

was speculating whether it would be possible to drag

him back the way that he had gone, a pink body

flashed from behind me, bounded off the bank with a

splendid header, and disappeared. He was under for a

quarter of a minute ;
when he rose he had the line in

his hand between the fish and the tree.

‘ All right !
’ he sputtered, swimming with the other

hand to the bank and scrambling up. ‘ Run the rest

of the line oft‘ the reel and out through the rings.^ He
had divmed by a brilliant instinct the only remedy for

our situation. The thing was done, fast as Pat and I

could ply our fingers. The loose end was drawn round

the log, and while Jack was humouring the fish w’ith

his hand, and dancing up and dowm the bank regard-

less of jproprieties, we had carried it back down the
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rings, replaced it on the reel, wound in the slack, and

had again command of the situation.

The salmon had plajjred his best stroke. It had

failed him, and he now surrendered like a gentlemah.

A mean-spirited fish will go to the bottom, bury him-

self in the weeds, and sulk. Ours set his head towards

the sea, and sailed down the length of the pool in the

open water without attempting any more plunges. As

his strength failed,* he turned heavily^ on his back, and

allowed himself to be drawn to the shore. The gaff

was in his side and he was ours. ' He was, larger than

we had guessed him. Clean run he would have weighed

twenty-five pounds. The fresh water had reduced him

to twenty-two, but without softening his muscle or

touching his strength.

The fight had tired us all. If middle age does not

impair the enjoyment of sport, it makes the appetite for

it less voracious, and a little pleases more than a groat

deal. I delight in a mountain walk when I must work

hard for my five brace of grouse. I see no amusement

in dawdling over a lowland moor where the packs are

as thick as chickens in a poultry-yard. I like better

than most things a day with my own dogs in scattered

covers, when I know not what may rise, a woodcock,

an odd pheasant, a snipe in the out-lying wiUpw-hed,

and perhaps a mallard or a teal. A hare or two falls

in agreeably when thte mistress of the house takes an

interest in the bag. I detest battues and hot corners,

and slaughter for slaughter's sake. I wish every tenant

in England had his share in amusements, wjiich in
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moderation are good for us all, and was allowed to shoot

such birds or beasts as weife bred on his own farm, any

clause in his lease to the contrary notwithstanding.

Anyhow I had had enough of salmon fishirg for the

day. We gave the rod and the basket to Pat to carry

home, the big fish which he was too proud to conceal

flapping on his bfick. J(ick and I ate our luncheon and

smoked our pipes beside^he fall,* and Jack, before we

went home, undertook to show me the lake. The river

follmved the bend of the valley. We took a shorter cut

over a dcsola/e and hire piece of mountain, and as we

crossed the ridge we found ourselves suddenly in the

luxuriant softness of a miniature Killarney. The lake

was scarcely a mile in length, but either the woodcutters

had been less hnsy there, or nature had repaired the

havoc that they had made. Half a dozen small islands

were scattered on it, coveied with arbutus and holly.

The rocks on one side fell in grand precipices to the

water. At the end was the opening ofGlanmore valley,

with its masses of forest, its emerald meadows and coo-

ing wood-pigeons, and bright, limpid river reaches.

For jts size there is no more lovely spot in the south of

Ireland than Glanmore. It winds among the moun-

tains for six miles beyond the lake, closed in at the ex-

tremity,with the huge mass of Hungry Hill, from the

top of which you look down upon Berehaven. Here

too the idea of sport pursued us—stray deer wandered

over how and then from Glengariff—and my companion

had stories of mighty bags of woodcocks made some-

times there when the snow was on the hills. My eye
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however, was rather caught by a singular ruin of

modern, unvenerable kind on the largest of the islands.

Some chieftain's castle had once stood there, as we could

see from the remains of massive walls on the water line;

but this had been long destroyed, and in the place of

it there had been a cottage of some pretensions, which

in turn was now roofless. The story of it, so far as

Jack could tell me, was this.

Forty years ago or thereabouts a Major
y
who

had difficulties with his creditors, came into these parts

to hide himself, built the cottage on tile island, and

lived there
;
and when the bailiffs found him out held

them at bay with pistol and blunderbuss. The people

of the glen provided him with food. The Irish are

good friends to any one who is on bad terms with the

authorities. Like Goethe's elves

—

Ob er heilig, ob er bbse,

Jaramert sie der Ungliicksmann

—

So here Major fished and shot and laughed at the

attempts to arrest him. His sin, however, found him

out at last. You may break the English laws as you

please in Ireland, but there are some laws which you

may not break, as Major found. In the farm-

house which supplied him with his milk and eggs, was

a girl who anywhere but in Glanmore would Lave been

called exceptionally beautiful. Major abused the

confidence which was placed in him, and seduced her.

He had to fly for his life. Such is the present legend,

as true, perhaps, as much that passes by the name of

history. Major himself might tell another -story.

TOL. u. * 17
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My space has run out. My tale is still half told.

The next day was Sunday. The day following was

August 20
,
when Irish grouse-s'hooting begins. If the

reader^s patience is unexhausted he shall hear of the

scratch-bag we made in a scramble of thirty miles
;
of

the weird woman that we saw among the cliffs
;
of the

‘ crass bull ’ that we fell in with, and the double murder

in Coomeengeera. I have to tell him too how the

grandson of Macfinnan Dhu was caught red-handed

spearjug salmon, and how the bloody Saxon had to

stand between' him ani eviction. How we held a land

court ill the hall at Derreen, and settled a disputed in-

heritance. How we went to the Holy Lake and saw

the pilgrims from America there, and how when mass

was over they made a night of it with the whisky booths

and the card-sharpers. How we had another sail upon

the river, how we attended a tenant-right meeting at

the board of guardians at Kenmare, and how the chair-

man floored the middle-man there to the delight of all

his audience— the chairman, the brightest of com-

panions, the most charming of men of business, the hero

Df the seal fight in Mr Trench's Ilealitm of Irish Life.

A.11 this the reader shall hear if his curiosity leads him

to wish for it. If he is sick of this light fare and desires

more soKd pudding, we w'ill dress our dishes to his

mind, and the rest of my pleasant memories shall abide

with myself, woven in bright colours in the web of my
life by the fingers of .the three sisters—my own, and

never to be taken from me, let the Future bring what

fate it wflL
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II.

T
he sketcli whicli bears the above title was publish-

ed in * Fraser’s Magazine ’ at the time when the

Irish Land Bill was under discusstbn in the House of

Commons. English prejudice and English ignorance

were busy with the reputation of the unfortunate coun-

try, and clamorous with despair of its amendment by

that or any other measure. I thought that at such a

period a record of my own experience in Ireland might

contribute, infinitesimally little, towards setting her con-

dition in a truer light—towards showing how among

the darker features there were redeeming traits of

singular interest and attractiveness. Pleased with my
own performance and intending to continue it^ I trusted

that if my friends in Kerry did not approve pf all that

I said, they would at least recognize my good-will.

How great was my surprise to find that I was regarded

as an intruder into business which was none of mine,

affecting English airs of insolent superiority, and under
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pretence of patronage turning the county and its in-

habitants into ridicule ! Struck by the absence of petty

vic(jj9 among the peasantry, their simplicity of habit,

and the control for good which was exercised over them

by the priests, I had said rashly that religion in Kerry

appeared to me to mean the knowledge of right and

wrong, and to mean little besides. What dark in-

sinuations the writer never dreamt of may be discovered
%

in an unguarded word! By ‘little besides’ I had

myseRintended to imply- that no Fenian sermons were

to be heard iif the chapels there, that no hatred was

preached against England or English landlords there,

the subjects believed on this side St George’s Channel

to be eternally inculcated in Catholic pulpits. Our ex-

cellent priest at ^uosist—I take this opportunity of

apologizing to him—declared in the county papers that

he was cut to the heart; that he had suffered many

wrongs in life, but never one that had aflBiicted him so

deeply as the insinuation that his flock learnt nothing

from him but the obligations of morality. He must

excuse the English stupidity, the English preference

for the practical results of religion, which betrayed me
into forgetfulness of its mysteries. He must forgive

me if I repeat and extend my ofience, and insist that

the influence of the Irish priesthood in the restraint

of what i^ commonly called immorality cannot be over-

estimated. In the last century Ireland was one of the

most licentious countries in Europe : at present, in pro-

portion to its population, it is the purest in the world.

Blit fhe reflection on the chapel teaching was the
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least of my crimes. I had stirred a hornet’s nest. In

describing the manners df a past generation I had

sketched the likeness of a once notorious character in

the neighbourhood. To avoid mentioning his real

name I looked over a list orirish chiefs three centuries

old, and called him at hazard Morty O’Sullivan. A
dozen living Morty O’Sullivans, and the representa-

tives of a dozen fnore who were dead, clamorously

appropriated my'description, while they denounced the

iiiaccurac}’' of its details.

More seriously, I had used* expressions about ^ the

Liberator’ for which I was called to account by a

member of his family. ^The Liberator,’ I conceive,

made himself the property of the public. I do not

think he was a friend to Ireland. "S'f he cast out one

devil in carrying Catholic Emancipation he let loose

seven besides, wliich must be chained again before

England and Ireland can work in harmony. His in-

vectives never spared others, either alive or dead ; and

I see no cause why I or any one may not express our

thoughts freely about him. If the anecdotes of his

forefathers, which remain among the traditions of the

coast, are untrue or exaggerated, I meant no dishonour

to the past or present owner of Derrynane. In the

days of high duties, English gentlemen who lived on

the coast were not particular how they filled their

wine cellars
;
the restrictions inflicted by English selfish-

ness on Irish trade in the last^century erected smug-

gling into patriotism
;
and if the O’Connells on the

shore of the Atlantic submitted quietly to the despot-
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ism of the officers of the revenue, tamer blood ran in

their veins than might have been expected from the

character of their famous representative.

Anyhow I had given mortal offence wherer I had

least thought of offending. I was an instance in my
own person of the mistakes which Englishmen seem

doomed to make when they meddle, however lightly,

with this singular people. I hesitated to take another

step on so dangerous«a soil, especially' as (let me drop

my di^uise and acknowledge myself as the tenant of

the spot to which I described myself as a visitor)

—

especially as my lease was unexpired. I had another

season before mo in the scene of my delinquency
;
and

courteous as the Irish uniformly show themselves to

strangers who hav^ nothing to do with them, they are

credited with disagreeable tendencies when they con-

sider themselves injured. It was hinted to me that I

should be a brave man if I again ventured into Kerry.

The storm was renewed in America—files wore for-

warded to me of the Iruh Republic, in which I was de-

nounced as a representative of the hereditary enemies

of Ireland. And though I found a friend there—^him-

self an exile, having loved his country not wisely, but

too well, who could yet listen patiently to an English-

man whodoved her too, but did not love her faults, I

held it but prudence to suspend the prosecution of my
enterprise till the summer should have again passed,

and we birds of passage had migrated to our winter

homes.

We went back to Derreen in spite of warnings, but
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our hearts beat uneasily as we approached the charmed

neighbourhood. At Mallow, where we changed car-

riages, a gigantic O'Oonnell was sternly pacing the

platform. I felt relieved when he passed our luggage

without glancing at the address. The clouds on the

mountain-tops seemed to frown ominously. The first

thing that met our eyes at tjie hotel where we stopped

to luncheon was a •denunciatory paragraph in a local

paper. When we arrived at our beautiful home a

canard reached us that we had been censured, if not

denounced, at a neighbouring* Catholi^ chapelT The

children at the National School, for whom in past years

we had provided an occasional holiday entertainment,

had been forbidden, it was whispered, to come near us

any more. For a few days—such the effect of a

guilty conscience—we imagined the people wct’o less

polite to us. The ‘ Good evening kindly ' of the pea-

sant coming home from his work, the sure sign of

genuine good will, seemed less frequent than silence or

an inaudible mutter.' Fewer old women than usual

brought their sore legs to be mended or pitied, fewer

family quarrels were brought to us to arbitrate, inter-

minable disputes about ‘ the grass of a cow,’ or the in-

terpretation of a will where a ragged testator had be-

queathed an interest in a farm over which Jie had no

more power than over a slice of the moon.

One day, so aeftive is fancy in the uneasy atmo-

sphere of Ireland, we conceived that we had been ‘ visit-

ed.’ On a misty Sunday afternoon, when the servants

about the place had gone to ‘ the dance,’ and, we were
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alone in the house watching the alternate play of fog

and sunlight on the lake/ there appeared round the

angle of a rock on the gravel Walk before the windows

a ^roup of strangers. Going out to inquire th^ir busi-

ness, I found myself in the presence of ten or twelve

men, not one of whose faces I recognized. I asked

what they wanted. One pf them said they were look-

ing at the place, which was obvious without their in-

formation. I suggested that the grounds were private

—they should have asked leave. He replied, as I

thought, with*an odd femile, that he saw no occasion

for it. And when I insisted that there was occasion,

and that if he put it in that way they must go away,

the rest looked inquiringly at their leader, as if to ask

whether they 8ho«ild make me understand practically

that I was not in England. He hesitated, and, after a

pause, moved off, and his companions followed. I found

afterwards they were boys from beyond the mountains,

out holiday-making. They had meant to pic-nic in

the woods, and, looking on me as an interloper, had

not troiibled themselves to remember my existence.

My alarms were utterly groundless
;
but we had b'''^n

reading Realities of Irish Life^ and our heads were full

of chimacras.

Something had been amiss, but there was more

smoke than fire. Our kind priest, when he understood

at last that I had meant him n6 ill, but had rather

intended to compliment^him, forgave me on the score of

* invincible ignorance.- He had vindicated himself

before,th^ diocese in the Chronicle, and could now
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admit that I was no worse than a stupid John Bull.

We held our feast of reconfciliation, at which he was

generously present, with *the school children on the

lawn. leapt, raced, wrestled, jumped in sacKs,

climbed greasy poles, and the rest of it— a hundred stout

little fellows with as many of their sisters
;
four out of

five of the boys to grow up,^ thanks to the paternal

wisdom of our legislators, into citizens of the United

States; the fifth tb be a Fenian at ^home; the girls to

be mothers of families on the Ohio or the Missouri,

where the Irish race seems intended to close its event-

ful history and disappear in the American Republic.

Quit, then, of my self-made diAB-Culties, I might

resume my story where I let it fall, and fill in with

more discretion the parts of my original canvas which

I left untouched. Longer acquaintance with the county,

however, presented other matters to me, of fresher,

perhaps more serious, interest, I prefer therefore to

"l^cander on in somewhat desultory fashion.

Ivdropped my thread on the eve of the sportsman’s

festivaiv^the day of sufficient consequence to be marked

ip‘^:}4manacs—on which ‘grouse-shooting commences.’

The momentous event takes place in Ireland on the

20th of August. All things lag behind in the sister

country, and even grouse and partridges do I4)t attain

their full size till England and Scotland have set the

example. May Ireland in this department of her

business lag behind for ever, lie spoilt voluptuary of

the Northern Moors, whose idea of sport is to stand

behind a turf bank with a servant to load his guns for
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him, while an army of gillies drive the grouse in clouds

over his head, will find charms in the Kerry moim-

tains. Cattle graze the lowfer ‘slopes
;
sheep and goats

fa'cten on the soft sweet herbage of the higher ridges,

which snow rarely covers or frost checks, and the warm
winds from the Gulf Stream keep perennially green.

Each family in the vall^ has its right of pasture on

one or other of the ranges for its Cows or its flocks, and

the boys and girls that watch them disturb the solitudes

elsewhere devoted to the sacred bird. Long may it

remain so. Long majr it be ere Irish landlords follow

the precedents of Yorkshire or Sutherlandshire, and

sacrifice their human tenants to a surfeit of amusements.

The sportsman that would fill his bag in Kerry must

be prepared to walk his twenty miles—keep his head

steady among crags, where if he slip he may fall a

thousand feet. He must miss little—kill his birds

clean in places where he can find them
; and, let him

do his best, if he spare the hares he will shoot no more

than he can carry conveniently on his own shoulders

for the supply of the larder at home. He must be con-

tent to find the best reward of his toil in the exqui^te

air, in the most elaborate variety of the most perfect

scenery in the world—cliff, cataract, and glen—fresh-

water l^ke and inland sea—spirit-haunted all of them,

with wild tales of Irish history—the mountain jewels

set in the azure ring ofthe Atlantic, which circles round

throe sides of the horizon.

Sporting thus, and in such scenes, may be censured

by tfie moralist, but it is still exquisite fooling. I at
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least have not outgrown my taste for it. 1 must dare

Mr Freeman’s ill opinion, and as the time comes round

take my turn with the rest!

Let suppose, then, a morning late in August fn

this year of Grace 1870. We set out on foot—myself,

the keeper, and a second gun, a guest trained unhap-

pily in more luxurious shooting grounds, who conde-

scends for once to wtfste a day with mo. Carriages,

even ponies, cannot help us to ou^ ground over the

broken tracks we have to follow. It is still—so still

that the cutter floats double at her moorings, yacht and

shadow
;
while here and there two linos of ripple, meet-

ing at a point, show where a cormorant is following

slowly a school of retreating sprats, or a seal is taking

his morning’s airing. The path leads for half a mile

along the shore, and then strikes up into the valley,

which narrows as we advance. A deep river, fringed

with marshy meadows, drags slowly down the middle

of it to the sea. The lake out of which it runs two

miles up is scarcely thirty feet above high-water mark.

The ground is gradually sinking, and in a little while

—a geologist’s little while, in a few thousand years or

so—the precipices which wall in the glens will dip

their bases in salt water.

The greater part of the valley on either sideJs raised

above reach of floods ; and the soil from its situation

might be very easily drained, and has been evidently

inhabited, and even thickly inhabited, from a very

early era. Wild as is the scene at present, we see

traces as we advance of three distinct eras of i)cpupa-
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tion. On the hill-side a quarter of a mile from us is a

circular moiind, flat at the top, with steep scarped

grassy sides. It is a raih—ohe of many which are in

the neighbourhood—called a fort by some, bvit fort it

could have never been—rather a human rabbit burrow.

Beneath the surface .seven or eight feet down, and

excavated where the sqil is hardest, run a series of

chambers communicating with feach other by holes

barely large enough to allow the body to pass through,

the arches of both hole and chamber turned so accur-

ately that ore would" think some animal working by

instinct, some missing link, had made them rather than

a Celt with a reason half grown.

Beside the road stands a circle of gray stones nine

or ten feet high^- raised, doubtless, by the hands which

burrowed the mounds
;
perhaps the burial-spot of some

famous chief, perhaps a House of Parliament or court

of law, perhaps a temple to which ages before the

Deluge honest folks plodded morning and evening on

Sundays. Farther on, and lately exposed by the abra-

sion of the peat which had covered and protected it, is

a broad slab of old red sandstone ground smooth by

glacier action, and scored over with circles something

like a genealogical tree. They are of all sizes, and dis-

posed ii? aU varieties of pattern. Sometimes the rings

are concentric, two or even three lying one within the

others. Sometimes single rings; large and small, are

clustered into groups. These, too, are a mystery. Was
the stone the starry map of some Druid astronomer P

Was it a rude astrolabe—were the circles magical
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signs—and did here stand the chair of justice of some

Brehon, half rogue, half sa^e, that sat in judgment

there on the quarrels of *the glen ? Even the rashest

antiquarians forbear their conjectures. We know only

that we are among the remains of a race which lies far

away beyond the horizon of history.

Below us, among some tre^ at the side of a water-

course, are the fragm*ents of a ruined building, more

modern infinitely {ban the monuments which I have

just described, for it is composed of bricks, genuine

burnt clay, and mortar. Yet it* is still •old. It has

been standing certainly not less than two centuries.

Looked at closer, it will explain how these valleys and

mountain-sides, clothed not so long ago, as we can see

by the stumps protruding from the ground, with forests

of fir, and birch, and yew, assumed their present aspect

of naked desolation. Sloping away from the foot of the

wall lies a heap of what looks at first like broken stone,

but proves on examination to be slag. We have before

us all that is left of the once famous smelting furnaces

established by Sir William Petty. The founder of the

Lansdowne family secured, in the scramble for Irish

land, for some trifling sum the lordship of this wilder-

ness of mountains. His utilitarian eye discerned the

wealth that lay stored in the mass of timber. He
shipped cargoes of ore from Wales and Cornwall to the

Kenmare river, and stripped the district bare—bare to

the very bone of rock—to melt jt into metal. What
harm P The woods were hiding-places for wolves and

rapparees, or, worse than both, for Jesuits
;
and the
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lovers of the picturesque had not yet come into being

even in England.

And there is a third record before us of an order of

things which, though nearer to us far than the other

two, has still vanished as they have vanished. Far up

the mountain-sides and on the sloping meadows are

ridges which mark departed cultivation, now fast

relapsing into peat. Ditches, too, we can see, which

were once deep and efiective drains, overgrown with

briar and bush, and choked with reeds and mud. I

mentioned in my former paper that these districts, be-

fore the potato famine, were densely peopled. One

house stands now where a quarter of a century ago there

were four. The holdings attached to them are thrown

together, and subdivision under any pretext is sternly

forbidden. Should hard times come again there are

thus fewer inhabitants in danger of starvation, and

those that remain are no longer utterly dependent upon

a single root. They are so far better ofiP than their

fathers that they are above the reach of being over-

whelmed by any sudden calamity lik6 that which over-

took them before
;
but the diflerence is rather relative

than absolute. Their farms arc now larger than they

care to cultivate, or could cultivate if they wished it,

where cmly spade husbandry is possible. They till just

so much soil as will pro^dde their own potatoes, and

keep alive their cattle through the winter and spring.

They make money by their wool, and butter, and pigs

;

but they keep their holdings as they keep their persons,

in ragSi Their fences are alwaj^s broken. Their drains
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are filled in. The cabins are still the common home of

all the live stock, human and animal. Their habits are

unchanged, and to all appearance unchangeable. They

refuse to^acquire a taste for any cleaner or better st^le

of living. The turf bog provides them with fuel, and

warmth is the only form of comfort which they value.

Thus they have no motive forjyork when all their wants

are satisfied. They tell you with a shrug that emigra-

tion has trebled the price of labour, and that they

cannot afford to hire workmen. And thus everywhere

in the south cultivation recedes* with the decrease of

population. The country, in its own language, is going

back to bog. A stream at one place overran the road.

In times of flood the ford was impassable
; the cause

was simply that an old drain had been closed by neglect,

and the water at the same time was drowning and

ruining twenty acres of excellent meadow. The tenant

of said meadow told me he was going to apply to Lord

to build a bridge at the ford. The bridge would

cost sixty pounds, while five pounds laid out in labour

would dry both road and fields. There is your Kerry

farmer
;
and lease or no lease, Land Act or no Land

Act, such he will remain till he is carried away from

the land ofhis birth a«id released from its enchantments.

While the holdings were small, they had to igake the

most of them, or they could not live. But no Irish

peasant will work haMer than necessity obliges ; and

if the soil is to be again adequately tilled by the Celtic

race, it will be by subdivision, and not otherwise. I

can easily understand the objections of the landlords.
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The lesson of the famine is too terrible to be forgotten.

Ireland may become more‘ and more a cattle-growing

country, or in time Scotch and English labourers may

b6 imported, and the agricultural system be reyolution-

ized. ; but the fact remains, that the valleys in Kerry

would support, if properly tilled, at least twice their

present population with ^ase.

The grouse are waiting for us, but they must still

wait
;
we have a long climb to make before we shall see

them. Although the heather lies thickest on the lower

slopes, they prefer the colder altitudes, and the Italian

softness of the climate down below does not agree with

them. Up, then, we must mount. The ranges for

which we are bound are near two thousand feet above

the sea
;
and as the keeper’s wind is better than ours,

he tells us a story as we rise. The ascent leads first by

a rocky path where the river falls beside us in a series

of cascades, the projecting rocks forming cool dripping

caves where ferns of all varieties, from the tall Osmunda

to the shy Killarney fern, which hides itself in the most

sequestered corners, cluster in the transparent gloom.

A few hundred feet up we emerge upon a level meadow

half a mile wide and a mile deep, walled in by precipices,

with a solitary farm-house at the upper end, which is

throwing up its thin column of smoke against the cliff

at its back. More desolate spot for a human habitation

the eye has rarely rested on. In the winter months

the occupants of it are cut off utterly from intercourse

with the outer world. During summer the children

descend to the valley school, and the old people to the
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chapel to mass. From November to March the rain and

wind keep them prisoners.

The river, where it*leave8 the plateau, leaps over a

shelf o£ rock and falls thirty or forty feet into a rocky

pool. It was here, said our guide as we passed it, that

Kathleen Sullivan was murdered. The tale, when he

told it, was as singular astit was wild. The ridge

overhanging the glen forms the dividing line between

Cork and Kerry. From the crest .j^ou look on one side

over the Kenmare river, on the other upon Ban^fy Bay

—Berehaven lies at your feet
;
and ab(fut forty years

ago, when the English fleet was anchored there, a sailor

who by some means had become possessed of a bag of

sovereigns, secured them in a belt round his waist,
'

deserted from his ship, climbed the crags by a goat

track where they are generally considered inaccessible,

and descended into this valley. He intended to hide

himself there till the pursuit was over, and then to

escape to America. A criminal flying from justice is a

sacred person in most parts of Ireland. He made his

way to the farmhouse, where he was offered shelter for

the night
;
and presuming on his character, and per-

haps warmed by whisky, he showed his host the trea-

sure which he had brought with him. The temptation

was too strong to be resisted. The sailor fell asleep by

the fire. Kathleen, a girl belonging to the farm, who

slept in the loft above, was disturbed by a light which

glimmered through the chinks^ the floor, and looking

down she saw her master stand over the sleeping sailor

and kill him. The body was carried out ard buried.
Vnl.. il 18
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The maii^s presence there was of course unknown, and

no inquiry was made for him. The girl, terrified at the

dreadful secret of which she had become the unwilling

possessor, did not venture to speak. At last, ir an evil

moment for herself, in a quarrel with her master she let

iall an incautious word, from which he gathered that

she knew what he had doE.e. One morning early, when

she went out to milk the cows, he followed her to the

top of the waterfall, watched his opportunity, and flung

her over. She was killed on the spot. There was an

inquest. She 'was supposed to have fallen accidentally,

and the murderer, whom we will call O’Brien, was now

assured of his safety. He was shrewd in his generation
;

quietly and without ostentation he laid out the sailor’s

money, lie bought cows and sheep, he grew rich, and

all that he did prospered with him. So passed seventeen

years. Kathleen was forgotten. The lucky O’Brien

was the sovereign of the glen, and the envy of the

neighbourhood, till justice awoke suddenly from its long

sleep.

As Kathleen had seen him kill the sailor, so there

had been an unknown witness to the murder of Kath-

leen. A stranger had been on the mountains, himself

after no good—shearing O’Brien’s sheep to steal the

wool. He had been on the watch lest he should be

himself detected, and from a crag overhanging the fall

he had observed all that took place. He, too, remained

silent, from a consciousness of his own guilt. He went

down to Berehaven, M’liere he found employment as a

labourei in the copper mines, and there he continued to
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work, still keeping his secret, till, having grown an

elderly man, he one day* fell down a shaft : he was

badly hurt, and believing himself to be dying, sent for

a priest, and in confession told him all. The jfriest

insisted that he must make his declaration public. A
magistrate took his deposition upon oath, and a war-

rant was issued for O’Brier^s arrest. Months elapsed

before it could be* executed : the murderer was pro-

tected by the cilstoms which he had himself broken,

liy daylight his cabin commanded all tlie approaches to

it
;
no one could come within half a mile of it unseen

;

the people in the valley below gave liim warning by

signals when danger was near, and ho escaped into a

cave high up among tlie crags, where he lay concealed

till the coast was clear. At last one stormy night,

when the watchers were under cover, and sounds were

drowned in the warring of the wind and the waterfalls,

a party of police made their way to his door and

caught him. He was taken to Tralee, was tried, found

guilty, and after a full confession was hanged.^

It is faring with the grouse as with Corporal Trim’s

story of ‘ The King of Bohemia and his Seven Castles.’

We cannot get beyond the first sentence for inter-

* I have altered the names. The

story is otherwise true in all its

parts, and in this summer^ of 1870

had a singular sequel. A man bear-

ing marks of ill-usage appeared one

day at a cabin near Kcnmarc, and

eou»plained of having been badly

beaten. lie was the son of the

Berebaven miner. had been in

America since the trial, and had but

newly returned. O’Brien’s son had

fallen in with him, recognized him,

knocked him down and kicked him,

and'*had sworn that if he saw him

again his life should pay fur his

father’s.
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niptions. No matter, we are near tlie ground now.

While listening to the keeper’s tale we have left the

valley, and ascended gradually^ by the sheep walks.

We'are making for a gap in the ridge which is now

immediately above our heads. The aneroid gives us

1700 feet above the sea level. Five minutes’ hand-

and-foot climbing, up to oijr waists in heather, lands us

on the top, and we fling ourselves on the grass to

recover breath and wet our throats in an ice-cold spring.

Even here there is no breeze. The sky above us is

cloudlessly blue,; the gorges underneath are filled with

a transparent haze
;
behind us is our own harbour of

Kilmikalloge, with the Derreen woods and birch-

fringod inlets. We trace the course of the broad river

as it sweeps away to the Atlantic, Scarriif towering at

its mouth, and then the Skelligs, and far away Mount

Brandon and the Dingle range. An English yacht is

drifting up with the tide, her sails hanging loose with-

out a breath to fill them. Landwards Carran Tual has

a veil of mist upon it. Every other peak throughout

the mountain panorama is clear. In front the cliffs

fall away to Bantry Bay, which lies stretched at our

feet in summer calm. To the left is Sugar-loaf, keep-

ing W'atch over the fairy Glengariff. Outside it, cover-

ing Baiitry itself, is Whiddy Ishuid, where the French

fleet came in 1796—came, tempted by Irish promises,

to find despair and destruction. Across the bay and

over the hills, and fa^. as we can see, lies the blue

girdle of the illimitable ocean, flecked with white spots

of sUils, or crossed by lines of smoke where an Inman
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or a Cunarder is forming a floating bridge between the

Old and the New World.

We have now no more climbing for the day
;
we

can walk along the high level till, if we please, we

make the circuit of our bounds. At any rate, we shall

pass round the head of the great valley, and descend

ten miles distant. My companion looks in dismay at

the wilderness of rocks, and exclaims that he would as

soon expect to meet a tiger as a grouse there. He need

not despair—he will meet a few, and that was as much

as we promised him. The red grouse of Kerry diflers

in all his habits from his brothers in North Britain.

He is larger, heavier, and stronger on the wing. The

packs break up early
;
the birds lie about singly, or in'

twos and threes, chiefly on shelves of cliff or in the

hollows between the high hummocks, where the heather

is thick and the sheep least disturb them. They are

wild
;

so, though we let the dogs range, we cannot

afford to wait for a point, and must walk well up to

them. When the grouse rise their flight is like a

blackcock’s, and if we let them go we shall see no more

of them. The sheep and goats have chosen the highest

ridges to-day, in the absurd hope of finding the air

cooler there. They are as active as deer. With a

fiendish ingenuity they divine the way that we are

going, and while they keep steadily a few hundred

yards ahead of us, ahead of them we see a continual

flutter of brown wings, and mpuntain hares by dozens

cantering leisurely away. It can’t be helped. Sheep

are of more consequence than sportsmen’s* pleasure
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and meanwliile make the best of keepers. If they

prevent the grouse from multiplying, they insure them

eflectively against being killed down. No matter—we

shall get what we want. We separate that 'syo may

not talk. We must keep our eyes peeled, as the

Americans say, for we know not where or when a bird

may rise. A right and left from my friend, as we part,

restores his good humour. We pr^ss a gossoon who is

sheep-watching into our service to carry hares, and

shoot whatever we come across. Why tiro the reader

with particulars? After three hours it is luncheon

time. We have five brace of grouse, half a dozen

liares, and a snipe or two
;
and for Kerry we have done

respectably. We lie down in the heather beside a

spring which spouts from a rift in the rock, cold as if

it ran out of a glacier. Our flasks and sandwich boxes

are emptied, the dogs lie curled at our feet, and we

smoke our pipes in meditative inertness, gazing over

the glorious scene. Go where we will among these

hills there is always some fresh surprise. The abrupt-

ness wuth which the gorges fall ofl* conceals their

existence till we are close on them. We are sittiner

now on the rim of Qlenarm, a narrow valley scarce a

rifle-shot across, with a solitary lake at the bottom of

it sixteen® hundred feet down. The lake is a famous

fishing-place, and had been the scene of a quarrel in

the beginning of the summer, which, though happily it

went no further than wprds, is extremely characteristic

of the country. It may serve to amuse us for a few

minutes iill our pipes are finished.
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I must premise that in the south of Ireland the

priests and the fisheries go* ill together. For some un-

known reason the presence of a priest is supposed to

bring ill-luck both to net and rod.

In a village a mile below the lake is a congregation

of Soupers— Protestant converts so named by the

Catholics from the means said to have been used to

convince them of their errors. However this might be,

there is now a dmrch there, a school, two dozen or

more useful Protestant families, and an excellent, high-

spirited young clergyman, Irish bom g,nd Irftli tem-

pered, and one of the most hard-working of men. In

this wild country we depend sometimes for our dinners

on what we can catch or shoot. P., so let me call the,

clergyman, is a fisherman after the Apostles^ model.

One day he had gone with his rod to the lake, llis

rival the priest. Father T., an athletic young giant well

known in the neighbourhood, was on another part of it

on the same errand. Some boys who were fishing also

passed P. and complained of bad sport
;
and P., who

lives in normal militancy with the spiritual opposition,

observed that they could expect no better when there

was a priest on the lake.

The boys repeated the words to the father, who was

seen shortly after coming up at a swinging trot.

‘What’s that you said about meP’ he exclaimed

when he reached P.* P. made no answer, but fished on.

‘ What did you say about me P ’ reiterated the father

more fiercely.

*I never mentioned your name,’ replied P., not
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caring to turn round. ‘You did !
' rejoined the other.

‘Well, if you wish to have* it/ said P., ‘I told them

there was neither grace nor luck where a priest came.’

P.’s^head scarcely touched T.'s shoulder. The father

flourished his blackthorn. ‘It is lucky for you/ he

said, ‘ that wo are in a land where the law is over us,

or I’d break your head across. How dare you speak

like that ?
’

‘ The law over us !
’ retorted P. ‘ well, it is, and

we must bear it. If there was no law, I was brought

up whe*^'e I learnt the ‘use of my hands. But, if it

comes to daring, how dared you take five shillings last

winter from the fishermen for saying mass on their

. nets when they were after the herring, and you know

as well as I that your mass would bring them neither

bad nor good ?
’

How much further the conversation wont, I know

not. 'The most curious part of the matter was to follow.

So far it might be thought each of tlie parties had got

as good as he brought, and neither had much to com-

plain of. P., however, sued his antagonist at the

Sessions for exciting to commit a breach of the peace.

One of the magistrates, I was told, was a Catholic
;
but,

though they dismissed the case, poor Father T., not-

withstanding, had to pay the costs of the summons.

Protestant clergy, it seems, can still have justice in

Ireland, notwithstanding the disestablishment.

We have loitered long enough over our luncheon,

and we must up and away. We still keep along the

high grot(nd skirting the head of the valley, and firing
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an occasional shot. Our moderate game-bag is filled.

By four o'clock we are on the range opposite to that on

which we ascended in morning, and, as the crow

flies, we are not far from home. The harbour is jiftet

under us, and the house is just visible among the woods.

The sea breeze, the sea turn, or Satan, as the people

call it, which always blows fr^mi the ocean on summer

afternoons, has brought in the English schooner, which

lies at anchor half* a mile from the boat-house. Our

shooting is over. The gossoon luis taken a short cut,

and gone down with the hares. • The keeper prepiros

to follow with the dogs and bag. AVe have ourselves a

choice of ways—either to accompany him down the

gently sloping shoulder of the mountain direct to I)(*r-

reen, or to make a round by another glen as remarkable

as any we had seen. My companion was tired, and

selected to go with the keeper. It still wanted three

hours of sunset, and I myself decided for the glen.

Here, again, the cliffs W(‘re precipitous, falling sheer

from below my feet to whci c the rocks which have been

split off by wet and frost, lie piled in masses under the

crags. There was a sort of chimney, however, where

it was possible to descend with safety, and I had a

special reason for my choice of way. All the glens are

inhabited more or less. In this one there wasja cabin,

which I could see from the edge on which I was stand-

ing, where we had hedrd the day before that there was

a woman lying dangerously ill. ^Her husband had ap-

plied to us for wine or medicine, but though there has

been a school in the neighbourhood for thirtji years,
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where, besides the three R’s, they are taught grammar,

and geography, and the principles of mechanics, and

natural history, and choice specimens of English com-

position in prose and verse are learnt by rote by pupils

who do not understand a word of them, simpler matters

of more immediate .consequence are forgotten. The

Irish of the glens do not yet distinguish between a

physic-bottle and a charm. They would hang castor

oil about their necks, and expect as‘much result as if it

was in their stomachs, and would swallow a paper pre-

scription witji as much faith as the drugs which it in-

dicated. They have a contempt for professional doctors,

and unbounded belief in amateurs. We cannot escape

our responsibilities, but we can venture on nothing

without going in person to learn what is the matter,

and without seeing our instructions obeyed with our

own eyes.

The cabin to which I was going was a mile distant

from any other habitation. It stood on a green bank

qcross a river, and was only accessible over stepping-

stones. Notwithstanding the dry weather the filth was

ankle-deep before the door. The windows w^ere blocked

up with straw, and when I entered I could see nothing

until my eyes had grown accustomed to the darkness.

GraduaUy I made out two or three pigs, a spindle half

overturned, and a plate or two. Human creatures there

were none to be seen, old or yoi^ng, nor sign of them.

The place seemed so entirely deserted that I supposed

I had made a mistalce. Groping round, however, I

found the latch of a second door, and on lifting it found
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myself in a sort of outhouse more wretched than many

an English pigsty
;
and there, on a rude shelf of boards,

littered over with straw, 4ay the woman I was in search

of. She had been left perfectly alone. Her pulse wfis

scarcely perceptible. She had received the last sacra-

ments, and might have died at any moment; yet of all

her family (she had a husband and two grown sons,

certainly—whether she had daughters I do not know)

there was not one who cared to watch by her. They were

in good circumstances
;

tliey had cows and sheep
;
they

had a fair-sized farm, and relatives in America wKb had

hel
2
)ed them with money to stock it. When she died

she would be decently waked. The whisky would flow

freely
;
the keen wo\dd ring along the valley us if a

thousand hearts were breaking. Yet the poor soul

could be left to start upon its last journey with no

friendly hand to soothe the parting pain, or loving voice

to whisper hope and comfort. I could but feel that the

words of Swift, written a century and a half ago of

Ireland, were still as applicable as ever: ‘Whoevqr

travels in this country, and observes the faces, habits,

and dwellings of the natives, will hardly think himself

in a land where law, religion, or common humanity is

professed
*

The coming in of a yacht is always an event^with us.

It rarely happens but there is some one on board that

we know or know about. At least they will have

heard of Derreen, and will wish to see it ;
and living as

we do at the end of all things, tlie sight of fresh faces

is specially welcome. On the present occasion ye were
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more than usually fortunate. The owner, Mr ,
was

a distant acquaintance. He had an American gentle-

man on board who was fresh from Gravelotte, who had

s'^.ood on that bloody field beside the King of Prussia,

and had been obliged, in leaving it, to pick his way for

half a mile as he walked, lest he should tread upon the

mangled bodies of men. We have supped full of

horrors since that day. Death* and destruction have

become our common food. They have lost the dreadful

charm of novelty, and we turn sick and weary from the

monotonous rtale. Here, at least, we need have no more

of it. There was, besides, a person whose name I had

often heard—Mr C. F.—an Irish landlord, whose stern

rule had made him notorious for the crimes which he

had provoked, who himself had borne a charmed life, so

many a ball had whistled past him harmlessly.

We had a visitor, too, of our own, the Dean of
,

the most accomplished of Irish antiquaries, long second

only to Petrie, and by Petrie’s death succeeding to his

vacant chair. Taking advantage of our company we

determined the next day to open one of the large raths

which I mentioned above, that we might see if it con-

tained any curiosities. Guarded by superstition, and

believed to be inhabited by the good people, it had been

left untouched till thirty years ago, when an adven-

turous treasure-seeker was reported to have attempted

an entrance. Attempted, not succeeded. An old man
in the neighbourhood told us, that being then a rash

youth he had himself taken part in the adventure.

They had penetrated into the first chamber, where they
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had found a broken quern
;
their way had then been

stopped by an iron door, and while struggling to force

it they had been encountered by a black apparition

resembling a man
;
they had fled for their lives : one

of them (there were three) had broken his leg, a second

bad fallen and sprained an ankle, .the third lost three

of his cows. The neighbourhood was up in arms
;

it

was feared that the w hole valley would be ruined. The

hole was instantly tilled in, and the spectre returned to

his den.

Thirty years of rationalism bad not been without

their effects. There was no open opposition to our

project, but we had great difficulty in procuring work-

men. A farmer was found at last who had spent ten

years in America
;

another offered himself who was

going the next week to America, and believed that the

devil, if devil there were, would not follow him to the

land of promise
;
the Scotch keeper and the gardener

made two more; and to work we went with pickaxe

and crowbar. We were obliged to be careful, for the

mound having a supernatural reputation had been used

as a burying-groimd during the famine. The bodies

lay within a few inches of the surface, and the chambers

which we were in search of were far beneath them : we

sank our shaft, liowever, out of their way at the

extreme edge, on the traces of the treasure-seeker,

being especially aaxi<ms to find the iron door. The

first thing was to remove the stones which had been

flung in to block up the entrance
;
this took us two

hours of hard work: at length eight feet down we
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came on a hole like the mouth of a fox’s earth. Usually

the raths are dry, the situations of them having been

selected with a view to natural drainage : here the wet

had penetrated where the soil had been loosened, and

to enter we had to crawl through deep mud. A lighted

candle pushed in at the end of a stick showed that the

air was fresh. Clusters of boys were hanging round at

a respectful distance, who refused to bo bribed to make

the first venture; so, disregarding the prayers and

denunciations of a venerable old patriarch who was

looking on in horror,'one of our own party crawled in.

He reported nothing of any door or other obstacle;

there was a passage open, leading he knew not whither

:

so we procured a tape to measure the distance and

guide us back if we lost our way, and entered in single

file. After creeping on our stomachs for a few feet in

three inches of mud we found ourselves in a cave eight

feet long, five feet wide, and four feet and a half or five

feet high
;
at the end of it was a second hole, through

which we could barely squeeze ourselves, leading into

a second cave like the first. JBoyond this was another

and another, seven in all : all but the first were dry.

The floors were covered with the undisturbed dust

of centuries. At the far extremity, within a few feet

of the opposite edge of the mound, was a rude stone

fireplace with traces of ashes. There was no sign of

any other opening; and how a fire could have been

lighted in such a position without sufiocating every one

in the place there was nothing to show. On the floor

lay the remains of the last dinner that had been eaten
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there, a few mussel shells and the bones of a sheep’s

head. That was all. .No instrument of any kind, of

stone, or wood, or metal. There were marks of the

tools which had been used in the excavation, but of ^he

tools themselves, or of the hands in which they were

held, not a trace.

What these places coulj^ have been baffles con-

jecture. They were^not places of concealment, for the

situations of all of them are purposely conspicuous
;
as

little could they have been forts, for it was but to stop

the earths and every creature Inside must have been

stifled. The Dean tells us that, like the present one, they

are uniformly empty. Once, only, a rude cniciMx was

found, but this proves little. In the days of persecu-

tion, when supernatural terrors were more active than

they are now, these strange caves might have served as

safe retreats for hunted priests or friars.

We came out as wise as we had gone in, save that

our imaginations could indulge no longer in possible

discoveries. We had only inflicted an incurable wound

on the spiritual temperament of the valley. The already

wavering faith in the supernatural was confirmed into

incredulity. We had made a way for scepticism, and

another group of pious beliefs was withered.

As we walked home I had a talk with Mr,^. He
had earned his notoriety by the scale on which he had

forced up rents, carried out evictions, and brought his

vast property under economic and paying conditions.

To make a property pay in the mountainous parts of

Ireland is to drive off the inhabitants and substitute
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sheep for them. I could not venture to touch on his

personal experience
;
or th© sensations of a man who

had shot his covers under a guard of policemen, and to

whom to take a solitary ride had been as dangerous as

to lead a charge of cavalry, might have been curious to

inquire into. Our conversation turned rather on the

social condition of these pwo islands, with their scanty

area of soil and their relatively last population. Mr
F.’s theory bad at least the merit of boldness. The

business and life of the empire, he said, lay in the great

cities, where the wear' and tear and anxiety of work

became daily more exhausting. Our overtaxed consti-

tutions required 02:)portunitie8 of escaping the strain

close at hand and readily available. England, Scotland,

and Ireland, therefore, ought to be divided into, on the

one hand, swarming centres of industry, densely-

crowded hives of people
;
and, on the other, wilder-

nesses, solitudes of mountain and forest, where the deer

ranged free as on the prairies, and wearied man could

recuperate his energies in contact with primitive

nature. It was a complete concej^tion expressed with-

out flinching. Artificial solitudes require strict ex-

clusiveness. Itinerant tourist parties disturb game.

Remains of picnic parties, fragments of newspapers, and
chicken bones banish the illusions of the picturesque.

The happy beings, therefore, who can command an

entrance into these charmed circles mu^t be the very

rich and the very lew—less than one in a thousand of

us—while of these few the brain of a large percentage

is never taxed by a severer eflbrt than the adjustment
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of a betting book, and their services to the community

extend no further than the*diligent use of their digestive

apparatus. The resultant good, therefore, is slightly

incommensurate with the cost of production. Mr F.,

however, was but stating nakedly the principle on

which the Scotch Highlands have been now for some

time administered. There# may be other Irish pro-

piietors besides companion who would follow the

example if they dared. Were our colonics brought

closer to us, were the enormous area of fertile soil

belonging to England in all parts of irhe world made

accessible by easy and cheap communication, and some

shreds of our enormous income expended in enabling

our people to spread, something might be said in*

defence of Mr F.’s position. At all events, it would

not be utterly detestable.

Our conversation came to an abrupt end. The

Dean’s lecture upon the Ruths had led the rest of the

party over a wide field of Irish antiquities. We found

the subject more interesting than politics
; and I my-

self, whose studies happened to have lain in that direc-

tion, contributed a story which illustrates curiously the

condition of Kerry at the beginning of the last century.

The correspondence in which it is contained is preserved

in the Record Office, where any one who desires further

information will find it.

To the south of Kerry Head, which divides the Bay

of Tralee from the mouth of th^ Shannon, lie the long

sands of Ballyhige. The Atlantic waves roll heavily

on the shallow shore. Blown sand-hills coveiud with
YOL. u. 19
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grass form a bulwark against the sea, behind which low

boggy marshes stretch for miles. At the north end of

the sands, an elevation of dry ground, where the

modern Castle of Ballyhige has been since erected,

there stood in the year 1730 a considerable manor-

house, occupied by Mr Thomas Crosbie. The family

of Crosbie was one of the. most important in Kerry.

They were descended from John^t Crosbie, who was

made Bishop of Ardfert by Queen Elizabeth. Sir

Maurice, the head of the clan, sat in the Irish Parlia-

ment for the county, and was son-in-law of the Earl of

Kerry. Thomas Crosbie of Ballyhige represented

Dingle, and had married Lady Margaret, sister of the

' Earl ofBarrymore. A third seat in another part of the

county was held by a brother or cousin. Arthur Crosbie,

Clerk of the Crown for Kerry, who figures in the story

which I am about to tell, had a son who married a

daughter of Lord Mornington, and was great uncle to

Arthur, Duke of Wellington.

So much for the family connections. Attached to

the house at Ballyhige was a linen manufactory, man-

aged by a resident Scotch agent named Moses Dalrym-

ple. The household indicated that Mr Crosbie was a

gentleman of good fortime. There was a house steward,

a butler, a coachinan, footmen in livery, and a consider-

able retinue of other servants.

On October 28, 1730, at fivfe in the morning, a

Danish East Indiaman^ which had been driven into the

bay, and had failed to weather Kerry Head, came ashore

under , the house. She was powerfully armed and
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manned, and was at first taken for a pirate. But the

arms were merely for the* protection of twelve large

chests of silver bullion* which they were taking out to

the East. Her crew were hannless, and were anidous

only for the safety of their precious cargo. The vessel,

being strongly built, held together till the tide went

back. The Danes, eighty-eight in all, scrambled half

drowned through ^e surf with the chests, and were

looking about for’*^me place of safety to deposit them,

when they were set upon by the peasantry of the neigh-

bourhood. The commercial policy of* England had

converted the coast population of Ireland into organized

gangs of smugglers, and wrecking formed a natural

feature in the general lawlessness.

Mr Crosbie, being a man of character and apparently

of conscience, rushed to the rescue. With the help of

his servants and his factory hands he drove offthe mob,

and secured the treasure in his house. Most of the

crew went to Dublin, and made their way home. The

commander. Captain lleitman, with his son and a few

of the seamen, remained in charge of the chests till ar-

rangements could be made for their removal. Mr
Crosbie, in his report to the Government, stated that

he had risked his life in saving them. He had caught

a cold besides in the raw wet morning air, j^hich had

brought on pleurisy, and he not unnaturally presented

a heavy claim for salvage. A correspondence followed

between the Dublin Custom-house and Copenhagen.

Months passed on, and the chests remained at Ballyhige,
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and meanwhile Mr Crosbie^s pleurisy took an unfavour-

able turn, and he died.

Now, whether it was that there survived in Kerry

Qomd' tradition of Palatine rights, under which property

cast up by the sea had belonged to the Earls of Des-

mond and now belonged to nobody in particular, and

therefore to everybody; or whether, by hesitating

about the salvage money, the Dan^s were supposed to

have forfeited theh* own claims
;
or whether, simply,

there was a loose idea that chests of silver were chests

of silvef, and that to neglect windfalls of that kind was

a wilful tempting of Providence
;
however it may have

been, there grew up on that side of the country, among

all classes of people, a very general idea that it would

be well to make their hay while the sun was shining.

In the ensuing spring, accordingly, wo catch

glimpses of scenes of this kind. Four or five miles

from Ballyhige there resided the lleverend Francis

Lauder, a justice of the peace and Vicar-General of the

Bishop of Limerick. One day in April the Vicar-

Generahs steward, named Byan, with a farm servant

called Keven, ^vere threshing corn in the barn. Some

strangers from Tralee lounged in, and Ryan went out

with them, and when he returned told Keven that

there was^a plot on foot to carry off the Danes' money,

and asked him to be one of the party. Keven asked

what the gentlemen of the county would say. Ryan

answered that, except Lord Kerry, who had not been

consulted, aU the gentlemen had given their consent,
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the Yicar-General included. ' Will the gentlemen be

present ? ^ Keven inquired. Either they or their

servants/ was the answer. ‘ There is no fear of tljem.’

Th^ next question was of Lady Margaret and the

family in the house. The servants were all eager, and

so was young Master James and another young fellow,

a cousin perhaps, Thomas Grosbie, aim Godly. Lady

Margaret^s view^^ere unknown. I^he was looked up

to in the neighbourhood. No one would act against

lier inclination, and it was necessary to soiuid her.

Lady Margaret, it appears, would have^preferred to be

left in the dark. Banner the butler undertook to speak

t() her
;
he told her that she had only to look through

her fingers, and four chests, a third of the spoil, would

be left for her use. Lady Margaret seemed to ‘ abhor

the thought.^ She said loudly, ‘ she would allow no

such thing, and would go out in person to prevent it,

if she was to lose her life.^ The butler answered, ‘ it

would be worse for he? ladyship, unless she allowed it,

for she would never get a farthing else.^ She continued

peremptory in words, but young ‘ Godly ’ hinted that

she was chiefly angry at having been taken into confid-

ence unnecessarily.

Gradually the scheme took shape. One night in

May a gang of fifty men stole up through the Sftnd-hills.

One of them slipped in quietly to speak to the butler.

The butler went up-stairs to consult ‘ Mr Arthur,^ the

Clerk of the Crown, who wa» asleep in bed. ^Mr

Arthur,* being in the commission of the peace as well,

replied that ‘ he would not for the world it was done
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while he was in the house
; when he was away, he did

not care what they did.^ ‘Mr Arthur’ took himself

oflf, jind left the coast clear.

The preparations were made with the utmos-t cool-

ness. The Vicar-GeneraTs cars and carts were put in

readiness. The house steward at Ballyhige sent the

truckles and wheel-harrow^i to be repaired, as the load

would he a heavy one. Captain I^^^tman and his son

slept in the house. • The treasure was in a detached

turret at the east end, ajparty of seamen keeping guard

over it. The gates being left open by the servants on

the morning of Juno 4, an hour before dawn, another

Croshie alim Godly—David, perhaps Thomas’s brother

—came up from the sands with a party of labourers,

gentlemen’s servants, and Tralee artisans, armed with

guns. They made straight for the turret, forced the

postern with crowbars, killed two of the sailprs, and

wounded a third. Captain Heitman was roused by the

noise. The butler and young James Crosbie affected

terror, barricaded the door, and prevented him from

stirring. The twelve chests were brought out into the

yard in the grey of the summer morning, and the spoil

was divided. The robbers, true to their word, portioned

off Lady Margaret’s share. Four boxes were hid away
for her id the haggard under the straw, and were after-

wards buried in the garden
; and a part of one was carried

off by David Crosbie in a boat to the ‘ Dolphin ’ sloop,

which was waiting in tlie bay. One or two were taken

to Tralee or Limerick. The rest were distributed

betwefen the Vicar’s cars and carts and taken to his bam,
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where ^ the scum/ as the rank and file of the party were

designated, were paid off with a few handfuls of dollars

;

and the remainder, oh the ensuing day, was portioned

out ayaong the chief conspirators and the gentlemen

who had consented to wink at them. At first, indeed,

there was a notion that Lady Margaret’s four chests

were a sufiicient acquittan^je to the great people con-

cerned, and tha^Ae actor^in the scene might keep th3

residue for themselves. They were given sharply to

understand that this would not do. The gentlemen

sent to know why they had not their share given to

them, adding it would be worse for the robbers if it

was not sent. Numbers of persons, it was given in

evidence, rode up to the barn with scarcely any appear*^

ance of concealment and filled their hats and their

pockets with silver.

So matters went for a fortnight. The strangest part

of the story has yet to be told. Lady Margaret wrote

in decent agitation to the authorities in Dublin. Cap-

tain Heitman appealed to the county, but the magis-

trates were strangely dilatory. There was loud talk-

ing and promising, but no one was arrested, and the

affair was treated as an impenetrable mystery. Lord

Carteret, whose term of office as Lord-Lieutenant was

expired, had returned to England. His successor, the

Duke of Dorset, had not arrived, and the government

was in the handa of Irish Lords Justices. The Lords

Justices appeared most anxious. They sent a sharp

reprimand to the Kerry magistrates. They directed
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the Earl of Kerry himself to undertake an instant and

severe inquiry.

liOrd Kerry took up the matter in earnest, with an

honourable shame at the figure which the county was

making. Dissatisfied parties among * the scum ^ were

willing to give evidence when any one could be found

to receive it. Prisoners were taken and examined, the

butler of Ballyhige and the Vicar^enerars steward

among them. The whole truth was brought out, and

on July 31 Mr Lingen, the Chief Commissioner of

Customs 'in Du|)lin, was •'able to send Lord Kerry his

hearty thanks * for the pains he had taken in unravel-

ling such an enormous piece of viUany, which was now

set in the clearest light.’

The Danish ingots, however, remained after all too

strong for justice. The judges came to Tralee to try

the case, but not a single gentleman was placed at the

bar. Three or four of the actors were convicted and

sentenced to be hanged; but they were respited by

private order. *It was thought hard that the poor

rogues should be hanged while the principals escaped.’

If no one was to be punished. Captain Heitman at least

expected that the spoils should be restored. The

Government offered a free pardon to any person who

would assist in recovering it. Immediately two of the

,
loaders, Ryan and a man named Lalor, who were in

gaol at Tralee, confessed and volunteered their services

;

and these two scoundrels, who ought to have been swing-

ing on the gallows, were at once released by order of
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the Knight of Kerry, Sir Maurice Crosbie, and the other

magistrates. The entire ma*tiagement of the search was

placed in their hands; which they took good care

should come to nothing, while they went about the

country talking of their exploit with the utmost frank-

ness, and boasting that if it were still to do they would

do it again.

Lord Kerry was furious; re-arrested Ryan and Lalor,

and reported the magistrates to 'the Castle.’ Sharp

reproofs came back, with orders for the two prisoners

to be sent instantly to Dublin
;
but a fatality hung over

the transaction at every step that was taken in it. The

judges declared th^^-t the assizes being over they had no

longer power to command the prisoners’ removal. The

magistrates declined to act. The Knight of Kerry pro-

tested against ' being made instrumental in enthrupping

poor creatures who had come in on conditions.’ The

Earl of Kerry, seeing how matters were going, began to

fear for the consequences to himself. Every one, he

said, who had been concerned in unravelling the story

was alarmed to see the chiefactors in it thus encouraged.

He expected nightly to find his own house burning over

his head.

The Danish Government took up the matter.

Arthur Crosbie was prosecuted, tried in Dublin, and

acquitted
;

the judges saying that there was a want of

evidence against him. * The Danes complained that the

judges conspired to suppress the^ inquiry, and showed

partiality against them to shield the Crosbies.

The Duke of Newcastle did what he could, but the
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English Government could act only through the forms

of the Irish constitution, ' and the Crosbies were too

strong for him.

* A certain quantity of the bullion was recoyered, or

was said to be recovered. Nine thousand pounds in

plate and money were reported to have been found, and

to be lying somewhere ip a place of security
;
but the

‘ somewhere ’ was nowhere so fdi;^ as the Danes were

concerned.

Either the expenses of the inquiry, or some excuse

of form, rose<in the w^^ay of every petition which they

presented. In July 1734, more than three years after

the robbery, Newcastle complained te Lord Dorset ‘ that

the master and sailors had not hitherto been able to

obtain satisfaction for their loss and damage, nor resti-

tution of the money and plate recovered.^ lie sent the

strictest orders that justice should be done without

delay. Justice never was done. Nobody was punished

Falstaif himself had not more objections to Spaying

back ’ than the good people of Kerry, and the lawyers

of the Four Courts, who were in conspiracy with them.

On the 3rd of January, 1736, the Danish ambassador

laid his concluding protest before the English prime

minister.

^ Your Grace,^ he said, ^ has many times expressed

to me your own private indignation at this affair. My
master now desires me to tell you that if any English

vessels happen to be lost on the coajst of Denmark the

Irish government will be to blame for the consequence

which *will probably befall them :

’
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Lcs complices et prinoipaux auteurs de cet infdme complot sont

aussy connus a votre grace ct^aux Seigneurs du Goiiverncment

qu^a tout le reste de I’lrland^. Dans une affaire aussy odieuse que

celle-ci on trouve le moyen par toute sorte de fourheries et d<^ chi-

canes de tfoustraire k la justice et a la punition nuTit^c les gens les

plus notoirement impliquez dans le vol de l*argent.'

I have rambled on incoherently, wishing rather to

convey an idea of tjjie constftuents of daily life as they

present themselvof^ to an English stranger in the wild

parts of Ireland than to tell a conj5ecutive story. As I

have observed little order hitherto, I shall bo*no less

abrupt in the rest of what I have to say, and I shall

conclude these sketches by a few words on the long-

vexed Iri^h probfem. I have nothing to propose in the

way of remedial measures: no measures could be ex-

pressed in words which could heal a chronic sore as

little now as ever disposed to heal. I speak merely as

one who knows something of Ireland and something of

its history. Let it not be supposed that the late con-

cessions to Irish agitation have removed as yet the

source of disloyalty. They may have been right in

themselves

—

I do not question it
;
but the wound re-

mains, and will remain. The Irish, as a body, are dis-

loyal to the English Crown, and disloyal they will, for

some time at least, continue. The Church Bill was the

removal of a scandal; the Land Bill will rescue the

poorer tenants from, the tyranny of middlemen and

adventurers chiefly of their own race ;
but the people

' The Minister of Denmark to the Duke of Newcastle, Jan. 3, 1736.

MS. Becord Office.
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generally regard these Bills, both of them, as extorted

from us by the Clerkenwe\l explosion. They do not

thank us for them. They rather gather courage to

despise us for our fears. Their sympathies onfall sub-

jects are in antagonism to ours. If we are entangled

ill a war, they will rejoice in our defeat
;
and they will

do their worst or their best, whatever their worst or

best may be, to forward our misforWnes.

Jmgland had one great opportunity of thoroughly

assimilating Ireland to herself, and she threw it wilfully

away. The Celts, who had been conquered by the

Normans, recovered their power and part of their lands

when England was convulsed by the Wars of the

Roses. The great Norman families maintained them-

selves by adopting their manners and their cause, and

intermarrying with their families. The Tudor princes

had to contend with the hostility of the united island,

and the struggle for supremacy continued till it closea

in the decisive subjugation of the Irish race after the

battle of the Boyne. The Irish party, Celts and

Catholics, were totally broken; their leaders went

abroad and took service in foreign annies
;
the restless

spirits were perennially drafted off into the Irish

brigade on the Continent
;
their lands were distributed

among Scotch and English immigrants; their creed

was proscribed
;
and for the first half of the eighteenth

century the Celts were of no more account in their own

island than the Negroes in the Southern States of

America before emancipation. The penal laws in the

present 'state of opinion have become as execrable as
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slavery : they are mentioned only with shame and re-

gret : yet the essential injustice in yet more important

matters with which the poor country was trampled

upon by England at the time that they were in fot’co

was yet more execrable than the penal laws. After a

hundred and seventy years of intermittent rebellion,

massacre, and confusion, something might be said in

favour of severe coercion. It was natural to seek for a

perpetual removal of disturbing causes which were in-

eradicable except by excision. Yet, if it was found

necessary to confiscate an entire country, to pi’ohibit

the exercise of its religion, to create a new proprietary,

to sow the four provinces with colonies of aliens of

another race and another ci'ced, the justification of

those stern measures was to be looked for only in the

most unrelaxed exertions to benefit morally and materi-

ally the people who were so cruelly held down—to de-

velope their industry, to teach them a purer faith, to

make them feel ihat the conquerors whom they had

resisted so desperately were, after all, their best and

truest friends. At the close of the seventeenth century

a third of the population of Ireland were Scots and

English, French and Flemings— all Protestants. They

had nine-tenths of the land
;

they possessed all the

skill, knowledge, enterprise, and capital: they were

covering the country with flocks and herds
;
they were

growing flax on a great scale
;
they had established a

lucrative foreign trade
; they had founded woollen and

linen manufactories which were employing tens of

thousands of people
;
and by the laws of natural gtpan-
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sion, had they been allowed to grow, they would have

absorbed and provided witji organized occupation the

entire nation. They were sturcjy Protestants, as I said

—vot lukewarm Anglicans misbegotten out of com-

promise, but men tried in the fire
;
sturdy Calvinists,

who held the traditions of the Ironsides. Had such a

lace as these been allowed fair play, had England only

abstained from interfering with ^hem, it is absurd to

doubt that the Celts of Ireland, broken down as they

were, without leaders, mere helpless, ignorant peasants,

w^ould ^ have yielded to the superior intelligence and

irresistible influence of their masters, as their brothers

of the same race yielded in Wales and the Highlands.

Worried as England had so long been by the Irish

difiiculty, it might have been thought that she would

have rcjpicod at last to see the troubles there so happily

composed, and would have exerted herself to build

vigorously upon a foundation which had been laid so

fortunately at last. But the victory had been too com-

plete. The mercantile element in English legislation

—always short-sighted, always mean, always preferring

the base profits of individuals, I will not say to duty

and high principle, for that is not to be expected, but

to patriotism and national interest—took advantage of

Ireland’s political weakness to destroy in the germ her

promise of prosperity. English ship-owners took alarm

at the growiih of Irish commerce-r~Eiiglish mill-owners

at the dimensions of her woollen fabrics. Possessed as

Ireland was of cheap •labour and inexhaustible water

power, they found that she could undersell them in the
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world’s markets, and the dread of diminished profits

drove them mad with jealousy. The woollen factories

were nipped in the hud. by prohibitive statutes. The

industrial immigration was not only checked, but

twenty thousand skilled Protestant artisans already

settled in the North moved instantly back across the

Channel. Driven from their manufactures, the settlers

turned their hands tq^ the growth of raw material and

multiplied their sheep. Again tliey were forbidden to

export their wool to any country except England, and

in England only to a few sele«ted ports. Thtse are

but a few instances of the detailed tyranny by which

Irish industry was broken down. The prospects of

Ireland were deliberately sacrificed to fill the pockets

of a few English rich men. In Kerry, Cork, and

Galway, and all round the coast, the gentlemen were

driven into smuggling and consequent lawlessness as

the inevitable result of the repression of their legiti-

mate employments, and the wretched natives were

forced back upon their' potato gardens as their only

means of subsistence.

Spiritual matters went the same road. If the Irish

Church was not oppressed in the same sense, it was

oppressed in a worse
;
for the benefices, high and low,

were distributed as patronage to make provision for

persons who could not decently be promoted in ifiigland.

The principle on whici the vacant places in the hier-

archy were supplied is immortalized in the bitter scorn

of Dean Swift. The English Government, he said,

nominated highly proper persons; but the reverend
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gentlemen were waylaid by the highwaymen on Houns-

low Heath, who cut their^ throats, stole their papers,

and came over and were inducted in their places.

When the Church could hold no more, there were the

Irish revenues to fall back upon. Wretched Ireland

was compelled to place upon its pension list every scan-

dalous blackguard who, in unmentionable or unpro-

ducible ways, had laid the Cou?t or Cabinet of St

James’s under obligation.*

Thus, hard as it might have seemed to ruin so fair

a prosj[)ect, the English Government succeeded in doing

it. The Protestant immigrants were driven back upon

the Celts by this ingenious variety of ill-usage, and

mado common cause with them against a tyranny

which had grown intolerable to both. In spite of the

Government, their mere presence in Ireland had pro-

duced astonishing improvement. Tht?y had ruled, if not

perfectly, yet with intelligence and justice, far greater

than anything which had been known under the

dominion of the chiefs. They maintained political

order while England was convulsed with rebellion.

The population increased threefold in ninety years.

The selling value of the land rose in places twenty and

thirty fold. Ireland in 1782 was still in essentials a

Protestant country. Grattan’s volunteers were Protest-

ants, Even the United Irishmen of 1798 were most

of them Protestants
;
but they had been driven into

revolt by England’s unendurable folly
; and, cut off as

they were from the '^source of their strength, their

asce]|dancy inevitably declined. The era of agitation
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recommenced. The Celts raised their heads again.

Their relative numbers midtiplied
;
they became once

more the dominant raee of the island. The Anglo-

Irish authority, established so hardly, became a thing

of the past, and the history of the last half-century has

been of the recovery, step by step, by the Celtic and

Catholic population, of the powers which had seemed

gone from them for ever. The country has fallen back

into the condition in which William found it, and the

families of the old blood inevitably have resumed the

aspirations which they displayed in the l^ist Parfiainent

of James.

England deserves what has come upon her
;
yet the

two islands must remain where nature placed them. •

They are tied together like an ill-matched pair between

whom no divorce is possible. Must they continue a

thorn in each other’s side till doomsday P Are the

temperaments of the races so discordant that the secret

of their reconciliation is for ever undiscoverable P

The present hope is,‘ that by assiduous ‘justice’

—

that is, by conceding everything which the Irish please

to ask—we shall disarm their enmity and convince

them of our good-will. It may be so. There are per-

sons sanguine enough to hope that the Irish will be

so moderate in what they demand, and the Ejiglish so

liberal in what they will grant, that at last we shall

fling ourselves into eJeh other’s arms in tears of mutual

forgiveness. I do not share that expectation. It is

more likely that they will press their importunities till

we turn upon them and refuse to yield further.^ There
VOL. II. 20
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will be a struggle once more
;
and either the emigra-

tion to America will increase in volume till it has car-

ried the entire race beyond ouu reach, or in some shape

oreother they will again have to be coerced into sub-

mission. This only is certain—that the fortunes of the

two islands are inseparably linked. Ireland can never

be independent of England, nor is it likely that a fuller

measure of what is called freedom* will make Irishmen

acquiesce more graciously in their forced connection

with us.

It ' is sai^ that in a country where liberty and

equality were carried out in greatest perfection, a gen-

tleman who had succeeded to the management of an

excellent pack of foxhounds considered that he could

not do better than apply the popular principle to his

new charge. He went one day to the kennel. ‘ My
dear hounds,’ he said, ^ you have been kept in slavery

—^the finest part of your nature has been destroyed for

want of your natural rights—^j^ou have been taken out

when you wished to stay at home—you have not been

consulted either about your victuals or your lodging

—

you have been sent after foxes when you would have

preferred hares—you have been treated as if you were

mere dogs rather than as rational and responsible

beings
;

^I am going to alter that—I shall put before

you what is right, but I shall leave you to take your

own way if you prefer it, and you shall each of you

vote every morning exactly what you like to do—^you

shall be admitted to your birthright of freedom, and

you shfidl decide according to your own ideas how you
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like to pass your lives/ The pack, it is needless to say,

after worrying aU the sheep in the neighbourhood, ended

by tearing each other to pieces.

All of us are the better for authority. In schools

and colleges, in fleet and army, discipline means suc-

cess, and anarchy means ruin. The House of Commons

has its whips, who might ap^ly their instruments more

frequently with nothing but advantage. The Irish

have many faults ; they have one predominant virtue.

There is no race in the world whose character responds

more admirably to government,* or sufiers mor(5 injury

from the absence of it. It was an Irishman who, when

some one said, ‘One man was as good as another,^

exclaimed, ‘ Ay, and bettor too.’ He understands him-,

self, if no one else understands him. He is the worst

of leaders, but the truest and most loyal of followers.

In the past he was devoted to his chiefs
;
in the present

his allegiance is waiting for any one who will boldly

claim it. Govern him firmly and justly—make him

feel that you mean to be his master, not for your sake,

but for his, that you may save him from himself, and

you need have no more anxiety about him. The

wildest village boy that ever flung up his cap for

O’Donovan Rossa has but to be caught, laid under dis-

cipline, and, dressed in policeman’s uniform, to be true

as steel.
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T
he Pall Mall Gazette^ the Times, and the Liberal

press in general tell us that the English intending

emigrant can earn half-a-crown in the United States,

where he can earn but a florin in Canada, and that it

is therefore sentimental nonsense to expect or even

desire him to prefer an English colony. The fact, in

the first place, is not true. There is a better organiza-

tion at New York for the reception and distribution of

the emigrants, but the wages of labour in Canada are

as high as they are in any part of the American con-

tinent except California, and the cost of living is less.

If, however, the American wages were distinctly higher,

it is the first time that the chief duty of man has been

proclaimed so nakedly to lie in making money. Ad-

miral Maury was offered rank and fortune if he would

take charge of an observatory in dlussia. He prefers a

pittance as a schoolmaster in the crushed and still suf-

fering Confederacy. At the risk of being called senti-

ment£(i^ I declare that I would sooner myself earn
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reasonable wages in the English dominions than he a

millionnaire in New York ;* and the most practical of

Yankees could be bribed by nothing that we cotild offer

him to J)ecome permanently a British subject. The

working men themselves do not appreciate the kindness

of their advocates. The Irish consider it the fault of

the English Government thi^ they cannot remain at

home. Those who hate us. Those who stay hate

us. We have four millions of the Jbitterest enemies in

the Irish Americans. We have Fenianism in Ireland

itself, and the danger is growing steadHy with every

fresh shipload which is landed on the shores of the

Union,

The English and Scotch labourer or artisan has'

struggled hard hitherto to hold fast his nationality.

He has gone to Canada, to the Cape, to Australia, or to

New Zealand. To the States, so far, he has gone

sparingly and unwillingly. The tide is changing at last.

The hundreds of a few years ago are now becoming

thousands, but there is the same resentment among
them which we see in the Irish. The English workman
does not consider that he ought to be enabled to live at

home, but he does not like to be flung aside as if he was

of no value. The State, he thinks, ought to help him
to go to one of its own dependencies. He too goes

away, bitter and savage with the old country. His

friends at home are no better pleased. In a few years

we may have, we indisputably s^all have, a million or

two of Anglo-American citizens with an equally agree-

able disposition to do us all the harm they can, «nd the
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great mass of English working men at home looking to

America as their best friend. Yet, in the face of these

phenomena, even the Prime Minister holds up the Irish

emigration as an example to be imitated, as a rplendid

proof of the success of the voluntary principle, and as

an argument against the interposition of the State.

The emigrant believes himself the victim of injurious

neglect. His one thought thenceforward is the hope

of revenge. He is a citizen of the great rival nation-

ality, and should so frightful a calamity as a war with

America overtake us, he may be relied on to do his

worst for our humiliation. The situation is so trans-

parent that writers who still insist that the State shall

‘ remain passive cannot be blind to it. The feelings or

the principles therefore which lie at tho bottom of their

resolution should be acknowledged or at least examined.

Either we must assume a determination to avoid war

even at the cost of honour,—or there is a belief that in

the present state of the world war is really impossible,

—or else it is thought that the State as a State has no

concern with such matters, and is unable in the nature

of things to exercise any effective control over them.

The distribution of human creatures over the globe must

be held to be the work of general laws, with which it is

absurd to interfere; these laws may act favourably

towards England or they may act unfavourably;

England can as little further them in the one case ns it

can hinder them in t|ie other. We might wish the

climate of these islands to be milder than it is or drier

th^ it* is—^but we do not call on Government to alter
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the position of the poles or raise the temperature of the

Gulf-stream.

This is evidently the*theory ;
but it does not satisfy

those wl^o complain. English and Irish working people

imagine that they are injured, either because they are

not provided with occupation at home,—a matter equal-

ly with which the Governn^ent declares that it has

nothing to do,—or because they are not assisted to go

where work is waiting for the^i in our own depend-

encies. They have an impression that the Government

has duties towards them which Ihe Gov^nmenf denies

to exist. Their perplexity is increased because on these

and many kindred subjects they see in other countries

their.own theories recognized and acted on. They see*

the same in the past history of their own country.

The intellectual progress of the classes who profess the

new doctrine has been so rapid that the muss of the

people has been unable to keep up with them. It is

worth while therefore to analyze the limits of an English

Government's duty, as it is now understood by the

representatives of Liberalism
;
and, if these limits are

rightly defined, to point out the unreasonableness of

resentment when statesmen decline to transgress them.

The sentimental relations, as they are scornfully

called, between governors and governed can^be traced

historically. The father brings his children into the

world, teaches and tfains them, provides for them till

they are able to provide for themselves, and receives in

return loyal affection and support in his old age. The

family develops into a clan. The elder branclj^ retains
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priority. The collateral kindred cling together with

common interests and under a common leadership. The

chief, either hereditary or eleotive, becomes the pro-

tector of the rest, leads them in battle, fights f9r them,

and legislates for them. His person is made sacred.

His remotest dependant gives his life cheerfully to save

him from harm, with no consciousness of self-sacrifice,

but as a matter of simple duty. There is devotion on

one side, and benefits received or supposed to be received

on the other. The devotion has been, perhaps, often in

excess 6f the bf;nefit
;
generosity does not look curiously

into the account of debtor and creditor. It is enough

that superiors and inferiors are thus bound together

,under a permanent tie which both sides in some sort

recognize, and under those conditions a sentiment of

loyalty develops itself of its own accord, which knows

no limit either in this world or the next. At present

we are told that a man ought to change his nationality

for an extra sixpence a day. An old Scotch nurse once

came to die, who was the sole depositary of a mj^sterious

secret affecting the descent of property, and touching

the good name of the house in which she had lived. A
priest urged her to confess, and reminded her of pro«

viding for the safety of her soul.
* The safety of my

soul !
’ she said,

* and would you put the honour of an

auld Scottish family in competition with the soul of a

poor creature like me P
’

The ojan passes into a nation, but the same idea

continues^^ The chief becomes a sovereign. Tradition

and rul^ of thumb are exchanged for written laws*
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Society divides, cities spring up, and towns and villages,

castles and churches, farmhouses and cottages spread

over the country, and the human swarm separates into

its countless occupations ; but loyalty to the ruling

power loses at first nothing of its tenacity, and to

maintain the lawful king in his place is the first of the

subjects^ obligations. It mattered little to the material

interests of the English nation whether it was ruled

over by White Rose or by Red, but it mattered infin-^

itely whether the lawful owner of the throne should

be defrauded of his right. Rul6 and cu^om codild not

decide, and there was an appeal to the God of battles.

The barons ranged themselves according to their con-

victions. The tenants gave their blood faithfully and •

devotedly under their lords' leaderships. The ac-

knowledged sovereign in this and all other European

countries was the representative of the Almighty. A
Claudius could say

:

There is such majesty doth hedge a king

That treason dare 1)ut peep at what it would.

The Duke in Measure for Measure would have even

the devil

Be sometime honoured for his burning throne.

Treason was the summing up of all real and all imagin-

able crimes. The most horrible tortures were^eld the

just reward of the unsuccessful conspirator.

While the peopld were stiU in theory the prince's

children, the people supported the prince and the prince

in turn protected the people. A Church was maintained

to care for their souls ; an organization of •.public
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servants to superintend their Kves and labour. The

State charged itself with the detailed care of the subject,

circumscribing his position in* life, and defining his

rights as well as his duties. It provided or attempted

to provide that every one willing to work should be

able to support himself by industry. The meanest child

was not neglected. Theye was some one always who

was charged with the duty of carihg for it. " Holders of

land had obligations along with their tenures which

they were responsible and punishable for neglecting.

Their interests were held subordinate to the nation’s

interests; and the nation’s interest was to have the

moral rule of right and wrong observed in all trans-

^^actions between man and man. That the State was

often tyrannical, often selfish, often ignorant, mean,

and unjust, might be expected from the nature of the

case. The rulers were but men of limited knowledge,

subject to all common temptations, and subject also

to special temptations born out of their position of

authority. It is now assumed that the harm that they

did was incomparably greater than the good; that

nine-tenths of the old English legislation was directly

mischievous
;

that the remaining tenth was innocent

only because it was inoperative
;
that in depriving men

of their independence the Government took away from

them the natural stimulus to exertion, and made im-

possible those manly virtues which are brought out only

in those who are compeUed to rely upon thei^lves. In

the restriction of the functions of GovermhOTt it is im-

pUed and admitted that the loyalty which was born of
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them must be eliminated also; and as the Government

to the masses of the people represents the unit of the

country, there departs with loyalty the kindred obliga-

tion of patriotism. In these free modern times men

govern themselves, and therefore their loyalty is to

themselves. The sentimental virtues are treated as

mistaken notions of duty, ris^g out of an unwholesome

and exploded condition of society. The State no longer

takes charge of the people, and the people, if they are

wise, will understand that they no longer owe anything

to the State. The inquiry, whether Englishman may
not wish to remain Englishmen even at some sacrifice

to themselves, in another part of the world P—whether

the oifshoots of England might not remain attached to.

it as a clan to its chief?—is set aside as out of date,

with a smile : and it is only because old-fashioned

feelings still absurdly linger among such of us as are

imperfectly educated in sound political philosophy, that

so many false expectations, and so much irrational dis-

appointment, are imported into the discussion of our

social diflSculties. The Government is now completely

constitutional. It is a Government of the people them-

selves. It no longer resides in a person or a class. It

has nothing sacred about it. It is born out ofmajorities

in the House of Commons, and changes jtvith the

wavering of opinion. It disclaims abstract considera-

tions of justice, and knows of nothing but expediency.

It no lon^r rules the different classes which compose

society, but represents them, and is a something gradu-

ally sinking into a nothing, begotten out of the^jcoUision
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of their interests. To the imagination of the masses,

meanwhile, it remains what it used to be Old ideas that

it owes duties to them still cling'to their modes of think-

ings and they have not themselves shaken off the^sense of

obligation on their own part. They know, for instance,

that if they take service in the army or in the police

they will fight, and, if necessary, be killed. They

imagine vaguely that even in w6rking for a private

master they are, in some sense, 8er\^ng their country.

They do not recognize the reception of so much pay as

a discharge in/ull of tV^hat society owes them. They

are born on English soil, as part of the English nation
;

and they are hurt and indignant when England answers

J:hat it has nothing to do with them, that they are

emancipated, thdt they are their own masters, and

must take the rough side of freedom as well as the

smooth. If this be emancipation they did not ask for

it, and they do not value it when thrust upon them. I

once heard a young athletic navvy say he cared nothing

for politics. No reform that he had ever heard of had

been of use to him or his. All he thought was tha-t

when a poor fellow had worked for a master the best

part of his life, the master ought to keep him when he

couldn^t work any longer. In other words, he wished

to return Jbo serfdom.

What then are the functions of the State as they are

now understood in England? And what effects are

likely to be produced on the character of the people

when the traditional sentiment has died out and they

nnderstgnd what it really means?
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Modern English Government has been said to con-

sist in collecting the taxes .and spending them. More

sympathetically it might be defined as a contrivance to

secure the greatest liberty to the greatest number

—

liberty meaning the absence of restraint. We cannbt

—so liberal opinion says,—^we cannot combine things

which are essentially irreconcilable
;
we cannot have

efficient administration and personal liberty, and liberty

is the best of the two. According to this view, an ideal

Government would interfere in nothing. In an im-

perfect world we have to be coirtented wjth approxima-

tions, with a Government which reduces its interference

to a minimum. We are not to ask if there may not be

a distinction of persons,—if the good may not have more*

liberty than the bad,—if the cheating shopkeeper, for

instance, is to be allowed the same freedom in his call-

ing as the honest tradesman. It is replied that distinc-

tions of this kind have been tried but that they create

more evils than they cure. The best condition of things

is where all alike have d fair stage and no favour, where

ey^y man is permitted to order his life as he pleases,

so that he abstains from breaking the criminal law, and

where the laws which it shall be criminal to break are

as few and as mild as the safety of society will ^allow.

A thousand duties may lie beyond the boundaries en-

closed by legal penalties, but it is assumed that the

interest of every man lies in the long run on the side

of right, that it will answer better to him to be indus-

trious than idle, honest than dishonest, temperate than

vicious. Let every man pursue his private advantage
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with all the faculties that belong to him, and nature

and competition will take ^are of the rest. The State

is thus cleared of responsibilities which it cannot ade-

quately discharge. There is an infinite saving of

trouble. The enterprising and the able are stimulated

to energy by the prospect of certain reward, and every

one finds and takes the position in life to which his

exertions entitle him and the t gifts which he has

brought with him into the world. The prudent and

the industrious succeed
;
the worthless and the profli -

gate reap as ^they have sown, and natural justice is

fairly distributed to all.

Thus the sweeping-brush has been applied to the

statute-book, and the complicated provisions established

by our ancestors for our minds and bodies have been

either cleared away or at least neutralized by the ab-

sence of machinery to make them efiective. It used to

be held that the State must profess a religion. It was

the magistrate’s business to execute justice and main-

tain truth. The State now recognizes that it repre-

sents a number of persons of different opinions in these

matters, and therefore the Irish Church is disestablished,

and the Anglican prelates are setting their houses in

order. Property in land, once peculiarly the object of

legislative supervision, is left to economic law. The

parliaments of the Tudors, considering in their way

the greatest happiness of the greatest number, charged

themselves with the distribution of the produce of the

toil. They encouraged the multiplication of yeomen

had p^sant proprietors. They attached four acres of
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land to every poor man^s cottage. They prohibited the

enclosures of commons and the agglomeration of farms

;

and by reducing the pqwer of landlords to do as they

would with their own, they corrected the tendency

which is*now unresisted towards the absorption of the

land in a diminishing number of hands

The modern theory is that the greater the interest of

the landlord in his property ttie more he is encouraged

to develop the resources of it. The national wealth ia

increased by removing the restrictions which limited

the landlord's opportunities of increasing his personal

wealth. If peculiar circumstances are at this moment

compelling legislation of a different kind in Ireland, it

is adopted as a temporary expedient, a concession to the »

backward condition of the Irish people, which a few

years of prosperity will render nugatory, and permit to

be replaced by the natural system of contract.

The attitude towards trade is precisely of the same

kind. For several centuries Crown, Council, and Par-

liament watched over eVery detail of commerce, from

the village shop to the great transactions of the char-

tered companies. The development of industry was

recognized as of an importance all but supreme
;
but it

was held subsidiary always to the moral welfare of the

nation. To repress needless luxury, to prevent capital-

ists from making fortunes at the cost of the poor, and

to distribute in equitable proportions the profits of in-

dustry, were held to be» functions of the State as com-

pletely as to repress burglary and murder. The State

made mistakes. It maintained regulations whjph the
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circumstances of one age liad rendered necessary not

only when they had ceased to be useful, but when they

had become contrivances for defeating the very object

fos? which they had been originally instituted. Root

and branch these regulations have now been cleared

away. Small remnants of them survive as means of

revenue, but each year s^es restrictive duties disappear,

to be replaced by direct taxation/' When Government

•-interferes with commerce on a large scale, it is to coerce

weak nations likethe Chinese into* the open system, and

to forbid them to clofed their ports under pretence of

morality against the introduction of drugs with which

it has become our interest to poison them. So with

». the manufacturer and the shopkeeper. Trade inspectors

used to be appointed to ,examine the quality of manu-

factured articles brought to the docks for export. They

were said to be bribed, or to be incapable
;
their inter-

ference acted as a- prcmium upon smuggling—any way

it embarrassed trade, and the inspection dwindled to a

name. The wardens and officers of the great companies

appraised the value of what was sold in shops. Idtas

of justice and equity determined prices. Morality, real

or imagined, insisted tfiat every article offered for sale

was to be the thing which it pretended to be. Bread

was to IjG real bread, and beer the genuine produce of

malt and hops. A pound should be a true pound, an

ounce a true ounce, the gallon knd the quart should

not be shrunk below^ their legitimate dimensions by

false bottoms. The old English application of the

order Jkit good measure running over lingers yet,
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though no longer to the benefit of the customer, in the

extra pounds flung in to make the hundredweight.

Such customs and such interferences were found either

to work unwholesomely in themselves, or to be impos-

sible to carry out with tolerable impartiality in the

enormous complications of modern commercial life.

Luxury, no longer deprecated as ap evil, is encouraged

as a stimulus to labour. The State has no creed. The

State is no . longer the guardian o^ mbnility. It is

bound to the conscientious execution of its own func-

tions, hut what those functions are is piorp tlrtin ever

uncertain. Personal morality is the ^flair of the in-

dividual soul. The increase of drunkenness is deplored

as a national misfortune, but the only remedy for it is>

held to lie in personal self-restraint. Men cannot, we

are told, be made virtuous by Act of Parliament. The

natural punishment is misery, and if the misery fall on

the innocent wife and children it ^cannot be helped.

The wife must be more careful where she marries. The

sale of liquors is as legitimate as any other trade. If

the liquor sold is poisoned, the buyer must transfer his

custom elsewhere, or abandon his evil habits. A pub-

lic-house is a place of recreation, like a club. The law

knows no distinction of persons. It may not curtail

the pleasures of the poor, and leave Untouched the

pleasures of the rich. In all trades, d^ink trade, bread

trade, trade in necessaries and trade in luxuries, the

buvei is ^ his own keeper.’ If he is cheated he must

improve his mind, and learn wtat he is doing. He is

VOL. II. 21
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paying the price of knowledge, which, when gained,

will make him a wiser man*

Once more. The paterna| theory implied that

every Imglish child was under the guardianship of the

State. The law, however ill it was carried out, allowed

no wandering outcasts, growing up to lie and steal

because they had no means of maintaining themselves

honestly. The emancipated street Arab of modern

times was apprenticed either to farmer, shopkeeper, or

artisan, according to his capacity, and those who could

not fini masters for themselves were allotted by the

machinery of the parochial system. Every other Sun-

day, or once a month, the clerk, at the close of the

,sermon, summoned the parishioners to the vestry.

The fathers and grandfathers of the present generation

assembled with the rector in the chair. The case of

any orphan or otherwise helpless child was mentioned,

his condition inquired into, the means of his parents (if

he had any), whether he was robust or lame ‘or weak or

stupid or promising
;
and, according to the answer, he

w^as assigned to this or that farmer, cobbler, tailor,

penter, or mason, to be clothed, fed,* and brought up in

industry. The arrangements for the labour of grown

men have be^ disorganized from a far earlier date

;

but under the ‘old constitution their wages were fixed

by statute and adjusted to the price of food, and no

-bpdied labourer was allowed to be idle. The

jna^terless ix>gue found straying without occupation was

takeir before the nearek magistrate and set to labour

on the roads, or passed back to the parish to which he
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belonged. The incorrigible vagabond was sent to gaol

and whipped
;
forced labour was found for him as long

as the condition of England made it possible : later on,

he was shipped to the colonics. In a rude wa;g the

State dhdeavoured, and always recognized, its obligation

to provide an opportunity for every man to earn an

honest subsistence.

This too has pa^ed awaf . The able-bodied pauper

now prcsciifs himself as reafly to work, but no work

can be found for him. xlt present, he is not permitted

to starve : a bare subsistence^is furnished foj him at

the expense of the community
;
but how long this will

continue—still more how long it is desirable that this

shall continue—may reasonably be doubtedl If there

are more hands than there is work for at home, there

is more work than hands to do it elsewhere : and it

may be cheaper as well a^ otherwise better to.effect a

combination between the two.
^

The state of things thus introduced among us has

been called anarchy^ plus the policeman. In the

primitive anarchy there is no law but that of strength

aii(i courage. Big bones and large muscles rule, the

"weak go to the wall.
,
In the inydcrn anarchy the

superiority is with cleverness and energy. 02>en

violence is not permitted. Gleyerness pf wit is master

now as strength of body was muster then. (9f morality

there is equally litfle in both. The t^me has pa8|8ied

away in which there, was an attempt to regulate the

rewards and punishments of life by principles of justice.

The preamble of a Tudor statute used to speak with
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reverence, real or pretended, of the law of God. The

law of God is a thing with which modern politicians

now disclaim a concern. If it exist at all, it is left to

enfofce its own penalties when broken. Crime is not

punished as an offence against God but as prejudicial

to society. Towards crime there is an increasing

leniency—a disposition to meddle with it to the small-

est possible degree—and treason, j>nce the darkest of

o^encos, is becoming a wbrd without meaning.

The theory is carried resolutely out. The Irish

agrariaiv assassin is hut protecting his private interests

in a rude way, and is not too closely looked after
;
an

Irish riot, or a gathering of Fenians for drill, is an

assembly of misguided, but well-meaning politicians.

An Irish magistrate, especially if he has the misfortune

to be a Protestant, knows well that if he is too zealous

in keeping the peace, and an accident happen in the

process, the cry will be to hang not the rioters but

him. If he is to find favour with the authorities his

road to it lies in looking through his fingers. A simi-

lar tenderness is creeping up towards murderers and

rogues of aH kinds. Murder is explained by physicSl

tendencies towards homicide. An t&minent foreigner,

smarting from painful experience, said to me the other

day that burglary was the only well-organized in-

stitution Vhich England possessed. Armies of pro-

fessional burglars are perfectly well known to the

police—men who make no pretpnee of having other

means of livelihood—yet the police may not meddle

with them till they are caught red-handed
;

and
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recently—it is said that things are mended now

—

penal servitude was an agreeahle exchange for a life of

ordinary labour. Ttfe work was less, the lodging

better, ihe food more abundant and more secure.

To commercial fraud, even where of a kind still

within the admittexl province of the criminal law, we

are yet more tender. Thomsands of families may bo

iemptcd into ruin by the inskicere prospectus of some

fidr-i^romising City company. The directors play tfie

safest of games. If they win they stand to become

inillionnaires, if they fail they lose notlitng, for in many

instances they have nothing to lose; and when the

crash comes they have the suspicious sympathy of the

great houses that surround them. Should ‘ they bS

forced into a court of justice they are secure of a

favourable construction of their most doubtful actions,

and the wretched shareholder who prosecutes is rebuked

for his revengeful feelings, and recommended cynically

to become more cautious for the future.

So far has laissez-faire been carried that no prudent

ih^h will now venture a walk in the London streets

unless his will is made, his affairs in order, and a card-

case is in his pocket, that his body may be identified.

Nearly three hundred people are killed . annually in

London by cabs and carts, and four times as^maiiy are

w^ounded, yet no adequate precautions are taken, and

no punishment follows. The chief delinquents are

tradesmen’s boys, whose advanoe in life depends on the

rapidity with which they execute their commissions.

The juries who sit on the inquests are tradesthen who
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keep carts themselves, and a verdict of accidental death

recurs with unerring uniformity. This is a small

matter to all but the unfortunate^ creatures who are run

over, and as in many cases they are paupers employed

in street-sweeping, no great interest is likely to be felt

in their fate. They are pensioners of the public, and

if fortiori cannot claim to /bo looked after. It is, how-

ever, unhappily but one t/f a hundred instances of the

universal indifference of the authorities* and, in one

way or another, we all of us have our share in the

common suffering. That we are not neglected entirely,

we know from the periodic visits of the tax-collector

and the rate-collector. Other evidences that we are

still the State’s children we are told that we are

not to expect. We have growm to manhood with the

progress of liberty
;
we must now walk alone, and if

Ave slip and tumble we have no one to blame but our-

selves.

The effects of the disintegrating theory are equally

visible in the position of England as a member of the

European community of nations. The several PowWi
once formed a general confederacy, held together on

general principles, and bound to one another by gener-

al obligations.
^
We are sliding out of our position, and

no longei^ aspire to a voice in European councils.

The nation is but a collection of individuals. Each

individual is supposed to be occupied with his private

concerns
;
and the aggi^gate of us are only interested

in being let alone. We have in consequence no longer

a foreign policy. The balance of powder has ceased to
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trouble us. We have paid dear for our meddling in

past times; and eiglit hundred millions of national

debt are an unpleasant| and enduring reminder of our

want of wisdom
;
we have bought our experience •and-

do not mean to repeat our fault. Dynasties may
change, frontiers shift, insurgent nationalities rise in

arms for independence, and ^ucceed or fail. We look

on with a certain (h^ree of iijtercst, sympathy or sen-

timent inclines us to one party or the other, but wo do

not mean to burn our fingers
;
we shut ourselves up in

our own island and look on as^upon a ijccno ifl a play.

We enter into no more Continental obligations, and we

hope devoiitlj^ that no claims will be made upon us in

the name of any which we have inherited, Wheu
occasion rises as it rose in Denmark we find a loophole

of escape. The weight of English opinion abroad

passes now for nothing, for it is known that it will bo

unsupported by force
;
and France and Germany and

Russia arrange their differences among themselves as

if Great Britain had ceased to exist. Were other con-

,sef]^uences of our present tendencies equally innocent

there would be little to regret. We do not look back

even on the Crimean war with very enthusiastic self-

satisfaction. We have nothing to gain from interfer-

ing further in European disputes, and we dg wisely to

keep clear of them. But the fact is as I have described.

Our trade is still "of consequence to Europe. The

exports and imports df individual firms go on merrily

as Qver ; but as a nation we are nothing ; we are neither

loved nor feared
;
we arh for the present useful, and we
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are content to remain so, and to pass current on these

innocent terms.

But we pursue this neutral and negative policy, not

only towards other nations, but towards our own cglonies.

Time was when we believed that our prosperity de-

pended on our power. The maintenance of our com-

merce was held to be conijfected with the respect felt

for the weight of our arn\. and theifefore we established

Eviglish-speaking communities at convenient places all

over the world—as stations for our fleets and troops, as

nurseries for fresh ofi*sh6ots of our people, as providing

us with territory on which to exj^and, and as special

markets for our manufactures which would be always

open to us. We have changed all that
;
we prefer to

rely on the natural demand for our productions. The

colonies cost us money, and every tax is a burden

upon trade. We tell our people at home that every

one must take care of himself
;
we say to the colonies

—the Colonial Office has said so consistently for the

last five-and-twenty years— ‘You are collections of

individuals who left England for your private conveai-*

enoe
;
you went to Australia, to New Zealand, to

Canada to better your own condition. Better it by all

means if you can, but you must do as we do at home,

and rely upon yourselves only. You say you are loyal

to England. We make no objection to your remaining

so if you prefer it, but we do not ta’x you and you must

not tax us. You are independent, and the sooner you

will declare yourselves in name the free nations which

we have yirtually made you, the bettor it will be for all
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parties/ When the colonies hesitate to take us at our

word we are impatient. When they speak of us as the

mother country we repudiate the name. We are impa-

tient especially of the reluctance of Canada to part w^th

us, for Canada we regard as a temptation to America to

quarrel with us. Were we clear of Canada we imagine

that war with America woul^ be impossible, while so

long as it eontiniies a^part of the empire and is willing

to share in its defence we feel jdiat wecannot hdn«

ourably throw it over. When I speak of ‘ we * I do

not mean that I have been describing tlie sentiment of

the great body of the English people. I have been

describing rather the phase of Liberal opinion which at

present has the direction of our affairs, and expresses

itself in the leading columns of the
2
:)rincipal Liberal

journals, 1 mean the opinion on colonial matters

which is the exact counterpart of the peculiar policy

which is exhibiting itself on all sides in the administra-

tion of the Commonwealth.

In every department the same principle is at work
;

the sne uniform object is to reduce the functionsjof

Government as near to nothing as ingenuity can bring

them, or as circumstances will allow
; to leave every

one to make his own fortune or to mar it by the light

of his own ingenuity. We admit that Gov^jrnment

must keep the peace. We expect it, with the help of

volunteers, to protect the country from invasion.

These duties it cannot Sisown, vjithout destroying all

reason for its own existence
; but it is extremely un-

willing to admit that it possesses others. It is a*policy
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wliich cannot as yet be carried out completely. There

18 the Irish land question, and there is also the demand

for national education. The* present legislation for

Ireland, however, is intended, as I said, to be excep-

tional and temporary
;
the second is being forced upon

the Government equally against the grain by the

clamours of the people. ^Elsewhere education is recog-

nized universally as t|:ie business of the State. In

England it is considered the business of the parents,

and only because parents unaccountably neglect their

duty, the Stabs is compelled to take it up. The recog-

nition of -uch a fact as this may perhaps be an indica-

tion of a turn of the tide. If all mankind understood

«.tlie full circle of their obligations, and discharged them

of their o^vn accord, there would then be rciilly no need

of governments, and the whole race would relupse into

the primitive blessedness of Paradise, The selfishness

and wickedness of individuals alone render authority

necessary. Neglect in one instance is no more an

occasion for interference than neglect in another, and

it may be that the opinion is changing, that authaiiify

is about to reclaim some other portions of its old domain,

which, to use the expressive phrase of the Irish, ‘ have

gone back to bog.^ For the present, however, the ex-

ception is maido only in the case of children, who, on

the face of it, cannot help themselves. When they

have mastered their three R*s; and can earn their

living, they too will 1^ turned* adrift like the young

nestlings who have learnt the use of their wings and

beaks*

«
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Well, then, what effect is likely to be produced on

the individuals who compose an empire administered on

these principles? The fulture was never less transparent

than it i» at present. We are on the brink, possibly,

of a new order of things. Nationalities may be about

to disappear. A time may bo coming when there will

he no more English, French, Qermans, Americans, but

only men and women, individi¥tls with their private

interests scattered over the globe. , As yet, however,

outside England there are no symptoms of the approach

of any such consummation. Other natiotis are as self-

asserting, ambitious, aggressive, imperial as ever
;
and

if England has any rivalry with them, if England

aspires to remain a leading political Power, it may turn

out premature to .carry out too logically a theory so

far peculiar to this island. The State no longer

acknowledges what were once considered its duties.

Are the duties of the subject diminished correspond-

ingly ? Is there any logger a reason why an English-

man should wish to remain an Englishman if he can

bttuT his condition by going elsewhere? Liberal

opinion answers frankly that there is none. The Scot

of the Border before the union of the crowns might

have bettered his condition considerably by taking serv-

ice with a farmer in Yorkshire. He preferredi a dog’s

life in the Cheviots to beef and bacon with his ‘ auld

enemy.’ The modern English working man is told

that if he can earn an extra i^xpence a day in the

United States it is childish and useless to regret that he
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should change his nationality
;

it is his interest to go

to the United States, and he ought to go there.

Let us carry out this thc^ory to its consequences.

'Whatever may be the case hereafter, it will not be

seriously pretended that war is as yet impossible. A
long persistent and universal devotion to self-interest—

inteiest meaning money-making—may coiivei’t us at

last to the views of the/ Peace Society. W'e remember

“the boy at s(;hool who calculated that an occasional kick

hurt him less than a pitched battle, and acted accord-

ingly. ^ Englitjh ca2)itaiist8 may come to consider that a

dishonourable peace will be less expensive than the

shortest war, and will humbly turn their check to the

• smiter. But we are not yet at that state of progress.

No English statesman would be allowed, if he wished it,

to accept an ignominious alternative—and should

things accidentally come to that, how will it then go with

us? W'ar is costly. The sacrifices which it involves must

be large and may be ruinous. We have borne such

sacrifices in past times not with patience only but with

enthusiasm. Will the people geiiei*ally be incliiiM to

bear them again? We do not count upon the loyalty

of the colonies
;
we would rather see them declare them-

selves neutral^ and relieve us of the trouble of defend-

ing them. They have still probably suflBcient English

feeling to cling to our fortunes. They have learnt the

new ideas imperfectly and unwillingly, and may prefer

to take their chance with us for good or evil. At any

rate, however, we expect nothing from them—we dis-
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claim concern in them, and we do not ask them to con-

cern themselves for us. But.at home ?—Why at home

should there be any mighty effort to maintain a nation-

ality which no longer believes in itself—which declares

itself to Tbe nothing more than a congregation of so

many millions, labouring each for nothing but to grow

rich
;
the few succeeding—the many, as it always must

be, climbing a slippery hill-sicft, and sliding continually

to the bottom ? Why should those millions pay increased

taxes?—why should they even fighl?—for what could

conquest take from the mass of^them which they care

to lose? Freedom they can find in America by simply

going there—and if interest is to take them there in

peace, why may they not go there to avoid the suffer-

ings of war? why not? except for those traditional

ideas of honour and national pride which arc called in

scorn sentimental ?

Interest to a sensible man is the measure of his

national obligations ! Well, then, put an extreme case

:

—Suppose a hundred land fifty thousand French en-

camped round London
;
what interest have the English

field-labourers, mechanics, and artisans in risking their

lives to drive them away? We refuse, when they are

in want, to make an eflbrt to preserve them to our own

flag by sending them to our colonies
;
we point to the

United States as their natural refuge. What st* ke have

they in the English Empire that they should fight for

it P Is it said that so long as they remain in it England

is their home ? Men will fight Tor their home when it

IS something which they cannot take away with them,
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when it is a substance that is more than a name, and

carries associations with it which have a hold on their
«

affections. But what value, substantial or sentimental,

is^ there to a man in a single ifeom in an alley in London

or Manchester, without a yard of English soil owned or

tenanted by himself or any one belonging to him
;
where

he is uncared for, save for the work that can be got out

of him, with foul air td breathy, foul water to drink,

adulterated bread to 6at,^ and for his sole amusement

the drink-shop at the corner, where he is poisoned with

drugged beer or the o^*l of vitriol which gives fervour to

his gin ? T&c working man has no property but his

skill, which he can carry with him, and which wdll

secure him wages wherever he likes to go. Why
should he endure inconvenience or danger, or increased

taxation, for a country which docs nothing for him, and

in which he has nothing to lose P lie has been taug>>t

that his sole business is to raise himself in life. Ills

own interest is no longer in any sense whatever the

interest of his country. What is his country to liim ?

Should extremity come upon us, w’e should have to full

back on the old-world ideas of duty, and honour, and

patriotism—and duty on one side involves duty on the

other. The State cannot demand allegiance in time of

danger, when it is loudly indificrent to it in jjrosperity.

Or if nations are to be held together for the future by

interest, there must be a comm|iinity of interest to all.

All must gain and all must lose together. There is no

' Mr Bripfht talks of a free breakfast-table
;
he says nothing of a pure

break^t-table
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maintaining a one-sided bargain. We must not have

the parks and pheasant preserves growing on one side,

and the hovel and the garret remaining unchanged on

the other. Those who have nothing to lose which defgat

can take *from them, and to whom success will bring no

advantage, will be simple fools if tlioy risk their skins

for the sake of the rich who alone have any stake in the

result. If all interests are indeed personal, if the

beginning and the end of each man^s business is t(^

better his own condition, tlie attrilctive forces which

bind together the constituents society becomci repel-

lent forces, and for a bur of steel w'e have a dust-heap

of atoms.

As little can interest be depended on as an adequate
^

incentive to justice and honesty. It may be true, that

in the long run the honest man succeeds better than the

dishonest, but there must be a correct idea to begin with

of w hat success means, and a longer run than society can

afford for the issue to be visibly decided. The lesson

itself after all is never learnt by the community. The

individual rogue is only convinced when he has found

tEe truth of it in his own 2)erson. It is by no means

the good man at any time who will make most

money in this world. In the first jdace, the good man
will never care exclusively for making money

;
in the

next, he will be infallibly beaten by the selfish%hrew'd,

unscrupulous man, wlye, without breaking any w ritten

law, will take advantage of any opportunity which may
offer itself—on the broad margin df undefined obligation,

where law is silent and only morality has a voice.
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Where money is the measure of worth the wrong

persons are always uppermost. Unrestricted competi-

tion is held a security for probity in trade. The fair

dealer, it is said, who provides good articles at reason-

able prices, will beat the rogue who sells soft iron for

steel, and hemp for silk, and coloured cider for port

wine, and coloured water for milk, and cocoanut oil and

lard for butter, and shbddy for, woollen cloth. The

sober banker who is contented with moderate profits,

draws away the business at last from the speculator who

tempts customers by lugh interest, pays for it for a few

years out of capital, and bolts and leaves them ruined.

It may bo so. Hut society has suffered meanwhile from

undetected or unpunished villaiiy. The life of the

honest labourer is a hap])ier and a longer one than the

life of the burglar and the pickpocket, but that is no

reason why the burglar or the pii'.kpocket should be h'ft

to prey upon us without interference. Short roads to

fortune arc so attraclive; the natural penalties fall so

unequally, the chief scoundrels so often escape alto-

gether, while the comparatively innocent are left to

sufler
;
that if we trust to the action of natural laws,

there is no fear that the supply will fail of sharks and

dog-fish to prey to the end upon the harmless members

of the commonwealth. There is such a thing as a trade

reputatiin. A house of business, by a long course of

honourable dealing, has securec^ a good name, and a

good name is in itself a property, which a change of

ownership, a more expensive habit of life, an intention

of retiring from business, or settingup as a gentleman,
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may tempt the owner to realize. It is easily done.

Inferior articles are substituted for the good. The

profits increase. The ijame is not immediately forfeited

—money for a number of years pours in with acculnu-

lated speed. Ultimately the business is destroyed, but

the rogue has cleared off with his plunder. The concern

has lasted his time, and he cares nothing for what comes

after him. He has ^bought ap estate, he has lived in

luxury with his powdered, footmen, his hothouses, aiui

liis seat in Parliament
;
what is it to him ?

A nation in the same 'way mdy realizaits rejjutation.

The excellence of its manufactures may have given it

supremacy in the markets of the world. Competition

may have been distanced and trade driven into channelt?

which cannot be immediately changed. Crowds of

aspirants to fortune rush in to share the spoils. They

underbid their rivals, and flood the markets with rub-

bish which the nation’s fame is made available to float.

The old houses are driven into the same courses to keep

their place in the race. There is a period of * unex-

ampjed prosperity.’ Exports and imports rise; there

arc congratulations on the elasticity of the revenue and

the infinite extensibility of commerce
;
while all the

time the foundations have been undermined, the reputa-

tion accumulated by centuries of honest M^ork^lias been

realized and squandered by a single generation. The

nation has been but heedless spendthrift living upon

his capital, and it can ohly recover its place by patiently,

humbly, and painfully going back to its old-fashioned

ways.
VOL. II, 22
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Whether the depression of trade so much com-

plained of lately in England be due wholly or in part

to a cause of this kind, outsiders can conjecture only

frorii their own limited experience, and from such

accounts as reach them from consumers at home and

abroad. We observe, however, in the published reports,

that while other branches of business are still suffering,

the trade in shoddy nevqr was mofe vigorous.^

Nature doubtless will apply her remedy. Dis-

honesty will prove as usual the worst policy, but if

England has gone or sliall go very far upon that bad

road, the consequences so far as we are concerned may

well be irreparable, and it will be small comfort if we

lierve only to point a moral in the world’s future

history. It will then be a question whether the

fashionable contempt of our fathers has not been folly

after al^: whether the supervision and control which

have, been flung away as an interference with natural

liberty were not and are not as indispensable in trans-

actions of commerce as in the prevention of violent

forms of crime
;
whether swindling after all is ,.lesp

mischievous than burglary or piracy; whether the

selflshness and folly of individuals do not require at all

times and imder all conditions to be held in hand by

intelligeijce and probity. We talk of freedom. The

old saw of ^the moralist is as true to-day as it was two

thousand years ago. There is no teal freedom except in

obedience to the laws of the Maker of all things. Just

' March, 1870.
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laws are no restraint upon the freedom of the good, for

the good man desires nothing which a just law will

interfere with. He is as free under the law as without
4

the law, and he is grateful for its guidance wherf want

of knowledge might lead him wrong. Liberty to the

bad man, we have yet to learn, is of any profit to him

or to his neighbours. Against unjust laws, against

unwise laws, a^ainSt the self-interested obstructions of

dishonest authority, or th^e stupid meddling of ignoiUnt

authority, it is necessary to protest, and in extremity

to rebel
;
but it has not yet t>een prc^ved that because

bad laws are mischievous, good laws are unattainable

;

that the self-interests of all sons of Adam are to be left

to jostle one against another, and that the result by

some wonderful arrangement will turn out harmony.
* I saw,^ says the Preacher, ‘ that wisdom excelleth

folly as far as light excelleth darkness. The ^ise man’s

eyes are in his head, but the fool walketh in darkness

;

and I perceived that one event happeneth to them aU.

I said in my heart. As it happeneth to the fool, so it

hajppencth to me. Why then was I more wise ? ’ But

the philosopher who was thus perplexed with the

inscrutable mystery of the universe, and was driven ‘ to

hate life ’ by the confusion and misery around him, was

a king who had believed in lamez-fahre, wjio had left

justice and righteousness to nature and economic laws. 1

He sums up the catalogue of his achievements: ‘He

had built him houses and vineyards,’ ‘ he had planted

gardens and orchards and m^e pools of water/ ‘he

h^ got him servants and maidens and great posses-
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sions, and gold and silver, and all the delights of the

sons of raen/ This was the ^rand outcome of all his

labours
;
and he wondered to find that it was ‘ vanity.’

‘ That which was crooked could not be made straight,’

because he had never tried to straighten it, and pre-

ferred to gaze on the evils which were done under the

sun in elegant despondency.

To bring these remarks to a cortclusion. I regard

the present constitution of government or no govern-

ment in this country, not as the result of deliberate and

wise foresight, npt as an elaborate machine shaped into

perfection by the successive efibrts of political sagacity,

but as a condition of things arising from causes histo-

rically traceable, very far removed from perfection, made

possible only by peculiar external circumstances and no

less inevitably transient. The House of Commons

broke the^ower of the Crown. The House of Commons

itself is composed of heterogeneous elements which, by

degrees, have arranged themselves into two great sec-

tions,—the established families and those who aspire to

be established, the country party and the town party,

the agricultural party and the commercial party, with

other lines of division parallel to these, and nearly

coincident with them, the party of the past and the

party of the future, those who believe in established

. usage and those who believe in change and progress,

opposing sentiments combined with' opposing interests.

The full development of these tendencies was long in-

terferesd with by tradition and iliherited associations.

The English^ like all great nations, are instinctively
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conservative, and fear of change and novelty has been

a drag upon the wheel. *It is only since the masses

were called to a share^of the franchise, in the first Re-

form Bill, that the balance has been established in^com-

pleteiiess, which is called government by party, and the

responsibility of the virtual head of the State to the

House of Commons, and th§ House of Commons alone.

Like many other phenomena.which have had their day

in this world, it is attended by philosophy which ex-

tols it as the most finished form of political organization.

The result of it is the paralysis of autlmrity, tlie limita-

tion of statesmanship to the immediate necessities of

the hour, and the surrounding the Prime Minister with

so many intricacies of situation that ho lives in a straK-

waistcoat, with handcuffs on his wrists and fetters on

Ills ankles. Were he a Moses or a Lycurgus he can do

nothing without a majority at his back—st majority

composed of men who are sent to Parliament, not for

their ability, not for their patriotism or their probity,

but because they can be relied on to defend the interest

which they are elected to represent. The minister’s

first and last care is to avoid offending these persons.

He must leave abuses untouched which he would not

spare for an hour could he have his way, because this

and that member of his party is interested ki maintain-

ing them. Every avenue of practical administration is

'

obstructed. To get the slightest thing efiectually done

is made so difficult that any. excuse is caught at for

leaving it undone. The art of a statesman becomes the

art of ' how not to do it/ and there is no woilder that,
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harassed and tormented, he listens greedily to and learns

himself to repeat the phrases*of the prevailing theory,

and has but one answer to every petition, that those

who Wish anything to be done must doit for themiselvcs.

Drunkenness cannot be checked, because it is dangerous

to offend the brewers and the pot-house-keepers, who

have so large influence in tjie elections
;
and those who

are scandalized at the wre^jk and ruin which the drink

trade is causing are treated td a lesson on moral self-

restraint. Bakers who adulterate thcii* bread must not

be exposM and« punished. The bakers, at the next

dissolution, will vote as a class for the Opposition

candidate. In the same way all jiatronage, all offices

of which Governments have to dispose, all honours

which they have to distribute, are similarly sacrific^cd

to party, to rigging votes and wire-pulling majorities.

The competitive examination system has been estab-

lished in the lower branches of the public service, not

as a thing good in itself—we shall believe that it is

good in itself when merchants and bankers let the board

of examiners choose their clerks for them—^but as hn

expedient to rescue some parts of the service from

jobbery, and to save ministers from the necessity of

offending their supporters, by refusing requests which

they could «iot in ordinary honesty grant. The estab-

‘ lishment of the system is only a confession that the

possessors of patronage can no longer exercise it con-

scientiously, while the pqpular voice sings its praises as

a triumph of probity and sagacity. The fact and the

theory are made to harmonize. Government is ineffi-
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cient. It changes so frequently that a minister is

superseded before he comas to understand his work.

He can lay down no principles, for Jthey are liable to be

immediately reversed
;
but the object is that he sljould

do nothing, and therefore it is well that he should be

able to do nothing. A colonial policy is impossible, not

because intelligent people do not believe that a closer

union with the colcfeiies is not in itself desirable, but

because influential capitalists are interested in keeping

down the labour market, and they know that such a

union would bo accompanied with a lar^e and sustained

emigration.

Among the infinite resultants from such a condition

of things one of the most obvious is the enormous waste

of ability. It is tragical to think of such a mind as

Mr Gladstone’s being occupied incessantly with petty

thoughts of how he can keej) his party together. lie

must fawn and flatter, and make himself common upon

platforms, and give honour where honour is not due,

and withhold it where he knows it ought to be bestowed.

Hg stands in the front rank of the nation
;

its seeming

idol, yet the servant of those who clamour that he is the

greatest living man; yet little less helpless than the

meanest of them to do what he knows that their welfare

demands, and forced, when called on,' to find reasons

why such things are better left undone. He is bring-
^

ing in measures for the improved government of Ireland.

He is obliged to say*that he expects good from them

;

yet every one who understands Ireland is aware that
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there is but one possible end to the chronic disease of

that unhappy country, without which if an angel

brouglit a land law, for it from heaven the symptoms

wouJ[d continue unabated
;
and &iat is a just, impartial,

and stable administration. So long as parties go in and

out and Governments live by majorities of votes, the

Tory when he is in will court the Protestant land-

owner, and the Liberal wlio wishfcs “to oust him will

fawn on the Catholic priest, and the wretched peasantry

will be fevered with exciting promises and fed on hopes

which m,nst be for ever disappointed.

When Lord Derby came last into office, and it was

rumoured that the ground was to be cut from under Mr
Gladstone’s feet by the introduction of a Reform Bill,

I asked some one—I must not indicate him more closely

— why the Tories did not keep to their own peculiar pro-

vince? Authority was everywhere falling to pieces;

why did not they say frankly they would try to check,

for instance, the dishonesty of trade, and that if the

people wanted reform bills they must go to those who

believed that reform would do them good P My friend
^

said that they would be immediately thrown out. I

agrocjd } but I said they would return in a year or two,

with every right-minded Englishman at their backs.

My friend was being educated. He said it would never

do. The Ifories had been long out of power, and they

wanted patronage. There were House of Commons

supporters to be made peers, barristers to be made

judges, parsons to be made deans and bishops, hungry
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hangers-on to be provided for, or their services could

not be counted on for the future. They inust hlood the

nosefi of their hounds.

It w^s enough. The system of party governmfjnt

had demoralized both sections of the ruling classes with

equal completeness. It was and is idle to hope that any

good can come to us as a nation while our aflairs are

managed on the prinmple of blooding the hounds’ noses,

though it be construed by qjl the newspapers in Eng*

land into the development of constitutional liberty.

Constitutions are made for the count]^, and^ot the

country for constitutions. Lovd Bacon imagined that

knowledge could be so formularized as tn become

mechanical, and that the inequalities of natural ability,

would be levelled or neutralized. No symptoms of

such a change are as yet visible. The man of genius

retains his supromac}’ in science. The intellect of a

Stephenson or a Faraday remains a ruling power, which

the world obeys and prospers in obeying. As little has

society arrived, or can arrive, at a stage when the

y^isdgm of the statesman is no longer needed for control

and governance, where the sage and the blockhead, the

knave and the honest man, can be trusted to riib on

together with equal rights and equal liberties. In

human things, as in all else, there is a'rigl^^ way in

opposition to a wrong way, which only wisdom can

discover, yet in the choice of which, or the r jection of

which, success or failurt3 depends
;
and the laissez-faire

philosophy is but a phase of opinion, a flattering

interpretation of transient political phenomena, which
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could not survive a single spasm of severe national trial,

which would vanish into air before a protracted war, or

even before a chronic decay of trade, which might bring

oi^us here in England a repetition of the Irish famine.

The heart of the nation, however, is still sound as

ever. Tlie popular political theories are but as a scum

upon its surface, plausible formulas adapted to an

accidental state of things, which “lire passed from mouth

*to mouth by multitudes who have never yet had occa-

sion to think seriously, but which lie merely upon the

lips, and hav^ never penetrated and never will penetrate

into the hearts of such a people as the English. The

English are an order-loving people, who detest anarch}'

in whatever shining dress it may present itself. They

have power at last in their hands. They must learn to

make a wise use of it, and discover means by which it

can be made available to their real good, by giving

permanence and stability to authority. It is admitted

on all sides that the two parties which divide the country

represent each a form of thought which is the com-

plement of the other. Her Majesty’s Government is

incomplete without her Majesty’s Opposition. It may

be diflicult, but it cannot be impossible, to unite the

energies which are now exhausted in neutralizing one

another^, and '‘make available such political intelligence

as we possess for some more wholesome and enduring

administration. The great interests of the Empire must

not and cannot remain at the Inercy of parliamentary

intrigues, or the transient gusts of popular opinion. It

is true that there can be no such thing any more as
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fixity of tenure in high office. That arrangement the

world has outgrown. But without fixity of tenure,

without sacrifice of eventual responsibility, there might

be a longgr and more secure lease of power under whi»li

afar-sighted statesmanship might become again possible,

and ministers might use their opportunities and their

ability in the true interests of the country without fear

of being driven from their places by the passing gusts

of interested or ignorant imp^aticnce.



THE MEKCHAKT AND HIS WIFE.

AN APOLOGUE FOR THE COLONIAL OFFICE.

* TI/rY BEAR/ said a distinguished merchant one day

jjiJL to his wife, ^yoii cost me a great deal of money.

Why do- you not cultivate your own estates and relieve

me of the burden of you ?
’

The wife was a little hurt at so abrupt an address.

ITer j^roperty was magnificent, but she wanted help to

develop its resources. She had often applied to her

husband, and if he would have put his hand to thu work,

he might have become the wealthiest man in the world.

But he suspected that after he had laid out his capital

and labour, she would run away from him, and he would

have m^jde a bad speculation.

His suspicions were groundless. She w^as heartily

attached to him,—not an idea of desertion had floated

before her imaginatiop for a moment. She exerted her-

self, however, as he desired : she paid for her dresses,

she paid for her carriage and hpr maid, she even took
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charge of such of his children as ho could not himself

provide for, and set them up Jlot life. The merchant

ought to have been satisfied, but one rooming he began

again.

‘ My dear, you are now independent. I don’t wish

you to leave me, but if you have any such desire your-

self, I shall not think of preventing you.'

'Leave you,' she aiid, 'leave you! what are you

talking about ?—what have I done to deserve that you

should speak to me in this way ?

'

'Don't misunderstand me,' he replied. 'I* have

observed great unhappiness to arise from compulsory

imions. I have taught you to depend upon yourself

that you may be your own mistress
;
you can now

stand alone, and your future is in your hands, to go or

stay.'

' Are you mad ? ' she exclaimed
;

' who talks of

going ? Why '—and here her voice choked a little

—

' why should such a word be mentioned between you

and me ? ' ' ‘

'My dear, don't be sentimental,' he said. ‘The

only sure bond between human creatures is mutual

interest. As long as you consider it to be your in-

terest to continue under this roof, I shall be delighted

to see you here, and I think I am generdus in allow-

ing it. If I were alone, a smaller establishment would

suffice for my wants. •! could sell my house, dismiss

the servants, live in chambers, and dine at the Club.'

' My dear husband,' she cried* ‘ do not speak such

dreadful words I What family can hold together on
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such terms as these P All I have, you well know, is

yours
;
and Surely, with ,your genius for business and

your means, my property ^

,
‘ Don’t talk to me of your property,’ he interrupted

impatiently, ‘ I have many times told you that I will

have nothing to do with it. Manage your matters

your own way. Do what you like, or go whore you

will. I interfere with you in nothing—one thing only

you must not do, that is, ask me for money. I am not

sending you away.' I shall be sorry to lose you if you

go, but the loss will «be more yours than mine, and if

you leave me, 1 shall endeavour to bear it.’

It was long before the wife could believe him

serious. Day after day, however, he repeated the same

lesson—at breakfast and at dinner, before they went

to sleep at night, and before they rose in the morning.

A wise word, the merchant thought, could not be heard

too often.

At last he wearied her. She saw that he had no

real affection for her. She was a high-spirited hand-

some woman, and her husband was the only persctu

who seemed indifferent to her attractions. One day

when he came home from business, he found she had

taken him at his word, and had eloped with another

man.

He professed to be astonished. He declared that

he had allowed her her way in everything, and he

complained that she had been deeply ungrateful to

him. A neighbour, however, to whom he appealed for

sympathy, told him that he had been an infatuated ass.
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A
midst the varied reflections which the nineteenth

century is in the habit of making on its condition^

and its prospects, there is one common opinion in which

all parties coincide—that we live in an era of progress.

Earlier ages, however energetic in action, were re-

trospective in their sentiments. The contrast between

a degenerate present and a glorious past was the

theme alike of poets, moralists, and statesmen. When
«the la’oubled Israelite demanded of the angel why the

old times were better than the new, the angel ad-

mitted the fact while rebuking the curiosity of the

questioner. * Ask not the cause,’ he answered. ^ Thou

dost not inquire wisely concerning this.* Ag the hero

of Nestor’s youth flung the stone with ease which

twelve of the. pigmy•chiefs before Trpy could scarcely

lift from the ground, io ‘ the wisdom of oiir ancestors
’

was the received formula for ages with the English

politician. Problems were fairly deemed insoluble
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which had baffled his fathers, ‘ who had more wit and

wisdom than he.’ We no\^ know better, or we imagine

that we know betf-er, what the past really was.^ We
draw comparisons, but rather to encourage hope than

to indulge despondency or foster a deluding reverence

for exploded errors. The order of the ages is inverted.

Stone and iron came first. We ourselves may possibly

be in the silver stage. An age of gold, if the terms of

cur existence on this planet permit the contemplation

of it as a possibility, lies unrealized in the future. Our

lights rre before us, and all behind is shadow. In

every department of life—^in its business and in its

pleasures, in its beliefs and in its theories, in its

material developments and in its spiritual convictions

—we thank God?*that we are not like our fathers.

And while we admit their merits, making allowance

for their disadvantages, we do not blind ourselves in

mistaken modesty to our own immeasurable superiority.

\ Changes analogous to those which we contemplate

with BO much satisfaction have been witnessed already

in* the history of other nations. The Roman in the

time of the Antonines might have looked back with the

same feelings on the last years of the Republic. The

civil wars were at an end. From the Danube to the

African deserts, from the Euphrates to the Irish Sea,

the swords were beaten into ploughshares. The hus-

bandman and the artisan, th% manufacturer and the

merchant, pursued their trades under the shelter of

the eagles^ secure from arbitrary violence, and scarcely

conscious ^f their masters’ rule. Order and law reigned
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throughout the civilized world. Science was making

rapid strides. The philosophers of Alexandria had

tabulated the movements of the st|rs, had ascertained

the periods of the planets, and were anticipating byacon-

jecture the great discoveries of Copernicus. The mud
cities of the old world were changed to marble. Greek

art, Greek literature, Greek enlightenment, followed in

the track of the legiftns. The harsher forms of slavery

were modified. The bloody sacrifices of the Pagan

creeds were suppressed by the law; the coarser and

more sensuous superstitions were SMpersedcjd by a

broader philosophy. The period between the accession

of Trajan and the death of Marcus Aurelius has been

selected by Gibbon as the time in which the humap

race had enjoyed more general happiness than they

had ever known before, or had known since, up to the

date when the historian was meditating on their for-

tunes. Yet during that very epoch, and in the midst

of all that prosperity, the heart of the empire was dyiijg

out of it. The austere virtues of the ancient Romans

.werp perishing with their faults. The principles,

the habits, the convictions, which held society together

were giving way, one after the other, before luxury

and selfishness. The entire organization of the ancient

world was on the point of collapsing into a Ijeap of in-

coherent sand.

If the merit of human institutions is at aU measured

by their strength andr stability, the increase of wealth,

of production, of liberal sentiment, or even of know-

ledge, is not of itself a proof that we are advancing on
TOL. II. 23
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the right road. Tlie unanimity of the belief therefore

that we are advancing at present must be taken as a

proof that we discern somethinjg else than this in the

char ges which we are undergoing. It would ,be well,

however, if we could define more clearly what we pre-

cisely do discern. It would at once be a relief to the

weaker brethren whose
^

minds occasionally misgive

them, and it would throw out into distinctness the

convictions which we have fit length arrived at on the

true constituents of human worth, and the objects to-

wards which human beings ought to direct their energies.

We are satisfied that we are going forward. That is

to be accepted as no longer needing proof. Let us

ascertain or define in what particulars and in what

direction we are going forward, and we shall then un-

derstand in what improvement really consists.

The question ought not to be a difficult one, for we

have abundant and varied materials. The advance is

not confined to ourselves. France, we have been told

any time these twenty years, has been progressing

enormously under the beneficent rule of NapoleonJII.

Lord Palmerston told us, as a justification of the

Crimean war, that Turkey had made more progress in

the two preceding generations than any countrj'’ in the

world, f'rom these instances we might infer that

Progress was something mystic and invisible, like the

operation of the graces said to be 'conferred in baptism.

The distinct id^a which was present in Lord Palmer-

ston’^ mind is difficult to discover. In the hope that

isome enlightened person will clear up an obscurity
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whiclL exists only perhaps in our own want of percep-

tion, I proceed to mention some other instances in

which, while I recognize change, l| am unable to catch

the pojnt of view from which to regard it with unmixed

satisfaction. Rousseau maintained that the primitive

state of man was the happiest, that civilization was

corruption, and that human nature deteriorated with

the complication of*the conditions of its existence. A
paradox of that kind maj; be defended as an entertain-

ing speculation. I am not concerned with any such

barren generalities. Accepting socia], organization as

the school of all that is best in us, I look merely to the

alterations which it is undergoing
;

and if in some

things passing away it seems to me that we are lightjj’'

losing what we shall miss when they are gone and can-

not easily replace, I shall learn gladly that I am only

suffering under the proverbial infirmity of increasing

years, and that, like Esdras, I perplex myself to no

purpose.

Let me lightly, then, run over a list of subjects on

which the believer in progress will meet me to most

advantage.

I will begin with the condition of the ^ricultural

poor, the relation of the labourer to the soil, and his

means of subsistence.

The country squife of the last century, whether he

was a Squire Western or a Squire Allworthy, resided

for the greater part of his life in the parish where he
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was born. The nuAiber of freeholders was four times

what it is at present
;
plurality of estates was the ex-

ception
;
the ownerjpf land, like the peasant, was vir-

tual]^ ascriptua glebce—a practical reality in the middle

of the property committed to him. His habits, if he

was vicious, were coarse and brutal—if he was a rational

being, were liberal and temperate
;
but in either case

the luxuries of modern generaticAis were things un-

known to him. His furniture was massive and endur-

ing. His household expenditure, abundant in quantity,

provided*, nothing of the costly delicacies which it is

now said that every one expects and every one therefore

feels bound to provide. His son at Christ-church was

contented with half the allowance which a youth with

expectations now holds to be the least on which ho can

live like a gentleman. His servants were brought up

in the family as apprentices, and spent their lives under

the same roof. His wife and his daughters made their

own dresses, darned their own stockings, and hemmed
their own handkerchiefs. The milliner was an un-

known entity at houses where the milliner’s bill ^has

become the unvarying and not the most agreeable ele-

ment of Christmas. A silk gown lasted a lifetime, and

the change in fashions was counted rather by genera-

tions than^by seasons. A London house was unthought

of—a family trip to the Continent as unimaginable as

an outing to the moon. If the annual migration was

something farther than, as in Mr«Primrose’s parsonage,

from the blue room to the brown, it was limited to the

few weeks at the county town. Enjoyments were less
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varied and Ijjes expensive. Home was a word with a real

meaning. Home oocupatiens, home pleasures, home as-

sociations and relationships, filled u|> the round of exist-

ence. Jfothing else was looked for, because nothing else

was attainable. Among other consequences, habits were

far less expensive. The squire’s income was small as

measured by modern ideas.
^
If he was self-indulgent,

it was in pleasures (rhich lay^at his own door, and his

wealth was distributed anjong those who were born de-

pendent on him. Every family on the estate was

known in its particulars, and had claims for dbnsidera-

tion which the better sort of gentlemen were willing to

recognize. If the poor were neglected, their means of

taking care of themselves were immeasurably greater

than at present. The average squire may have been

morally no better than his great-grandson. In many
respects he was probably worse. He was ignorant, he

drank hard, his language was not particularly refined,

but his private character was comparatively unimport-

11111
;
he was controlled in his dealings with his people

oy *the traditionary English habits which had held

society together for centuries—habits which, though

gradually decaying, have melted entirely away
only within living memories.

At the end of the sixteenth century an ^ct passed

obliging the landlord to attach four acres of land to every -

cottage on his estate. The Act itself was an indication

that the tide was oif the turn. The English villein,

like the serf all over Europe, had originally rights in

the soil, which were only gradually stolen from him.
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The statute of Elizabeth was a compromise reserving

so much of the old privilepfes as appeared indispensable

for a healthy life.
H

The four acres shrivelled like what had gqne be-

fore
; but generations had to pass before they had

dwindled to nothing, and the labourer was inclosed

between his four walls to live upon his daily wages.

Similarly, in most country parishes there were tracts

o^*common land, where eve^'y householder could have

his flock of sheep, his cow or two, his geese or his pig

;

and milk and b§*con so produced went into the limbs of

his children, and went to form the large English bone

and sinew which are now becoming things of tradition.

The thicket or the peat bog provided fuel. There were

spots where the soil was favourable in which it was

broken up for tillage, and the poor families in rotation

raised a scanty crop there. It is true that the common

land was wretchedly cultivated. What is every one’s

property is no one’s property. The swamps were left

undrained, the gorse was not stubbed up. The ground

that was used for husbandry was racked. An inclosed

common taken in hand by a man of capital produces

four, five, or six times what it produced before. But

the landlord who enters on possession is the only gainer

by the ch|mgo. The cottagers made little out of it,

but they made something, and that something to them

was the difference between comfort and penury. The

inclosed land required some small additional labour.

A family or two was added to the population on the

estate, but it was a family living at the lower level to
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which all had been reduced. Thd landlord’s rent-roll

shows a higher figure, or ij; may be he has only an ad-

ditional pheasant preserve. The Jkbouring poor have

lost the faggot on their hearths, the milk for^their

children, the slice of meat at their own dinners.

Even the appropriation of the commons has not

been sufficient without closer paring. When the com-

mons went, there still the liberal margin of grass

on either side of the parish roads, to give pickings to

the hobbled sheep or donkey. The landlord, with the

right of the strong, which no custom can resjpt, is now

moving forward his fences, taking possession of these

ribands of green, and growing solid crops upon them.

The land is turned to better purpose. The national

wealth in some inappreciable way is supposed to have

increased, but the only visible benefit is to the lord of

the soil, and appears in some added splendour to the

furniture of his drawing-room.

It is said that men are much richer than they were,

that luxury is its natural consequence, and is directly

beneficial to the community as creating fresh occupa-

tions and employing more labour. The relative pro-

duce of human industry, however, has not materially

increased in proportion to the growth of population.

* If riches increase, they are increased that eat them.’

If all the wealth which is now created in Ihis country

was distributed anvong the workers in the old ratio, the

margin which could be spent upon personal seli-in-

dulgence would not be nfuch larger than it used to

be. The economists insist that the growth of artificial
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wants among the few is one of the symptoms of civiliz-

ation—^is a means provided by nature to spread abroad

the superfluities of ^he great. If the same labour, how-

ever^which is now expended in the decoratii?g and

lUrnishiiig a Belgravian palace was laid out upon the

cottages on the estates of its owner, an equal number of

workmen would find employment, an equal fraction of

the landlord’s income would be divided in wages. For

thv economist’s own purpose,, the luxury could be dis-

pensed with if the landlord took a different view of the

nature of his qbligations. Progress and civilization

conceal the existence of his obligations, and destroy at

the same time the old-fashioned customs which limited

the sphere of his free will. The great estates have

swallowed the small. The fat ears of corn have eaten

up the lean. The same owner holds properties in a

dozen counties. He cannot reside upon them aU, or

make personal acquaintance with his multiplied depend-

ants. He has several country residences. He lives in

London half the year, and most of the rest upon the

Continent. Inevitably he comes to regard his land* as

an investment ; his duty to it the development of its

producing powers
;
the receipt of his rents the essence

of the connection
;
and his personal interest in it the

sport which it will provide for himself and his friends.

^ Modern landlords frankly tell us that if the game laws

are abolished, they will have lost the last temptation

to visit their coimtry seats. If this is their view of the

matter, the sooner they sell their estates and pass them

over to others, to whom life has not yet ceased to be
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serious, the better it will be for the Community. They

complain of the growth of democracy and insubordina-

tion. The fault is wholly in them^lves. They have

lost the respect of the people because they have ceased

to deserve it.

II.

If it be deemed a paradox to maintain that the rela-

tion between the owners ofJand and the peasantry wffs

more satisfactory in the old days tlian in the present,

additional hardiness is required *to assert that there has

been no marked improvement in the clergy. The

bishop, rector, or vicar of the Established Church in

the eighteenth century is a by-word in English ecclesu

astical history. The exceptional distinction of a War-

burton or a Wilson, a Butler or a Berkeley, points the

contrast only more vividly with the worjdliness of their

brothers on the bench. The road to honours was

through political subserviency. The prelates indemni-

fied themselves for their ignominy by the abuse of their

^patronage, and nepotism and simony were too common

to be a reproach. Such at least is the modern concep-

tion of these high dignitaries, which instances can be

found to justify. In an age less inflated with self-

esteem, the nobler specimens would have beerw taken for

the rule, the meaner and baser for the exception.

Enough, however, can be ascertained to justify the

enemies of the Churct in drawing an ugly picture of

the condition of the hierarchy. Of the parochial clergy

of those times the popular notion is probably derived
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from Fielding’s nijvels. Parson Trulliber ism ruffian

who would scarcely find ^admittance into a third-rate

farmers’ club of tl^ present day. Parson Adams, a low-

life^ Don Quixote, retains our esteem for his (jjiaracter

at the expense of contempt for his understanding. The

best of them appear as hangers-on of ihe great, admitted

to a precarious equality in the housekeeper’s room,

their social position being something lower than that of

the nursery governess in the establishment of a vulgar

millionnaire.

That such specimens as these were to be found in

England in the last century is no less certain than that

in some parts of the country the type may be found

still surviving. That they were as much exceptions

we take to be equally clear. Those who go for inform-

ation to novels may remember that there was a Yorick

as well as a Phutatorius or a Gastripheres. Then,

more than now, the cadets of the great houses were

promoted, as a matter of course, to the family livings,

and were at least gentlemen. Sydney Smith’s great

prizes of the Church were as much an object of qmbi-.

tion to men of birth as the high places in the other

professions ; and between pluralities and sinecures,

cathedral prebendaries, and the fortunate possessors of

two or more of the larger benefices, held their own in

society with the county families, and lived on equal

terms with them. If in some places there was spiritual

deadness and slovenliness, in others there was energy

and seriousness. Clarissa Harlowe found daily service in

the London churches as easily as she could find it now.
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That' the average character of ttie country clergy,

however, was signally different from what it is at

present, is not to be disputed. The/ were Protestants

to the J}ack-bone. They knew nothing and c^ed

nothing about the Apostolical Succession. They had

no sacerdotal pretbnsions
;
they made no claims to be

essentially distinguished from the laity. Their official

duties sat lightly on them. They read the Sunday

services, administered the^ Communion four times

year, preached commonplace sermons, baptized the

children, married them when tfiey grey to niaturity,

and buried them when they died
;
and for the rest they

lived much as other people lived, like country gentle-

men of moderate fortune, and, on the whole, sotting ai^

example of respectability. The incumbents of benefices

over a great part of England were men with small

landed j)roperties of their own. They farmed their

own glebes. They were magistrates, and attended

quarter sessions and petty sessions, and in remote

districts, where there were no resident gentry of con-

, sequence, were the most effective guardians of the

public peace. They affected neither austerity nor

singularity. They rode, shot, hunted, ate and drank,

like other people
;
occasionally, when there was no one

else to take the work upon them, they kept the hounds.

In dress and habit they were simply a superior class of
,

small country gentlemen
; very far from immaculate,

but, taken altogether, •wholesome and solid members of

practical English life. It may seem like a purposed

affront to their anxious and pallid successors, clad in
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sacerdotal uniform! absorbed in their spiritual functions,

glorying in their Divine cemmission, passionate theolo-

gians, occupied fr^m week’s end to week’s end with the

soujs of their flocks, to contrast them unfavourably with

secular parsons who, beyond their mechanical offices,

had nothing of the priest to distinguish them
;
yet it

is no less certain that the rector of the old school stood

on sounder terms with h^s parishioners, and had stronger

influence over^iheir conduct. He had more in common

with them. He understood them better, and they un-

derstood him better. The Establishment was far more

deeply rooted in the afiections of the people. The

measure of its strength may be found in those very

labuses, so much complained of, which, nevertheless, it

was able to survive. The forgotten toast of Church and

King was a matter of course at every county dinner.

The omission of it would have been as much a scandal

as the omission of grace. Dissenters sat quiescent under

disabilities which the general sentiment approved. The

revival of spiritual zeal has been accompanied with a

revival of instability. As the clergy have learnt to

magnify their office, the laity have become indifferent

or hostile.

Many causes may be suggested to explain so singular

a phenonjenon. It is enough to mention one. The

parson of the old school, however ignorant of theology,

however outwardly worldly in ch&racter, did sincerely

and faithfully believe in the fruth of the Christian

religion
; and the congregation which he addressed was

troubled with as few doubts as himself. Butler and
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Berkeley speak alike of the spread of infidelity ;
but it

was an infidelity confined to^the cultivated classes—to

the London wits who read Bolingjlroke or Hume’s

Essaijs or Candide. To the masses of the English

people, to the parishioners who gathered on Sundays

into the churches) whose ideas were confined to the

round of their comhion occupations, who never left

their own neighboui’hood, never saw a newspaper or

read a book but the Bible and the Pilgrim^8 Progress,

the main facts of tfie Gospel history were as indisputably

true as the elementary laws of the universe^ That

Christ had risen from the dead was as sure as that

the sun had risen that morning. That they would

themselves rise was as certain as that they would die

;

and as positively would one day be called to judgment

for the good or ill that they had done in life. It is

vain to appeal to their habits as a proof that their

faith was unreal. Every one of us who will look

candidly into his own conscience can answer that

objection. Every one of us, whatever our speculative

^opinions, knows better than he practises, and recognizes

a better law than he obeys. Belief and practice tend in

the long run, and in some degree, to correspond
;
but

in detail and in particular instances they may be wide

asunder as the poles. The most lawless boys at school,

and the loosest young men at college, have the keenest

horror of intellectual, scepticism. Their passions may

carry them away; but •they look forward to repenting

in the end. Later in life they may take refuge in

infidelity if they are unable to part with their vices

;
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but the compatibility of looseness of habit with an

unshaken conviction of the general truths of religion is

a feature of oui^ nature which history and personal

experience alike confirm. '

^

It is unnecessary to dwell upon the change which

has passed over us all during the last forty years. The

most ardent ritualist now knows at heart that the

ground is hollow unclcf him. {Ee wrestles with his

jincertainties. He conceals his misgivings from his

own eyes by the passion with which he flings himself

into h\8 work. He r/^coils, as every generous-minded

man must recoil, from the blankness of the prospect

which threatens to open before him. To escape the

cloud which is gathering over the foundations of his

faith he busies himself with artificial enthusiasm in the

external expressions of it. He buries his head in his

vestments. He is vehement upon doctrinal minutiae,

as if only these were at stake. He clutches at the

curtains of mediaeval theology to hide his eyes from the

lightning which is blinding him. His efforts are vain.

His own convictions are undermined in spite of him.

What men as able as he is to form an opinion doubt

about, by the nature of the case is made doubtful.

And neither in himself nor in the congregations whom
he adjures so passionately is there any basis of unshaken

belief remaining. He is like a man toiling with all his

might to build a palace out of dry sand. Ecclesiastical

revivals are going on all over .the world, and all from

the same cause. The 'Jew, the Turk, the Hindoo, the

Bomati Catholic, the Anglo-Catholic, the Protestant
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English Dissenter, are striving witM all their might to

blow into flame the expiring ashes of their hearth fires.

They are building synagogues and^ mosques, building

and restjpring churches, writing books and tracts
;
per-

suading themselves and others with spasmodic agony

that the thing they love is not dead, but sleeping.

Only the Germans,^ only those who have played no

tricks with their soulS, and have carried out boldly the

spirit as well as
^
the lettqr of the Reformation, a»e

meeting the future with courage and manliness, and

retain their faith in the living* reality .while 4he out-

ward forms are passing away.

III.

The Education question is part of the Church

question, and we find in looking at it precisely the

same phenomena. Education has two aspects. On
one side it is the cultivation of man’s reason, the de-

velopment of his spiritual nature. It elevates him

above the pressure of material interests. It makes

, him superior to the pleasures and the pains of a world

which is but his temporary home, in filling his mind

with higher subjects than the occupations of life would

themselves provide him with. One man in a million

of peculiar gifts may be allowed to go ho fajthcr, and

may spend his time in pursuits merely intellectual. A
life of speculation to'the multitude, however, would be

a life of idleness and ifselessness. They have to main-

tain themselves in industrious independence in a world

in which it has been said there are but three possible
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modes of existenci), begging, stealing, and working;

and education means also the equipping a man with

means to earn his own living. Every nation which

has come to anything considerable has grown by virtue

of a vigorous and wholesome education. A nation is

but the aggregate of the individuals of which it is com-

posed. Where individuals grow^p ignorant and in-

capable, the result is dnarchy mid torpor. Where

there has been energy, and organized strength, there is

or has been also an effective training of some kind.

From Oe modern platform speech one would infer that

before the present generation the schoolmaster had

never been thought of, and that the English of past

ages had been left to wander in darkness. Were this

true, they would have never risen out of chaos. The

problem was understood in Old England better pro-

bably than the platform orator understands it, and re-

ceived a more practical solution than any which on our

new principles has yet been arrived at. Five out of

six of us have to earn our bread by manual labour, and

will have to earn it so to the end of the chapter. Five

out of six English children in past generations were in

consequence apprenticed to some trade or calling by

which that necessary feat could be surely accomplished.

They learnt in* their catechisms and at church that they

were responsible to their Maker for the use which they

made of their time. They were fraught that there was

an immortal part of then!, the fuiture of which depended

am their conduct while^ they remained on earth. The

first condition of ij. worthy life was to be able to live
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honestly
;
and in the farm or at^ the forge, at the

cobbler’s bench or in the c^rpenter’^ yard, they learnt

to stand on their own feet, to do |good and valuable

work f(jr which society would thank and pay them.

Thenceforward they could support themselves and

those belonging \o them without meanness, without

cringing, without d^ioralizinj>; obligation to others, and

had laid in rugged self-depend^uiee the only foundation

for a firm and upright character. The old Englifh

education was the apj)rentice system ^ In every parish

in England the larger householders, thewsquiref and the

parson, the farmers, smiths, joiners, shoemakers, were

obliged by law to divide among themselves according

to their means the children of the poor who would

otherwise grow up unj)rovided for, and clothe, feed,

lodge, and teach them in return for their services till

they were old enough to take care of themselves. This

was the rule which was acted upon for many centuries.

It broke down at last. The burden was found disa-

greeable
;
the inroad too heavy upon natural liberty.

, The gentlemen were the first to decline or evade their

obligations. Their business was to take boys and girls

for household service. They preferred to have their

servants ready made. They did not care to encumber

their establishments with awkward urc^iins pr untidy

slatterns, who broke their china and whom they were

unable to dismiss. The farmers and the artisans ob^

jected naturally to bearing the entire charge—they

who had sufficient trouble to keep their o^ heads

above water : they had learnt from the gentlemen that
VOL. n. 24
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their first duties ^<rere to themselves, and their ill

humour vented itself on the poor little wretches who

were flung upon th(>ir unwilling hands. The children

were ill-used, starved, beaten. In some instances they

were killed. The benevolent instincts of the country

took up their cause. The apprenticeship under its

compulsory form passed ^away an^dst universal exe-

crations. The masters .were relieved from the ob-

ligation to educate, the lads themselves from the

obligation to be educated. They were left to their

parents, *co their own Helplessness, to the chances and

casualties of life, to grow up as they could, and drift

untaught into whatever occupation they could find.

Then first arose the cry for the schoolmaster. The

English clergy deserve credit for having been the first

to see the mischief that must follow, and to look for a

remedy. If these forlorn waifs and strays could no

longer be trained, they could not be permitted to

become savages. They could learn, at least, to read

and write. They could learn to keep themselves clean.

They could be broken into habits of decency, and

obedience, and be taught something of the world into

which they were to be flung out to sink or swim.

Democracy gave an impulse to the movement. ^ We
must edu^te our masters,’ said Mr Lowe sarcastically.

Whether what is now meant by education will make

their rule more intelligent remains to be seen. Still

the thing is to be done^. Ghildfibn whose parents can-

not help them are no longer utterly without a friend.

The State chai^ges itself with their minds, if not their
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bodies. Henceforward they are to receive such equip-

ment for the battle of life as the sthoolmaster can pro-

vide.

It^is something, but the event only can provelfchat it

will be as useful as an apprenticeship to a trade, with

the Lord’s Pra^t, and the Commandments at its back.

The conditions 01^ which #ve have our being in this

planet remain unchanged. Intelligent work is as much

a necessity as ever, and iiie proportion of us who must

set our hands to it is not reduced. Labour is the

inevitable lot of the majority,*and the^best education is

that which will make their labour most productive. I

do not undervalue book knowledge. Under any aspect

it is a considerable thing. If the books be well chosfen

and their contents really mastered, it may be a beautiful

thing
;
but the stubborn fact will remain, that after the

years, be they more or be they less, which have been

spent at school, the pupil will be launched into life as

unable as when he first entered the school door to earn

a sixpence, possessing neither skill nor knowledge for

which any employer in England will be willing to hire

his services. An enthusiastic clergyman who had

meditated long on the unfairness of confining mental

culture to the classes who had already so many other

advantages, gave his village boys the samtf education

which he had received himself. He taught them

languages and literature, and moral science, and art and

music. He unfitted them for 4>h6 state of life in which

they were born. Hd was unable to raise them into a

better. He sent one of the most promising of them
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with high recommei^feations to seek employinent in a

London banking-house. The lad was asked what he

could do. It was found that, allowing for his age, he

could'pass a fair examination in two or three plays of

Shakspeare.

Talent, it is urged, real talent, crijQ)led hitherto by

want of opportunity, will b/^ enabled^to show itself. It

may be so. Real talent, however, is not the thing

which we need be specially anxious about. It can take

care of itself. If we look down the roll of English

worthies fh all the great professions, in church and

law, in array and navy, in literature, science, and trade,

we see at once that the road must have been always

open for boys of genius to rise. We have to consider

the million, not the units
;

the average, not the ex-

ceptions.

It is argued again that by educating boys' minds,

and postponing till later their special industrial training,

we learn better what each is fit for; time is left for

special fitnesses to show themselves. We shall make

fewer mistakes, and boys will choose the line of life.for

which nature has qualified them. This may sound

plausible, but capacity of a peculiarly special kind is the

same as genius^ and may be left to find its own place.

A Canovacor a Faraday makes his way through all

impediments into the occupation which belongs to him.

Special qualifications, unless they ' are of the highest

order, do not e|ist to a ^^gree worth considering. A
boy's nature naturally into the channel which is dug

for it. Teach him to do any one thing, and in doing so
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you create a capability
;
and you create a taste along

with it
;
his further development will go as far and as

wide as his strength of faculty can reach
;
and such

varied knowledge as he may afterwards accumulate will

grow as about a stem round the one paramount occupa-

tion which is the business of his life.

A sharp lad, ^th general acquirements, yet unable

to turn his hand tc^one thidg more than another, drifts

through existence like a leaf blown before the \ynd.

Even if he retains what he ha§ learnt, it is useless to

him. The great majority so ^taught do not Retain, and

cannot retain, what they learn merely as half-understood

propositions, and which they have no chance of testing

by practice. Virgil and Sophocles, logic and geometry,

with the ordinary university pass-man, are as much lost

to him in twenty years from his degree as if he had

never construed a line or worked a problem. Why
should we expect better of the pupil of the middle or

lower class, whose education ends with his boyhood ?

Why should his memory remain burdened with

generalities of popular science, names and dates from

history which have never been more than words to him,

or the commonplaces of political economy, which, if he

attaches any meaning at all to them, he regards as the

millionnaire's catechism, which he will’believe when he is

a millionnaire himself ? The knowledge which a man can

use is the only yeal knowledge, the only knowledge

which has life and growth in it, and converts itself into

practical power. The rest hangs like dust about the

brain, or dries like raindrops off the stones.
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The mind expan^, we are told
;
larger information

generates larger an^' nobler thoughts. Is it so ? We
must look to the :&cts. Gfeneral knowledge means

general ignorance, ind an ignorance, unfortunately,

which is unconscious of itself. Quick wits are sharpened

up. Young fellows so educated learn that the world

is a large place, and contains many ;jr;ieasant things for

those who can get hold of iSiem. T6eir ideas doubtless

are inflated, and with thenS their ambitions and desires.

They have gained nothing ^'towards 'the wholesome

gratifying^ of those desij-ea, while they have gained

considerable discontent at the inequalities of what is

called fortune. They are the ready-made prey of

plausible palaver written or spoken, but they are with-

out means of self-help, without seriousness, and without

stability. They believe easily that the world is out of

joint because they, with their little bits of talents, miss

the instant recognition which they think their right.

Their literature, which the precious art of reading has

opened out to them, is the penny newspaper; their

creed, the latest popular chimera which has taken
«

possession of the air. They form the classes which

breed like mushrooms in the modem towns, and are at

once the scorn and the perplexity of the thoughtful

statesman. They are ]penians in Ireland, trades-

imionists in^ England, rabid partisans of slavery or

rabid abolitionists in America, socialists and red repub-

licans on the Oontinent. It is better that they should

have any education than iione. The evils caused by a

smattering of information, sounder knowledge may
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eventually cure. I refiise only to admit that the tran-

sition from the old industrial educmtion to the modem
book education is, for the present or the immediate

future, a sign of what'can be called progress.
^

Let there be more religion, men say. Education

will not do with^mt religion. Along with the secular

lessons we must ha%e Bible lessons, and then all will go

well. It is perfectly true tMht a consciousness of moral

responsibility, a sense of the obligation of truth ^nd

honesty and purity, lies at the bottom of all right action

—that without it knowledge is useless, thjt with it

everything will fall into its place. But it is with

religion as with all else of which I am speaking.

Religion can be no more learnt out of books than

seamanship, or soldiership, or engineering, or painting,

or any practical trade whatsoever. The doing right

alone teaches the value or the meaning of right
;

the

doing it willingly, if the will is happily constituted

;

the doing it unwillingly, or under compulsion, if per-

suasion fails to convihce. The general lesson lies in

the commandment once taught with authority by the

clergyman; the application of it in the details of

practical life, in the execution of the particular duty

which each moment brings with it. The book lesson,

be it Bible lesson, or commentary, or catechism, can at

best be nothing more than the communicafton of his-

torical incidents of^wbich half the educated world have

begun to question tlwe truth, or the dogmatic assertion

of opinions over which theologians quarrel and will

quarrel to the end of time. France has been held up
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before us for the last twenty years as the leader of

civilization, and Paris as the head-quarters of it. The

one class in this supreme hour of trial for that distracted

nation in which there is most h&pe of good is that into

which the ideas of Paris have hitherto failed to pene-

trate. The French peasant sits as^ child at the feet

of the priesthood of an exploded i<?'olatry. II is ignor-

ance of books is . absolute*
;

his sifperstitions are con-

tespiptible
;
but he has re*taincd a practical remembrance

that he has a Mastef* in Heaven who* will call him to

account for his life. In the cultivation of his garden

and vineyard, in the simjjlc round of agricultural toil,

he has been saved from the temptation of the pre-

vailing delusions, and has led, for the most ])art, a

thrifty, self-denying, industrious, and useful existence.

Keener sarcasm it would be hard to find on the inflated

enthusiasm of progress.

IV.

Admitting—and we suspect very few of our readers

will be inclined to admit—that there is any truth in

these criticisms, it will still be said that our shortcomings

are on the way to cure themselves. We have but

recently roused ourselves from past stagnation, and that

a new constitution of things cannot work at once with

all-sided perfection is no more than we might expect.

Shortcomings there may be, and oijir business is to find

them out and mend them. The means are now in our

hands. The people haVe at last political power. AU
interests are now represented in Parliament. All are
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sure of consideration. Class goverrmient is at an end.

Aristocracies, landowners, established churches, can

abuse their privileges no longer. The age of monopolies

is gone.
^
England belongs to herself. We are atjast

free

It would bo w^l if there were some definition of

freedom which wouli enable men to see clearly what

they mean and do not mean that vaguest of words.

The English Liturgy says that freedom is to be found

perfectly in ihe service of God. ^Intellectual ematicipa-

tioriy sa^^s Goethe, ^ if it does noh give mfit the smme time

control over oiirHelren, is poi\sonous.* Undoubtedly the best

imaginable state of human things would be one in which

everybody thought with perfect correctness and acted^

perfectly well of his own free will, unconstrained, and

even unguided, by external authority. But inasmuch

as no such condition as this can be looked for this side

of the day of judgment, the question for ever arises how

far the unwise should be governed by the wise—how

far society should be protected against the eccentricities

^of fools, and fools be protected against themselves.

There is a right and a wrong principle on wdiich each

man’s life can be organized. There is a right or a

wrong in detail at every step which he takes. Much

of this he must learn for himself. He* must learn to

act as he learns to walk. He obtains command of his

limbs by freely using them. To hold him up each

time that he totters is to deprive him of his only means

of learning how not to fall. Th*ere are other things in

which it is equally clear that he must not be left to
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him self. Not only may he not in the exercise of his

liberty do whatfes injurious to others—he must not

seriously injure himself. A stumble or a fall is a

wholesome lesson to take care, but he is not left to

learn by the effects that poison is poison, or getting

drunk is brutalizing. He is fc^idden to do what

wiser men than he know to be ^structive to him. If

he refuses to believe them, and ‘acts on his own judg-

paent, he is not gaining any salutary instruction—^he is

simply hurting himself, and has a just ground of com-

plaint 40ver after against those who ought to have re-

strained him. As we ‘ become our own masters,' to use

the popular phrase, we are left more and more to our

own guidance, but we are never so entirely masters of

ourselves that we are free from restraint altogether.

The entire fabric of human existence is woven of the

double threads of freedom and authority, which are for

ever wrestling one against the other. Their legitimate

spheres slide insensibly one into the other. The limits

of each vary with time, circumstances, and character,

and no rigid line can be drawn which neither ought ta

overpass. There are occupations in which error is the

only educator. There are actions which it is right to

blame, but not forcibly to check or punish. There are

actions ^ain—actions like suicide—which may concern

no one but a man’s self, yet which nevertheless it may
be right forcibly to prevent. Perecise rules cannot be

laid down which will meet all cases.

The private and personal habits of grown men lie for

the most ^part outside the pale of interference. It is
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otherwise, however, in the relations of man to society.

There, running* through every fibre oj those relations,

is justice and injustice—justice which means the health

and life of society, injustifce which is poison and deatji.

As a member of society a man parts with his natural

rights, and society ’p turn incurs a debt to him which

it is bound to dischargi|. Where the debt is adequately

rendered, where on both sides tfiere is a consciousness of

obligation, where rulers and ruled alike understand that*

more is required ofthem than attention to their separate

interests, and where they discern with clearness ii^ what

that ‘ more ’ consists, there at once is good government,

there is supremacy of law—^law written in the statute

book, and law written in the statute book of Heaven

;

and there, and only there, is freedom.

Das Gesetz soli nur uns Froiheit geben.

As in personal morality liberty is self-restraint, and

self-indulgence is slavery, so political freedom is possible

only where justice is in the seat of authority, where all

orders and degrees work in harmony with the organic

*law8 which man neither made nor can alter—^where the

unwise are directed by the wise, and those who are

trusted with power use it for the common good.

A country so governed is a free country, be the

form of the constitution what it may. A country not

so governed is in boi^dage, be its suffrage never so

universal. Where justiee is supreme, no subject is

forbidden anything which he has* a right to do or to

desire
;
and therefore it is that political changes, revo-
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lutions, reforms/ transfers of power from one order to

another, from l^ngs to aristocracies, from aristocracies

to peoples, are in themselves no necessary indications

of political or moral advance. They mean i^erely that

those ill authority are no longer fit to be trusted with

exclusive power. They mean th^ those high persons

are either ignorant and so incajnblo, or have forgotten

the public good in their own pleasures, ambitions, or

•^superstitions
;
that they Jaave ceased to be the repre-

sentatives of any superior wisdom or deeper moral in-

sight/and may therrfore justly be deprived of privileges

which they abuse for their own advantage and for

public mischief. Healthy nations when justly governed

never demand constitutional changes. Men talk of

entrusting power to the people as a moral education, as

enlarging their self-respect, elevating their imagina-

tions, making them alive to their dignity as human

beings. It is well, perhaps, that we should dress up in

fine words a phenomenon which is less agreeable in his

nakedness. But at the bottom of things the better sort

are always loyal to governments which are doii3.g their

business well and impartially. They doubt the pro-

bability of being themselves likely to mend matters,

and are thankful to let well alone. The growth of

popular constitutions in a country originally governed

by an aristocracy implies that the aristocracy is not any

more a real aristocracy—that* it is aHve to its own
interests and blind to other p^ple’s interests. It does

not imply that those others are essentially wiser or

better, bi^t only that they imderstand where their own
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shoe pinches
;
and that if it be merely a question of

interest, they have a right to be con^dered as well

as the class above them. In one sense it may be

called an advance, that iA the balance of power so in-

troduced particular forms ofaggravated injustice may be

rendered impossible but we are brought no nearer to

the indispensable thtug without which no human

society can woik healtlnly or happily—the sovereignty

of wisdom over folly—the pre-eminence of justice and,
.

• *
»

right over greediness and self-seeking. The unjust

authority is put away, the right lauthority is upt in-

stalled in its place. People suppose it a great thing

that every English householder should have a share in

choosing his governors. Is it that the func.tions of

government being reduced to a cypher, the choi(;e of its

administrators may be left to haphazard ? The crew of

a man-of-war understand something of seamanship
;
the

rank and tile of a regiment are not absolutely without

an inkling of the nature of military service
;
yet if sea-

men and soldiers were allowed to choose their own

jlpaders^ the fate of fleets and armies so officered would

not be hard to predict. Because they are not utterly

ignorant of their business, and because they do not

court their own destruction, the first use which the best

of them would make of such a privilege! would be to

refuse to act upon it.

No one seriously .supposes that popular suffrage

gives us a wiser Parliament than we used to have.

Under the rotten borough system Parliament was no-

toriously a far better school of statesmanship than it is
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or ever can be where the merits of candidates have first

to be recognizecfj by constituencies. The rotten borough

system fell, not because it was bad in itself, but because

it was abused to maintain injustice—to enrich the aris-

tocracy and the landowners at the expense of the people.

We do not look for a higher ngiorality in the classes

whom we have admitted to p^iwer; we expect them

only to be sharp enough to understand their own con-

^cerns. We insist that each interest shall be represent-

ed, and we anticipate from the equipoise the utmost

attaiu5ible amount ofjustice. It may be called progress,

but it is a public confession of despair of human nature.

It is as much as to say, that although wisdom may be

higher than folly as far as heaven is above earth, the

wise man has no more principle than the fool. Give

him power and he will read the moral laws of the uni-

verse into a code which will only fill his own pocket,

and being no better than the fool, has no piore right

to be listened to. The entire Civil Service of this

country has been opened amidst universal acclamations

to public competition. Any one who is not sijperam

nuated, and has not incurred notorious disgrace, may
present himself to the Board of Examiners, and win

himself a place in a public department. Everybody

knows that if the heads of the departments were hon-

estly to look for the fittest person that they could find

to fill a vacant office, they could make better selections

than can be made for them under the new method. The

alteration means merely that these superior persons

will not or cannot use their patronage disinterestedly^
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and that of two bad methods of choice the choice by

examination is the least mischievous.

The world calls all this progress. I call it only

change
;
^change which niay bring us nearer to a better

order of things, as the ploughing up and rooting the

weeds out of a fallow is a step towards growing a clean

crop of wheat there, Lat without a symptom at present

showing of healthy organic growth. When a block of

type from which a book has been printed is broken up

into its constituent letters the letters so disintegrated

are called *pie.’ The pie, a mere chaos, ^s afterwards

sorted and distributed, preparatory to being built up

into fresh combinations. A distinguished American

friend describes Democracy as ‘ making pie.^

Meanwhile, beside the social confusion, the know-

ledge of outward things and the command of natural

forces are progressing really with steps rapid, steady,

and indeed gigantic. ‘ Knowledge comes ’ if ‘ wisdom

lingers.’ The nfan of science discovers
;
the mechanist

and the engineer appropriate and utilize each invention

jas it i^ made ;
and thus each day tools are formed or

forming, which hereafter, when under moral control,

will elevate the material condition of the entire human

race. The labour which a hundred years ago made a

single shirt now makes a dozen or a score.* Ultimately

it is possible that the harder and grosser forms of work

will be done entirely by machinery, and leisure be left

to the human drudge which may lift him bodily into

another scale of existence. For the present no such

effect is visible. The mouths to be fed and the backs
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to bo covered multiply even faster than the means of

feeding and clotliing them
;
and conspicuous as have

been the fruits of machinery in the increasing luxuries

of fhe minoritj^ the level of comfort in the fa^milies of

the labouring millions has in this country been rather

declining than rising. The important results have

been so far rather political and soiual. Watt, Stephen-

son, and Wheatstone, already ^and while their dis-

coveries are in their infancy, have altered the relation

of every country in the world with its neighbours.

The oo^an barriers between continents which Nature

seemed to have raised for eternal separation have been

converted into easily travelled highways; mountain

chains are tunnelled ;
distance, once the most trouble-

some of realities, has ceased to exist. The inventions

of these three men determined the fate of the revolt of

the Slave States. But for them and their work the

Northern armies would have crossed the Potomac in

mere handfids, exhausted with enormous marches.

The iron roads lent their help. The collected strength

of all New England and the West was able to, fling,

itself into the work; Negro slavery is at an end; and

the Union is not to be split like Europe into a number

of independent states, but is to remain a single power,

to exercise ah influence yet unimaginable on the future

fortimes of mankind. Aided by the same mechanical

facilities, Germany obliterates 4;he dividing lines of

centuries. The Americans preserved the unity which

they had. The Germans conquer for themselves a

unity which they had not. France interferes, and half
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a million soldiers are collected and concentrated in a

fortnight
;
armies, driven in like ivedges, open rents

and gaps from the Rhine to Orleans ; and at the end

of two months the nation whose military strengt^j was

supposed to be the greatest in the world was reeling

paralyzed under blows to which these modern contriv-

ances had exposed ^ler. So far we may be satisfied

;

but who can forcsdfe the ultimate changes of which

these are but the initial symptoms ? Who will be rash

enough to say that they will promote necessarily the

happiness of mankind? They. are but^ weapons which

may be turned to good or evil, according to the charac-

ters of those who best understand how to use them.

The same causes have created as rapidly a tondoiicjr

no less momentous towards migration and interfusion,

which may one day produce a revolution in the ideas

of allegiance and nationality. English, French, Ger-

mans, Irish, even Chinese and Hindus, are scattering

themselves over the world
; some bonfi, fide in search of

new homes, some merely as temporary residents—but

any way establishing themselves wherever a living is to

be earned in every corner of the globe, careless of the

flag under which they have passed. Far the largest

part will never return : they will leave descendants,

to whom their connection with the old bountiy’' will be

merely matter of history
;
but the ease with which wo^

can now go from one place to the other will keep alive

an intention of returning, though it be never carried

out
;
and as the numbers of these denizens multiply^

intricate problems have already risen as to their alle-

VOL. u. 26
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giaiice, and will become more and more complicated.

The English at Ilvmg Kong and Shanghai have no

intention of becoming Chinese, but their presence there

has shaken the stability of the Chinese empire, and has

cost that country, if the returns are not enormously

exaggerated, in the civil wars and rebellions of which

they have been the indirect occasioijj a hundred million

lives.

JFrom the earliest times
^
we trace migrations of

nations or the founding of colonies by spirited adven-

turers
; Iwxt never was the process going on at such a

rate as now, and never with so little order or organized

communion of purpose. No ingenuity could have

devised a plan for the dispersion of the superfluous part

of the European populations so eflective as the natural

working of personal impulse, backed by these new'

facilities. The question still returns, however. To what

purpose ? Are the efiects of emigration to be only as

the efiects of machinery ? Are a few hundred millions

to be added to the population of the globe merely that

they may make money and spend it ? In all the great

movements at present visible there is as yet no trace

of the working of intellectual or moi*al ideas—^no sign

of a conviction that man has more to live for than to

labour and eat the fruit of his labour.

So far, perhaps, the finest result of scientific activity

lies in the personal character which devotion of a life to

science seems to produce. While almost every other

occupation is pursued for the money which can be made

out of it, and success is measured by the money result
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which has been realized—^while even artists and men

of letters, with here and there a brilliant exception, let

the bankers’ book become more and more the criterion

of theij being on the* right road, the men of sqjence

alone seem to value knowledge for its own sake, and to

be valued in return for the addition which they arc

able to make to it. A dozen distinguished men might

be named who have*shown intellect enough to (puilify

them for the woolsack, ^or an archbishop’s mitre :

external rewards of this kind might be thought the

natural recompense for work‘which produces results

so splendid
;
but they arc quietly and unconsciously

indiflerent—they are hapj)y in their own occupations,

and ask no more
\
and that here, and hero only, there

is real and undeniable
2
)rogress is a significant proof

that the law's remain unchanged under W'hich true

excellence of any kind is attainable.

To conclude.

Tlie accumulation of wealth, with its daily services

at the Stock Exchange and the Eourse, with interna-

tionj^l exhibitions for its religious festivals, and political

economy for its gosj)el, is progress, if it be progress at

all, tow'ards the wrong place. Baal, the god of the

merchants of Tyre, counted four hundred and fifty

j)ro phots w hen there was but one Elijah. J3aal W'as a

visible reality. Baal rose in his sun-chariot in th^

morning, scattered the evil spirits of the night, light-

ened the heart, quickt^ned the seed in the soil, clothed

the hill-side with waving corn, made the gardens bright

wdth fiow^ers, and loaded the vineyard W'ith its purple
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clusters. When Baal turned away his face the earth

languished, and dressed herself in her winter mourning

robe. Baal was the friend who held at bay the enemies

of mankind—cold, nakedness, a\id hunger; who was

kind alike to the evil and the good, to those who wor-

shipped him and those who forgot their benefactor.

Compared to him, what was the bping that ^ hid him-

self,* the name without a ^orm—thht was called on, but

didmot answer—who appeared in visions of the night,

terrifying the uneasy sleeper with visions of horror ?

Baal wast^god.
,
The ot^ier was but the creation of a

frightened imagination—a phantom that had no exist-

ence outside the brain of fools and dreamers. Yet in

the end Baal could not save Samaria from the Assyrians,

any more than progress and ‘ unexampled prosperity
*

have rescued Paris from Von Moltkc. Paris will rise

from her fallen state, if rise she docs, by a return to

the uninviting virtues of harder and simpler times.

The modern creed bids every man look first to his cash-

box. Fact says that the casli-box must be the second

concern—that a man's life consists not in the abundance

of things that he possesses. The modern creed says,

by the mouth of a President of the Board of Trade, that

adulteration is the fruit of competition, and, at worst,

venial del^quehcy. Fact says that this vile belief has

,gone like poison into the marrow of the nations. The

modern creed looks complacently on luxury as a stim-

ulus to trade. Fact says that luxury has disorganized

society, severed the bonis of good-will which unite man
to man, and class to class, and generated distrust and
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haired. The modern creed looks on impurity with an

approbation none the less real that it dares not openly

avow it, dreading the darkest sins less than over-popu-

lation.^ Fact—which 'if it cannot otherwise secure a

hearing, expresses itself at last in bayonets and bursting

shells—declares that if our great mushroom towns can-

not clear themselves of pollution, the world will not

long endure their pfesence.

A serious person, when lie is informed that uny

particular country is making strides in civilization,

will ask two questions. Fiist personally,^ Are the

individual citizens growing more pure in their private

habits? Are they true and just in their dealings?

Is their intelligence, if they are becoming intelligent,

directed towards learning and doing what is right, or

are they looking only for more extended pleasures, and

for the means of obtaining them ? Are they making

progress in what old-fashioned people used to call the

fear of God, or are their personal selves and the indulg-

ence of their own inclinations the end and aim of their

exi§tence ? That is one question, and the other is its

counterpart. Each nation has a certain portion of the

earth’s siu'face allotted to it, from which the means of

its support are being wrung : are the proceeds of labour

distributed justly, according to the Work which each

individual has done ; or does one plough and another

reap in virtue of superior strength, superior cleverness

or cunning ?

These are the criteria ot progress. All e’se is

merely misleading. In a state of nature there is no
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law but physical force. As society becomes organized,

strength is coerced by greater strength ;
arbitrary

violence is restrained by the policeman
;
and the rela-

tion^ between man and man,* in some degree, are

humanized. That is true improvement. But large

thews and sinews are only the rudest of the gifts

which enable one man to take advantage of his neigh-

bour. Sharpness of wit gives *no higher title to

superiority than bigness of muscle and bone. The

power to overreach requires restraint as much as the

power to*»rob aivi kill
;
and the progress of civilization

depends on the extent of the domain which is reclaimed

under the moral law. Nations have been historically

great in proportion to their success in this direction.

Religion, while it is sound, creates a basis of conviction

on which legislation can act
;
and where the legislator

drops the problem, the spiritual teacher takes it up.

So long as a religion is believed, and so long as it

retains a practical direction, the moral idea of right

can be made the principle of government. When
religion degenerates into superstition or doctrinajism,

the statesman loses his ground, and laws intended, as it

is scornfully said, to make men virtuous by Act of

Parliament, either sink into desuetude or are formally

abandoned^ How far modern Europe has travelled in

,^his direction would be too large an inquiry. Thus

much, however, is patent, and, so far as our own country

is concerned, is proudly avowed? Provinces of action

once formally occupied t>y law have been abandoned to

anarchy. Statutes which regulated wages, statutes
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which assessed prices, statutes which interfered with

personal liberty, in the supposed interests of the

commonwealth, have been repealed as mischievous.

It is now held that beyond the prevention of violence

and the grossest forms of fraud, government can meddle

only for mischief—tliat crime only needs repressing

—

and that a community prospers best where every one is

left to scramble fftr himself, and find the place for

which his gifts best qualify him. Justice, which#was

held formerly to be co-extensive with human conduct,

is limited to the smallest corner of it.
^
The labourer or

artisan has a right only to such w^ges as he can extort

out of the employer. The purchaser who is cheated in a

shop must blame his own simplicity, and endeavour to

be wiser for the future.

Habits of obedience, moral convictions inherited

from earlier times, have enabled this singular theory

to work for a time; men have submitted to be de-

frauded rather than quarrel violently with the insti-

tutions of their country. There are symptoms, how-

ever, which indicate that the period of forbearance is

waning. Swindling has grown to a point among us

where the political economist preaches patience un-

successfully, and Trades-Unionism indicates that the

higgling of the market is not the fast word on the

wages question. Government will have to take iip

again its abandonpd functions, and will understand

that the cause and* meaning of its existence is the

discovery and enforcement of the elementary rules of

right and wrong. Here lies the road of true progress,
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and nowhere else. It is no primrose path—with ex-

hibition flourishes, elasticity of revenue, and shining

lists of exports and imports. The upward climb has

been ever a steep and thorny on6, involving, first of all,

the forgetfulness of self, the worship of which, in the

creed of the economist, is the mainspring of advance.

That the change will come, if not to us in England,

yet to our posterity soniewhere upon the planet, ex-

peijence forbids us to doubt. The probable manner of

it is hopelessly obscure. Men never willingly acknow-

ledge that absurdly mistaken.

An indication of what may possibly happen can be

found, perhaps, in a singular phenomenon of the

spiritual development of mankind which occurred in a

far distant age. The fact itself is, at all events, so

curious that a passing thought may be usefully bestowed

upon it.

The Egyptians were the first people upon the earth

who emerged into what is now called civilization.

How they lived, how they were governed during the

tens of hundreds of generations which intervened.be-

tween their earliest and latest monuments, there is

little evidence to say. At the date when they become

distinctly visible they present the usual features of

effete Oriental societies
; the labour executed by slave

^angs, an<f a rich luxurious minority spending their

time in feasting and revelry. TP^ealth accumulated.

Art flourished. Enormous engineering works illustrated

the talent or ministered* to the vanity of the priestly

and military classes. The favoured of fortune basked
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ill perpetual sunshine. The millions sweated in the

heat under the lash of the task-master, and were paid

with just so much of the leeks and onions and

fleshpots as would coiftinue them *in a condition to

work. Of these despised wretches some hundreds of

thousands were enabled by Providence to shake off tho

yoke, to escape over the Red Sea into the Arabian

desert, and there receive from heaven a code of laws

under which they were to be governed in the land

where they were to be planted.

What were those laws ?

The Egyptians, in the midst of their corruptions,

had inherited the doctrine from their fathers which is

considered the foundation of all religion. They be-

lieved in a life beyond the grave—in the judgment bar

of Osiris, at which they were to stand on leaving their

bodies, and in a future of happiness or misery as they

had lived well or ill upon earth. It was not a specu-

lation of philosophers—it was the popular creed
;
and

it was held with exactly the same kind of belief with

which it has been held by the Western nations since

their conversion to Christianity.

But what was the practical effect of their belief?

There is no doctrine, however true, which works me-

chanically on the soul like a charm. The expectation

of a future state may be a motive for the noblest

exertion, or it may ^e an excuse for acquiescence in

evil, and serve to conceal and perpetuate the most

enormous iniquities. The magnate of Thebes or Mem-

phis, with his huge estates, his town and country
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palaces^ his retinue of eunuchs, and his slaves whom he

counted by thousands, was able to say to himself, if he

thought at all, ‘ True enough, there are inequalities of

fortune. These serfs of mine have a miserable time of

it, but it is only a time after all
;
they have immortal

souls, poor devils ! and their wretched existence here

is but a drop of water in the ocean of their being.

They have as good a chance of ‘Paradise as I have—

•

pprhaps bettor. Osiris will set all right hereafter
;
and

for the present rich and poor are an ordinance of

Providejice, and there tis no occasion to disturb estab-

lished institutions. For myself, I have drawn a prize

in the lottery, and I hope I am grateful. I subscribe

handsomely to the temple services. I am myself

punctual in my religious duties. The priests, who are

wiser than I am, praj^ for me, and they tell me I may

set my mind at rest.’

Under this theory of things the Israelites had been

ground to powder. They broke away. They too were

to become a nation. A revelation of the true God was

bestowed on them, from which, as from a fountain, a

deeper knowledge of the Divine nature was to flow out

over the earth
;
and the central thought of it was the

realization of the Divine government—not in a vague

hereafter, but in the living present. The unpractical

prospective justice which had become an excuse for

tyranny was superseded by an .immediate justice in

time. They were to reap the hsarvest of their deeds,

not in heaven, but on earth. There was no life in the

grave whither they were going. The future state was
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withdrawn from their sight till the mischief which it

had wrought was forgotten. It was not denied, but it

was veiled in a cloud It was left to private opinion

to hope <jr to fear
;
but if was no longer held out eitj^er

as an excitement to piety or a terror to evil-doers. The

God of Israel was a living God, and His power was

displayed visibly and immediately in rewarding the

good and punishinir tlfe wicked while thev remained in

the flesh.

It would be unbecoming to press the parallel, but

phenomena are showing themselves whi(;]j indicate that

an analogous suspension of belief provoked by the same

causes may possibly be awaiting ourselves. The re-

lations between man and man are now supposed to be

governed by natural laws which enact themselves inde-

pendent of considerations of justice. Political economy

is erected into a science, and the shock to our moral

nature is relieved by reflections that it refers only to

earth, and that justice may take efiect hereafter.

Science, however, is an inexorable master. The

evidence for a hereafter depends on considerations

which science declines to entertain. To piety and

conscientiousness it appears inherently probable
;
but

to the calm, unprejudiced student of realities, piety

and conscientiousness are insutficient witnesses to mat-

ters of fact. The religious passions have made too

many mistakes to be accepted as of conclusive authority.

Scientific habits of thought, which are more and more

controlling us, demand external ^proofs which are difii-

cult to find. It may be that we require once more to
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have the living certainties^ of the Divine government

brought home to us more palpably ; that a doctrine

which has been the consolation of the heavy-laden for

eighteen hundred years may Have generated o,nce more

a practical infidelity; and that by natural and in-

telligent agencies, in the furtherance of the ever-

lasting purposes of our Father in heaven, the belief in

a life beyond the grave may agaih bo about to be with-

drawn.
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T
he storm whicli has burst over the Continent may

clear away as rapidly as it has risen, or it may rage

till it has searched out and destroyed every unsound

place in the organization of the European nations.

Providence or Nature, or whatever the power is which

determines the conditions under which human things

are allowed to grow and prosper, uses still, as it has

ever used, fierce surgery, of this kind for the correction

of wrong-doing
;
and if Providence, as Napoleon scorn-

fully said, is on the side of the strongest battalions, it

provides also, as Napoleon himself foimd at Leipsic, that

in the times of these tremendous visitations the strong

battalions shall be found in defence of the cause which

it intends shall conquer. England for the pr<|8ent lies

outside the lines of conflict. Whether she can escape

her share of trial depends on causes which she can but

faintly control
;
and whether at ^the close of ^ this pre-

J August, 1870.
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sent summer France or Germany lies exhausted, unable

to strike another blow, or whether the circle of con-

flagration is to widen it4 terrible area till the whole

world is again in 'arms, it behaves us equally to look to

ourselves. We have obligations on the Continent whicli

we cannot disclaim without dishonour, and dishonour

tamely borne means to England political ruin.

A nation of thirty lilillions, inferior in mental and

physical capabilities to no other people in the world,

moated by the sea*, defended by a Ijowerful fleet, and

united in themselves by hearty loyalty to their coun-

try, ought to to in no fear of the strongest force which

could be hurled against them. But it is on this point

of loyalty, of which it has been the fashion of late to

' speak contemptuously as a sentimental virtue, that the

result of such an attempt would perhaps eventually de-

pend. At this moment, if we were taken by surprise

as Prussia has been, and a hostile power could by any

means obtain twenty-four hours^ command of the

Channel, London would inevitably be taken
;
but if we

are sound at heart, if England is to us all a home which

high and low among us are alike determined to defend,

as the treasure-house which contains all that we value

in life, the loss of London would but nerve us to a more

determined struggle, and w^e might still look forward

to the last result with confidence. We might lose fear-

fully in life and property, but we should keep our

honour untarnished, and our great place in the world

unshaken. Have we, ‘then, a right to expect a spirit

in the great masses of our people which would carry us
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successfully througli suck a crisis? The English are

instinctively brave and noble-minded. The traditions

of the past are powerful, and there is a prestige attached

to the present condition^ of the Brit&h Empire which

for a time at least would raise all classes to a level with

the demands on their endurance. How long their re-

solution would last, what amount and what duration of

privations they would he contdited to endure, depends,

however, on the further question, what interest many

of us have in E?igland’s stability—what each man

would lose which is really precipus to him if ^he fell

from her place ?

The attachment of a people to their country depends

upon the sense in which it is really and truly their

home. Men will fight for their homes, because without

a home they and their families are turned shelterless

adrift
;
and as the world has been hitherto constituted,

they have had no means of finding a new home for

themselves elsewhere, And the idea of home is in-

separably connected wdth the possession or permanent

occupation of land. Where a man’s property is in

money, a slip of paper will now transfer it to any part

of the world to which he pleases to send it. Where it

is in the skill of his hands there is another hemisphere

now open to him, where employers speaking his own

language are eager to secure his services. Land alone

he cannot take with him. The fortunes of the possess-

ors of the soil of any«country are bound up in the

fortunes of the country to whieVthey belong, and thus

those nations have always been the most stable in which
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the land is most widely divided, or where the largest

number of people have a personal concern in it. Interest

and natural feeling coincide to produce the same result.

Hidicule as we plehse what is now looked upon as senti-

mentalism, we cannot escape from our nature. Attach-

ment to locality is part of the human constitution.

Those who have been brought up in particular places

have a feeling for them \^ich thdy cannot transfer. A
fafuily which has occupied a farm for one or two years

will leave it without diiBBlculty. In one or two genera-

tions th^ wrench becomes severely painful. To remove

tenants after half a dozen generations is like tearing

up a grown tree by the roots. The world is not out-

growing associations of this kind. It never can or will

outgrow them. The ane et foci^ the sense of home and

the sacred associations which grow up along with it,

are as warm in the new continent as in the old. It is

not that every member of a family must remain on the

same spot. The professions and the trades necessarily

absorb a largo proportion of the children as they grow

to manhood
;
but it is the pride of the New Englander

to point to his namesake and kinsman now occupying

the farm which was first cleared by his Puritan an-

cestors. The home of the elder branch is still the home

of the family, and the links of association, and all the

passions which are born of it, hold together and bind

in one the scattered kindred.

England was once the peculiar nursery of this kind

of sentiment, and thus it was that an Englishman's

patriotism was so peculiarly powerfuL It has seemed
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of late as if all other countries understood it better than

we. In France, in Germany, in Russia; even in Spain

and Italy, either revolution or the wisdom of the Govern-

ment has divided the land. The grcht proprietors have

been persuaded or induced to sell
;
when persuasion

has failed they have been compelled. The laws of

inheritance are so adjusted as to make accumulation of

estates impossible. Two-thiMs or, at least, half the

population of those countries have their lives apd

fortunes interlinked inseparably with the soil
;
and

their fidelity in time of trial i? at once rewarded and

guaranteed by the possession of it. England is alone

an exception. When serfdom was extinguished in

Russia, each serf had a share in his late owner’s lands

assigned to him as his own. The English, villein was

released from his bondage with no further compensation,

and is now the agricultural labourer—the least cared

for specimen of humanity in any civilized country. In

France there are five million landed proprietors. In

England the exact numbers are unknown, but it is

notorious that daring the last century the small agri-

cultural freeholds have been generally devoured by the

large. In the neighbourhood of the great towns estates

have been broken up and sold in small portions for the

villas ofmerchants and manufacturers, but the possibility

of ownership recedes daily further from the reach of any

but the favourites of fortune. The wealthy alone possess

that original hold on English soil which entitles Eng-

land in return to depend upon £hem in the day of trial

;

and thus it is that to persons who think seriously there
VOU II. 2S
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appears something precarious in England’s greatness,

as if with all her wealth and all her power a single

disaster might end it. No nation ever suffered a more
”

. V. .
*

trenjiendous humiliation than ^France in the
^
second

occupation of Paris; a third time she has seen her

capital occupied, and her entire social system crumbled

into anarchy. But she rallied before, and she will

unquestionably rally once more, fier population remain

rooted in the soil to which th^y are passionately attacdied,

and their permanent depression is impossible. Forty

millions of people can neither be destroyed nor removed
;

and where the people are, and where the land is their

own, their recovery is a matter of but a few years at

most. They may lose men and money, and an outlying

proviijce, but that is all the injury which an external

power can inflict on them. With England it is difficult

to feel the same confidence. If the spell of our insular

security be once broken
;

if it be once proved that the

Channel is no longer an impassable barrier, and that

we are now on a level with the Continent, the circum-

stances would be altered which have given us hitherto

our exceptional advantages
; and those of us who can

choose a home elsewhere, who have been deprived of

everything wdiich should specially attach us to English

soil—tha^ is to say, ninety-nine families out of every

,
hundred—will have lost all inducement to remain in

so unprofitable a neighbourhood.
,

Let it be said at once that we are not blaming Go-

vernment or blaming tlie laws because the small estates

are absorbed into the large. The process of absorption
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is the result of economic social and paoral conditions

which cannot be interfered jv’ith on a scale large enough

to produce a sensible effect with(jut paralyzing the

entire system of our national industry. It is a sttute of

things, however, for which provision was instinctively

made in past generations. As English soil became

visibly too strait for its increasing population, not

the Q-overnment, but the English themselves, by their

own courage and energy, secured to the flag enormous

slices of the waste places of the newly discovered world

;

enormous areas of soil in which fen time« as ma!iy people

as are now choking and jostling one another in our lanes

and alleys might take root and expand and thrive
;
and

the question is, whether these spaces may not b^

utilized
;
whether, without rude changes at home, we

may not exchange England for an English Empire in

which every element shall be combined which can

promise security to the whole P The fairest part of

this vast inheritance 'vvas alienated from us by one set

of incompetent ministers
;

it is now a rival, and may

one /lay be a hostile power. The country, not the

Government, explored and took possession of fresh

dominions almost as splendid as what had been lost for

them. What is to be done with these, whether they

are to remain attached to us, or are to be affronted or

encouraged into separation and what is called independ-#

ence, is a matter on which Government may blunder a

second time
;

the nation itself is alone competent to

form and pronounce an opinion.

We make no apology for returning to a subject
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which was discussed a few months back when the

political sky was comparatively clear
;
and the sub-

sequent treatment of which in Parliament makes an

appQul to the country itself more than ever necessary.

It is well known .that to a particular school the

colonies appear only a burden. Young communities

cost money before the resources of a new country can

be adequately developed. We are informed that to

patt with them wiU be an immediate relief to the

English taxpayer
;
that we can employ our people at

home by‘ developing o\ir manufactures
;
and that the

Government, untroubled with the responsibility of

defending our remote and scattered dependencies, can

,

provide cheaply, easily, and certainly for our own

security at home. The promulgation of these opinions

has created much uneasiness in the colonies themselves,

whoso own almost universal wish is to remain under

the sovereignty of the Queen. At home also to some

persons they have seemed singularly shallow. Without

colonies the natural growth of our population must

overflow into foreign countries. The iiidifierencecwith

which we have allowed Irish emigration to drift into

America has created an element dangerously hostile to

us across the Atlantic, while it has embittered the

already alienated feelings with which we are regarded

* in Ireland itself. In our own emigrating artisans, if we

allow them passively to become parts of another com-

munity, we are losing elements of strength which

might be of more worth to us than the gold mines of

Ballarat.
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The present Government, however, has been sus-

pected of secretly favouring tlie views of the separatists.

They were several times called 011 during the session

of last,year to explaiA their real views, and the^tone

which they have taken in their replies indicates at any

rate most signally the estimate which they have formed

of the political magnitude of the question. Lord

Granville has again knd again repudiated all intention

of shaking ofi‘ the colonies^. He insists that the policy

which he pursues is that which oii the whole gives most

satisfaction to the colonists them selves,,and tonds more

tlian any other which could be pursued to secure their

attachment. He has said also, and whenever challenged

he has repeated, as if with a consciousness that he was

wronged by the suspicions entertained of him, that he

admits the duty in case of war of defending the colonies

against the aggression with the whole I'orce of the

empire. The assurance is good in itself, but it is little

to the point. No one suspects the Government of

meditating treason, and it would be nothing less than

treason wilfully to abandon the protection of any part

of her Majesty^s dominions. But whereas there are two

possible colonial policies—one to regard them as integral

parts of the British Empire, as an inheritance of the

nation in which the crowded hive at borne may have

room to expand and strengthen itself, in which English

families may receive, portions of the land belonging to

us where they may ‘take root though circumstances

deny it to them at* home
;

tlie other, to concentrate

ourselves in these islands, to educate the colonies in
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self-dependence, that at the earliest moment they may

themselves sever the links which bind them to us—of

these two policies it is believed that the Government

delibpately prefer 'the second, And nothing thi\<; Lord

Granville or any other member of the Cabinet has said

upon the subject leads us to suppose that the belief is

unfounded. A few words would have sufficed to re-

move the uneasiness, but those v^ords have not been
c

spoken.

Lord Granville is transferred to another department,

but it is evident that there is to be no change in the

colonial policy. Lord Kimberley’s language is identical

with his predecessor’s. It is quite certain that in the

opinion of Mr Gladstone’s Administration the colonies

are rather elements of weakness to us than of strength,

that they belong to themselves rather than to us, and

that any endeavour on our part to develop their resources

or transport the overflow of our people there will be

wasted effort and money thrown away.

We say nothing of the withdrawal of the troops.

That is an entirely secondary matter. No civUized

nation in the world pays so much for its army as we do,

and in none is there so miserable a result
;
and if there

were any chance that our scanty regiments would be

maintained in full efficiency at home, and would not be

allowed to dwindle into skeletons under the blight of our

military mismanagement, it might be wise to concen-

trate at the heart of the empire sAch means of defence

as we possess. The self-governed colonies are perfectly

capable of taking care of themselves, and they will de-
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fend to the last each their own portion of the British

Empire, if they may be assured that the empire is to

continue to exist. But the* entire drift of the action of

the Colonial Office points to a desire on our part that

as soon as possible they should rid us of all resjfonsi-

bility for them. Our statesmen avow in their conduct

what in words they are still compelled to disclaim.

Our leading colonists are noi? invited to a share in the

established dignities of the empire. They are not made

members of the ?rivy Council. They are not admitted

to the . Bath, still less to the Jiigh distinction of the

Garter. A new order is created especially as the reward

of colonial merit. The unanimous desire of the Austra-

lians for the annexation of the Fiji Islands is refused

;

as if to goad them into separate action on their owh

account, lest those islands should be appropriated for a

naval or a penal station by some other power. When
the Dominion of Canada was proclaimed, the Govern-

ment organs declared, with no uncertain voice, that

British North America might now be independent when

it pleased. The present Governor-General, though he

afterwards explained away his words, expressed a dis-

tinct wish that the gift of independence might be soon

accepted. It is incredible that he would have dared

to use such words unless they had been prompted from

home. The late Governor, when Lord Granville dis^

claimed any desire^ to part with Canada, and denied

that his policy tended towards separation, said in his

place in the House of Lords that it undoubtedly had

such a tendency, and for that reason he hoped the
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Government would persevere. The new Knighthood

was bestowed ostentatiously on a Canadian statesman

who had avowed publicly his desire that Canada should

be annexed to the tJnited States. It was precisely as

if Mr Smith O’Brien had been made a peer when he

went to Paris to ask the Provisional Government to

undertake the protection of Ireland. The proposed

confederation of the Australian Cdlonies and New Zea-

lanjl has been treated pointedly as the birth of a new

nationality. All this can bear but oiSe interpretation.

Such confederations in themselves may bo good things

or bad. They need not necessarily involve a separation

from England. But the separation is what the party

at present in power desire to promote, and the purpose

is but faintly concealed in a few reluctant and partial

concessions to public ophiion, the guarantee of a loan to

New Zealand, and the delay in the complete evacuation

of the Canadian Dominion till the Red River disturb-

ances shall have been composed.

We do not believe that such a policy can be approved

by the country in general. Were the issue fijirly

before the people it would be instantly repudiated.

The fear is rather that they will look on inattentively,

supposing that all is going well, till the mischief is

consummated. ‘It will then be past remedy, and the

vengeance which will assuredly fall on the authors of

it will be a poor compensation for an irreparable disas-

ter. We choose the present moment, therefore, when

the position of England tnust be causing serious thought

to every one who is capable of understanding it, to recall
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attention to a question which appears to us to be one of

life or death.

It has two branches, which have unfortunately been

argued apart, though, in* fact, they caftnot bo separated

;

the political relations of the colonies with the mother

country, and the possibility or the desirableness of a

sustained and methodical emigration supported in part

by the State in the 'general *interests of the nation.

These two subjects are factors in the same problem, fqr

the only practicabJe means at preseht of attaching the

colonies to us is by feeding them intelligently with

emigrants who leave England grateful for the assistance

which removes them from our surfeited towns to a

situation where they can have a fairer prospect of a

healthy and useful existence. No one in his senses

proposes to reclaim for the discredited Colonial Office

the control over dependencies which the home officials

do not care to understand, and in the welfare of which

they have no genuine interest. ' The object is to create

or foster those natural links of affinity between Great

Britain and her distant provinces which, to the disgrace

of our political sagacity, we have permitted to grow

unchecked between Ireland and the United States of

America. At present, from causes far from honourable

to us, those who emigrate on their own account prefer

any flag to ours. The natural outflow is to New York,

and every family which settles in the republic carries

with it enmity to the. home from which it has been

driven, and leaves the germs of disloyalty behind in its

kindred. The hope of those who see these things
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and dread their consequences is to turn the stream

before it becomes too late to prevent the spread to Eng-

land and Scotland of the lame process which in Ireland

has been so fertile^ in mischief
}
to relieve our towns of

a plethora of people which is breeding physical and

moral disease, and in furnishing our colonies with the

supply which they most need, to give them an interest

ill maintaining their coifnection «with us.

^ That a great State 'emigration is in itself possible,

possible in the sense that there are 'no insurmountable

obstacle^ created by tbe nature of things, and that if

carried into eSect in union with the Colonial Govern-

ments it would, beyond all other means, tend to bind

them to us, even Lord GranviUe himself would hardly

' deny. The extent of our dependencies is so vast, and

the wealth waiting to be drawn out there by human

industry so enormous, that with proper provisions and

preparations they could receive among them at present

at least a quarter of a million of our people annually.

Thenuinber for w^hora work could befouiidwould increase

in geometrical proportion. The Irishwho go to the States

send for their families; the English would necessarily

do the same
;
and the strain upon the State, which even

at first would be comparatively slight, would in a short

time disappear. That the emigration question, there-

fore, and* the political question should have been argued

separately, has been a serious misfortune. It has

enabled those who wish to keep things as they are to

break the sticks each by itself, to represent emigration

to our colonies as of no special consequence to us
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because our relations witH tbem are uncertain, and to

argue the impossibility of drawing those relations closer

from experience of the bad "results in the past of the

mother country’s interference.

In the early part of last spring a deputation , waited

on the Prime Minister to represent the distress in the

manufacturing towns, and to recommend the establish-

ment of an emigration system*at the cost of the State.

The Prime Minister gave a courteous but hesitatii^

answer. He left it^to be implied th&t he was himself in

favour of the deputation’s object, but^that b® must

consult the Colonial Minister and the Chancellor of the

Exchequer. He spoke, perhaps, in some irony, for the

opinions of Mr Lowe and Lord Granville might have

been anticipated without difficulty. Lord Carnarvon'

followed in the House of Lords. There had been an

expectation that a subject of so much importance would

have been alluded to in the Speech from the Throne,

and the absence of it was significantly noticed by Lord

Cairns. Lord Cairns, however, left England immedi-

ately after. Lord Carnarvon, as an ex-Colonial Min-

ister, took upon himself to represent those who were

dissatisfied with Lord Granville’s proceedings
;
and he

had an opportunity of rising above the position of a

party leader, and treating the matter, oil the broadest

grounds of statesmanship. Lord Russell, in the preface

to an edition of his Speeches, had introduced a censure

on Lord Granville so emphatic as to imply that, if his

policy produced its natural resftlt, though he escaped

impeachment, he would deserve and receive eternal
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infamy. Lord Carnarvon, however, confined himself to

strictly political criticism. He evaded the larger bear-

ings of the subject. He spoke merely as a member of

the Opposition, atxious to avail himself of an^ opening

to attack the Government in power. .He gave Lord

Granville an easy victory, for he had himself in office

been no wiser than his antagonist. Lord Salisbury and

Lord Derby were silent, *and the'* discussion dropj)ed as

an unsuccessful party move.

A petition, very largely signed, *from the working

men of rthe m,etropoli^f was afterwards addressed to the

Queen. It spoke the language of unbewitched com-

mon-sense. It set out that England was overcrowded,

that work for the people was not to be found at home,

that they were loyal to the Crown and wished to remain

British subjects, and that her Majesty possessed domin-

ions in other parts of the world were there was room

and to spare for them. They therefore besought her

Majesty to close her ears to those who advised her to

part with those dominions, to declare emphatically that

the colonies were integral parts of the empire, an/i that

the State would assist those who were willing to

remove to them.

This petition was received by the Home Minister ip.

behalf o( the Queen, and a reply was returned more

than usually characteristic of what Mr Dickens called

the ‘ Circumlocution Officq,’ Sympathy was of course

expressed with the distress of the people. The value of

emigration was ardently acknowledged. The Govern-

ment, the petitioners were assured, would do everything
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in its power to promote their welfare. There were,

however, as Mr Bruce contended, laws of nature which

it was hopeless and idle to resist. Emigration, like all

other hitman movementi^, obeyed tendencies which were

paramount and inexorable. Those who left their old

homes in search of new, selected, necessarily, those

countries to which access was most easy, where the

climate was most favourable, and the land richest

and most readily obtained. .The United States, he said,

possessed advantages in these respects siij^erior to those

of the English colonies, and therefore ^to the United

States the main tide of emigration from these islands

must continue to flow.

That Mr Bruce’s view of these advantages is in

itself incorrect, and that other causes operate besides

these supposed laws of nature, may be proved by the

increasing pressure of the American population upon

the border of the districts between Chicago and the

Red River, which are ,as fertile as any lands in the

w orld, and which, it is notorious, would, if annexed to

the Union, be immediately and densely occupied. The

Americans are kept out by the British flag. In them

it seems the sense of nationality is something not so

wholly unsubstantial. We are inclined to think, too,

that in assuming allegiance to be a merejivord, and

personal interest their solitary principle of action, Mr
Bruce is passing a s^jbirical comment on the character

of the English which they have not yet deserved.

Political economy, though supreme in the House of

Commons, has not so far entirely superseded more old-
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fashioned motives; nor are we as a people so com-

pletely difierent from all other nations in the world,

present or past, that it is a matter of indifference to us

wljether we do di do not become subjects of an alien

power. The Russians do not emigrate at all, though

their climate is not less severe than that of British

North America. The sense of home is always strongest

in the inhabitants of northern latitudes, and with it the

more robust qualities which are developed by their

more energetic habits of life. The northern nations of

the old» worW have 'been larger-limbed and stouter-

hearted than the children of those effeminate regions

where the soil yields its harvest without labour, and

warmth generates indolence and languor. The future

of America it is likely will resemble in this respect the

past of Europe, and the hardy race which will hereafter

dominate in that vast continent will probably be the

men bred in New England and in that Dominion in

which Mr Bruce tells us it is impossible to persuade

English emigrants to remain.

Mr Gladstone, similarly taking up the other side of

the matter in the House of Commons, stated as a reason

why a closer union with the colonies was impossible,

that the nearest of them, Canada, was divided from us

by nature, by a waste of rolling water—and that what

God had placed asunder it was in vain for man to try

to join. The objection can be forgotten when there is

a desire to overlook it. New Zealand is at least as diflS-

cult of access from Australia, yet a South Pacific con-

federation is considered not only not as an impossibility,
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but is recommended as feasible and good. The ocean

of which the Prime Minister speaks so fearfully is a

highway, almost a railway, made ready by nature to

our ha^ais. To a nafion like ihi English, wjiosc

strength is on the water, whose wealth is in its trade,

Nature herself could have devised no fairer means of

communication. Every fraction of the empire is easily

accessible, and to speak of ^Canada as necessarily

separate from us because th^ Atlantic intervenes is l^vS

reasonable than it would have been seventy years ago

to make St George’s Channel an*objecti(wi to the union

with Ireland.

But it was reserved for another minister to speak

the last and most instructive words as to the opinion o^

the present cabinet. Mr Torrens, on the 17th of June,^

called the attention of the House of Commons to the

want of employment in the great towns, and the

increasing distress of the people. He pointed to the

effect of voluntary emigration as tending, if left to

itself, to strengthen rival nations at the expense of

England. He showed that the movement so much to

be dreaded had actually commenced
;
that the English

artisans were already following largely the Irish

example, and that of 167,000 working men who had

left this country during the past year, 133,000 had

become citizens of the United States. He invited the .

Government to assiat those among them who were

willing to remain Englishmen, ^still to preserve their

1187a
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allegiance. He recommended tlie establishment of

cheap lines of communication with the colonies—cheap

ships as we had cheap railway trains—and to enable

any man who by contributing part of his* passage

money would give a proof that he was not a pauper, to

remove in preference to Australia or to Canada. The

adoption of such a scheme, he said, would, more than

any other measure, attach the colonies to us, while the

development of the colonies would as certainly be the

surest means of increasing English kade. Lord George

Hamilton spoke on th«^ same side, but scarcely with the

same effectiveness. He injured his argument by a side

blow at the Irish Land Bill, and a proposition Imperial

in its conception was degraded into a House of Com-

mons movement intended only to embarrass the Go-

vernment. In so plain a matter, however, it was difiB-

cult to go verj’^ far wrong, and his main arguments,

like those of Mr Torrens, expressed the convictions of

almost every reasonable man. The President of the

Poor Law Board replied
;
and his speech will hereafter

be looked back upon as we look back upon other

strange utterances of men whom the tide of politics

at critical times has drifted into power. Mr Goschen

insisted that no case had been made out for Govern-

ment interference. The supposed distress had been

exaggerated. The people had been suffering slightly

from one of those accidental fluctuations to which the

commerce of the country was periodically liable, but

the worst part of the trial was already over. Trade

was fast reviving. The prosperity of the working
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classes was returning, and as an infallible index of

improvement he stated, amidst the cheers of the House,

that they were consuming increasing quantities of

beer, gih, and tobacco.* The populalion was grow^g

—

growing at the rate of 300,000 a year—but England

was not yet tilled, and there was yet ample room for

them all. The mills and mines would find them em-

ployment. The grea^towns would grow bigger. Great

Britain tended more and q^ore to become the workshop

of the world, ancf the limit, if limit there was, to the

capacity for internal expansion was still fa» off and

invisible. Those who wished to emigrate at their own

cost were of course at liberty to go, but Mr Goscheii

protested against doing violence to the acknowledged

principles of political economy by attempting to divert

the outflow to one country rather than another. The

United States would not like it, and that was suf-

ficient.

Plainer language of its kind has not been heard in

Parliament within the present century, and the re-

formed House of Commons illustrated its origin and

justified Mr Lowe’s prediction of the effects to be an-

ticipated from an extension of the sufirage, by the

delight with which it listened.

All was well with the English working mtyi because

he was drinking more beer and gin. The Government

was not at liberty to, assist English subjects from one

part of the Queen’s dominions to another because it

might happen to displease a foreign government. The

last argument, we were told afterwards by the Times^
TOL. II. 27
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^went to the pot of the whole difficulty^—truly a

reniurkublc confession.
t

1 1 is not to be supposed that such arguments as these

express the real lioiiviction of men so able f as Mr
Gladstone, Mr Bruce, or even Mr Goschen. Their off-

hand answers may have served the purpose as tricks of

defence to parry the attpks upon them, but the true

ground of their resolution must be looked for deeper

down. They must have convinced themselves that it

is safe and desirable to allow the multitude of people

which i^now crowded into this island to become denser

than it is—the feverish race for wealth, which is at

present the sole motive-power of English industry, to

(grow yet hotter and more absorbing. We are to reap

the harvest of manufacture while our coal and iron

hold out, and to leave the future to care for itself. Mr
Gladstone is not a cynic, still less is he in himself a

mere worshipper of wealth. With one side of his mind

he shares in tlie old convictions of wise and serious

men. He ‘ thinks nobly of the soul.’ He believes

with Plato—at any rate he thinks that he believes

—

that the first aim of a well-ordered commonwealth

should be the moral improvement of the human beings

who constitute it. He would admit that the test of a

wholesome condition of things in any country is not

the balance-sheet, but the character of the people
;
that

sobriety, prudence, honesty, chastity, fear of God, and

a physical existence healthy and happy because natural

and good, are better than all the cotton bales from all

the mills of Lancashire. We must suppose him, there-
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fore, to thiiik seriously that the children of an English

artisan dragged up among the gutters of Sheffield or

Spitulficlds, amidst gin and beer and their detestable

concomitants, have as*good a cha;Jce of grovviij^ up

into healthy and worthy manhood as under the free sky

of Canada or New Zealand, where land is to be had for

the asking, and waits only for the spade to yield its

crops. These may Wb sentimental considerations, but

Mr Gladstone, at any rate, is not insensible to th«m.

What can be themrguments, then,*which are outweigh-

ing them in his mind ?

It is easy to understand the cheers of the House of

Commons. It is a house of rich men. Each Parlia-

ment that meets is richer than its predecessor. The

present—returned by the enlarged constituency—is the

wealthiest which has ever sat in England. To a rich

man no country can be more agreeable, no system of

things more convenient or delightful, tlian that in

which tve live. Inevitably, therefore, all that is going

on will appear to him* to be reasonable and just., The

Noble Lords—I speak of some, not yet, happily, of all

—are grown wise in their generation, and acknowledge

the excellence of what they once despised. The

growth of manufactures has doubled, quintupled, mul-

tiplied in some instances a hundredfold ihe value of

their land. Their rents maintain them in splendour

undreamt of in earlier generations, which has now be-

come a necessity of cficistence. They have their half-

dozen parks and palaces; their Tiouses in London, their

moors in Scotland, their yachts at Cowles. Their sons
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have their hunters at Melton, their racing stables, their

battues. In the dead season of sport they fall back to

* recruit their manliness with pigeon shooting at Hurl-

ingjiarn. These things have bdbome a second n/iture to

them, in which they live and move and have their

being. Their grandfathers cared for the English com-

monwealth. It is hard to say what some of these high

persons care for except^ idle luxury. To them, there-

f(5re, the system most conimerids itself which most

raises the value of their property. "'The more densely

England is peopled thfc greater grows the value of their

acres without labour to themselves, and they well

understand how to keep at arm’s-length the incon-

,
vcniences of the pressure. That such as they, there-

fore, should look with little favour on emigration is no

more than might be expected. Still less favourably

will those regard it who rank next to them, and who

aspire to rise into their order—the great employers of

labour. To the manufacturers abundance of labour

means cheap labour, and cheap labour is the secret of

their wealth, the condition of their prosperity, the

means by which they undersell other nations and com-

mand a monopoly of the world’s markets. Political

economy, the employer’s gospel, preaches a relation

between, themselves and their workmen which means

to them the largest oj>portunity of profit with the

smallest recognition df obligatioji to those upon whose

labour they grow rich. Slavery, beyond its moral

enormity, was condemned economically as extravagant.

The slave born on the plantation was maintained while
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he was too young to work at his master's expense. His

master had charge of him when he was sick, and in his

old age when he could do no more ho was fed, clothed,*

and loc^ged for the rem&inder of hi/ days. The iaily

wages system, besides having the advantage of being a

free contract, leaves the master at the day's end dis-

charged of further re^onsibiljties. He is bound to his

workman only so long as it js his interest to retain

him. While trade flourishes and profits arc large tie

gives him full dhiployment. When a dead season

supervenes he draws in his dkils. He lie^ by till

better times return, and discharges his hands to live

upon their savings, or ultimately be supported by the

poor-rate till he needs their services again. The State,

therefore, in assisting emigration interferes to rob the

rich man of his living. * Keep the people at home,'

said a noble Lord, ‘ we shall want them when trade

revives.' Poor-rates can be borne with, for those who

are themselves little more than paupers share the

burden of them. Even trades-unions and strikes can

be boyie with so long as the men confine themselves to

higgling over the wages rate. Hunger will bring

them to terms in time. Anything but a large emigra-

tion, for with emigration wages will rise in earnest

and profits lessen. The man by whose toil the master

has prospered has gone where his toil is for himself,

where he is taking roevt upon the land, a sturdy member

of the commonwealth, tfnd the home market is relieved

of his competition. The nation is richer for the change

so long as he remains an English subject,, but the
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capitalist employer loses a percentage of his profits.

Thus arguments of all, kinds are pressed into the

service to blind th^ working man to his obvious interest,

and ^3revent him from demanding what if he asks for it

resolutely cannot be refused. He is told that emigra-

tion supported by the State will lay an additional bur-

den on the already heaiy-ladei^ taxpayers
;

that we

shall be robbing the operatives who stay at home of

part of their hard-won earntngs, and making a present

to others of what it is not ours to give. The objection

is valid against the poor-rates as they are at present

levied. There is something monstrous in compelling

the petty shopkeeper, barely able to keep his own head

*above water, to contribute to the support of the dis-

charged workman from whose labour when employed

the shopkeeper drew no penny of advantage. But the

advocates of State emigration do not contemplate a tax

which shall touch the poor. The annual savings of

this country are estimated by Lord Overstone at some-

thing near a hundred and forty millions. Mr Glad-

stone points to the fifteen millions contributed volun-

tarily by the Irish peasantry for (heir own exodus, and

asks who can be so sanguine as to dream of any such

sum being raised by rate for the emigration of the

English ‘working men? The fifteen millions are an

index, on one side, of the afiectionate feelings of the

Irish people. One active member of a family is sent to

America by a subscription among the rest. Out of the

abundance which he finds there he sets apart a sufficient

sum to bring his brothers and sisters after him. This
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is the fairer aspect of it, but it is not all. Another and

a darker passion animates the Celtife peasant to his

efforts and his sacrifices, add that is hatred of England

—hatj-ed of the country which ^fe charges unjustly

with having been the cause of his misery, but which

may be more fairly challenged for having attempted so

little to remove it. The consequences of our long neg-

lect of Ireland we^ave already experienced to our

sorrow. The Church Act and the Land Act are^the

price which we have already had "to furnish forFenian-

isin, and they are probably no^t the last payment. If

we allow an English voluntary exodus in the same

spirit as the Irish, and directed to the same quarter, a

statesman who can look beyond the next five years or

ton has cause to tremble at the too certain consequences.

Suppose that out of these hundred and forty millions a

fourteenth part was taken to divert the stream to Aus-

tralia and Canada and the Cape, to carry off annually

a quarter of a million people, settle them on vacant

lands, maintain them for the first year till the first crop

was grown
;

if instead of letting them become so many

thousand hostile citizens of the American Republic, we

preserved them as loyal citizens of the British Empire,

and secured with it the regard and gratitude of the

working millions whom they left at home
;

if the masses

of the English people were made to see at last that

those in power were not wholly forgetful of them
;

it

would be a not unwise investment if only as an insur-

ance for the rest. What is the use of enormous wealth

if we cannot defend it P and how can we defend it un-
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less the whole nation has an interest in the stability of

the country ?

I shall be told that the cost will fall on the opera-

tives ^at last
;

for \capital requires investment.^ The

hundred and forty millions provide fresh labour, and

find fresh multitudes in food. It is not wholly so, for

more and more of English savings goes abroad in loans

to foreign governments, m maintaining French and

Prussian armies, or finds labour, not for English arti-

sans, but for Russians, Americans, or<^urks. But the

money thfit ren\,ains at home does not improve the con-

dition of our people who remain upon our hands
;

it

only multiplies their number. It merely creates fresh

manufactories, fresh workshops, fresh courts and alleys

in our huge sweltering towns, and swells further the

vast and weltering tide of human life in a space already

grown too strait for it. Mr Goschcn ridicules the idea

of a maximum. Where, he asks, is the line to be

drawn P When can it be said that England is so full

of men that it can safely hold no more ? The maximum

we should say had been reached when the population

had passed beyond all rational control
;
when, if re-

ligion and morals have not grown to be unmeaning

words, the population has swollen into a bulk which is

the despair of minister and priest, of the schoolmaster

and even the policeman
;
when hundreds of thousands

are added annually to our numbers to grow up heathens

in a country calling itself Christian, We should point

to that very torrent of drugged beer and poisoned gin,

the increased consumption of which the House of Com-
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mons seems to regard with such admirable complacency.

Let but a severe war, or any one of the fhousand calam-

ities which nature has at its*command, cripple or para-

lyze trade for a few •successive jibars, and half our

people will be left to immediate starvation, and to the

furious passions which hunger will necessarily breed.

If statesmen wait for other signs, the signs may come

at last in the shape df catastrophes in which it will be

too late to cry out for a remedy. There is, howe^r,

another symj)tem’%imong us which we commend to the

consideration of politicians whd have ijot panted with

their senses.

A few j'^ears ago the English public was shocked by

the discovery of an institution at Torquay for the mur-

der of babies. A woman named Charlotte Windsor

undertook, for certain small sums of money, the charge

of inconvenient infants, promising so to provide for

them that their parents should be no longer troubled

with the burden of their maintenance. The provision

was a pillow or a handkerchief pressed upon their

mouths, and a grave in Torbay or on the hill-side.

The murderess was detected, but escaped execution by

a legal subterfuge, and the example remained either to

deter or encourage further experiments in the same line

of business. Two other women were r^centl^ brought

before the Lambeth Police Court on a charge somewhat

similar. Charlotte Windsor was old. Many years had

passed since she had ^.given suck,' or seen a baby smil-

ing on her face. Such restraint as animal emotions

can exert no longer served as a check on her calculated
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ferocity. These women were still of an age to be them-

selves mothers. One of them, the elder, had a child of

her own at the breast. They put advertisements in the

newspapers offering, a home and a mother's care,to any

child whose parents desired to part with it
;
and for the

small sum of five pounds they undertook to bring it up

as their own, and educate it for service or a trade.

The infants which passed into iheir hands were not

srimthered, but were allowed to die for want of nourish-

ment, or were assisted out of the w<5Vld by laudanum,

lime wa4-er, oy paregoric elixir. When death was

evidently near, but before it arrived, they were carried

away, the servants in the house being told that they

wore going back to their friends, and the next thing

that was heard was that little dead bodies had been

found by the police lying about in baskets or brown

paper parcels.

Much natural horror is expressed at the exposure

of so infamous a trade, but the trade itself is a mere

bubble on tlie surface, an indication merely of a per-

vading poison at work everywhere in the under-current

of society. The population of this country increases at

the rate of something like a thousand a day. The

increase would be nearer two thousand a day if the

average mortality among the children of the poor was

no greater than among the more prosperous classes.

Vast numbers of the human creatures brought into

life in this island die before they are five years old, who

would have survived ‘with adequate food, clothing,

shelter, and care. We may be told that it is a law of
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nature. One pair of magpies would fill the globe in

a centurj’' if four out of five that are hatched were not

starved when they left the nest. Society cannot provide

for the issue of improvident marriiges or illicit jjoncu-

binage. We have more children already on our hands

than we know what to do with, and must be grateful

that we are relicv^ of their presence by causes for

which we are not responsibje. All civilized nations

have experienced the same difficulty, and dealt wifh it

as they could. The Greeks and Romans exposed their

superfluous babies. The Chindfee do th« same^t present.

The English as a Christian people leave it to nature.

Child-rnurder remains a crime, but we none the less

congratulate ourselves that an abstraction which we can

disguise under the name of a law provides a relief for

our overburdened system. Natural selection decides

who shall live. The robust survive to contribute to the

sinews of society. The sickly drop off and are spared a

struggle to which they would have been unequal.

The enlightened persons who form public opinion

in these matters do not usually belong to the classes

which suffer, or they might acquiesce in these arrange-

ments with less equanimity. Their children for the

most part live and assist to keep down the averages.

We can be wonderfully submissive to la^s of nature

while others only suffer from them. When our ow^

shoes pinch we discover that with a little effort the shape

can be altered. It Is a law of nature that the strong

shall prey upon the weak. It is a law of nature that

if a house is not drained, the occupants of it shall be in
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danger of typhus fever. But there are very few laws

indeed affecting' man which are not conditional, and

the chief purpose of human society is to control the

brutal and elemental forces by reason and good ;sense.

If the country cannot afford to rear more than a certain

number of children, means ought to be attempted to

prevent them from coming into existence. The infinite

wretchedness produced by^the pr^ent state of things

ought not to pass for nothing. It has become not un-

common in these days to hear of miserable fathers and

mothers, unable ^alike toi support their families or see

them starve, destroying their children and themselves,

and making an end of their troubles thus. Again, if

we please, we may call in Providence. The classes

which suffer most are toughest-hearted. The poor old

Devonshire woman with eight hungry mouths about

her, and nine shillings a week to feed them, looks with

envy on the Lord’s mercy to her neighbours whose

babies die in arms, and sighs out, ‘We never have no

luck ;

’ but this callousness itself is frightful, and is in

itself one of the causes of the enormous mortalitj^.

Put it as we will, half the natural increase of the

population of this country is made away with by pre-

ventible causes—^by causes which are prevented in the

more favoured classes of society, and might therefore,

so far as the nature of things is responsible, be pre-

vented in aU. Part of the destruction is caused by

positive crime
;
part by unavoidable distress

;
part, and

by far the largest part, by indifference and neglect.

Omitting for the present those who are starved and
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those who are murdered, and confining ourselves to the

great bulk of infant mortality, let us *ask whether any

means exist by which it cad be successfully encountered.

Encoijntered, I presume, it ought jo be if possible ;
we

have not yet wholly outgrown the idea that tSere is

something in human life more sacred than in the lives

of animals, and a murrain among the cattle is considered

a sufilcient subject ^r an ASt of Parliament. Men say

impatiently that the parejits are to blame
;

if the fij^her

spoilt the mone^% which he wastes at the ginshop, in

providing better clothes and ibod for his family, this

alone would save half of those who die
;
but duty is a

matter of conscience, and you cannot make people

moral by statute. Wo commend the consideration to

the better thoughts of our governors. Children, how-

ever, are the property of the State as well as of their

parents. Were it a question of sheep and oxen we

should look about for some other answer. Unhappily,

the supply of human creatures is in excess of the

demand as English Society is now constituted
;
and

there is no interest public or private in keeping more

babies than necessary alive. The fathers and mothers

find them a burden, and statesmen with their hands

full of other matters look on unconcerned. The neglect

on both sides is monstrous, unnatural, and requires

explanation
;
and the explanatien lies in t£e organiza-

tion or disorganization of modern industry
;
in tenden-

cies at work alike iih town and country, which increase

in force in geometrical propoi*tion with the extension of

the modern conditions of labour. The artisans in the
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great cities, the agricultural labourers driven out of the

old-fashioned hamlets and huddled into villages, arc

heaped together in masses Svhere wholesome life is im-

possible. Their w(iges may be nominally rising, suf-

ficiently, perhaps, to keep pace with the rise of prices,

but wages form only a small part of the matter. The

agricultural labourer lodges now many miles from his

work. He leaves his hdme in line early morning, he

returns to it late at night. The ground in town has

become so enormously valuable that- the factory hand

and the mechanic can. afford but a single room, at

the best two. When his day’s toil is over he has no

temptation to return to the s(|uaHd nest which is all

that society can allow him, and he finds the beer-house

and the gin palace a grateful exchange. The wife,

obliged herself to work to supply the empty platters,

must be absent also many hours from home ;
she has no

leisure to attend to her children, and they grow up as

they can, to fall a prey to disease and accidents which

lie in wait for them at every turn.

A stranger travelling on a railway from end to end

of England would think that there was no civilized

country in the world where there was so much elbow

room. lie sees enormous extents of pasture land and

undulating fallows cultivated to the highest point of

productiveness, with only at intervals symptoms of

human habitations. He sees the palaces of the noble

and the wealthy set in the midst. of magnificent parks,

studded with forest trees and sheets of ornamental

water, or maintained for game preserves and artificial
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wildernesses. In Scotland he sees whole counties kept

as deer forests and grouse moors, that the great of the

land may have their six weeks’ enjoyment there in tlie

autumn. Room enough and to sparjp he would naturally

think there must be in a land where ground coiTld be

devoted so lavishly to mere amusement. If he is guest

at one of these grand mansions he will be told, as Mr
Goschen says, that^ver-po^ulation is a dream. lie

gazes across the broad-reaefiing lawns, or down^tho

stately avenues. ^ Miles distant 'he sees the belt of

forest which bounds the domain and holds .the outer

world at bay. TTis host tells him with pride th it from

his own coal and iron are made the rails wlii h sliall

link together the provinces of India, that the re is no

limit to English j)ro(lucti()n, to English wealth, to Eng-

lish greatness. True enough, there never was in any

country such productiveness, never any system which

extracted larger material results from the loins and

sinews ofhuman beings, and never any which recognized

less obligation to those beings by whose toil all this

wealth has been created.

What would you have? it is impatiently asked.

What ought to be done ? I should say at any rate do

not let the present condition of things develop further

till you have learnt better how to govern it, and how to

apportion better the moral and material proceeds of it.

Remove as many of the people annually as will make

room for the naturajl increase. You will then have

breathing time to look abm/t you and overtake the

confusion which is every day becoming now more
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intolerable. At best you will succeed but imperfectly

in reducing thd numbers, for as you relieve the pressure

at home many of the children who now die will survive.

Tlie employer majr take hearts When we have done

our utmost we shall make no depletion in the labour

market. But the rate at which our moral disorders are

growing will at least be checked. If nothing else, we

shall have saved a moiety of inihnts from a miserable

death ;
and if England itself is to remain the land of

those burning contrasts which are nfw so appalling, we

shall be planting a race of Englishmen elsewhere who

may grow up under the happier conditions which

belonged to our fathers. The aged oak may decay at

the heart and yet still stand for centuries, when it is tod

by healthy
j
uices from its extremities. Two alternatives

lie palpably open to us at this moment. Shall there be

a British Empire of which the inexhaustible resources

shall be made available for the whole commonwealth ?

Shall there be tens of millions of British subjects rooted

in different parts of the globe loyal all to one crown,

and loyal to each other because sharing equally and

fairly in the common patrimony ? Or shall there be an

England of rich men in which the multitude are

sacrificed to the luxuries of the few, an England of

which the plea’Sant parks and woodlands are the pre-

serves of the great
;
and the millions, the creators of

the wealth, swill and starve amidst' dirt and disease

and vice and drunkenness and infanticide P

Every day makes it more clear that the true objec-

tion to emigration, the true cause of all this feeling so
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lately broken out among us that England is sufficient

for itself, and that the colonies are a burden to it, is the

interest of the landowners ahd the employers of labour.

The ti^ie may come, perhaps may very near, when

their wealth may not be tenable on those terms. If we

are put to the test we shall require all our strength, and

it will be well for us if we have a nation to fall back

upon whose loyalty' we have deserved, and whose

tempers we may safely tyust. But we cannot have

everything. We%cannot have patriotism in the people,

and political economy the solo* rule o^ statefimanship.

Monc}^ will not save us. Wo cannot buy oflf invasion

as the failing Roman Empire tried to buy off the

barbarians. We must rely upon the sentimental

virtues, and we must take means to foster those virtues.

If we tell the people in the name of our Government

that they and theirs have no inheritance in the land of

their fathers, that the world is a great market whei e

they must higgle for themselves, and make their own

bargains, the mill hand or farm labourer will be a mere

fool ,if he risk his life or bear taxation for a country

which disowns concern in him.

We are not particularly sanguine that a large Im-

perial policy will receive consideration, at this time

especially, when immediate peril seems* to b^ no longer

at our doors. Were we even in positive danger it is

unlikely that the wealthy part of England would con-

sent to a self-denying ordinance which would demand

immediate sacrifices
;
and yet ten millions would be a

cheap investment if it secured the attachment of the
VOL. ir. 28
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colonies, and taught our people that the commonwealth,

in the old sense of that most meaning word, was still

the care of Englivsh statesmen. After all, what are

those hundred and forty millions of savings ? They are

savings from what ? The whole of it is the produce of

English labour, the earnings of the working men them-

selves, however directed by intelligence, and assisted by

capital. It is no very great thing to ask that a portion

ofithis great sum should be expended in their interests.

Doubtless^, however, a Parliament which would take

this view of thp mattei would be a Parliament returned

by the working men themselves, and the working men,

if they take the power into their own hands, will not

use it for such a wholesome purpose as emigration.

The working men have set far different ends before

them. They see their masters growing in splendour

and luxury. They see their own condition unimproved,

and under the existing system unimprovable. They see

the soil of England becoming the demesne of an ever-

diminishing number of fortune’s favourites, and their

cherished idea, it is well known, is a redivision of the

land, and their own restoration to a share in the general

inheritance. They know that the land laws of Eng-

land are different from the land laws of any other

country in the world. They do not ask how far the

monopoly which they deprecate may be due to causes

which legislation did not produce and cannot remedy.

They do not inquire what the' effect would be of a

violent disturbance of 'landed tenures, or how far they

would obtain from a division of the soil the happiness
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ttey anticipate. They insist that the land is national

property, and they demand that they shall be no longer

excluded from their natural* rights.

Mgn possessed with* an ideacanijfet be reasoned with.

Divide England, Scotland, and Ireland as they will,

two-thirds of our thirty millions could not live on the

produce of the land, tyd an interference with the rights

of property would paralyze manufactures and destroy

the means of support foj. the rest. As little canHhe

trades-unions do ifor the distribulion of the profits of

jiibour with their arbitrary reslfrictions^upon work and

their wild notions of a dead level of reward, where the

idle and incapable shall share alike with the skilful and

industrious. The problem as they approach it is in-

soluble. They are like children grasping at the moon.

Nevertheless, it is in these directions that their

thoughts are running, and sooner or later the organiza-

tion of the unions will be turned upon politics, and

upon securing a majority in the House of Commons to

carry out these notions! The gin and beer are doubt-

less piements of conservatism. The satisfaction of the

vulgar politician at the increased consumption of such

things is not without reason. The thriftless vagabond

who carries his week’s wages on Saturday afternoon to

the pot-house, and emerges out of his b(jptiality on

Tuesday morning to earn the materials for a fresh de;

bauch—this delightful being has nothing politically

dangerous about him. He will sell his vote to the

highest bidder, and look no further than his quart of

half-and-half. The working men, however, as a body.
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are alive to the disgrace of their order. Some day or

other they may check for themselves what they have

vainly petitioned the Legislature to assist them in re-

straining
;
and wither or no, the present elements of

confusion in English society are suiRciently threatening.

If we allow our industrial system to extend in the

same manner and at the same rate of increase as

hitherto, every feature most fraiig'ht wuth danger must

inorease along with it. The boundary line between

rich and poor will be more and moir^ sharply defined.

The num^jer of,. those who can afford to l}old land must

diminish as by a law of nature. The wealthy will be-

come more wealthy, the luxurious more luxurious, while

there will be an ever enlarging multitude deeply tinc-

tured with more heathenism, left to shift for them-

selves, and resentful of the neglect, with the cost of

living keeping pace with the advance of wages, and

thereibre in the presence of an enormous accumulation

of capital, condemned, apparently for ever, to the same

hopeless condition, and yet wfith political power in their

hands if they care to use it.

No one who is not wnlfully blind can suppose that

such a state of things can continue. Human society is

made possible only by the observance of certain moral

conditions and tendencies w^hich, if not positively im-

moral, are yet not positively moral, but material and

mechanical, must and will issue a^ last in a convulsive

effort to restore the social equilibrium.

England, itself, is committed for good or evil to be

a great manufacturing country. Let her manufactures
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cease, and her political greatness is at an end. It is

not equally necessary that they should be extended

beyond their present limit. *It is not equally necessary

that thg stability of tho Empire should exclusively de-

pend on them. Providence or our fathers’ energy has

brought splendid territories under the British flag,

where fresh communities of us may spring up depend-

ent on less precarious•terms. *The millions to be here-

after added to our numbers may be occupied in the

cultivation of lan*l, whilst our efforts at home may

be turned, for tho t'uture, rather to improving the

quality of what we produce than multiplying the

i^uantity of it, and to bringing under control the dirt,

and ignorance, and disease, and crime which are making

our great towns into nurseries of barbarism. The em-

ployers might allay their alarms. The initial loss, if

loss there was, would compensate itself in the good-will

of the employed, and in the improved work in which that

good-will would show itself. The surest road to the

development of trade, if has been proved to demonstra-

tion, Jies in the development of the colonies.

Little sanguine as we are, therefore, we conclude, as

they say in the House of Commons, with a motion—we

invite the Ministry no longer to indulge in indolent

satisfaction with the revival of trade, bht to^look upon

it merely as a reprieve, as a breathing time in which

they may take precautions against the return of evil

days. We invite themfto reconsider the political effects

of the exodus of the Irish, and to regard it not as an

example but as a warning. We invite them k> reflect
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that, although our colonies might be considered an em-

barrassment to*us if they were embedded in continents

and accessible only through the territories of other

nations, yet that w^th a water highway to theij* doors

they are so disposed as to contribute to a mercantile

state such as ours not weakness but enormous strength
;

that the ten millions by whom t^ose colonics are now

occupied might become fijPty millions, yet the addition

bodelt only in providing openings for yet vaster num-

bers
;
that the sovereign of this country would be pos-

sessed o£ so nyiny more devoted and prosperous sub-

jects
;
and that by providing this outlet, the only sure

measures would have been taken for the improvement

of our people at home.

The terms on which the colonies are to remain

attached to us may be left to settle themselves. There

is no occasion for present change, if it bo understood

that wo have no desire to part with them, and if colo-

nists are admitted freely to such honours and privileges

as the State confers on distinguished subjects. Healthy

confederations must grow, and cannot be made.
^
The

only stable bond of union is mutual good-will.
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My first duty, in the observations which I am about

to address to you, is to make my personal acknow-

ledgments on the occasion which has brought me to

this place. When we begin our work in this world,

we value most the approbation of those older than our-

selves. To be regarded favourably by those who have

obtained distinction bids us hope that we too, by and

by, may come to be distinguished in turn. As we

advance in life, we learn the limits of our abilities.

Our exj)ectations for the future shrink to modest dimen-

sions. The question with us is no longer what we

shall do, but what we have done. We call ourselves

to account for the time and talents which we have used

or misused, aifd then it is that the good opinion df

those who are coming after us becomes so peculiarly

agreeable. If we have been Roughly handled by our

contemporaries, it flatters our self-conceit to. have in-
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terested another generation. If we feel that we have

before long to .pass away, we can dream of a second

future for ourselves in the thoughts of those who are

about to take their turn upon the stage.

Therefore it is that no recognition of efforts of mine

which I have ever received has given me so much plea-

sure as my election by you as your Rector
;
an honour

as spontaneously and gen€^rously ^bestowed by you as it

was unlooked for, I may *say undreamt of, by me.

^any years ago, when I was first studying the

history of the Reformation in Scotland, I read a storv

of a slave in a' French galley who was one morning

bending wearily over his oar. The day was breaking,

and, rising out of the grey waters, a line of cliffs was

vcsible, and the white houses of a town and a church

tower. The rower was a man unused to such service,

worn with toil and watching, and likely, it was thought,

to die. A companion touched him, pointed to the

shore, and asked him if h© knew it.

‘ Yes,’ he answered, ‘ I know it well. I . see the

steeple of that place where God opened my mouth in

public to His glory
;
and I know, how weak soever I

now appear, I shall not depart out of this life till my
tongue glorify His name in the same place.’

Gentlemen, that to^\^l was St Andrew’s, that galley

slave was ffohn Knox; and we know that he came

hack and did ‘ glorify God ’ in this placJfe and others to

some purpose.

if anyl^y had told me, when I waa

that.il also should one day obihe to St Ah-
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drew’s and be called on to address the University, I

should have listened with more absolute incredulity

than Knox’s comrade listened to that prophecy.

Yet^ inconceivable it would tj^en have seemed,

the unlikely has become fact. I am addressing^ the

successors of that remote generation of students whom
Knox, at the end of his life, ‘ called round him,’ in the

yard of this very College, ^and exhorted them,’ as

James Melville tells us, ‘ to know God and stand by ^6^

good cause, and i^se their time well.’ It will be

happy for me if I, too, can read ^ few words t(^ you out

of the same lesson-book
;

for to make us know our

duty and do it, to make us upright in act and true in

thought and word, is the aim of all instruction wliich

deserves the name, the epitome of all purposes fof

which education exists. Duty changes, truth expands,

one age cannot teach another either the details of its

obligations or the matter of its knowledge, but the

principle of obligation is everlasting. The conscious-

ness of duty, whatever its origin, is to the moral nature

of man what life is in the seed-cells of all organized

creatures : the condition of its coherence, the element-

ary force in virtue of which it grows.

Every one admits this in words. Rather, it has

become a cant now-a-days to make a parade of noble

intentions. But when we pass beyond ?he verbal

proposition our guides fail us, and we are left in*

practice to grope oui^ way or guess it as we can. So

far. as obs. no

tainty. Are we traders, mechanics, lawyers, .doctors ?
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—we know our work. Our duty is to do it as honestly

and as well as*we can. When we pass to our larger

interests, to those which concern us as men—to what

Knox meant ^by^knowing Gqd and standing^ by the

good cauae ’—I suppose there has been rarely a time in

the history of the world when intelligent people have

held more opposite opinions. The Scots to whom Knox

was speaking knew well enough. They had their

BiJ)les as the rule of (heir lives. They had broken

down the tyranny of* a contemptible superstition. They

were growing up ii^to yeomen, farmers, artisans,

traders, scholars, or ministers, each with the business

of his life clearly marked out before him. Their duty

was to walk uprightly by the light of the Ten Com-

Inandments, and to fight with soul and body against

the high-bdrn scoundreldom and spiritual sorcery

which were combining to make them again into slaves.

I will read you a description of the leaders of the

great party in Scotland against whom the Protestants

and Knox were contending. I am not going to quote

any fierce old Calvinist who will be set down as a bigot

and a liar. My witness is M. Fontenay, brother of the

secretary of Mary Stuart, who was residing here on

Mary Stuart’s business. The persons of whom he was

speaking were •the so-called Catholic Lords
;
and the

occasion was in a letter to herself :

—

‘

‘The Sirens,’ wrote this M. Fontenay, ‘which be-

witch the lords of this country 9 re money and power.

If I preach to tkem of •their duty to their Sovereign

—

if I talk.to them of honour, of justice, of virtue, of the
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illustrious actions of their forefathers, and of the^ ex-

ample which they should themselves bequeath to their

posterity—they think me d fool. They can talk of

these things thernselves-^talk as welji as the best philo-

sophers in Europe. But, when it comes to acfSon, they

are like the Athenians, who knew what was good, but

would not do it. They misfortune of Scotland is that

the noble lords will ifot look fieyoiid the points of their

shoes. They care nothing for the future and loss /or

the past.*

To free Scotland from the oontrol qf an unworthy

aristocracy, to bid the dead virtues live again, and

plant the eternal rules in the consciences of the people

—this, as I understand it, was what Knox was work-

ing at, and it was comparatively a simple thing, ll

was simple, because the difficulty was not to know

what to do, but how to do it. It required no special

discernment to see into the fitness for government of

lords like those described by Fontenay
;
or to see the

difference as a rule of life between the New Testament

and a creed that issued in Jesuitism and the massacre

of St Bartholomew. The truth was plain as the sun.

The thing then wanted was courage; courage in com-

mon men to risk their persons, to venture the high

probability that before the work was done they might

have their throats cut, or see their houses burnt over

their heads.
^

Times are chang^
; we are still surrounded by

temptations, but they no longer appear in the shape of

stake and gallows. They come rather as intellectual
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perplexities, on the largest and gravest questions which

concern us as human creatures; perplexities with

regard to which self-interdst is perpetually tempting us

to be false to our#jreal convictions. The best that we

can (lo for one another is to exchange our thoughts

freely
;
and that, after all, is but little. Experience is

no more transferable in mora]^ than in art. The

drawing-master can direct his phpil generally in the

principles of art. He can teach him here and there to

avoid familiar stumbling-blocks. Hut the pupil must

liimseK realize pvery rule which the master gives him.

He must spoil a hundred copy-books before the lesson

will yield its meaning to him. Action is the real

teacher. Instruction does not prevent waste of time or

mistakes
;
and mistakes themselves are often the best

teachers of all. In every accomplishment, every

mastery of truth, moral, spiritual, or mechanical,

Neccsse est

Multa diu concrcta modis iuolcscere miris

:

our acquirements must grow into us in marvellous ways
—^marvellous—as anything connected with man* has

been, is, and will be.

I have but the doubtful advantage, in speaking to

you, of a few more years of life
;
and even whether

years bring wisdom or do not bring it is far from cer-

tain. The fact of growing older teaches many of us to

respect notions which we once believed to be antiquated.

Our intellectual joints stiffen, and* our fathers’ crutches

have attractions for us. You must therefore take the

remarks <;hat I am going to make at what appears to
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you their intrinsic value. Stranger as I am to all of

you, and in a relation with you which is’only transient,

I can but offer you some few*general conclusions which

have forced themselves on me during my own ex-

perience, in the hope that you may find tibenf not

wholly useless. And as it is desirable to give form to

remarks which mighty otherwise be desultory, I will

follow the train of thought sfiggested by our presence

at this place and the purpose which brings you h<ye.

You stand on the; margin of iht? great world, into

which you arc about to be plugged, to^sink pr swim.

AYe will consider the stock-in-trade, the moral and

mental furniture, with which you will start upon your

journey.

In the first place you are Scots
;
you come of a finf

stock, and much will be expected of you. If we except

the Athenians and Jews, no people so few in number

have scored so deep a mark in the world^s history as

you have done. No people have a juster right to be

proud of their blood. I suppose, if any one of you were

askc4 whether he would prefer to be the son of a Scotch

peasant or to be the heir of an Indian rajah with twenty

lacs of rupees, he would not hesitate about his answer :

we should none of us object to the rupees, but I doubt

if the Scot ever breathed who would haVe sold his bii th-

right for them. Well, then, Nohlenne oblige

;

all blood

is noble here, and a noble life should go along with it.*

It is not for nothing ihat you here and we in England

come, both of us, of our respective races ; we inherit

honourable traditions and memories ;
we inherit quali-
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ties inherent in our hone and blood, which have been

earned for u8,*tio thanks to ourselves, by twenty gener-

ations of ancestors
;
our fortunes are now linked toge-

ther for good and^ evil, never /nore to be divi^jed
;
but

whdh Mie examine our several contributions to the

common stock, the account is more in your favour than

ours.

More than once you*saved English Protestantism
;

y9u may have to save it again, for all that I know, at

the rate at which our English parsq^is are now running.

You gaye us the Stuarts, but you helped us to get rid

of them. Even now you are teaching us what, unless

we saw it before our eyes, no Englishman would believe

to be possible, that a member of Parliament can be

‘elected without bribery. For shrewdness of head,

thorough-going completeness, contempt of compromise,

and moral backbone, no set of people were ever started

into life more generously provided. You did not make

these things
;

it takes many generations to breed high

qualities either of mind or. body
; but you have them,

they are a fine capital to commence business with, and,

as I said, Noblesse oblige.

So much for what you bring with you into the

world. And the other part of your equipment is only

second in impbrtance to it : I mean your education.

There is no occasion to tell a Scotchman to value edu-

* cation. On this, too, you have set us an example which

we are beginning to imitate : I only wish our prejudices

and jealousies would allow us to imitate it thoroughly.

In the form of your education, whether in the parish
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school or here at the university, there is little to be

desired. It is fair all round to poor and rich alike.

You have broken down, or y^u never permitted to rise,

the enqpnous barrier ofexpense whicjjkmakes the highest

education in England a privilege of the wealthy. Tho

subject-matter is another thing. Whether the subjects

to which, either witl^ you or
^
with us, the precious

years of boyhood ancP youth continue to be given, arc

the best in themselves, whether they should be altered

or added to, and if^o, in what direction and to what

extent
;
are questions which alhthe worjd is busy with.

Education is on everybody’s lips. Our own great

schools and colleges are in the middle of a revolution,

which, like most revolutions, moans discontent with

what we have, and no clear idea of what we would

have. You yourselves cannot here have wholly

escaped the infection, or if you have, you will not

escape it long. The causes are not far to seek. On
the one hand there is the immense multiplication of the

subjects of knowledge, through the progress of science,

and ^he investigation on all sides into the present and

past condition of this planet and its inhabitants
;
on

the other, the equally increased range of occupations,

among which the working part of mankind arc now

distributed, and for one or other of which our education
m

is intended to qualify us. It is admitted by every one

that we cannot any^ longer confine ourselyes to the

learned languages, to 4h.e grammar and logic and philo-

sophy which satisfied the sevenleenth century. Yet, if

we try to pile on the top of these the histories and
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literatures of our own and other nations, with modem

languages and sciences, we accumulate a load of matter

which the most ardent and industrious student cannot

be expected to cope with.

It ni?ay seem presumptuous in a person like myself,

unconnected as I have been for many years with any

educational body, to obtrude ^my o2)inion on these

things. Yet outsiders, it is saidf' sometimes see deeper

into a game than those who are engaged in playing it.

In everything fhat we do or i:pean to do, the first

condition of success is*»that we understand clearly the

result which wo desire to produce. The house-builder

does not gather together a mass of bricks and timber

and mortar, and trust that somehow a house will shape

’itself out of its materials. Wheels, springs, screws,

and dial-plate will not constitute a watch, unless they

are shaped and fitted with the proper relations to one

another. I have long thought that, to educate suc-

cessfully, you should first ascertain clearly, with sharp

and distinct outline, what you mean by an educated

man.

Now our ancestors, whatever their other short-

comings, understood what they meant perfectly well.

In their primary education and in their higher educa-

tion they^kneifr what they wanted to produce, and they

suited their means to their ends. They set out with

the principle that every child born in the world should

be taught his duty to God and man. The majority of

people had to live, as they always must, by bodily

labour therefore every boy was as eai% as was con-
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venient set to labour. He was not permitted to idle

about tbe streets or lanes. He was- apprenticed to

some honest industry. Either he was sent to a farm,

or, if his wits were sharper, he was ^allotted to the vil-
9 9

lage carpenter, bricklayer, tailor, shoemaker^ or what-

ever it might be. He was instructed in some positive

calling by which he could earn his bread and become a

profitable member ofi tbe comlndnwealth. Besides this,

but not, you will observe, independent of it, you .Jiad

in Scotland, established by Knox-, your parish schools

where he was tauglJt to read, apd, if he showed special

talent that way, he was made a scholar of and trained

for the ministry. But neither Knox nor any one in

those days thought of what we call enlarging the mind.

A boy was taught reading that he might read his Bible

and learn to fear God and be ashamed and afraid to do

wrong.

An eminent American was once talking to me of

the school system in the United States. The boast and

glory of it, in his initid, was that every citizen bom
had a fair and equal start in life. Every one of them

knew that he had a chance of becoming President of

the Republic, and was spurred to energy by the hope.

Here, too, you see, is a distinct object. Young Ameri-

cans are all educated alike. The aim put before them

is to get on. They are like runners in a race, set to

push and shoulder for the best places
;
never to rest

contented, but to slyuggle forward in never-ending

competition. It has answerednts purpose in anew and

unsettled country, where the centre of gravity has not
VOL. II. 29
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yet determined into its place
; but I cannot tbink that

such a system a*s this can be permanent, or that human

society, constituted on such a principle, will ultimatel}'

be found tolerable.,, For one thing, the prizes of life so

lookeh aiXare at best but few and the competitors many.

^For myself,* said the great Spinoza, ‘I am certain

that the good of human life cannot lie in the possession

of things which, for one Aan to possess, is for the rest

to ^[)se, but rather in things which all can possess alike,

and where one man’er wealth promotes his neighbour's.*

At any rq te, it was not .any such notion as this which

Knox had before him when he instituted your parish

schools. We had no parish schools in England for

centuries after he was gone, but the object was answer-

ed by the Church catechizing and the Sunday school.

Our boys, like yours, were made to understand that

they would have to answer for the use that they made

of their lives. And, in both countries, they were put

in the way of leading useful lives if they would be

honest, by industrial training. The essential thing

was, that every one that was willing to work should be

enabled to maintain himself and his family in honour

and independence.

Pass to the education of a scholar, and you find the

same prinoij)le (Otherwise applied. There are two ways

of being independent. If you require much, you must

produce much. If you produce little, you must require

little. Those whose studies ad4ed nothing to the

material wealth of the World were taught to be content

to be poor. They were a burden on others, and the
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burden was made as light as possible. The thirty

thousand students who gathered out of Europe to Paris

to listen to Abelard did ilot travel in carriages, and

theyJbrought no portmanteaus with;*them. They carried

their wardrobes on their backs. They wiflkeS from

Paris to Padua, from Padua to Salamanca, and they

begged their way aLjng the roads. The laws against

mendicancy in all bountries^were suspended in favour

of scholars wandering in pursuit of knowledge^ and

formal licenses issued to them to ask alms. At

home, at his college, the scholar's farcj was the hardest,

his lodging was the barest. If rich in mind, he was

expected to be poor in body
;
and so deeply was this

theory grafted into English feeling that earls and dukes,

when they began to frequent universities, shared fhe

common simplicity. The furniture of a noble earl's

room at an English university at present may cost, in-

cluding the pictures of opera-dancers and race-horses

and such like, perhaps five hundred pounds. When
the magnificent Earl of Essex was sent to Cambridge,

in ^Elizabeth's time, his guardians provided him with a

deal table covered with green baize, a truckle bed, half-

a-dozen chairs, and a wash-hand basin. The cost of all,

I think, was five pounds.

You see what was meant. The scholar was held in
>

high honour; but his contributions to the common-

wealth were not appreciable in money, apd were not

,

rewarded with money. lie w^ent without what he could

not produce, that he might keep his independence and

his self-respect unharmed. Neither scholarship nor
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science starved under this treatment
;
more noble souls

have been smothered in luxury than were ever killed

by hunger. Your Knox whs brought up in this way,

Buchanan was brought up in. this way, Luther was

brought u^ in this way, and Tyndal, who translated the

Bible, and Milton and Kepler and Spinoza, and your

Ilobert Burns. Compare Bums, b^d behind the plough,

and our English Byron ! ^

^

Chis was the old education, which formed the cha-

racter of the English* and Scotch natk)n8. It is dying

away at bDtfa ex/Temitiett, as no longer suited to what

is called modem civilization. The apprenticeship as a

system of instruction is gone. The discipline of poverty

—^not here as yet, I am happy to think, but in Eng-

land—is gone also
;
and we have got instead what are

called enlarged minds.

I ask a modern march-of-intellect man what educa-

tion is for
;
and he tells me it is to make educated men.

I ask what an educated man is : he tells me it is a man
whose intelligence has been cultivated, who knows

something of the world he lives in—the different vaces

of men, their languages, their histories, and the books

that they have written
;
and again, modern science,

astronomy, geology, physiology, political economy,

mathemati<jp, m^lianics—everything in fact which an

educated man ought to know.

Education, according to this, jneans instruction in

everything which human beings have done, thought, or

discovered
;

all history, all languages, all sciences.

The demands which intelligent people imagine that
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they can make on the minds of students in this way are

something amazing. I will give you a*curious illustra-

tion of it. When the com{)etitive examination system

was fiist set on foot, a board of exajniners met to draw

up their papers of questions. The scale of requirement

had first to be settled. Among them a highly distin-

guished man, who wt^ to exaujine in English history,

announced that, for •himself, he meant to set a paper

for which Macaulay might possibly get full marks
;
sand

he wished the res4^f the examiners to imitate him in

the other subjects. I saw thcf paper )yhich Jie set. I

could myself have answered two questions out of a dozen.

And it was gravely expected that ordinary young men
of twenty-one, who were to be examined also in Greek

and Latin, in moral philosophy, in ancient history, m
mathematics, and in two modern languages, were to

show a proficiency in each and all of these subjects,

which a man of mature age and extraordinary talents,

like Macaulay, who had devoted his whole time to that

special study, had attained only in one of them.

Under this system teaching becomes cramming
;
an

enormous accumulation of propositions of all sorts and

kinds is thrust down the students' throats, to be poured

out again, I might say vomited out, into examiners' laps

;

and this when it is notorious that the’sole ^condition of

making progress in any branch of art or knowledge is

to leave on one side, everything iirelevant to it, and to

throw your undivided energy on the special thing you

have in hand.

Our old Universities are struggling against these
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absurdities. Yet, when we look at the work which they

on their side are doing, it is scarcely more satisfactory.

A young man going to Oxf6rd learns the same things

which were taught tjiere two centuries ago
;
but, unlike

the ol^ scholars, he learns no lessons of poverty along

with it. In his three 'years’ course he will have tasted

luxuries unknown to h ini at home^nd contracted habits

of self-indulgence which make sifbsequent hardships

unbearable : while his antiquated knowledge, such as it

is, has fallen out of the market
;
theye* is no demand for

him : he is not i^ustained by the respect of the world,

which finds him ignorant of everything in which it is

interested. He is called educated
;
yet, if circumstances

throw him on his own resources, he cannot earn a six-

pence for himself. An Oxford education fits a man

extremely well for the trade of gentleman. I do not

know for what other trade it does fit him as at present

constituted. More than one man who has taken high

honours there, who has learnt faithfully all that the

University undertakes to teach him, has been seen in

these late years breaking stones upon a road in Aus-

tralia. That was all which he was found to be fit for

when brought in contact with the primary realities of

things.

It has become necessary to alter all this ; but how

and in what direction P If I go into modem model
(

schools, I find first of all the thr^e R’s, about which

we are all agreed
;
I find next the old Latin and Greek,

which the schools must lieep to while the Universities

confine their honours to these ; and then, by way of
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keeping u;^ with the times, ‘abridgments,^ ‘text- books,*

‘ elements,* or whatever they are called, t)f a mixed mul-

titude of matters, history, natural history, physiology,

chron^ogy, g^logy, political econogjy, and I know not

what besides
;
general knowledge which, innfy dkperi-

ence, means knowledge ofnothing : stuffarranged admir-

ably for one purpose, and one ;^rpose only—to make a

show in examinatioilB. To (&*am a lad’s mind with in-

finite names of things which ^e never handled, places

he never saw or v^Hl 8ce,*statemelit8 of facts which he

cannot possibly understand, and must renuyn merely

words to him—this, in my opinion, is like loading his

stomach with marbles. It is wonderful what a quantity

of things of this kind a quick boy will commit to

memory, how smartly ho will answer questions, how He

will show oflp in school inspections, and delight the

heart of his master. But what has been gained for the

boy himself, let him carry this kind of thing as far as

he will, if, when he leaves school, he has to make his

own living? Lord Brougham once said he hoped a

timp would come when every man m England would

read Bacon. WiUiam Cobbett, that you may have

heard of, said he would be contented if a time came

when every man in England would eat bacon. People

talk about enlarging the mind. Somfe years ago I at-

tended a lecture on education in the Free Trade Hall

at Manchester. Seven or eight thousand people wefe

present, and among^hQ speakers was one of the most

popular orators of the day *He talked in the usual

way of the neglect of past generations, the Jbenighted
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peasant, in whose besotted brain even thought was ex-

tinct, and whosd sole spiritual instruction was the dull

and dubious parson’s serm'on. Then came the con-

trasted picture : tl^ broad river of modom discovery

flowing through town and hamlet, science shining as

all intellectual sun, aiid knowledge and justice, as her

handmaids, redressing ^the wroijgs and healing the

miseries of mankind. Then, fapt with inspired

frenuy, the musical voice thrilling with transcendent

emotion—‘I seem,’ the orator sail'd seem to hoar

again the^echo pf that ‘ voice which rolled over the

primeval chaos, saying, ‘‘ Let there bo light.”
’

As you may see a breeze of wind pass over standing

corn and every stalk bends and a long wave sweeps

across the field, so all that listening multitude swayed

and wavered under the words. Yet, in plain prose, what

did this gentleman definitely mean ? First and fore-

most, a man has to earn his living, and all the ’ologies

will not of themselves enable him to earn it. Light

!

yes, we want light, but it must be light which will help

us to work; and find food and clothes and lodging* for

ourselves. A modern school will undoubtedly sharpen

the wits of a clever boy. He will go out into the world

with the knowledge that there are a great many good

things in it^ which it will be highly pleasant to get

hold of
;
able as yet to do no one thing for which any-

body will pay him, yet bent on pushing himself for-

ward into the pleasant places somehow. Some intelli-

gent people think that this is a promising state of mind,

that an ardent desire to better our position is the most
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powerful iii^entive that we can feel to energy and

industry. A great political economist •has defended

the existence <tf a luxuriously-living idle class as sup-

plying^ motiye for ei&ortion to tljose who are less

highly favoured. They are like Ol3rmpian gd&s,^5on-

descending to show themselves in their Empyrean, and

saying to their worsl^ippers, ‘Make money, money

enough, and you and ^our descendants shall become as

we are, and shoot grouse and drink champagne all tibe

days of your lives.
*

No doubt this would be a highly in^uentinl incite-

ment to activity of a sort
;
only it must be remembered

that there are many sorts of activity, and short smooth

cuts to wealth as well as long hilly roads. In civilized

and artificial communities there are many ways, where

fools have money and rogues want it, of eflecting a

change of possession. The process is at once an in-

tellectual pleasure, extremely rapid, and every way

more agreeable than dull mechanical labour. I doubt

very much indeed whether the honesty of the country

nas been improved by the substitution so generally of

mental education for industrial
;
and the three IVs, if

no industrial training has gone along with them, are

apt, as Miss Nightingale observes, to produce a fourth

K of rascaldom.

But it is only fair, if I quarrel alike with those who

go forward and thosq who stand still, to ofier^n opinion

of my own. If I call other people’s systems absurd, in

justice I must give them a sysfem of my own to retort

upon. Well, then, to recur once more to my question.
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Before we begin to build, let us bave a
2
ilan of the

bouse that we* would construct. Before we begin to

train a boy’s mind, I will try to explaiji wbat I, for

my part, would df^ire to see dqne with

Bwill take tbe lowest scale first.

I accept without qualification tbe first principle of

our forefathers, that every boy^born into the world

should be put in the wky of maintaining himself in

hopest independence, ifo education which does not

make this its first aim is worth ai^hing at all. There

are but tj^reo ways of living, as some one has said
;
by

working, by begging, or by stealing. Those who do

not work, disguise it in whatever pretty language we

please, are doing one of the other two. A poor man’s

6hild is brought here with no will of his own. We
have no right to condemn him to be a mendicant or a

rogue
;
he may fairly demand therefore to be put in

the way of earning his bread by labour. The practical

necessities must take precedence of the intellectual.

A tree must be rooted in the soil before it can bear

flowers and fruit, A man must learn to stand upright

upon his own feet, to respect himself, to be independ-

ent of charity or accident. It is on this basis only that

any superstructure of intellectual cultivation worth

having can pos^^ibly be built. The old apprenticeship

therefore was, in my opinion, an excellent system, as

'the world used to be. The Ten Commandments and a
I

handicraft made a good and wholesome equipment to

commence life with. Times are changed. The ap-

prentice *plan broke down
:
partly because it was abused
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for purposes^ of tyranny
;
partly because employers did

not care to burdened with boys whose labour was

unprofitable
;
partly because it opened no road for ex-

ceptiongj clever^lads to rise into highy positions
;
they

were started in a groove from which they could nfiver

afterwards escape.

Yet the original necessities remain unchanged. The

Ten Commandments ^re as ?)bHgatory as ever, and

practical ability, the being able to do something a^jd

not merely to answej;; questions, mufet still be the back-

bone of the education of every b®y who has tojeam his

bread by manual labour.

Add knowledge afterwards as much as you will, but

let it be knowledge which will lead to the doing better

each particular work which a boy is practising
;
every*

fraction of it will thus be useful to him
;
and if he has

it in him to rise, there is no fear but he will find op-

portunity. The poet Coleridge once said that every

man might have two versions of his Bible
;

one the

book that he read, the other the trade that he pursued,

wherq he would find perpetual illustrations of every

Bible truth in the thoughts which his occupation might

open to him.

I would say, less fancifully, that every honest occu-

pation to which a man sets his hand ^ould raise him

into a philosopher if he mastered all the knowledge

that belonged to his craft.

Every occupation, even the meanest—I don’t say the

scavenger’s or the chimney-swefip’s—^but every produc-

tive occupation which adds anything to the capital of
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mankind, if followed assiduously with a deqjte to under-

stand everythihg connected with it, is an ascending stair

whose summit is nowhere,'and from the Recessive steps

of which the hori?,on of knowledge perpetually enlarges.

Take the lowest and most unskilled labour of all, that of

the peasant in the field. The peasant’s business is to

make the earth grow food
;

the^ elementary rules of his

art are the simplest, and^the rud^practice of it the easi-

est
;
yet between the worst agriculture and the best lies

agricultural chemistry, the appl^tion of machinery,

the lawfit of th^ economy of force, and the most curious

problems of physiology. Each step of knowledge

gained in these things can be immediately applied and

realized. Each point of the science which the labourer

'masters will make him not only a wiser man but a

better workman
;
and will either lift him, if he is am-

bitious, to a higher position, or make him more intelli-

gent and more valuable if he remains where he is. If he

be one of Lord Brougham’s geniuses, he need not go to

the Novum Organon
;
there is no direction in which

his own subject will not lead him, if he cares to follow

it, to the furthest boundary of thought. Only I insist

on this, that information shall go along with practice,

and the man’s work become more profitable while he

himself b^mes wiser. He may then go far, or he

may stop short; but whichever he do, what he has

gained will be real gain, and become part and parcel of

himself.

It sounds like mockery to talk thus of tl^e possible

prospects of the toil-worn drudge who drags his limbs
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at the day’s' ^nd to his straw pallet, sleeps heavily, and

wakes only t6\ renew the weary round. I am but com-

paring two systems of educai;ion, from each of which

the expected r^^sults may be equally^ extravagant. I

mean only that\f there is to be this voice rolliftgover

chaos again, ushering in a millennium, the way of it

lies through industrial teaching, where the practical

underlies the intellectmali. Th^ millions must ever be

condemned to toil with their Viands, or the race will

cease to exist. The beneficent light, when it comes,

will be a light which will make bxbour more productive

by being more scientific
;
which will make the humblest

drudgery not unworthy of a human being, by making

it at the same time an exercise to his mind.

I spoke of the field labourer. I might have gon(>

through the catalogue of manual craftsmen, black-

smiths, carpenters, bricklayers, tailors, cobblers, fisher-

men, what you will. The same rule applies to them

all. Detached facts on miscellaneous subjects, as they

are taught at a modern school, are like separate letters

of epdless alphabets. You may load the mechanical

memory with them till it becomes a marvel of reten-

tiveness. Your young prodigy may amaze examiners,

and delight inspectors. His achievements may be

emblazoned in blue-books, and furnish •matter for flat-

tering reports on the excellence of our educational

system
;
and all this while you have been feeding hinf

with chips of granilg. But arrange your fetters into

words, and each becomes a thought, a symbol waking in

the mind an image of a real thing. Group yqur words
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into sentences, and thought is married toylhought and

produces other thoughts, and the chjjps of granite

become soft bread, wholosome, nutrition, and invigor-

ating. Teach ypur boys subjects whicl they pn only

renrinAer mechanically, and you tea/h them nothing

which it is worth .their while to know. Teach them

facts and -principles which they can apply and use in

the work of their lives^ and if# the object be to give

your clever working laJls a chance of rising to become

Presidents of the United States, or millionnaires with

palaces and powdered footmen,'^the ascent into those

blessed conditions will be easier and healthier, along

the track of an instructed industry, than by the paths

which the most keenly sharpened wits would be apt to

c choose for themselves.

To pass to the next scale, which more properly

concerns us here. As the world requires handicrafts,

so it requires those whose work is with the brain, or

with the brain and hand combined—doctors, lawyers,

engineers, ministers of religion. Bodies become de-

ranged, affairs become deranged, sick souls require their

sores to be attended to
;
and so arise the learned pro-

fessions, to one or other of which I presume that most

of you whom I am addressing intend to belong. Well,

to the education for the professions I would apply the

same principle. The student should learn at the

‘ University what will enable him to earn his living as

soon after h*e leaves it as possible. I am well aware

that a professional education cannot be completed at a

University ;
but it is true also that with every profes-
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sion ther<| a theoretic or scientific groundwork which

can be leanit nowhere so well, and, if tthose precious

years are wa^..43d 011 what is useless, will never be learnt

properly at all
;
You are going to Ije a lawyer

:
you

must learn LatiV^ for you cannot understand fhe^laws

of Scotland without it; but if you must learn another

language, Norman French will be more useful to you

than Greek, and the •iJcts of* Pdrliament of Scotland

more important reading than Eivj" or Thucydides, -^re

you to be a doctor ?—yoif must learn Latin too ; but

neither Tht^cydides nflr the Actij of Parliament will be

of use to you—^you must learn chemistry; and if you

intend hereafter to keep on a level with your science;

you must learn modern French and German, and learn

them thoroughly well, for mistakes in your work arcf

dangerous.

‘ Are you to be an engineer ? You must work now,

when you have time, at mathematics. You will make

no progress without it. You must work at chemistry

;

it is the grammar of all physical sciences, and there is

hardly one of the physical sciences with which you may

not require to be acquainted. The world is wide, and

Great Britain is a small crowded island. You may

wait long for employment here. Your skill will be

welcomed abroad : therefore now also, while you have

time, learn French, or German, or Russian, or Chinese.

The command of any one of these languages will secure

to an English or Scotc^ engineer instant and unbounded

occupation.

The principle that I advocate is of earth, e^thy. I
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am quite aware of it. We are ourselres m|,de earth

;

our work is op the earth
;
and most of uf are common-

place people, who are obliged to make t7^e most of our

time. History, |)oetry, logic, moral pj,iilosophy, clas-

sica? literature, are excellent as ornamfut. If you care

for such things, they may be the amusement of yo\ir

leisure hereafter
;
but they will not help you to stand

on your feet and walk alone ; anfi no one is properly a

man till he can do that. You cannot learn ever3^thing

;

the objects of knowledge have multiplied beyond the

powers of the strongest mind t(T keep pace with them

all. Yon must choose among them, and the only

reasonable guide to choice in such matters is utility.

The old saying, Non multa sed multum, becomes ever\"

day more pressingly true. If we mean to thrive, we

must take one line and rigidly and sternly confine our

energies to it. Am I told that it will make men into

machines ? I answer that no men are machines who

are doing good work conscientiouslj^ and honestlj’^, with

the fear of their Maker before them. And if a doctor

or a lawyer has it in him to become a great man, he

can ascend through his profession to anj^ height to

which his talents are equal. All that is open to the

handicraftsman is open to him, only that he starts a

great many rounds higher up the ladder.

What^ deplore in our present higher education is

the devotiop of so much efibrt and so many precious

years to subjects which have no practical bearing upon

life. We had a thea^y at Oxford that our sj^stem,

however defective in manj^^ ways, yet developed in us
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some esped*^lly precious human qualities. Classics and

philosophy
^
re called there literae huiAaniores. They

are supposed'^to have an effect on character, and to be

specially adapted for creating miijisters of religion.

The training m clergymen is, if anything, the special

object of Oxford teaching. All arrangements are made

with a view to it. Tl^e heads of colleges, the resident

i‘el lows, tutors, prol^ssors are. with rare exeentions,

ecclesiastics themselves.

Well, then, if they have hold 6f the right idea, the

effect ought to have been considerable., Wo#have had

thirty years of unexampled clerical activity among us :

churches have been doubled
;
theological books, maga-

zines, reviews, newspapers have been poured out by the

hundreds of thousands
;
while by the side of it there hm

sprung up an equally astonishing development of moral

dishonesty. From the great houses in the City of

London to the village grocer, the commercial life of

England has been saturated with fraud. So deep has

it gone that a strictly honest tradesman can hardly hold

his ground against competition. You can no longer

trust that any article that you buy is the thing which

it pretends to be. We have false weights, false mea-

sures, cheating and shoddy eyerywhere. Yet the clergy

have seen all this grow up in absolute indifference
;
and

the great question which at this moment is agitating

the Church of England is the colour of the ecclesiastical

petticoats.

Many a hundred sermons have I heard in England,

many a dissertation on the mysleries of the 4aith, on
VOL. II, . 80
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the divine mission of the clergy, on apostoli/fai succes-

sion, on bishopsi and justification, and th I theory of

good works, and verbal inspiration, and thb efficacy of

the sacraments
;

bi^t never, duriog these tJ^.irty wonder-

ful years,^^ never one that I can recollefA on common

honesty, or those primitive commandments, Thou shalt

not lie, and Thou shalt not steal.

The late Bishop Blomtfeld used* to tell a story of his

having been once late in life at the University Church

at Cambridge, and of having seen a verger there whom

he remembered when he W’^as himself an uiiderijraduate.

The Bishop said he was glad to see him looking so well

at such a great age. ‘ Oh yes, my Lord,’ the fellow

said, ‘ I have much to be grateful for. I have lieard

every sermon which has been preached in this church

for fifty years, and, thank God, I am a Christian still.’

Classical philosophy, classical history and literature,

taking, as they do, no hold upon the living hearts and

imagination of men in this modern age, leave their

working intelligence a prey to wild imaginations, and

make them incapable of really understanding the world

in which they live. If the clergy knew as much of the

history of England and Scotland as they know about

Greece and Rome, if they had been ever taught to open

their eyes arid see what is actually round them instead

of groping among books to find what men did or

thought at Alexandria or Constantinople fifteen hundred

years ago, they would grapple more efiectivel)^ with

the moral pestilence whfeh is poisoning all the air.

But it was not of this that I came here to speak.
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What I l.nsist upon is, g^eiierally, that in a country like

ours]i^heife each child that is born aiiJbng us finds every

acre of larSi appropriated^ a universal ‘ Not yours
*
set

upon the ri^tb things.with which is surrounded, and

a governmen’t which, unlike those of old Greece or

modern China, does not permit Superfluous babies to be

strangled—such a child, I say, since he <8 required to

live, has a right, to tieinand^ucli teaching as shall enable

him to live with honesty, and take such a place in

society as belongs^ to the faculties which he has brought

with him. It is a right whkjh was j*ecogivzed in one

shape or another by our ancestors. It must be recog-

nized now and always, if we are not to become a mutin-

ous rabble. And it ought to be the guiding principle

of all education, high and low. We have not to look

any longer to this island only. There is an abiding

place now for IhiglLshnien and Scots wherever our flag

is living. This narrow Britain, once our only home,

has become the breeding-place and nursery of a race

which is spreading over the world. Year after year

we. are swarming as the bees swarm
;
and year alter

year, and I hope more and more, high-minded young

men of all ranks will prefer free air and free elbow-room

for mind and body to the stool and desk of the dingy

oflBce, the ill-paid drudgery of the crbwdtjjl ranks of the

professions,* or the hopeless labour of our home farm-

steads and workshops.

Education always should contemplate this larger

sphere, and cultivate the capacities which will command

success there. Britain may have yet a future before
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it grander than its past
;
instead of a countr^ standing

alone, complete in itself, it may become th^metropolis

of an enormous and coherent empire : but on this con-

dition only, that bt^r children, ^whcn tlmy leave her

shores, shall look back upon her, not—^ike the poor

Irish when they fly to America—as a stepmother who

gave them stones for bread, but a? a mother to whose

care and nurture they shall owe their after-prosperity.

Whether this shall be so, whether England has reached

its highest point of greatness, and,will now descend to

a second place among the' nations, or whether it has yet

before it another era of brighter glory, depends on our-

selves, and depends more than anything on the breeding

which we give to our children. The boy that is kindly

nurtured, and wisely taught and assisted tb make his

way in life, does not forget his father and his mother.

He is proud of his family, and jealous for the honour of

the name he bears. If the million lads that swarm in

our towns and villages are so trained that at home or in

the colonies they can provide for themselves, without

passing first through a painful interval of suffering,

they will be loyal wherever they may be
;
good citizens

at home, and still Englishmen and Scots on the Canadian

lakes or in New Zealand. Our island shores will be

stretched till,they cover half the globe. It was not so

that we colonized America, and we are reaping now the

reward of our. carelessness. We ,sent America our

convicts. We sent America oufr Pilgrim Fathers,

flinging them out as worse than felons. We said to the

Irish cottier, You are a burden upon the rates
;
go find
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a tome elsewhere. Had we offered him a home in the

enormous territories tliat belong to u«, we might have

sent Ijim to places where he would have been no burden

but i^blessin;>. But \ye bade liim^^arelessly go where

he would, and'^ shift as he could for himself; Ife went

with a sense of burning wrong, and ho left a festering

sore behind him, Injuslice and hecdtessness have

borne their proper A’uits. have raised up against

us a mighty empire to be the rival, it may b^ the

successful rival, of our power.

Loyalty, love of kindred, l^ve of c^untr^, we know

not what we arc doing when we trifle witli feelings the

most precious and beautiful that belong to us—most

beautii'ul, most enduring, most hard to be obliterated

—

yet feelings which, when they are obliterated, cannbt

change to neutrality and cold friendship. Americans

still, in spite of themselves, speak of England as home.

They tell us they must bo our brothers or our enemies,

and which of the two they will ultimately be is still

uncertain.

I beg your pardon for this digression
;

but there

are subjects on which we feel sometimes compelled to

speak in season and out of it.

To go back.

I shall be asked whether, after all* this earning our

living, this getting on in the world, are not low objects

for human beings to set before themselves. Jlsnot spirit
,

more than matter ? .Is there no such thing as pure in-

tellectual culture? ‘Philosophy,' says Jfovalis, ‘will

bake no bread, but it gives us our souls
; it gives us
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Heaven
;

it gives us knowledge of those grand truths

which concern ils as immortal beings/ AV"as it not

said, ‘ I'ake no thought wh&t ye shall eati or what ye

shall drink, or A«}ierewithal ye shall 'be clothed?

Your Heavenly Father knoweth that yi have need of

these things. Behold the lilies of the field, they toil

not, neither do they spin. Yet Salomon in all his glory

was not arrayed like one o}‘ these.’ ‘ This is not entirely

a drrarn ! But such high counsels as these are addressed

only to few
;
and perhaps fewer still have heart to follow

them. If cyou c)iooso the counsels of perfection, count

the cost, and understand wliat they mean. I knew a

student once from whoso tongue dropped the sublimest

of sentiments
;
who was never weary of discoursing on

beauty and truth and lofty motives ; who seemed to be

longing for some gulf to jump into, like the Roman
Curtins—some ‘fine opening for a young man’ into

which to plunge and devote himself for the benefit of

mankind. Yet he was running all the while into debt,

squandering the money on idle luxuries which his

father was sparing out of a narrow income to give him

a college education
;

dreaming of martyrdom, and

unable to sacrifice a single pleasure

!

The words which I quoted were not spoken to all <

the disciple^, but to the Apostles who were about to

wander over the world a^ barefoot missiontfries.

High alipve all occupations which have their begin-

ning and end in the seventy years*of mortal life, stand

undoubtedly the unproductive callings which belong to

spiritual eulture. Only, let not those who say we will
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devote ourselves to truth, to wisdom, to science, to art,

expect to b4 rewarded with the wages ©f the other pro-

fessions.

University education in Englaiid was devoted to

spiritual culture, and assumed its present ch&rafcter in

(consequence ; but, as I told you lx)fore, it taught origin-

ally the accompanying necessary Icssoiv of poverty.

The ancient scholar lived, dtfrin^ liis course, upon alms

—alms cither from living ^patrons, or founders^ and

benefactors. But the s(fale of his allowance provided

for no indulgences
;
Luther he jearnt something besides

his Latin, or he learnt to endure hardship. And if a

University persists in teaching nothing but what it calls

the Humanities, it is bound to insist also on rough

clothing, hard beds, and common food. For myself,* I

admire that ancient rule of the Jews that every man, no

matter of what grade or calling, shall learn some handi-

craft
;
that the man of intellect, while, like St Paul,

he is teaching the world, yet, like St Paul, may be

burdensome to no one. A man was not considered en

titled to live if he could not keep himself from starving.

Surely those University men who had taken honours,

breaking stones on an Australian road, were sorry

^
spectacles

;
and still more sorry and disgraceful is the

outcry cojning by every mail from our colonics :
‘ Send

us no more* of what you call educated men
;
send us

smiths, masons, carpenters, day labourers
;

all of thofi©

will thrive, will eari^ their eight, ten, or Iwclve shillings

a day
;
but your educated man is a log on our hands

;

he loafs in uselessness till his means are, spent, he
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then turns billiard-marker, enlists as a soldier, or

starves/ It hurts no intellect to be able to^ake a boat

or a house, or a pair of shoes or a suit of clothes, or

hammer a horse-sl^^^e
;
and if yoji can do either of«these,

you have nothing to fear from fortune/^ ‘ I will work

with my hands, and keep my brain for myself,’ said some

one proudly, when it was proposed to him that he

should make a profession* of litei'ature. Spinoza, the

mosj powerful intellectual worker that Europe has pro-

duced during the lat^t two centuries, waving aside the

pensions apd legacies that were thrust upon him, chose

to maintain himself by grinding object-glasses for

microscopes and telescopes.

If a son of mine told me that he wished to devote

hiinself to intellectual pursuits, I would act as I should

act if he wished to make an imprudent marriage. I

would absolutely prohibit liim for a time, till the tirm-

ness of his purpose had been tried. If he stood the

test, and showed real talent, I would insist lhat he

should in some way make liimself independent of the

profits of intellectual work for subsistence.
^

Scholars

and philosophers were originally clergymen. Now-a-

days a great many people whose tendencies lie in the

clerical direction yet for various reasons shrink from

the obligations which the ofiice imposes. They take,

therefore, to literature, and attempt and exjfect to make

.
a profession pt it.

Now, without taking a transcendental view of the

matter, literature happens to be the only occupation in

which the ‘Wages are not in proportion to the goodness
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of the work done. It is not that they are generally

small, but th^ adjustment of them is awry. It is true

that in all callings nothing great will be produced if the

first objpct be what you cjiii make by t^em. To do what

you do well should be the first thing, the wagef the^

second
;
but except in the instances of which I am

speaking, the rewards of a man are in proportion to

his skill and industry. Tlie^bes’t carpenter receives

the highest pay. The better he works, the bettpr

for his prospects. The best lawyer, the best doctor,

commands most practice and makes the l^argesl^ibrtune.

lint with literature, a diiierent element is introduced

into the problem. The present rule on which authors

are paid is by the page an<l the slieot ; the more words

the more pay. It ought to be exactly the reverse.*

Great poetry, great ])hilosopliy, great scientific dis-

coA^cry, every intellectual production which has genius,

work, and permanence in it, is the fruit of long thought

and ])atieht and painful elaboration. Work of this

kind, done hastily, would be better not done at all.

When^ completed, it will be small in bulk
;
it will address

itself for a long time to the few and not to the many.

The reward for it will not be measurable, and not obtain-

able in money except after many generations, when the

brain out of*which it was spun has long 'returned to its

dust. Only by*accident is a work of genius immediately

popular, in the sense of being widely bou^ht.^ No col-

lected edition of Shak^peare's plays w^as demanded in

Shakespeare’s life. Milton received five pounds for

^Paradise Lost.’ The distilled essence of the thought
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of Bishop Butler, the greatest prelate that the English

Church ever •produced, fills a moderat^-sized octavo

volume
;
Spinoza’s works, including his surviving letters,

fill but three; q-nd though l^ey have revolutionized

the ^diilosophy of Europe, have no attractions for the

multitude. A really great man has to create the taste

with w^hioh he is to he enjoyed. There are splendid

exceptions of merit ^ea^erly recognized and early re-

w'^rded—our honoured English Laureate, for instance,

Alfred Tennyson, hr your own countrvman Thomas

Carlyle., Yet even Tennyson waited through ten years of

dcpreciat ion before poems w^hhh are now on every one’s

lips passed into a second edition. Carlyle, whose tran-

scendent powers were welcomed in their infancy by

^Goethe, who long years ago w^as recognized by states-

men and thinkers in both hemispheres as the most re-

markable of living men
;
yet, if success be measured by

w hat has been paid him for his services, stands far

below your Bolgravian novelist. A hundred years

hence, perhaps, people at large will begin to understand

how vast a man has been among them.

If you make literature a trade to live by, you will

be tempted alvrays to take your talents to the most

profitable market
;
and the most profitable market will

be no assurance to you that you arc making a noble or

even a worthy use of them. Better a tlmusand times,

' if your o]}ject is to advance your position in life, that

you should choose some other calling of which making

money is a legitimate dim, and where your success will

vary as* the goodness of your work
;
better for your-
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selves, for your consciences, for your own souls, as we

use to say, and for the world you live in.

Therefore, 1 say, if any of* you choose tin's mode of

spending your existence, ishoose it deliberately, with a

full knowledge gf what you are doing. Recoficile

yourselves to the condition of the old scholars. Make

up your minds to be po^r : care only for what is true

and right and good. ®n thovse^conditions you may add

something real to the intellectual stock of mankind,

and mankind in return may perhaps give you bread

enough to live upon, though bread exjremel^ thinly

spread with butter.

I have detained you long, but I cannot (dose with-

out a few more general words. We live in times of

change—political change, intellectual change, change

of all kinds. You whose minds are active, especially

such of you as give yourselves much to speculation,

will be drawn inevitably into profoundly interesting

yet perplexing questio/is, of which our fathers and

grandfathers knew nothing. Practical men engaged

in business take formulas for granted. They cannot be

for ever running to first principles. They hate to see

established opinions disturbed. Opinions, however,

will and must be disturbed from time to time. There

is no help "for it. The minds of ardent jjnd clever

students are particularly apt to move fast in these

directions
;
and thus when they go out into the world,

they find themselves exiposed to one of two temptations,

according to their temperament * either to lend them-

selves to what is popular and plausible, to conceal their
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real convictions, to take up with what we call in Eng-

land humbug, to humbug others, or, perhaps, to keep

matters still smoother, to humbug themselves
;
or else

to quarrel violei^tly with thin^gs which they imagine to

be pas'sing away, and which they consider should be

quick ill doing it,* as having no basis in truth. A
young man of ability now-a-djys is extremely likely to

be templed into one or other ofHhese lines. The first

isj the more common on iny side of the Tweed
;
the

liarsher and more thorough-going, perhaps, on yours.

Things ^are changings and have to change, but they

change very slowly. The established authorities are

in possession of the field, and are naturally desirous to

keiqj it. And there is no kind of service which they

•more eagerly reward than the support of clever fellows

who have dipped over the edge of latitudinarianism,

who profess to have sounded the disturbing currents of

the intellectual seas, and discovered that they are ac-

cidental or uniiiiport ant.

On the ot her hand, men who cannot away with this

kind of thing are likely to be exasperated into vnwise

demonstrativeness, to become radicals in politics and

radicals in thought. Their private disapprobation

bursts into open enmity; and this road too, if they

continue long upon it, leads to no healthy conclusions.

No one can thrive upon denials: positive truth of

' some kind is essential as food both for mind and cha-

raoter. Depend upon it that in all long-established

practices or spiritual Tormulas there has been some

living truth; and if you have not discovered and learnt
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to respect it, you do not yet understand the questions

which you are in a hurry to solve. And again, in-

tellectually impatient people « should remember the

rules of social courtesy, Y^ich forbid ys in private to

say things, howevi^r true, which can give pain to dtlArs.

These rules, if they do not absolutely forbid us to

obtrude opinions which offend those who do ^ot share

them, yet require us »to pau#e and consider. Our

thoughts and our conduct are our own. We may sajr

justly to any one. You shalf not nmke me profess to

think true what I believe to be«afalse
;

you sljall not

make mo do what I do not think just : but there our

natural liberty ends. Others have as good. a right to

their opinion as wo have to ours. To any one who

holds what are called advanced views on serious

subjects, I recommend a long suffering reticence and

the reflection that, after all, he may pos.sibly be wrong.

Whether we are Radicals or Conservatives we require

to be often reminded that truth or falsehood, justice or

injustice, are no creatures of our own belief. We can-

not make true things false, or false things true, by

choosing to think them so. We cannot vote right into

wrong or wrong into right. The eternal truths and

rights of things exist, fortunately, independent of our

thoughts or wishes, fixed as mathematics, inherent in

the nature of man and the world. They are no more

to be trifled with than gravitation. If we ^discover

and obey them, it is well with us
;
but that is all wo

can do. You can no more make a social regulation
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work well which is not just than you can make water

run uphill.
,

I tell you therefore, ,who take up with plausibilities,

not to trust your weight too far upon them, and not to

condehin others for having misgivings which at the

bottom of your own minds, if you look so deep, you

will find^that you share yourselves with them. You,

who believe that ;^ou<have *held of newer and wider

truths, show it, as you may and must show it, unless

you are misled by your oWn dreams, in leading wider,

simpler, and nobler l^ves. Assert your own freedom if

you will, but assert it modestly and quietly
;
respecting

others as you wish to be respected yourselves. Only

and especially I w'ould say this : bo honest with your-

selves, whatever the temptation
;
say nothing to others

that you do not think, and play no tricks wdth your

own minds.

Of all the evil spirits abroad at this hour in the

world, itishiccrlfy is the most dangerous.

This above all. To your own Bclves be true,

Ami it will lollow', as the night the day,

You cannot thou be false to any man.
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WHEN the last shot had been fired at Waterloo,

Great Britain was indisputably the first Power

in the world. From that day to this we have run a

career, almost without a check, of what has been called

unexampled prosperity. Yet at the end of these fifty-

five years English officers tell us that they can scarcely

show their faces at a table d’hote in Germany without

danger of affront. English opinion is without weight.

Englifji power is ridiculed. Our influence in the

councils of Europe is a thing of the past. We are

told, half ofiScially, that it is time for us to withdraw

altogether from the concerns of the Continent
;
while,

on the other side of the Atlantic, Mr Ilmerijpn calmly

intimates to ifti approving audience, that the time is

not far off when the^Union must throw i^s protecting

shield over us in our• approaching decrepitude. We
are still able to make ourselves *bated

;
we cannot save

ourselves from being despised
;
and, however We may
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resent the attitude which the world is assuming towards

us, we are painfully aware that we owe our exemption

from immediate danger, to our geographical position

alone, and that if our fleet were accidentally (Jisabled,

and*^ Veil-appointed army of a hundred thousand men

were thrown upon eur shores, we could offer no effective

resistance.. We are perplexed, impatient, irritated;

and with perfect jusl'icel We a;?e not conscious of any

serious decay in our national character and spirit
;
we

have not been niggardly iif our supplies
;
even in our

humours of extremest economy we vote sums annually

for our military service which suffice elsewhere to

provide troops in any numbers of the most admirable

efficiency. There are some among us who conceive

that we should catch at the first available opportunity,

the first affront or diplomatic embroilment, to court a

quarrel for its own sake, as if the discipline of war

would rouse us out of our lethargy, put life into our

languid movements, and enable us to let the nations

know that our arms have not lost their sinew nor our

hearts their courage.

Only a few years ago, when the Exhibition of 1851-

was opened in Hyde Park, we were supposed to be

standing on the threshold of a new era. Commerce

and free trade were to work a revolution which Chris-

tianity haSl tried to produce, and failed, War was to

be at an end for ever, and the inhabitants of the earth

were to compete thenceforward only in the arts of

peace. The world smiled kindly on our enthusiasm, or

seemed to share our expectations. When the first un-
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successful cable was laid across the Atlantic, the single

message which it bore from Washington to England

was ‘Peace on earth, and# good-will towards men/

The peace proved a pycle of stojjns which in one

quarter or another have raged since scarcely with in-

termission, and, though at home 6ur streak of sea has

stood our friend, we have borne our shape already in

the East, and danger* may ver^ easily come to seek us

at our own doors without our going out of the way to

look for it. Many idle wfirs have* been undertaken at

one time or another for the salie of n^ionaUprestige

;

but the notion of going into such a business for the

sake of the moral improvement of our characters would

have occurred to no one but an Englishman in the

second half of the nineteenth century. If we are

suffering from the ‘ long canker of peace,’ it is to

be hoped there are other ways of curing it besides

sacrificing hundreds of thousands of our own people,

and killing hundreds of thousands of others.

Before we look for enemies abroad we have enemies

to make war upon among ourselves, or we shall gather

little honour or profit in any other field of glory. And

when our home war is over, when we have tracked out

jnd disarmed the real sources of our weakness, we shall

rfind perhaps that both our moral health and Cjjir prestige

abroad will hmve returned in the process without need

of a more desperate remedy.

We are not respected because we are supposed to be

powerless. Why are we powerless? We have money

without limit, we have coal and iron, and witAi them
VOL. IL 31
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ample command of all mechanical resources
;
and to

make use of these things we have thirty millions of

men and women in our own islands, and ten millions

besides in our colopies, of a race which in times of trial

has be%n found at least ^ual to any other upon earth.

Individuals among us; or voluntary combinations which

we form among ourselves for special purposes, do their

work punctually and' eftectivelyu Private English

enterprise built up our Indian Empire, founded Eng-

lish-speaking communities in every quarter of the

globe, ren'Jized in steamships, as Emerson says, the

fable of jEoIus’s bag, and enclosed the four-and-twenty

winds in their boilers; invented rail-roads and the

telegraph, and in this Very crisis of our supposed de-

(Jiidence holds a virtual monopoly of the commerce of

mankind. Our time of degeneracy may come. We
may founder on the rock on which every other com-

mercial community has made shipwreck before us, and

perish in the greediness of money-making. But the

evil day has not yet arrived. The poison may be in

the skin, but it has not touched the bones. Individual

Englishmen can still do what they undertake to do as

effectively as when English statesmen ruled the reso-

lutions of the Congress of Vienna. Individuals, unless

when they are deliberately dishonest, are as capable as

ever they were ; but the . business of national defence

belongs to the Government, and the touch of the

Government is like the touch of a torpedo, sending

paralysis through the "Serves and veins of every or-
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ganization ^ which it ventures to meddle with. Here

is the seat of the disorder, and her^ if anywhere, it

must be encountered.

All nations have their idols, the creatures of their

own hands, which, having manil!actured, bow

down before as gods. The Spajnish peasant adores his

image of the Virgin. The Englishman adores the

British Constitutiop.* It it hk ideal of political per-

fection, and under the shadibw of it, when it was once

finished, he believed that he would be safe from the

malice of his earthly enemies. The origin of the

satisfaction in both instances is prSbably the same.

Each is well pleased with a divinity which cannot

interfere with him. So far as we are concerned at

home, we have taken very good care that the Qo-

vernment shall be as powerless as the doll. We are

contented to believe that we cannot have both good

government and liberty; and liberty we think the

better of the two.

There are person's who would reverse the position

entirely, and maintain that good government was the

essSutial of liberty—that there was no liberty in any

human community without it. That, however, is not

the present opinion of the citizens of the British Em-

pire. So far as our domestic administration is con-

cerned, we^select, indeed, some conspicuous person to

' The Post-ojQSce is dhe single of what GovctnmSnt can do in a*

exception. The admirable manage* matter in which the nation oannot

ment of the Post-office is an evidence tffford to be trifled with.
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act at the head of each department ;
but we usually

interpose so many checks upon his activity that he is

virtually powerless. Had hp the strength of a steam

engine, unless he had Parliament in a state of excite-

ment a<) his back, that strength would be exhausted in

friction, and would issue in acts soft as the touch of a

three-year-old child.

Nor, indeed, would '’it S'eem wi^e, according to the

principles on which Ministers are selected for their

several posts, to trust them with larger powers than they

possess. The Lord Chancellor, fndeed, is necessarilj"

the most eminent person in the legal profession who

cun be found among the adherents of the party in power

;

but all the remaining seats in the Cabinet are treated

simply as the prizes of the Parliamentary campaign,

and are distributed, not only without reference to the

special acquaintance with their subjects of the persons

who are to occupy them, but with a disregard of all

particular qualifications so cynical as to show that the

possession of fitness for tlie work is held a matter of no

consequence whatsoever. In the House of Commons

there are some eminent engineers, some eminent

merchants and bankers
;
but an engineer is not selected

for the Board of Works, or a banker for the Exchequer.

Cabinets are not* composed of distinguished soldiers or

sailors, distinguished men of business, orm^ of science.

When a JJdwstry is formed, the selection lies between

peers of great territorial influence, for whom places

must be found as the price of their support to the party,

and politicians remarkable for readiness of speech, debat-
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ing power, and dexterity in influencing divisions. The

object of the party in oflice is to sefcure its working

majority in the Lower Ilouflse ; and this or that promi-

nent^person has to be provided fcyr—to be is^ppointed,

that is, to the Iieadship of some important department

of public business, though he may be guiltless of the

faintest acquaintance ,with the jvork which he under-

takes to guide, and though h^s claim to the situation be

merely some Parliamentary service which it is necetifeary

to reward, or the po^ession of del)ating abilities which

it may be dangerous to drive ihto opp^sitiont

Pieced together as the members of the Cabinet are,

upon such terms as these, we are not surprised after-

wards at any fresh redistribution of seats which majy’

take place in them. We see noble lords and rignt

honourable gentlemen shifted from one department to

another—a Colonial Minister goes to the War Office or

the Foreign Office, an Irish Secretary to the Board of

Trade, either as if the^e high officials had been trained

into omniscience and were masters of every subject

whiqh could be entrusted to them, or as if they were

like the Tulchan bishops in Scotland, stufied figures,

intended to do nothing but draw their salaries and im-

•pose on the simplicity of fools, while the most singular

part of the business is that all this passes an a matter of

course. It iS one of the outcomes of the most perfect

constitution which the world has ever seen, and we are

so unreasonable as to»expect that public business shall

be conducted successfully under a system which would

bring a private commercial company to immediate ruin.
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If Sir William Armstrong requires a manager at one of

his foundries at -Newcastle he does not pick out a man

who knows nothing of meihanics; the captain of a

Cunard^erds at leastsexpected to understand navigation ;

but a noble lord may be set to preside over the War
Office who at the date of his appointment did not know

the difference between,a bjigadeand a company. In a

few months, when his work has ffecome less entirely

stradge to him, he is removed perhaps to the India Office

and made supreme ruler of our Eastern Empire. How
India may* fare under his administration no one cares to

ask or think : so long as he can be crammed by a sub-

ordinate, and skilfully reply to inconvenient questions

in Parliament, he answers every purpose which either

his chief or his country expects of him.

The consequence of this method of managing public

business is precisely what might be expected
; and now

the British public, which looked upon it as natural and

reasonable, is oddly surprised at the inevitable result.

The state of the army is at present distracting us. We
spend fifteen millions annually upon it—more cthan

France spent under the Empire—a great deal more

than Prussia spends—and the result is, or was a short

time ago, a mob of Militia and Volunteers, fifty thousand*

really availr.ble troops, and malice says, perhaps with

gome exaggeration, six batteries of field-guns. What
else could we eapect P The Army indeed is distinguished

above all the departments by the singularity of its

management. The Army has two chiefs—one, selected

»4^ other""Cabinet Ministers, a civilian, who by the nature
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of the case can know nothing of his duties
;

the other

—well, there is no occasion to say anything of the

other. But if England requires a real army she need

not vote another shilling, but she must abolish once

and for ever all leaderships of flicapable br# gilded

phantoms ; sht must look for thp ablest soldier that she

possesses, who has devoted his life to his profession.

She must not ask hjnf if he^canf make a speech in Par-

liament : she should rather Insist that he and Parlia-

ment should be held as far apart, as possible
;
she must

require only that h^ understand thoroughly in all its

I)arts and requirements the business of war ;* and, being

satisfied on that point, she must give him authority to

carry out what may be necessary without the liability

of being called to account on every detail by tl^e

amateur critics of the House of Commons. She must

resolve, or she must allow him to resolve, upon an

organized method which has been thought out in all

its parts, and when decided on shall be strictly adhered

to—not chopped and changed from session to session

to suit the budget of the Chancellor of the Exchequer,

or hatch the votes or the applause of the million.

There would then, it is said, be no responsibility.

Rather, responsibility would then for the first time come

really into being
;
the country would know the person

to whom ^t had distinctly delegated itaf powers, and

could call him to account for the use which he bad

made of them. She would not displace him when he

was doing his work effectively because the Prime

Minister happened to be defeated in the^ House of
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Commons on some irrelevant question. She had

appointed him to his post to create an effective Army.

If he had provided the Army
;

if it was there in ade-

quate numbers, with its appointments in sound condi-

tion, ready to take^^the field at home or abroad when

England required its services, she wouV. know that she

had the right man in the place, and, having got him,

would keep him there. ' Ifi after *’ti,me given there was

still no Aimy, but only ttfe expenses of an Army, with

nothing realized but promises, imaginations, and ex-

pectations, then she would put him away, punish him

if necessary for having abused her confidence, at any

rate remove him and put a better man in his place.

The Army just now is our most pressing considera-

tiQn
;
but the War Office is only one department out of

many in which organization and authority are alike

imperatively demanded. The present theory of Eng-

land’s duty in the world is that we should attend to our

own business, and keep out of our neighbours’ way so

long as they will keep out of ours. And the notion is

that we are a people eminently qualified for self-

government—that each and all ’ of us separately and

collectively have only to be left to ourselves, and the

result will be universal harmony. We are supposed to

have arrived at that high state of civilization that we

approach the*condition of the gregarious anijnals, where

each individual of the community falls naturally into

its place, and cdntributes automatically or instinctively

to the general structure of society. Streams of omni-

buses, carte, carriages, and pedestrians pass to and tro
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at all hours of the day and night along Holborn and the

Strand, meeting each other, evading eagh other, passing

one another, without aid of the policeman, yet with rare

collisions and rarer injury, unless, jjerhaps, to the few

hundred children, old women, and decrepit persoms who

are annually ru‘4 over and maimed or killed. Let the

traffic be interrupted, however briefly, and the damming

back of that enormptfs hunrnn tide w'oufd be as if a

bank were thrown across the Thames. But there no

confusion and no disorder5 every .one goes on his way

quietly, and arrives ptinctualaj clockwork at^the point

at which he is aiming. The steamers go and come

through the crowded Pool
;
their cargoes are loaded or

unloaded exact to the hour or the minute
;
their days

of arrival and days of departure from every port in the

world are laid down and observed with astonishing pre-

cision. Our aflfairs seem to manage themselves, if only

they are not interfered with
;
and thus the notion has

risen that the functions of Government are zero, that it

can meddle only for evil. Such a Government as we

possess at present doubtless acts discreetly in keeping

its hdnds off. The intrusion of it would work nothing

but mischief
;
but if the details, for instance, of the

management of the Cunard line are looked into, there is

no lack of authority—^rather there are stringent order

and exact oj^edienoe, and when supervision slackens

there is instant failure and confusion. Much indeed wd

.are able to do for ourselves, but a juster inference from

our managing capacity would be that there is no people

upon earth who value organization more highly, or
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among whom an intelligent Government, in that large

department of things which will not manage themselves,

could interfere with more ease or with more result.

Even ifwe were all honest, great multitudes ofhuman

being® cannot congregate together without intricacy of

relations arising which individuals ar/i unable to cope

with, or without breeding positive mischiefs which they

have neither leisure ^ior*powef ^to remove. Private

persons and private companies look to their own inter-

ests. Cholera and oattle plague start up suddenly to

teach us that the commonwealtfi has further interests

of its own, which if neglected bring universal ruin.

But to leave matters of this kind, and confine our-

selves to common honesty. The thing which we call

self-government is driving some of us into considering

whether, if life is not to become unendurable, we should

not do better to collect our worldly goods together and

move ofi’ to some other locality where scoundrelism has

a less easy time of it. Past mutinies have been against

tyrannical governments
; but another and more re-

spectable mutiny may break out one day against

anarchy and no government at all. Every ilation

secretes its percentage of rascals, and the plea on which

authority exists, on which it levies taxes on the subject,

and is itself maintained in honour, is to hold such per-

sons in sohie kind of check : yet it seems now-a-days

‘as if Government was unable to recognize the rascal

unless he lakes the shape of the cut-throat, a burglar^

or a forger, while the masters of* the art thrive as they

never throve before, carry about unblemished reputa-
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tions, and, instead of finding their necks in the halter

or the pillory, pile up enormous fortunes, make their

way into the House of Commons, and live and die in

honoujf.

We Londoners are poisoned in the water whith we

drink, poisoned lin the gas with • which we light our

houses, we are poison
e^

in our bread, poisoned in our

milk and butter, poisDned in^pur beer, poisoned in the

remedies for which, when these horrible compoujids

have produced their conseqliences, we, in our simplicity,

apply to our druggists, while thpe druggists aje in turn

cheated by the swindling rogues that supply their

medicines. We have escaped, some of us, out of the

hands of our grocers, for in despair we have set up

establishments of our own. The grocers, we perceivdi

threaten us with actions for conspiring to defraud them

of their honest gains. There was a time when drunk-

enness was as rare in England as it is now in France

or Spain. A hundred millions a year are now spent

among us upon wine and spirits and malt liquor, five-

sixths of it perhaps by the working men upon stuff

called beer and gin. The artisan or the journeyman,

exhausted by the gas-poisoned air with which his lungs

^re loaded, and shrinking, when his day's work is over,

from the stifling chamber which is all*that^ society can

afford as lodging for him and his family, turns aside as

he goes home to the pot-house or the gi^-p^^lace. His

watered beer is raisecl to double strength again by mix

vomica and cocculus indicus, and salted to make his thirst

insatiable. His gin is yet some viler mixture-^a mini-
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mum of pure spirit seasoned with white vitriol and oil

of cinnamon and cayenne. Drunk, and with empty

pockets, he staggers homerat last to his wife, who must

feed and clothe herself and him,and his miserable.%raily

with the few shillings which she can rescue out of his

weekly wages. She too often enough^grows desperate,

and takes to^drinking also. Tlje result is that half the

children born in England die before they are five years

old It is found that the milk supplied to the London

workhouses for thd paupSr children is shamefully

watered.
,
An jbonoui'able member speaks of it in the

House of Commons as an * exposure,' and calls for in-

quiry. Mr Stansfield, speaking for the Ministry,

complains of ‘ exposure ' as too hard a word, and de-

tiies that watered milk is adulterated, because water is

not a deleterious substance. It is true that pure milk

is to children a necessary of life, and those who are not

supplied with it die. Such a death, however, is of

course natural, and the parish is relieved of the expense.

There are laws, we are told, by which the men who

do these things can be punished. Quid leges sine mori-

bus proficiunt ? or, rather. What are laws good for

without d public prosecutor to enforce them? What
can we unfortunates hope for when another right hon-.

ourable gentleriian, whose especial business it was to

look after trade and commerce, could tpeak almost

complacently pi adulteration as a natural result of com-

petition? The collectors of our gas rates and water

rates laugh in our faces at our feeble remonstrances.

The companies are bound by their charters to filter the
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water and purify the gas. The collectors tell us it

pays better to supply us with the present article. The

shareholder prefers ten and ^twelve per cent, to seven.

The brewing interests, the publicans' interests, the

moneyed interests generally, are too powerful in the

House of CommSms for a Minister to dare to offend

them. The Ministers in general too faithfully repre-

sent the body which gi^fes thefu their being.

Or, indeed, the fault ma}^ traced higher
;
ayd,

when we see the true sourc<9 of it, we may well sit down

in despair. Under no* circumstances, perhays, could

there be anything but misgovernment when the su-

preme authority, legislative and executive, was held by

a miscellaneous body of six hundred and fifty gentle-

men. But the House of Commons at present is a club,«

to which money is the sure and almost the only pass-

port ; the wolves are made the watchdogs of the sheep

;

and the sheep are so fond of being devoured, that there

is scarcely a constituency in England which, if offered

a choice between St Pahl and Dives, would not return

Dives by an overwhelming majority. The voters may

themselves be poor
; they may know that they can

never be anything except poor
; but the rich man em-

bodies the qualities which they honour at the bottom of

tfieir hearts. Great wealth is regarded -with the self-

surrendering yid disinterested devotion which used to

be felt for God Almighty.
'

But Parliament, however careful to tie the hands of

ministers who might interfere with matters inconveni-

ently at home, is less unconfiding or more indifferent
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in concerns which do not immediately affect the per-

sonal interests^of its members. The selections for every

department are equally independent of considerations

of specific qualifications. But the range of action

which 18 permitfed either for good or evil varies con-

siderably and momentously. The h^me office is prac-

tically powerless. The Minister for India, if he chooses,

may be almost as ablSiolute as t^nq Mogul whom he suc-

ceeds. The House of Commons, when the dominions of

the Company were.transfoiTed to the Crown, became

the Sovereign of the IJastern Efhpire. It received two

hundred millions of human beings as its subjects, with

fifty millions of revenue; yet a debate on the game

laws creates ten times more excitement at St Stephen's

tthan the discussion of the most momentous question

connected with India. When an Indian matter is

brought forward the House subsides at once into

apathy, and would endure perhaps with more fortitude

to hear that we had abandoned our entire Eastern pos-

sessions than that it had been found necessary to sup-

press Tattersall's or abolish the Derby. Thus as to

India the Minister is secure from interference
;
"and if

the result were only that the fittest person who could

be found was sent to Calcutta, and left free to act by

his own and his Council’s judgment, the indifference of

Parliament would be the surest guara^^tee for good

administration. The Government of a conglomeration

of nations olf various creeds, races, and temperaments,

agreeing only in a fuxdamentai difference of character

and h%bit of thought from Europeans, can be conducted
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only with the slightest hope of success by men who

have had experience of the Asiatic tepiperament, and

who are on the spot to dqpide at any iiiorncnt upon

measures which may be immediately necessary. Yei

over the head of the Viceroy and Council it licm been

thought a wise uid intelligent tlwng to place a minis-

ter at home—a noble lord or right honoiyable gentle-

man, who three Tmvifhs a^o may have been in the

Privy Council, and two months hence may be at^the

Post Office—whose unacqliaintance with the duties of

either of these offices may only, bo equalled Ijy his self-

confidence, and who is left practically to himself to do

whatever he pleases. The Electric Telegraph, it was

said a few years since, would make us safe in India.

Any threatening danger would be instantaneously

known, and the army could be instantaneously rein-

forced. On the other side it is no less true that if we

lose India the electric telegraph will lose it for us.

A Cabinet Minister is at present the representative

of some temporarily prevailing form of public opinion

—opinion formed in England, in the spirit of the

philosophy of the houii, formed lightly and hastily, not

on fundamental and circumstantial acquaintance with

the facts, but under the influence of the theories or

emotions which happen for the moment to be fashion-

able. Himself the creature of opinion, he Tjecomes the

exponent of it in act. He is doubtless clever. Taleril

of some kind is to Hbe presumed in any man who has

made his way into the first rank of English statesmen.

He believes in the system out of which he has^sprung

;
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he acts boldly and confidently in the spirit with which

he personally sympathizes ;
and thus the instructed

insight of the Indian Government is liable to be over-

ruled in details at every moment by a statesms^n ten

thousattiA miles o^f, to whom India was but lately a

name, and their public policy controlled by the half-

informed or entirely ignorant crudity of our domestic

popular sentiment. At jpVesent in our enthusiasm for

self-government we imagine that our Eastern subjects

are by-and-by to learn to gffvern themselves as we do.

We are tl^eir trustees while they are in their political

infancy. Our duty is to train them in our own image,

that when they are fit to receive their inheritance we

may pass it over into their own hands. The Asiatic,

we are persistently told, is the inferior of the European

only in the disadvantages with which he has been

surrounded. If he be educated, educated as we are

educated, lifted gradually into freedom, with his rights

and his powers enlarged as he shows himself capable of

their exercise, we shall elevate him into an equality

with ourselves, and our own mission will be ended.
«

The secret of superiority being intellectual cultivation,

we must teach him in schools like our own : as he

shows proficiency, we must open out the avenues of,

power to him-^—admit him to the privileges and

authority of our own civil servants. Th^ competitive

Examination ^stem is the idol of modem progress.

We believe ourselves to have found it the most perfect

method of sifting out otir own best men. The experi-

ment, it«is tirue, has been tried among Asiatics in China
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for a thousand years, and has produced the weakest

and most corrupt government which tho world has ever

seen. But
»

‘ Better fifty years of Europe than a cyi!e of Cathay **

better the doubt^^l and incomplete experiences of one

generation at home than the broad resultsjDainted upon

history. What is good or*^determined to be good

among ourselves must be good universally
;
and there-

fore, not only has populil* opinion, expressing itself

through the India Ofece, decided that th^ Hindoos

shall be admitted to share in the government of oui

Eastern Empire, but they shall be admitted by the

road of competitive examination. The introduction of

them, it is held, will be a guarantee of the excellence

of our intentions—will strengthen our present tenure,

and facilitate the transfer when the hour for its accom-

plishment shall have struck. We dream that we can

teach Asiatics to appreciate (5onstitutional liberty, and

submit hereafter willingly to their intellectual fellow-

countrymen whom we are educating to be their future

masters.

Those who have formed their opinions on the spot^

and not in England, tell us that the cultivated Ben-

galees, who beat our own students in metaphysics and

philosophy ^d mathematics, would have as much

chance of governing India, if the arm that supports

them were withdrawln, as a handful of tame sheep of

ruling quietly over a nation <7f lions. A single Sikh

horseman would drive a thousand of them with the
32VOL. IL
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butt end of his lance from one end of the Peninsula to

the other. Native officials selected by competition, as

they can hope for no future when we are gone, so add

nothing to our stability while we remain, but are one

more nsuperadded ^source of weakness. The warlike

races of India may hate Englishmen, l^it cannot despise

them, for in their own arts we are stronger than they.

Those weak beings, with ^ the heads of professors and

the^^ hearts of hares, they both despise and hate, and

hate us with increased interfoity for imposing on them

the authprity of wretches whom 'they disdain as slaves.

Yet it may easily be—rumour says, we hope untruly,

that the system is already beguli—it may easily be

that the Indian Minister, with his sails blown full by

English vapour, not only may persist in admitting

these people to high offices of state by the examination

method, but may lend them additional and peculiar

facilities for distancing competitors from home.

Our Indian Empire was won by the sword, and by

the sword it must be held ; and to suppose that we can

ever abandon it except in defeat and disgrace is to

surrender ourselves wilfully to the wildest illusion.

Dilettante politicians, armed with an authority which

they ought never to have possessed, meddling with

matters which the modesty of true intelligence would

have forbidden them to touch, may tie th^ hands of the

true rulers of that empire—^may be carrying out their

^ ideas ^ to the last . consequence, overweight our

strength, make our tenure impossible, and compel us

to leaved the Peninsula to the Mussidmans. If we keep
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it, we shair keep it by sweeping our brains clear of

dreams—By giving power to those only who know how

to command, and returning to the* plain principles

whicli won the empire that we are now making the

plaj^hing of amateurs.

‘ You English,* said General Jacob, one' of the

ablest officers ^^hat the Indian 'service ever produced,

^you English imagijie that liberty mjsans the same

thing in all parts *of the v^orld, and that all mankind

equally desire it. You could not make a greater mis-

take. Liberty with, you means that you have a right

to govern yourselves, and th&t it is tyranay to govern

you. Liberty with an Asiatic means that he has a right

to be governed, and that to make him govern himself

is tyranny. If the people of India were your equals,

you would not be here—^your mission is to govbrn

them
;
and you must govern them well, or they will

cut your throats.*

Cartloads of sonorous despatches from the India

Office contain less wisdom than this single sentence,

which is indeed the summing up and epitome of our

relations with our splendid dependency. For the

present the Right Honourable gentlemen will have

their way; and when another catastrophe comes—^as

come it will—we shall call in our Jacobs to recover us,

and then begin again on the same road. ,

Striped of its verbiage, and the fine-soundmg

phrases by which^ its true intention w concealed from

us, the real meaning of the cant about self-government

is, that our modern administrators are partly conscious
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of their own inability to rule, and partly weary of the

effort. They will not acknowledge their own weakness.

The descendants bf a once imperial race have accepted

and taken to their hearts the economist's theory,.that

every man's first dirty is to attend to his own affairs

—

follow, in other words, his own pleasure, i Philosophical

platitudes are made an excuse for apatny. A few fine

phrases in which no one really believes are admitted as

if they were laws of natuie, and we drift on under a

self-niade destiny through im]^ecility into anarchy and

collapse.

The same helplessness, disguised behind the same

mask of pretending sagacity, discloses itself in the pre-

sent Colonial policy. Twice already in this volume

I have spoken of the so-called Colonial Question. If I

return to it again, it is because the Colonies are in-

finitely more important to us than even India—it is

because the entire future of the English Empire depends

on our wisely availing ourselves of the opportunities

which those dependencies offer to us. When we con-

sider the increasing populousness of other nations, their

imperial energy, and their vast political development

;

when we contrast the enormous area of territory which

belongs to Russia, to the United States, or to Germany,

with the puny dimensions of our own old island home,

prejudice itsel£ cannot hide from us that our place as a

first-rate Power is gone among such rivals unless wo

can identify the Colonies with ourselyes, and multiply

the English soil by spreading the English race over

them. Our fathers^ looking down into coming times.
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proud of their country and jealous for its greatness,

secured at the cannon’s mouth the* fairest portions

of tl^e earth’s surface tcf the English flag. They

beqdeathed to us an ‘inheritance m magnificent that

imagination itself cannot measure the vastness of its

capabilities. the Canadian Dominion, let Australia,

the Cape, and New Zialanc^be occupied*by subjects of

the British Crown
;
be consislidated by a common cord

of patriotism, equal memj)ers all of them of a splfendid

Empire and alike interested in its grandeur, and the

fortunes of England may stilf be in their infancy, and

a second era of glory and power be dawning upon us,

to which our past history may be but the faint and

insignificant prelude. The yet unexhausted vigour of

our people, with boundless room in which to expand,

will reproduce the old English character and the old

English strength over an area of a hundred Britains.

The United States of America themselves do not possess

a more brilliant prospect.

It is no less certain that if we cannot rise to the

height of the occasion,* the days of our greatness are

numbered. We must decline in relative strength,

decline in purpose and aim, and in the moral tempera-

ment which only the consciousness of a high national

mission confers.

And yef, notoriously, the permanence of our uniyn

with the Colonies is regarded with indiffenence by our*

leading politicians. • They refuse, all of them, to look

beyond the exigencies of the present moment. They

are contented to leave the next generatioif to splve
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tKeir own problems, and sink or swim as tbeir skill

or luck may order, provided only they can themselves

maintain their own supremacy from year to year by

humouijing the so-dalled interests of the capitalists and

manufacturers. The conditions of the situation are

so plain that the most wilful perversity cannot refuse

to see them, yet there* is no loifger statesmanship or

courage among us to encbunter and frown down the

hostility of paltry selfishnesst The men of money are

afraid that a closer connection with the Colonies will

affect the l^our inarket and raise wages. The econo-

mist, whose farthest horizon of vision is the next

budget, sees that the Colonies cost us at present a few

hi^ndred thousands of pounds annually, and without

caring to think what they bring in, cries out that they

are a burden on the taxpayers. The working classes

have fastened their imagination on the division of the

land at home, and regard an invitation to remove else-

where as a snare to lead off their attention. The land-

owner, contemptuously indifferent to the danger, sees

that the thicker England is peopled the more his estates

increase in value ; and thus the interests of the empire

are for the present thrust aside.

The working, man will wake from his dream. He
will discovef at last that a hundred acres in Canada

would be better for him than five at home, even if he

could succeed ih obtaining them. Jfor will he be con-

tented to swelter on upgn intemfittent wages, in the

poisoned^atmosphere of our huge and hideous towns.

Hav*d times will come ^gain. The best and manliest of
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our artisans will turn their backs upon us as the Irish*

have done, and the question will thei^ be whether we

shall have soil left to offer tjiem over which our flag is

flying* or whether they will not rather be casting in

their lot with young and vigorous nations whi)m we

shall have forced away, from the unworthiest of motives,

into an independence which they did not desire.

The administration of tBe Colonies has fallen very

unfortunately into the hands of the aristocracy—of the

class of persons most unfftted by association and tem-

perament to deal with them smicessfully. The colonists

are men seeking their own fortunes, proud, self-depend-

ent, and unafiected by the traditional reverence for

rank by which the greatest levellers among us are

irresistibly influenced at home. They are jealous of

their liberties, conscious of their growing strength, in

want of nothing which could induce them to meet these

high persons on terms of compromise. While they

would bear it, the Colonies were used as sewers to drain

off our refuse population
;
when they declined to receive

our burglars and paupers, they still gave opportunities

of patronage. Cadets of noble families, or men who

had laid their ‘ party ^ under obligations, were quartered

on the colonial revenues, or leceived grants from

colonial lands. When this resource dried up also, the

Minister fqjr the Colonies became tired of *his thankless

office. Unable to rise to an Imperial concepiion •of

their duties, the ndble lords saw no reason for extend-

ing to the colonists a shar^ in the honours and pre-

rogatives of the mother country. If they ^pre inoor-
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•porated in the Empire, the democratic element would

receive an increase dangerous to their own privileges

;

and thus the economist’s theory was accepted as a

welcome expedient. The Colonies were to be !i^eft to

themsfl^es to befer their own expenses, and, if they

pleased, to assert their independence. No anxiety was

felt for a connection which was no loI^ger to be utilized

to provide foi* friends Und dependents.

That separation is or fias been the drift of the colo-

nial policy of the present Ministers there is no occasion

to argue. The universal impresHon which they have

created tliroughout the Empire outweighs their own

feebly uttered and stammering denials. Had they

been sincere in these denials, they would have made

haste to clear themselves of suspicion by an unequivocal

declaration of their real purpose
;
and we take leave to

say that a policy tending to produce consequences so

momentous ought not to have been introduced by a side

wind. Lord Granville and Mr Gladstone were no

doubt confident that the course which they were pur-

suing was a wise one, but they ought to have remem-

bered that these separatist opinlbns are ofrecent growth,

lately adopted even by themselves, and diametrically

contrary to the views held by the men who were the

founders and buijders-up of England’s political great-

ness. A false step taken in such a matte^ cannot be

recalled
;
our Colonies once gone are gone for ever

;

*and therefoi*e. Before they acted even in the slightest

degree on the new conclusions atwhich they had arrived,

they were bound to consult the country without evasion
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or reservation. The disintegration of an empire, the

reduction of Britain to the ancient lin^ts of her own

island shores, is at least a mat^ter of as much consequence

as a I^fiform Bill, or the^ dissolution of the Irish phurch.

The people have not been treated ^irly. They have

been told that th^re is no question of separation at all

;

that a better mode of management has merely been

substituted for a worse
;
that•the Colonies are wealthy

enough to bear their own expenses
;
and, as they chqose

to lay duties on English gbods, the English taxpayer

is not to be expectedf to contribute to theij defence.

This is not an honest statement, either of the case in

itself, or of the purpose of our late Colonial policy.

Whatever Ministers may think now, it is certain that

they did contemplate, and did most ardently desirei

that at least Canada should declare herself independent.

Young communities have heavy expenses thrown upon

them in making roads and railroads and canals to open

up their countries for us as well as for themselves. They

cannot raise a revenue except by custom duties
;
and,

as they direct their whole trade to the mother country,

they*no doubt cannot help laying taxes upon English

produce. But, in proportion to their numbers, the

jcolonists are the largest consumers of our manufactures

in the world. Successful settlers come home to reside

in England, sbringing a stream of wealth with them

broader and deeper far than the trifling sum whicB

England has been dilled on to spend. The outlay of

the mother country on the leairt advanced of her Colo-

nies is but like the sinking capital upon an estate in
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drains and fences. Canada and Australia, which have

long ceased to » cost us anything, fifty years hence—or

twenty years hence—^will Jbe helping to bear the burden

of the ipaintenance of the Empire, if they are penuiitted

to continue a part of it.

Busy about their own concerns, ^e English people

are at present indiflerent. Th^y take their statesmen

at their word, and refuse to believe that they mean

mischief. Let the ripe fruit fall, let a single colony

* cut the painter,' and, if iTknow anything of the tem-

per of my couptrymen, a storm will rise from which

those who have provoked the catastrophe may well call

on the mountains to cover them.

We look to the Colonies as the immediate refuge

for millions of our people, as offering at once a complete

and the only solution for our social difficulties, and as

giving us an opportunity of recovering the esteem of

the world, which we are so uneasy under the concep-

tion of having lost. We believe that our power is

despised
;
and, though we hate war, we almost bring

ourselves to wish for it that we may redeem our reput-

ation. It is well that we should be prepared for all

possibilities We spend fifteen millions a year on our

Army, and we have a right to insist that some sort of an

army shallJbe forthcoming. If other nations interfere

with us while we are about our legitimate* business, we
must so bear^ ourselves in the quarrel that they shall

beware of meddling with us for future. But if we

wish to win back their ifespect by making war ourselves,

there is a campaign which wexnight open like no other
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— campaign against administrative incapacity, against

swindling and cheating, against drunkenness and un-

cleannesg, against hunger and squalor and misery

;

against •the inhuman vicos which are l^ed as in ^ hot-

bed in our gigantic cities, against the universal ro^t of

the disorders whiclj^ are preying upon us, the all-per-

vading, all-devouring V>ve of inoney. ^We desire

wealth and honour and long tfe. Be it so. There

are conditions on which *
all these things shall be add^d

to us.^ If we refuse tjie conditions, and desire these

things for themselves, we shall find ignyniny^or hon-

our, for long life all-pervading misery, and along with

the riches a curse which shall render them for ever

unprofitable to us. The business of Government, truly

enough, is to watch over the nation's * wealth
;

' but*

not wealth in the modem meaning, which in itself

betrays how far we have travelled on the down-hill

road; rather the well-being, the bodily and moral

health, of the people of which the nation is composed.

Admit this (not in words
;
every politician, from Mr

Gladstone downwards, will repeat it in words as glibly

as a school-girl repeats her catechism), accept it as the

first principle of action, and the plagues which are con-

suming us will melt away of themselves. It will no

longer be found impossible to make war ‘on drunkenness

for fear of o^ending the brewing interest, or swindling

for fear of diminishing the profits of tracje.
^
We shall

hear no more of impossibilities, for in the pursuit of a

noble object nothing is impossible. We shall cease to

watch our export and import list with a ieverisb
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anxiety, or exult over an increase of population as in-

creasing our pieans of multiplying cheap manufactures.

We shall rather labour t^ prevent this enormous fester-

ing crowd from growing uppn our hands. We shall

seek-^to provide lor further additions to our numbers in

countries where a happier and purer life may be pos-

sible for them.

Political economy, ^e are told, forbids it. When
the Irish landlords woke, under the teaching of the

famine, to a consciousness’that they had allowed Ire-

land to become overpeopled, political economy did not

forbid them to give free passages to America to hun-

dreds of thousands of starving poor. We, too, in mere

greed of gain, have permitted England to become over-

(peopled : is it an injustice to ask that out of the huge

piles of money which cheap labour has heaped up for

us, a small fraction shall be taken to save the families

of those who have toiled for us from being swamped in

wretchedness P Mr Fawcett exclaims that if we open

an easy road to the Colonies our best workmen will

leave us. Let us hope, rather, that by relieving the

ever-growing pressure we may make England more

endurable to them. But if it be so, why should we

wish them to stay P Let the Colonies remain attached

to us, and wherever our people thrive best they will

conduce most to the strength of the Empire, of which

they will continue as much subjects as before. If our

manufacturing towns were shrunk* to half their present

size, if the floating tide \>f humanity which surges and

eddies round the London suburbs were all gone, if the
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millions of English and Scotch men and women who

are wasting their constitutions and wearing out their

souls in factories and coal mines were growing corn

and rearing cattle in Canada and New Zealand, the red

colour would come back to their cheeksfj^heir shrunjcen

sinews would fill out again, their chihlron, now a drag

upon their hands, tliould be elements of wealth and

strength, while here at •homei the sun wbuld shine

again, and wages would rise 1o1:he colonial level, and

land would divide of itself, a«d we should have room

to move and breathe. The manufacturers would reap

lighter profits
;

the landowners would finrf their

incomes shrink to the level which satisfied their grand-

fathers
;

the evil sisters luxury and poverty would

move off hand in hand
;
but the health and worth of

the Illnglish nation would be increased a million-fold.

I speak of what cannot be—cannot be at least till

in many a long year of painful discipline we have un-

learnt the most cherished lessons of modern politics.

One thing, however, is possible, and ought immediately

to be done. The Colonies will not take our paupers

;

and as We make our beds, we must lie in them ;
but we

can prevent pauperism from growing heavier upon our

hands. If we send out able-bodied men with their

families to settle upon land, we must suppprt them also

till their first c|ops are grown. If we advanCe money

for other people’s benefit, we expect to be repaid, and

cannot see our wa}’’ to Qbtain security for it.* l?ut there

is not the same diflBcully in providing for. the young.

When Mr Forster’s Education Bill is fairly in wojk, in
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one shape and another we shall have more than two

million boys and girls at school in these islands, of

whom at lea4t a fourth will be adrift wtien their teach-

ing is over, with no defiliite outlook. Let the« State for

once Ifesume itehold charactei, and constitute ftself the

constable of some at least of these helpless ones. When

the grammatical part of their teac^^ing is over, let them

have a year or two «of i^dust^ial instruction, and under

an understanding with the colonial authorities let them

He drafted off where the^ services are most in demand.

The settlers would be delighted to receive and clothe

and fedd them on the conditions of the old apprentice-

ship. If the apprentice system is out of favour, some

other system can be easily invented. Welcome in some

shape they are certain to be. A continued stream of

young, well-taught, unspoilt English natures would be

the most precious gift which the Colonies could receive

from us.

If the Colonial Office has no answer but the old

* impossible,' a word which sounds in our ears like the

despairing wash of the waters of Lethe, then, in the

name of common sense and humanity, let the Colonial

Office be dissolved. Let the noble lord or the honour-

able gentleman for whom it is necessary to find a seat

in the Cabinet be provided with some titular position 'to

which tliut honour may be technically attached. Let

us have ministers in partthm^ wuth no department to

paralyze or mismanage. And
^

for the administration

of the Colonies, and
^
the readjustment of England's

relation wdth them, let there be some Council established
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where the Colonies as well as the mother country shall

be represented, in whose eyes the interests of the

Empire will be hf more consequence than the supremacy

of party.

It IS not our supposed unreadiness io fight which has

lowered, and is still lowering, England’s reputation-

We have not allo^^d any occasion to pass by when our

honour or our interest distinctly called us to arms—we

are disesteemed because, as a i!ation, we no longer seem

to live for any high and honourable purpose. Com-

munities as well as private persons always set before

themselves consciously or unconsciously somO supreme

aim towards which their energies are bent. Military

power, extension of territory, political unity, dynastic

aggrandizement, or the maintenance of some particular

religious creed, have been at various times the all-absorb-

ing objects on which the minds of great nations have

been bent
;
and as none of these has been entirely good,

so none has been entirely discreditable. The noblest

object, which all honour and few pursue, is the well-

being of the people
;

the worst and meanest is that to

which we in England are supposed to have devoted

ourselves—the mere aggregation of enormous heaps of

money, while we are careless what becomes of the
‘
^ hands,’ as we call them, by which all the money is

created.

We have a vast empire—^we have infinite land wait-

ing only to be occupied—^we have a population larger

than we can employ*, even on our own theory of the

manner in which we should wish to employ them.
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crowded into lanes and alleys and cellars, seething in

drunkenness and pollution; of the children born in

these places the fate of those that die being more blessed

a thousand-fold than of tliose who survive. We have

or we^ liad a teemllig Ireland, from which millions had

to bo removed to escape starvation—we let the Irish go

to the United States, careless of consequences so long

as the immediate vallie o£ the lapdlord’s property was

not affected. We deliberately refiise to carry the over-

flow of our own people to Jands which are crying out to

be tilled, where they can live in health and abundance,

and wherfe the death of a child, instead of a relief, is a

material loss. We will not lift a finger to save our

voluntary emigrants to our own Crown, or those who

remain from the drink-shops, or our national good

name from the reproach of commercial dishonesty. We
profess a righteous horror of slavery

;
but the English

farm labourer who has been rash enough to marry is

as much a slave under the lash of hunger as the Negro

under the whip, and is so much more unhappy than the

slave that he has no refuge but the workhouse in sick-

ness and old age. He is told, in insolent irony,*"that

he is a free man, and may go where he pleases. Rather,

he may go away if he can
;
and those who mock him

with the name of freedom, know well that he lies in an

enchanted circle of necessity—that he must stay passive

under the barest wages which will keep life in him and

his, under Jienklty of starvation if he resist to make an

effort to escapq.

This it is which has lowered English credit—that
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we have grown oblivious of all generous principles, that*

patriotism has become a jest, and that nothing is con-

sidered worthy of a serious man’s attention but what

will pyt money in his purse* Words travel far in these

days of newspapers. When a grerft capitalisl^said of

emigration during the last stagnation of trade, when

millions were stt I’ving,
‘ Keep our men at home—we

shall want them when*trado*revives,’ tin? world heard

of it, and made its commentl. English working men,

it seems, exist only to fill* rich men’s pockets, ^he
House of Commons chbered a well-known S23eaker when,

as a crowning argument hgainst assistance to emigrate

being granted by the State, he argued that it would

disj^lcase the Americans. An English politician

declares that he is afraid of helping men and women in

search of employment from one ])art of the Queen's

dominions to another for fear a foreign Power might

not like it. Parliament approves, and we are surprised

that we are no longer respected. Wonderful considera-

tion for American sensitiveness !—wonderful new-born

consideration, of a kind however which they are so little

inclhied to appreciate ! Let us take courage. Were

we suddenly to show ourselves i)ractically alive to the

condition of our people, and set apart for the sake of

them some small portion of our enormous income, the

Americans ^would forgive us as soon ifs they had

recovered from their astonishment, even if it took th©

form of sending faipilies to Canada.

‘ You will increase taxation/ shriek ,the economists.

* Money must be taken from those who have i^ and laid

vou II. 33
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out upon those who have not/ Be it so. We lay on

taxes without scruple for a war, and it is a war which

we are advocating. When the interests of the nation

require killing and burning and destroying, we &re all

called oh to contribnete, and are ridiculed if we complain.

In the same interests of the nations we may tax our-

selves for a war on misery and vice /ind over-popula-

tion. Is it not as honourable tcf save life as to destroy

—to rescue millions froih wretchedness as to plunge

millions into mourning and ^oe ?
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BEING THE LAST OP A SERIES OF LECTURES DELIVERED

IN THE UNITED STATES,
* •

IN OCTOBEB AND NOVEMBER, 1S72.

L
adies and gentlemen,—

T

hose who would

estimate rightly the political or economical con-

dition of any province or country, ought not, in my
opinion, to fix their chief attention on the form or

constitution of the governing body. They should look

rather at the material and spiritual condition of the

masses of the inhabitants. They should consider under

what special evils, if any, those inhabitants are suffering,

and 'whether the measures adopted towards them are

well calculated to remove those evils. If national hap-

piness was uniformly proportioned to the share possessed

by the people in managing their own affairs, political

problems wJuld be simpler than nature has been pleased

to make them. It is notorious that forms of^govemmeht

,

which suit one race* well, suit others equally ill. Under

the freest of constitutions a country may be miserable.

Under a monarchy, provided (it is a large prcMiso) your
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taonarcli is as wise as he is powerful, a nation may be

happy, may be prosperous, may possess the reality of

freedom instead of the shadow, because those only are

interfered with who deserve* interference.

At (t.11 times, tlffe first question is whether a country

be ruled justly, whether each individual receives good

or ill, according to his personal merits/ Just laws alone

make possible* either rfatioiial health or material pros-

perity, and free governments are admired and valued

above despotisms, aristocra#ie8, or any other form of

political constitution, only becausS the judgment of any

one man, or limited body of* men, is supposed liable,

however excellent their intentions, to be distorted by

self-interest.

,
When a people are united, enlightened, and high-

minded, they can be trusted safely with the administra-

tion of their own affairs; when a peoide are divided

and ignorant, when they are liable to be duped by

demagogues, led astray by their emotions, or corrupted

by ignoble influences, the more popular the constitution

the worse will be the result. We suppose we have

discovered a panacea for political ills by giving e»/ery

man a vote. If the result of the voting commends

itself on its own merits, then the voting answers well.

If the voting, a§ sometimes happens, represents ignor-

ance and fol]^, then it does not answer wejl, and other

means have to be called in. There are brave men, and

there are coVafds, and the wise ma^ is generally braver

than the fool. . Suppose in any community, two-thirds

who are powards vote one way, and the remaining third
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will not only vote, but fight the other way. What
becomes of the voting theory? Thev brave and the

dete^^ined minority will, rule the timid and the

undetermined.

Well fi)r us that it is so, for in this lies the only

security for healthy progress. * In average times, a

majority of votes'may^be a rough tost of^ wluit is right.

It is no less t rue, that all gr<^t reforms, since the world

began, have been the work of determined mine ?iities.

Where there is a general good disposition, the minority

maj'^ convert itself into m^'ority by argpment»and patient

persistence. When for any reason the majority is ob-

stinately wrong and obstinately tyrannical, resistance

may become the most sacred of duties.

Thus, as I said, above all questions of forms of

government lies the higher question—what is right and

what is wrong. Let men fix their minds on a wrong to

be redressed, on a right to be asserted
;
the chances are

that if they are resolute in demanding justice, justice

will not long be refused. If the government, whatever

it be, determinately persists in a false course, then, and

not till then, it is time to attack the Constitution. A
Constitution is evil not when it is democratical or when

it is oligarchical, but when it upholds, iniquity. A
revolution is beneficial when it is undertaken as a last

resort with a defined object. The wrong complained of

will then disappear, when the tyranny which maintaided,

it is overthrown. E|>ut reverse the process. Begin with

political agitation, with no clear idea Vhy a change is

desired
;
transfer the power from kings to nobles, from
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nobles to the middle classes, from the middle classes to

the people, from the people back to kings, without in-

quiring first what kings, or, nobles) or middle clashes are

to do, which the others would not do, and the result is

nothing but aimless convulsion, power wasted in beating

the air, and the multiplication of practical misery from

confusion and,anarchy.

In these positions you «!iave the key to the failure of

so many efforts to obtain what has been called justice

for Ireland. No sooner has a wrqng been admitted, and

a beginning mad^e towards redvess, than the Irish have

kindled into a blaze like faggots of dry sticks. They

have left the road of practical reform to clamour for

political emancipation. From agitation they have fallen

td conspiracy, from conspiracy to rebellion. The fire

burns out, the rebellion collapses, resentment follows,

and ill-will, and perhaps fresh tyranny. The stone of

Sisyphus has rebounded to the bottom of the hill, and

the weary work has to commence again from the begin-

ning.

Had there been no rebellion in 1690, the Cathplics

could have secured the most ample toleration. There

would have been no confiscations, no penal laws, and no

commercial rostrictions. After ninety years of misery,

the work of jefofmation was again taken in hand, free

trade was restored, the laws against Popery were relaxed.

. Catholics wqre Emitted to the suffrage
;
measures were

pushed forward for the payment of'priests
;
Maynooth

was established* and endowed for the education of the

Catholic fclergy. Trinity College opened its doors to
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the Catholic laity. The Irish only concluded that Eng-

land was afraid of them, and the rewa,^d of concession

was t^e insurrection ’of 179JS.

This time England^ did not allow herself tp be pro-

voked into retaliation. The Act of \jnion it was hoped

had for ever closed the era of political agitation. In

the United Parlialnen^ Ireland's material wrongs could

be temperately considered, %and rational redress dis-

covered for them.

It was too late pnhappily for complete remedies.

The most cruel blow to ^reland, the destruption of her

woollen manufactures, was irreparable. Steam engines

had superseded water-power and hand-labour. Ireland

has little accessible coal, and rivalry with England on

that platform was thenceforward impossible. The linen

manufactory in Down and Antrim, carried on as it was

by energetic Scotch and English Protestants, expanded

of itself
; but the hope was gone of training the Irish

population of the southern provinces to skilled manu-

facturing industry.

^What other evils were there then of which Ireland

complained, which legislation could remove? What

was there now amiss with Ireland? That something

had been amiss no one could be so hardy as to deny.

An entire population, even of Celts; does not mutiny

without some provocation. As Mirabeau said, ‘ When
the people complain, the people are always right/

Whatever theologfl^ns may say of mankind, they are a

much-enduring race. The lot of the tnultitude, under

the happiest circumstances, is a hard one. {They bear
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it without complaining, if they see that they are not

treated unjustly. It is injustice only which gives to

suffering its venom and its poignancy.

We lyill suppose some one to have been travelling

througlt Ireland in 1802, when the Constitution after

the Union was finally at work. What would have b( cn

his experience ? He would have seefi three-quarters of

a country, richer naturally*than Sc^Jtland, as rich as the

best jmrts of England, lying a wilderness, dotted with

potato gardens
;
districts as ISrge as counties mere wastes

of morass a peasantry iiaggc^ and miserable, living in

houses in which an English gentleman would not keep

his sporting dogs; families—the Irish are the most

prolific people in the world—families of twelve or thir-

toon huddled into hovels, more like caves in the earth

than human dwelling-places
;
without windows, with a

hole in the thatch to let the smoke out
;
for furniture,

an iron crock and perhaps a stool
; a heap of straw or

heather for beds
;
in wet weather, pigs, cows, poultry,

and human creatures, all tumbled in together into a

space twelve feet long and eight feet wide
;
the fat sow

perhaps the pillow of grown up girls, the little ones

burrowing in the turf stack
; the food potatoes and

butter-milk
;
the clothes of the father and mother a

bundle of rags ; the clothes of the children those which

nature gave them. Their holdings were perhaps an acre

or* two of potato ground, for which they were paying

the old rack rents, five or six pounces* an acre. The pigs

and the cow paid the rent and the priest’s dues. The

wages, sixpence a day for half the year, and nothing the
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rest, found a coat and a pair of shoes for the man, a

cloak for the wife, and a coloured handkerchief or two

for the girls to appear in at mass on a feunday.

'JlEiis was the condition of the working peasantry of

one of the three kingdoms whkih cdfiiposed the^wealth-

iest of existing communities. They were not unhappy.

They were light-hearted, and as long as the potato

lasted, and while they were^ndisturbed *in their minia-

ture farms, they were fairly contented. Their chief

alarm was that they were ^t tho landlord's mercy. If

another tenant bid above thenn or if the landlord wanted

the farm, they might at any moment find themselves

adrift. No matter that Ihe very ground they occupied

owed its value to them. They had drained and fenced

and tilled it after their fashion. They found it barren

moor, they made it able at any rate to grow food for a

dozen human creatures. The landlord called it his, and

if it so pleased his mightiness he could turn them into

the ditch to starve.
,

The landlords themselves were of three sorts—the

magnates who lived in splendour in London and man-

aged their estates by middlemen
;
a few cultivated and

distinguished resident noblemen and gentlemen
;
and

the squires and squireens who spent their lives in hunt-

ing, gambling, drinking, and fighting duels, themselves

out at elbows, idle, extravagant, in debt and haunted

by the bailiff, their lands often in the hands of creditors

who, of course, squeezed out of the t*enahtry the last

obtainable penny. It is curious that* as long as there

were no evictions the last sort were the mo%t popular.
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There was a community of recklessness and good humour

in which landlord and peasant fraternized. If the land-

lord wanted more rent his readiesir road to it was to fall

in with ^e inclinations of his dependents. He had but

to subdivide the iToldings on his property, allow a son

or a brother of one of iis tenants to squat beside him on

the mountain, throw up a turf cabinf, plant an acre or

two of potatoes, marry, an^ beget another family to live

in the same style.

The real enmity was agaitist the improving landlord.

An Englishman would l^iy a^ estate, seeing the capa-

bilities of the soil if properly cultivated. He would

establish large farms, build barns and cattle sheds, put

his capital into the groimd, draw the water off and

plant and manure. Finding his property littered with

paupers he would clear them away at the year’s end,

bring in a Scotch or English bailiff who understood his

business, and farm on scientific principles.

It might be well for the purchaser and well for the

estate. The estate could not be improved till the ver-

min were removed. But these vermin after all were

human beings. Their families had lived for centuries

on the same spot : it was their home, and they loved it.

Thriftless thejr might be, ignorant, wretched
;
but they

knew no better, they desired no better. According to

both priest and parson they possessed immbrtal souls
;

weie they not of more consequence than a drained bog

or a planted liill*‘side ? To them the improving landlord

was no better than a barbarian conqueror, trampling

down the denizens of the soil. They took to pike and
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blunderbus to defend tbeir rights. The landlord or the

agent or the new bailiff would find his^door burst open

some dark night, himself dragged out, seton his knees,

and ^not through the heart; lucky if his j^^ife and

children escaped the same fate.“

Such Ireland remained after the Union, after Eng-

land had been pr^end^ng to govern it for six hundred

years.

Engaged as England was in a death-wrestle ^with

Napoleon, the United^Parli&menfhad no leisure for the

moment to attend to internal inform. Witlj the return

of peace it was perfectly certain that the state of Ireland

must form one of the first questions to demand attention.

In laying the foundations of a better order of things

four main points had to be considered.

First, there was the character of the Irish people.

They wore what they were as much from circumstances

as from faults of their own. They had been trained

under a system which* was compounded of anarchy and

injustice. The law had been their enemy, and therefore

they were lawless. They could gain nothing by being

industrious, and therefore they were idle. Time only,

with a better education and a better administration,

could remedy an evil so deeply rooted.

Next, a more efiective police was wanted. The most

rudimentary civilization was incompatible with the

private use of pike and pistol. No country could thrive^

where the people had a code of laws of their own, which

they enforced with secret tribunals and by organizing

assassinations over the whisky bottle.
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But again, it would not answer to repress crime and

leave the laws standing which provoked the crime and

almost made it justifiable. If authority was to assert

itself, authority was bound to be evenhanded and ^I^tect

the rigjits of the j^bor when it forbade them to protect

themselves. England had taken the land from the old

Irish owners under the plea of providing better rulers for

the sountry than the hativ^fe chiefs.* If these rulers had

broken their impKed covenants, or in any way had failed

in the work assigned • to them, the object was defeated

for which they had been planted in Ireland. The whole

condition of Irist landed tenures required to be revised,

and the landlords forced to rejeognize the duties attach-

ing to their offices, if the power which they had abused

w^s not to be taken from them.

Lastly, there was the religious difficulty. A half-

reformed Episcopal Church had been established in Ire-

land. It had been endowed like its sister in England

with the tithes and the lands which before the Reforma-

tion had belonged to the Catholics, in the hope that the

compromise which had answered in one country would

also be accepted in the other. That hope had been dis-

appointed. Four-fifths of the people were Catholics, and

were likely to remain so. Of the Protestants little more

than half belonged to the Establishment. The rest were

Presbyterians, yet a handful of churchmen itnonopolized

everything.

If I attach less importance to this last grievance than

is usually assigned to it, it is not because I undervalue

religious Jiberty; it is not because I do not know how
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deeply differences in religion have embittered all other

difficulties which have risen between ourselves and Ire-

land
;
but because I am in search chiefly of the points

wher^^ngland has been unjust, and because tliink

there is less ground to accuse Englaffd of unfaiyiess in

the treatment of Irish Popery, ijian in other charges

which can be brcaight against her. I am not blind

to the- preposterous •shortcofnings of thfe Anglo-ii’ish

Established Church, its grand professions, its practical

inefficiency. I do not question the enormous power for

good—good of a certain kind—which has been exerted

in Ireland by the modcrri* Catholic prfests. Ireland is

one of the poorest countries in Europe. There is less

theft there, less cheating, less housebreaking, less

robbery of all sorts, than in any country of the sanje

size in the world. In the wild district where I lived we

slept with unlocked door and open windows, with as

much security as if we had been—I will not say in

London or New York,^ I should be sorry to try the ex-

periment in either place—I will say as if we had been

among the saints in Paradise. In the sixteenth century

the Irish were notoriously regardless of what is techni-

cally called morality. For the last hundred years at

least impurity has been almost unknown in Ireland.

And this absence of vulgar crime, and this exceptional

delicacy and modesty of character, are duc^like, to their

everlasting honour, to the influence of the Catholic

clergy.

I do not know tliat the priests are called on to use

the power of the confessional to put down agrarian con-
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spiracy. If they have not been politically loyal to Eng-

land I am indisposed to blame them for it. Neither,

fiowever, can I hold England to h§Lvebeen materially in

fault in the jealousy with ‘which she so long regarded

the pries^ls. The fiiult, I condeive, lies in the attitude

which tlie Roman Church was pleased to assume long

ago towards the Reformation. Froi^j. this fountain all

else has flowed. If the waters* have been bitter, the

bitterness was in the spring from which they rose. By
Romfe*s own showing, her -discipline at the beginning

of the sixteenth century had falleh to pieces throughout

Europe. Her molal degenerac^ led men to look into her

doctrines. Germany and En|^dand and other countries

declared that many of her doctrines were false, and she

set to work with all the force that she could make to

punish the attacks upon her as rebellion. For nearly

two hundred years she had burnt heretics, when she

could catch them, at the stake. She stirred up kingdom

against kingdom, sovereigns against subjects, and sub-

jects against sovereigns. The history of the struggle

for religious liberty is written in characters of blood

which are not to be forgotten. So long as the P6pes

retained a hope of recovering their power, no Catholics

were permitted to be loyal subjects of Protestant

princes, and, Jn countries which had established their

spiritual independence, and were determined <;o maintain

it, jt was inevitable that the Catholic Church should be

Nvatched stri^tlyj and even hardly d^alt with. Ireland

was within th^ English dominion. When England

revolted fjom Rome, the Pope answered with an invita-
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tion to all English and Irish subjects to throw off their,

allegiance, and the Irish held that their duty was to the

Popes and not to the English sovereign.

the English sovereign to stand by to let treason

walk* abroad unharmed, because it jK)bed itself in the

mantle of religious obligation ? As much as Prince Bis-

mark is called on to allow the Jesuits to undo the Ger-

man Confederation. Bither^sub^ects owo allegifiJnce to

the lawful government of tSe country to which they

belong, or the Pope of Eoij^e is monarch of the ^^brld.

In the face of tSe Pope’s attitude, the English

princes were not permitl^d only, but* were•obliged to

exact from all subjects, Ii’^sh and English, an abjuration

of tlic Pope’s pretensions. Was England to have left

the Catholic prelates and nobles in possession of wealth,

and power, and influence, while they were avowed sub-

jects of her most active enemy ? So far as was consist-

ent with political security, Irish Romanism was handled

with especial leniency. It was not till after half-a-

dozen rebellions, nof chiefly till after the Irish St

Bartholomew, the massacre of 1641, and the long, des-

perate, religious war which followed, that either the

creed or its priests were proscribed. Even then the

persecution was short-lived. Toleration came back with

Charles the Second
;
and indulgence was "again abused.

Another civjl war followed—another desperate effort to

make Ireland Papal. I say it could not be—after such e;t-

periences it could not be—^but that stroug efforts should •

have then been madfe to rid the country of so danger-

ous an element. I consider for myself that far more
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blame rests with England for her treatment of the Irish

Nonconformists than for what she did towards repress-

ing Romanism. ' Rather, it was due to England’s inter-

ference that, after the battR of Aghrim, Romanis^^i was

permitteli to survive. Had not England tied the hands

of the ^Protestant gentry they would then have made

complete work with it, and have driven the last priest

out of the island.

With the peace of Utrecht and the accession of the

IIoul6 of Hanover in^ England Europe entered upon a

new era. The Roman Church dianged its attitude if

not its sedret aspirations. Jieligion was no longer

available as a pretext for waijor revolution. The pre-

tension of putting men to death for a difference of

opinion was quietly abandoned. It came to be under-

stood that a Catholic was not to plead allegiance to the

Pope as a pretext for disloyalty. And, from the mo-

ment that this confession was sincerely made and acted

on, the Catholics became as much entitled to the full

privileges of citizens as the members of any other com-

munity.

From that moment, at the close especially of* the

eighteenth century, when the dangers to society were

no longer from religion but from revolution, the first

desire of English statesmen was to remove the last

trace of disability and place Catholics in all^respects on

a Jevel with other subjects. They had been already

‘admitted to wote, and their material hardships had been

removed before^ the Union. For fnyself I consider it

of so much greater consequence what laws men live
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under than who are to make them, that their admission

to parliament might well have been postponed till the

peasants’ complaints .had been attende(^ to.

'^'his, however, was no^ the opinion of Jdr Pitt.

Pitt was m^re occupi^ with •the dread of resolution

than with the grievances of the poor Irish tenants.

Likely enough he^onsWered that if he could conciliate

the Catholic clergy he would^ have less to fear froter the

discontent of the people, and could afford to neglq^t it.

Pitt would have admitf^d the Catholics to Parlia-

ment before the rebellion of .1798 if the king would

have allowed him. Whdn the war with France was

over, and there was breatlkng-time for internal reforms,

Catholic emancipation was the first imf)ortant political

question which came to the front. It could not be

carried immediately. We have no dictators in Eng-

land. Before a good law can be passed or a bad law

repealed, the majority of 658 more or less prejudiced

gentlemen has to be
,

persuaded to consent. The con-

stituencies which they represent have prejudices also

which claim to be respected
;
and thus we say in Eng-

land*that there is a chance of getting a thing done in

about forty years after every intelligent person has

made up his mind that it must be done. It is the

price we pay for popular government.

Th^ Catholics, however, were not made to wait for

their emancipation for these forty years. They foufid
^

a champion in the great O’Connell, the Gvattan of the

Celts. The peasantry, good, credulous people, were

taught to believe that if they could be represented by
VOL. II. 34
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Catholics in Parliament they would have good houses

over their heads, good coats on their hacks, good food

in their stomacKs, and be rid of bailiff’ and agent for

evermore. They got theii^ pikes and muskets ^gain.

A few Jiundred tlf6usand of them were said, as usual,

to be ready to fight. . Protestant prejudice gave way,

and emancipation was conceded.

was a pVoper thing *fco do, though, as it peither

produced any of those efl'ects which the people expected,

nor £ad the least tendency^o produce them, I cannot

look on it as a triumph,^ or as of any considerable im-

portance at all. It returned to Parliament a number

of persons who obtained patr/onage, after the old Irish

fashion, by making themselves troublesome. It raised

tl^e Catholic bishops and archbishops to social conse-

quence. They were invited to dinner by the Lord-

Lieutenant. They were given rank beside the bishops

of the Establishment, Cardinal Cullen, I believe, at

present walks into the dining-room before a duke.

For all else it was 1782 once more. The most glori-

ous expectations issued in blank disappointment. The

Irish peasant remained the same down-trodden, foHorn

being the world had known him—as ill-fed, as ill-

clothed, as much at the mercy of the landlord as before.

In some respects he suffered more, for he was now

between the^hammer and the anvil. Hisdandjord, in

niae cases out of ten a Protestant, said to him, You
shall vpte a^^I*tell you, or I will turn you out of your

land. The priest said to him, You shall vote as I tell

you, or Itwill damn your soul. The promisedmillenuium
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ptill hung fire. The people, again possessed with the?

idea that it was political rolbnn which they needed,

plunged into a fresh agitation. The mor^ theyclamoured,

the ^{fevier grew their burdens, till they drifted once

more into famine and mutiny an(f the rebellion of

1848.

It is high treason to say a word against O’ConnelL

Very 4»ell, I must b^ a traitor th*en. O’Connell \fm for

eighteen years all but omnipotent on Irish subjects.

Ilad lie cared to use his cifbrmous influence to pass a

land act he might have i^oppe^ unjust evictions a gener-

ation before Mr Gladstone Stopped then?. On O’Ccnnell’s

own estate ‘ the finest jieasantry ’ in the world were

as hunger-stricken as in any other jjurt of the island.

O^Oonnell cared as much for these poor creatures jis

Shan O’Neil or Tyrconnoll had cared for the earth-tillers

of an earlier generation. It was enough for him, and

a great deal pleasanter, to keep the government afraid of

him by insincere cla^nour for repeal, and secure the

disposition of government patronage.

Two measures only of real value to Ireland were

passed under the reign of O’Connell, but they were the

work, not of him, but of Sir Ilobert l^eel and the

English Liberals.

A body of ten or twelve thousand, of the iieasantry

were firmed, drilled, and made into the well-known

Irish police.

Composed, as they were and are, of Jlie same ele-

ments as the wildest Fenian mob, their* entire nature is

metamorphosed under military discipline. In the whole
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empire there is not a force more loyal, more trustworthy,

or more efficient.

That was one essential step toward improvement.

Another was the establishment of the national fechool

system Ireland.

Education, excellent in quality and unsectarian in

character, was provided in every comer of the country,

open* the poo'Test, free alil^e to Catholic and Proto^jtant,

where children of both creeds are brought up together,

and learn, for one thing, th^t they^ are made of common

flesh and blood, and may as w^ll leave off hating each

other.

The priests don’t like it. They consider their young

people to be tainted by companionship with heretics.

Tl^ey wish to re-establish, if they can, the hard and fast

line which divides the sheep from the goats this side of

the day of judgment, and to kindle up again the theo-

logical malignity which is beginning to wane. Some of

our English philosophers are so fond of liberty or so

fond of priests that they are inclined to indulge them.

One eminent Radical consoles himself with remembering

that Voltaire and Diderot were bred by the Jesuits, and

that a Catholic education is the road to practical Athe-

ism. Even for such a beautiful result as this I should

bc3 disinclined to run the risk. The world has suffered

enough from sectarian bigotry, and no wise"statesman,

if hfe can help it, will again countenance the splitting of

a nation into hostile camps about matters of which one

of us knows as much as another, and all know next to

nothing. '
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These two measures—the establishment of the Irish

police and the establishment of Irish national education

—\^ere in every way admirable. But the sorest diffi-

culty' which remained untouched, was the system of

landed tenures. A third of* the ^rish soil svas still

owned by absentees. Half the rest belonged to needy,

unthrifty gentlemen, j\"hose estates were mortgaged to

the brim, who were out a& elbows like their tcfiants,

without a shilling to spend on drains, or fen^igs, or

cottages, or farrn-buijding^. If* they were themselves

disposed to be indulgciiit, their creditors, iho monev-

lenders, exacted the last punce of their pound of flesh.

The peasantry had multijiliod astonishingly. In 1,78a

there were but three million inhabitants in Ireland. In

1846 the three millions had become nine. In the ge^d

old times their lawless habits had kept their numbers

down. English administration, if it had done little else,

had put an end to private war and plunder
;
and, de-

prived of its natural -check, the Irish race had trebled

itself in three-quarters of a century. The Catholic

clergy encouraged early marriages because they pre-

vented immorality. Landlords made no objection, for

the more people there were, the higher the rents.

There were then no poor-rates in Ireland. A young

lad and a young lass fell in love. The agent assigned

them all acre or two of unreclaimed mountain or bog.

They threw up a few sods for a house, sc^ a few potatoes,

in the peat, started*n pig and a cow if they had a five-

pound note to begin life with, and they were as well

furnished as any of their neighbours. They produced
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their dozen children with the most pious confidence

that God Almigfhty sent them, and that God Almighty

would somehow provide for theiti. The Irish aye in-

tensely affectionate. Father and children, brotheiia and

sisters, ^cling to one another, and cling to the spot where

they were born. A farmer with four-and-twenty acres

and hjlf-a-dozen boys, cut his (icreS into half-a-dozen

divisions, and on a farm v hich w5uld barely nlamtain

one t^imily in comfort and decency you had six families^

all living on the eternal polato.

So it w^uit oq. Of tlie nine millions it was reckoned

that there were at last two piillion beggars—creatures

who were absolutely idle, wlio wandered from cabin to

cabin asking charity for the love of God, and never

cfsking in vain. Wonderful commentary on Catholic

emancipation and the government of Ireland by O'

Connell.

Those of us who have reached middle life remember

how terribly all this ended. In the entire globe there

was scarce a spot where the keen of despair was unheard

which arose from the famine-stricken island. Thp note

of warning had been sounded. Cobbett long before had

dwelt upon the madness of allowing an enormous popu-

lation to spring up like mushrooms, depending for their •

lives on a single precarious root. But no one bstened

to Cobbett. Not O’Coimell, for O'Connell's glEory was

the multiplication of the Irish people. He produced

his grandefirt rhetorical effects wh6n he could say that

he was speaking the thoughts of ‘ eight millions of his

coiintrjhnen.' Not England
; for England had fallen
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under the dominion of Adam Smith’s new gospel, and

was learning that the chief business of government

wai^ to do nothing.* That was the best government

whifijh most left every one 'alone. Irish landlords and

Irish peasants were t*he besUjudgIfe of their^own in-

terests. It was no business of Ministers or Parliament

to interfere with Jhera.

you think if. there l^d Been repeal ther\jvould

have been more wisdom in a native Irish Parliament P

Of whom would an Irish'^Parliamcnt have becETcom-

posed? Of Irish lan^lords^ of Irish attorneys, and

niercliants meaning to lib landlords~all interested, so

long as the potato lasted, in letting the population

grow. Half, perhaps three-quarters, of the number

would have been nominees of the priests. Did the

priests ever show a fear that their flocks were growing

too largo? Was it likely that they should? English

politicians now and then shook their heads. Can a

single Catholic Irishman be pointed to who expressed

any word of alarm ? who showed any glimmer of fore-

sight as to the possible consequences of the excess of

population over the means of support? Yet it was

this negligence, and this only, that brought on the

last wave of calamity which desolated Ireland.

The potato failed, and six million p^ple were sud-

denly deprived of the main staple of thbir sustenance.

Too much credit cannot be allowed to the patience with

which the Irish bore up through thos*e dleadful years.

The Irish peasantry, from our first aijquaintance with

them, have shown a capacity beyond example for the
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silent endurance of suffering. They resent agrarian

wrongs after their methods where they are distinctly

traceable to injustice. Broad m^-sses of misery they

have accepted as if allotted to them by an inscrajable

Providence. When the faminei came, they lay down

and died uncomplainingly. A quarter of a million at

least perished of hunger. The blow,came so suddenly

thatj^re was no preparation to mept it. So littli?- food

had been usually imported into Ireland, that trade could

not Expand to meet the de^nand; nor had the people

money to buy food if food had been there. Professional

agitators raised Vhe usual cries. A bishop of the

Catholic Church assured me fi^’st that two millions had

died, and then insisted that the death of every one of

them lay at the doors of the English government.

Wretched English government! ‘Upon the king

—

all lies upon the king.’ If the learned prelate meant

that the rulers of Ireland ought not to have allowed a

state of things to grow up which made such a mis-

fortune possible, then I agree with him. But the causes

lie too deep to be thus lightly touched on. They lie

first in the political principles of modern times—dear

alike to you and to us—which curtail the power of

government, and leave every man free to do as he wills

with his own.* Such principles may suit you, with

your huge coJitinent and your enormous elbow-^oom.

Old thickly-peopled countries, with narrow boundaries,

vill have to^evtse their theories in these matters, and

to learn that knpves and fools cannot be trusted with

the same ^freedom which may be allowed to the wise

and disinterested.
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But if the bishop meant that England was inditfer- •

ent, it is not true. Fast as the administration could

move, shiploads of coi:ji were sent round* the Irish coast.

Agent# were scattered over the provinces to distribute

meal. Parliament votdd ten nvllions'of moneyJto give

the people employment and wageg. Eight millions of

it, I believe, wer^ embezzled by intermediaries, and

ncver^^ached the hjiiiSs of ^hosd for wht)m tlieJiLwere

intended
;
but that was not England's fault. Enormous

sums were despatched by jDiftvate. channels. Ilall^ the

wealthy families in England ci^t down their luxuries to

send help to their starving fellow-citizens. America

sent noble contributions. » All the world was smitten

with sympathy. The plague at length was stayed.

It was not stayed, however, till every peasant's cottagp

had been searched by unspeakable agonies; and—as

usual in this world—the blow fell heaviest on those who

had least deserved to suffer. They ought not to have

been there, the political economist will say. Ay, doubt-

less the citizen of Connemara ought to have been better

instructed in his ‘Malthus on Population.' Why does

not fhe economist fall back upon Dean Swift, and

recommend bravely that in such extremities the babies

should be cooked and eaten P .... Long ago a

famine lighter than that which desolated 'Ireland once

fell on yPalestine, and the Hebrew king fell upon his

face in sackcloth, and cried ;
* I have sinned and done

evil
;
but these she^, what have they done ? Let Th}’^

hand, 0 Lord my God, be on me and on my father's

house, and not on my people, that they shpuld be

plagued.'
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Of the famine I will say no more. I have to speak

here of the consequences, the profoundly significant

consequences. ' I will take them pne by one.

Thq first, naturally eiiough, was a revivaliof the

politic^al deliriiirin G^’attan '(ras to have created a

millennium. The fruits of his endeavours that way

were corruption, Defenderism, potato gardens at seven

giiiedas an abre, and th^Tcbellioju of 1798. jQMholic

emancipation was to have brought the millennium.

The millennium came ii¥»the shape of a population

starving on potatoes, two miHion beggars, and, last of

all, the famine. ' O’ Connell 'had said that the one thing

lacking was repeal. The ypung Irelanders, maddened

at the wretchedness which they saw around them, took

P’Connell at his word. If repeal was indeed the

remedy, then let the tall talk be made reality. The

revolutionary fire had again burst out over Europe.

The young Irclander re-lighted the torch of 1798 in

the French conflagration. Insurrection was preached

in a hundred newspapers and on a thousand platforms,

and again we heard that four hundred thousand Irish-

men were prepared to strike a blow for freedom. '

I was myself in Ireland at that time. I was pos-

sessed with a romantic belief that the day of judgment

was come for unjust authority. I conceived, as men

under thirtjr are sometimes apt to do, that i^t was a

s^Imple thing to overthrow a bad social system and

escablish pew one; and I had gone over to see what

the Irish could do. I cannot say 'that I expected much

There bad been too much blowing of trumpets, and 1

had learnt already t^at noise and action are usually in
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an inverse ratio to each other. I cannot say, however;

that I expected a collapse so ignominious, so utterly,

so ^amefully disgraceful. A scuffle ih a cabbage gar-

den ^hd a handful of IrisA police sufficed to, end the

hopes of the resurrection of the andient gloriej of Ire-

land. Failure had been the invariable fate of Irish

insurrections
; but noj till then had insurrection been

ridicTtfeus. Agitators hadl shouted, rfiultitudlb- -^had

roared, banners had waved ; tens of thousands of

young gentlemen and^ hidie^ hadh melted into patriotic

tears as they joined th^ir voices in the songs of their

national poets—and that*was all. Was it for want of

courage ? No one who icnows the Irish will dare to

say so. The whole movement was hollow. When I

asked them what tliey would do when they had got

power, not one of them could tell me. The delusion

was from the lips outwards. It was the very shadow

of a dream, which vanished at the first rattle of a

policeman’s musket.
,

Let that miserable exhibition perish out of memory,

and bo as if it had never been. The chief actors in it

have long ago wiped the stain from their own escut-

cheons. Some fell gloriously under the American flag,

and won honour for their country and themselves.

Some have served loyally in the colonies *the rule which

they ^efieS, and have learnt, in the v^elcome which

England has given them, that she has a short memory

for treason. Oneb who was twice tried /dr his life is

now, or lately was, a respected prime minister in Aus-

tralia, holding office under Queen Victoria.

The other effects of the famine were mqre'sub-
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stantial. The English Parliament—the landlords’ Par-

liament—resolved at once that the Irish land should

support the liish poor. Before a shilling of, rent

should
^
go into a landlord’s pocket, every Tiuman

stomach in the diVcrict should at least he supplied with

food
;
and a poor-law. was passed, which in some parts

of Ireland amounted to confiscatipn. The days of

idl€Uj«4s and amusement f(M* squires and squireoRo were

over. Spendthrifts who had encumbered their estates

witli'mortgages were* ruinfed. Delicate ladies brought

up in luxury were turned adrift to battle in the ranks

for a livelihood! I was staying the year before the

famine at a great Irish house. My host wished to

show me the neighbouring gentry, and invited many

of them to a pic-nic in the park. Two hundred of us

sat down to luncheon, and I found next to myself a

Scotchman, who had come over to try his fortune at

sheep-farming. I remember now the wrinkles of his

mouth as he said to me, ‘ There you see the gentlemen

of the county of X . In the whole of them there

may be one, there arc not more than two, who suppose

they came into the world for any purpose but to ride

fox-hunting, shoot snipes, and lose their money at races.

They will find some day that was not God Almighty’s

purpose with them at all.’ My friend’s prophecy was

fulfilled soonhr than he could have dreauSt of.\ The

famine swept them all away, and the very memory of

' the class to*'^hich they belonged has died away out of

Ireland.

Tlus^was one great measure of purgation. Another
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was the exodus. There were nine millions in Ireland

in 1846. There are now five millions and a half. A
quarter of a million di^d : allow for thc2^ natural rate of

increqss, and you will find that between four ajid five

millions have emigrated*—half inaifjr again assail the

inhabitants of Scotland. In the first shock of the

calamity they rushed away in hundreds of thousands.

For mai^y of them the passajje-mbney wijs paid By. the

landlords
;

for others, subscriptions we^e raised here.

The cost generally was boitie by the poor creatnros

themselves, those who ^^^t ^rst, sending homo the

savings of their wages to rescue their %milui8. Were

there nothing else to be gsaid in favour of the Irish

peasantry, the unselfish devotion and aft’ection which

they have shown in their long trouble would alone

command for them eternal admiration.

Meanwhile, in Ireland itself there was a social

revolution. The great landlords—those whose fortunes

enabled them to weather the storm—changed their

relations with their Irish properties. They had learnt

their lesson at last. Skilled and trained agents took

the place of the middlemen. Small holdings were dis-

couraged. The rents were cut down
;

wages were

doubled and trebled, and half the revenue of well-

administered properties is now expended oh the spot in

improvement. On many great baronies fhat I know,

where the famine bore the heaviest, the peasantry are

more considered, ai^l are better off a gre^f deal than

the English agricultural labourer. This, poor fellow is

lifting up his head at last ; but if I had to choose be-
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tween working for wages for an English farmer or

holding half-a-dozen acres on a well-conducted estate

in Munster, I (Should not be long in making up my
mind.

The good lanftlords,o it majf be said, are few, and

whether good or bad, .free men ought not to lie at the

mercy of other mortals. A free man should own no

mvisAi/f but the law bf country, and depend on

nothing but his own industry.

I4rfectly true. -Englbiid is proceeding on these

principles as fast as it^ is safe to travel, but violent

changes are prdverbially short-lived. The first dis-

tinction to be drawn was between the good landloids

and the bad. The good might be let alone. Of the

others, there were at least some who could be imme-

diately disposed of. Part were bankrupt; part were

hampered with enormous nominal properties—^lialf a

county it might be—drowned in debt, yet unwilling or

unable to sell. A law was passed for the sale of en-

cumbered estates
;
a creditor holding a mortgage was

enabled to compel the sale of the land on which he

had advanced money.

I do not know precisely how many million acres

have been disposed of in Ireland under this Act. The

numbers have been enormous. Bitter prejudices had

to be over6ome before Parliament wouW copsent

—

but Parliament did consent. Solvent landlords took

the place oT insolvent, and the revojution was advanced

one step ’more, which will at last give back the Irish

soil to 1^16 Irish nation.
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The history of the working of this Act, however, is

so remarkable and so characteristic of a particular class

of people in that country that I must ask you to attend

to it.piirticularly. I wish* you to see how ^ar the

peasantry, lor whom I chiefly eare, ^)uld be likely to

be benefited if the thing asked for under the name of

home rule was coijcedgd. Before the famine and be-

fore t)ha»poor-law, th^ more families Ihene were ciiD 4he

estates the higli6r the rent. After the^ famine, when,

in times of extremity, the ‘support of the poor Vas
thrown on the land, an^l rateg were levied on it for

their maintenance, a large populat ion a serious (in-

cumbrance. There were yery rarely leases in Ireland.

Landlords liked at all times to hold thciir tenants in

hand, that they might command their votes at elections.

They had before encouraged the multiplication of them.

They now turned round and said. There are too many

of you. Four families of you are living on ground

that will only support one, and we cannot allow you to

remain. Especially this was the language used by the

purchasers under the Encumbered Estates Act. In the

first ‘confusion, and while the memory of the famine

was fresh, estates were sold sometimes at ten y(*ars’

purchase, because they were burdened with so many

poor tenants. The purchasers \vere ghie’fly Irish men

of buspess,Vho had made money, and wdSlied to invest

it to advantage ;
and, as the worst tyrants of the p(#or

in the eighteenth c^tury had been the Irisji^niddlemen,

so now the Irish who bought under the Act became the

hardest of landowners.
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On estates so bought the rents wer^ generally in-

creased, and the superfluous families cleared off with-

out remorse or hesitation. By the side of the Iona fide

speculating land buyers T\)8e the speculating ki^d ad-

ventures. A m&n, starting from nothing, would buy

an estate offered for-sale at a low estimate, pay for it

perhaps in a promissory note, doul;)le the rents, expel

half Jfhe inhabitants, ' and^ then throw the sai»e^ estate

back into the market, sell it at the improved valuation,

and pocket the difference^ I have heard of men who

began from nothing t\yenty years ago who have piled

up handsome foVtunes in this way. They have been

nothing better than skilful ^thieves
;
and if every one

had his due they would be uncomfortably situated.

As it is, such men have lived in clover. Their wealth

gives them social importance, and if their agent-s now

and then got a bullet through their heads, they sent

others to go on with the work, and they told the people

they were not to be intimidated.

Great social changes are never unattended with

misery. The misery unfortunately falls heaviest on

the poor and helpless, who have done least to merit it.

This is the constitution of the world. We cannot help

it altogether, but we can help it in some degree, and

we are bound to try. True it was that until Ireland

could be betfbr cultivated, there were more Y>eop]^e there

than could be safely allowed to remain. Political

economy pl^clied that the owners of property were

the best judges of what ought to be done with it.

From that new evangile, or message of good tidings,
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the words justice and mercy have been erased as nir

longer possessing a meaning. These evicting gentle-

men claimed the right of all men to db as they would

with^ their own, and they tamed the tenants, yhom it

no longer answered to them to*koi‘p,*6ut into tlie roads.

If they would not go, gangs of wqrkmen were sent with

crowbars to pull down^the walls. Old and young, sick

and h^thy, out they wenj. fin vain* they ^>iett<ied

that they had paid their rent
;

they J^ad lived, from

father to son, for hundreds* of years, perhaps, on the

spot. They were bidden simply to go—go to the devil

if they could find no other place. t:>o they came to

America—and who can v^>Jider at it?—in no gentle

humour.

We peopled New England with Protestant Noncon-

formists, and we found the effects at Bunker’s Hill and

Lexington. We sent next a flight of liomon Catholics,

and they too will pay us home if they have a chance.

I confess that had I been myself expelled from my
holding by a landlord’s crowbar, I should not have

felt particularly loving towards the government that

allowed it. Men are seldom altogether reasonable

under such conditions, and cannot be expected to be

reasonable. It is absurd to hold England answerable

for the necessity of the Irish emig^atign, but she might

have played a nobler part than she did ; ^nd, had she

availed herself generously of the opportunity, I con-

ceive that, instea<^ of enlisting Irish Veiling against

her, she might have established a claim upon Irish

gratitude.

VOL. IL 35
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Had I been an English Minister, an4 had I beer,

able to enchant Parliament into giving its sanction, I

would have said to the Irish people

—

It is true we cannot keejl you all in Ireland. flTJiere

has beep mismanagement for many generations, and

there can be no improvement till large numbers of you

leave the country. We have lands^ however, in our

owif colonies, Itinds of wh^jh not a thousandth^^rt is

occu]pied
;

lands which need but spade* and plough to

feed as many millions of yoti as please to settle on them.

If you wish to leave u^. if ypu have had enough of

England and England's flag,*and believe that you will

be happier in the United Stal;es, we cannot blame you

or hinder you. But if you like to remain ours, we will

give two hundred acres to each family of you. We
will take you out, free of cost, and settle you, and help

you through your difficulties till your first crops are

grown.

England might have said this, and might have done

it. It would have cost her perhaps twice what she

wasted over the Abyssinian war, or a quarter of what

she sunk in the mud at Balaklava. And, if we look at

the thing merely as an investment of money, I con-

ceive it would have paid her better than either of those

speculations. If» the Irish exiles had taken her at her

word she would have had her colonies bf this time

tw^ce as productive as they are. She would have had

a loyal Ireland at home and sora^ millions of loyal

Irish subjects in Canada and Australia.

If they had preferred the United States, as many of
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them probably would, yet the offer made in good faith

would have taken the sting out of their banishment. I

nev^r knew an Irish^peasant who was not instantly con-

quejefl by generosity
;
I suppose because they•have not

experienced too much of it.

An English Minister said not long ago that if we

had interfered tjie natural current of emigration

the irMited States would hate been displteased. For my
own part, I believe nothing would please the United

States better than to see rich Eirgland forget her poli-

tical economy, and think a little of what^ she owes to

the poor.

It is needless to say that nothing was done of this

kind. Economic formulas forbade it, and for a time

seemed to forbid also an interference with the evictions.

Owners of land in Ireland appealed to the practice

in England and Scotland. English landlords turned

out their tenants when they pleased. Scotch landlords

turned out their tenants when they pleased. Why not

they ? The economists shook their heads. It was a fear-

ful thing to meddle with the rights of property. But,

happily, there was one difference which admitted of

being established. In England the cost of improve-

ments upon land was usually paid by the landlord.

The landlords raised the farm buildings, and advanced

money foP drains and fences. In Ireland, being

usually embarrassed, they left these expenses to •the

tenants. The tenants either took theiiv fioldings in a

state of exhaustion, or foimd them waste and mountain.

They, by their own labour, turned the moor 4nto pas-
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IfUre and corn-field. They convertod gpund which

was worth nothing into profitable fields. For the

landlord to take 'possession of lands so recovered and

made valjiable was mere robbery. Tenants so eripted

came to America ki the,, cost of themselves or their

friends, cursing the tyranny which had plundered

them. Those who were left in Ireland formed them-

selves into secret societies /rfor the^r own protection,

with codes of l^^ws of their own, and* they enforced

these ^faws with the only weapons which they could

command, the pistol, the pike, a.ni the bludgeon.

Crime is* crim^. The sin of murder remains what

it was when the first curse was laid upon it by the

Almighty. But I repeat what I said at the beginning,

that, although men require to be governed in this world,

and must be punished when they do wrong, so they

must be governed righteously. Where the established

laws are unrighteous the guilt of crime is shared by

the society which provokes it, and the conscience of

mankind is turned astray from its natural purpose

to throw a shield over the wild justice which is

rudely endeavouring to assert itself.
‘

The right in these evictions lay with the Irish

peasant. The wrong was with the oppressors, and

therefore, with’th^ir own methods, the people flung a

veil over the Agrarian assassin. Witnesses ^Vould not

give evidence, juries refused to convict, and the secret

tribunals of ^estmeath and Tipperaiy asserted powers

which were too strong for all the efforts of the recog-

nized authorities.
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Parliaments in England are desperately slow of con-

nction. We do not lightly change the cust/Oms which

hav^ come down to«us from our fathers; and one ill

consie<}uence is that refornts are delayed till they take

the shape of concession to fear
;

\^r6en it is ^most as

mischievous to yield as to refuse. We must take our

constitution as we^ fin^ it, with its lights and shadows.

Thet’e^s mi advantage al8o in the slOw progreelB of

change among us, that when we have Jbukeii a step for-

ward we never recall^ it. We hnve large concerns all

over the world
;
we can ^but rfittond to one thing at a

time
;
but when the atteiftion was once arrested by Ire-

land it was admitted universally that there must be a

change in the land laws there. Public opinion in

England is now omnipotent, and public opinion th^re

is emphatically just.

The landlords would have had their hands tied for

them sooner than in fact they were, but for the revival

of the chronic mischief in Ireland—which starts up

like an evil spirit to thwart or spoil every measure de-

vised for its benefit—‘political agitation.’ The Irish

whom we had driven hither, drinking in the air of the

Republic, believed that, with other institutions, their

own Ireland might be as prosperous as America. The

creed of Wolfe Tone was reviveA • The remedy for

Ireland’s ills was to break the connectionVith England.

I do not blame the Fenians, any more than Iblafiied

Tone, simply for d^iring to see Ireland Tree. In all

discontented nations there is a sacred ‘right of revolu-

tion. provided they are strong enough to achieve it.
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-But an armed revolt, if it is unsuccessful, is a crime.

I am not one of those who make light of political

offences, and extjuse a futile rebellion as the result of

mif^guid^d enthusiasm. ItSs a last expedient, justifiable

only when all other m^ans have failed of obtaining

justice—when the wrong is so deep, and the hopeless-

ness of redress by other means if so ^sure, that intellect

and conscience, as well as fhaaginative dreamineB8,''have

passed over to the insurgent side.

l^ien and not till then Is it permitted to call up the

infernal spirits of fire ajid sla^ighter for the uncertain

chance of indepeitidence.

And I will say that never was there any insurrec-

tionary effort in Ireland which could plead so little

justification of this kind, as these last movements of

the Fenians. Many of them had fought bravely in

your own wars. They trusted, or they pretended to

trust, that the American eagle would stretch her wings

across the Atlantic in return, and receive them under

its shadow. I too appeal to America. I ask America,

if the Irish have established, as I hope they have, a

claim upon your gratitude, to pronounce frankly* and

freely, in the name of justice, what measures are neces-

sary to give Ireland peace and content. The moral

force of an opiniou so pronounced is irresistible, and I

for one have ho fear of what you will say. "'Amepca is

no« apostle of gratuitous anarchy. If there be any-

thing which .legislation can accomplish, which shall

approve itself as just to the American mind, and if an

EnglishJ^arliament refuses or delays to consent, then I
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will say— (Jo ! Take upon yourselves the mission

which once was England's own, as the friend of gallant

nations struggling against despotism-^deliver Ireland,

and, <?very free heart in England herself will bid you

Godsj)eed! I speak of what is impossible. There is

no rational or just demand wh^ih can be made of an

English Parliament ^or Ireland’s real good, which that

Pariiament is not ea,ger to pitidlpate.

The rebellion of 1848 collapsed in^a comedy. Did

Fenianism succeed better ? • I put it to General CMseret.

A few attacks on hani^uls of the police, or the blowdng-

in of the walls of an English prisoil!, witB the wanton

destruction of a certain .qiiantity of innocent life, may
suffice for a scene or two in a melodrama, but they will

not overturn an empire. Has Fenianism, either at

home, in Ireland, on the Canadian frontier, or at Man-

chester or Clerkenwell, shown qualities which promise

success in a revolutionary struggle? Fanians! Fax-

n^ants ! Do-nothings. I do not blame them, however

unwise I think them, for wishing their country freCy aa

they call it. I do blame them for undertaking so grave

a matter with so little insight into their own resources,

with so many traitors in the middle of them, for their

confident boasting and their futile performance, for

conducting themselves like angry icjiool-boys, breaking

furniture^to spite their pedagogues.

The effect of Fenianism was to re-awaken aiigry

feelings, and ta compel fresh mea8ui;ies? of coercicJii.

But England was determined at the same time, that if

Ireland meant to rebel again, she should ha^^ no more
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practical wrongs to justify her. England was willing

even to strain the constitution to meet the exigencies of

a difficult case
;
And when Mr Gladstone took office four

years agp, to carry out IrisM reforms, a larger majcprity

was returned to support him than any Minister has for

many years commanded.

I did not for myself admire th^ wpy he set to work.

He denounced 'Protestant ascendancy. He called "it a

upas tree, or poison tree ; he said it had three branches

—the 'Church, the land, ahd th^ education—and his

first measure was to lop off th^ Church. Well, I have

no great admiration for the Irish Church, as you may

perhaps have seen. But I object to the word Protest-

ant as applied to an Institution so imperfectly reformed.

I Ijelieve Protestantism to have done more good in Ire-

land than anything else has done, and I wish there was

more of it instead of less. If the object was to satisfy

the Catholics, the Catholics cared nothing about the

matter. A Catholic friend of mine, an enthusiastic

home-ruler, was talking to me the other day. I asked

him what good home-rule would do, which the united

Parliament wouldn’t do. ‘ Ah !
’ he said, ' thaPs just

your stupid Saxon way of looking at it. What do we

care about good ? There was the Established Church

—sure it did us no <aarm. It was a great thundering

grievance. Wtien the world asked what aifed us, we

could always point to the Church. You take away our

pet grievance, and you call that “justice to Ireland I

” ’

The education too—the third branch of the upas

treel The national education in Ireland is at this
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moment the best that exists in any part of the empire.

The priests want to have entire control of it ! All

over^Europe, even in? Catholic countries, it has been

found Necessary to take the Education out of the priests

hands, and if Mr Gladstone tries to cut oflF thie^branch

of the tree, I trust his axe will break in his hands.

The heart of thp matter lies in the land. The land

is thS heme of the Irish peaple. The l&nd is the life

of the Irish people. Agriculture is -their only^ in-

dustry—and those who^till the soft have the first right

to the fruits of the soil» , Of•these rights^ from im-

memorial time, imder qpe plea or another, under

chief’s law and Norman law, under Scot and Saxon, un-

der English agent and Irish middleman, the peasantry

have been robbed; and it has been this systematic

plunder which has deprived them of the natural motive

to exertion, which has bred, as in a hot-bed, the un-

thrifty improvident habits that we all deplore, and has

smitten one of the most beautiful countries in the

world with barrenness.

The land question was the secret splinter in the

wound, and the English Parliament set to work to re-

move it. The Irish Land Act, passed three years ago

by Mr Gladstone, is the most healing measure that has

been devised for Ireland during two^jCnturies at least.

It is n^t perfect. It prescribes as a rule what has been

the custom for many years on all well-m^nagjed estates

;

and for myself, I woyld sooner have seen the authority

of the landlord unimpaired, with a power of punishing

him by confiscation, if be treated his tenants ui^ust^.
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I should have liked to see the landlord placed to-

wards the State in the position in which the agent stands

to his landlord—trusted while in office with ample power,

but ren?ovable if he abuse^> that power.

Th^s is one o?the okl world' ideas which I have con-

tracted from studying earlier history. Of course now-

a-days such high-handed measures ^re impossible. Mr
Gladstone’s Act did the nAxt best 4;hing, and enteiided a

protection to ..the Irish tenant, w’^hich the farmers in

Engflind asked for hithertd in vain. Only the other day,

one of the largest farmers in .Scotland, a man who was

sinking .rf’5000 annually in tnanures and improvements,

whose family had held the same ground for several gen-

erations, was sent adrift when his lease expired, because

his politics differed from those of his landlord. In our

little scrap of an island, so small that you Americans say

you are afraid to go there for fear you should fall off

—

whole counties in Scotland have been depopulated to

make room for the autumn sporting of lords and gentle-

men. You too, I am told, are entering into the com-

petition—one of your millionaries has taken a deer

forest in Scotland—^has come over to us, to our little

crowded hive, to find an artificial solitude, preserved for

barbarian luxury.

Nothing of this kind is now possible in Ireland—

I

wish I could say it was impossible in any ^guarter

of the world. Ireland any way is specially protected.
f

•

If a landlord tries a game of th^^kind, he is made to

pay for his indulgence a higher price than he will easily

afford. He cannot evict the meanest peasant now, with-
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out compensating him for every stroke of work which

he has put into the soil. He must pay a further fine

for ijisturbing him. . The enormous v&lue of this mea-

sure»c9,n be no better evidenced than by the faot—I am

not sure that I state Ihe proportion accuratejy, but I

am not far off the mark—^the faot that agrarian crime

has fallen at once Jo a»tenth part of what it was.

If more is foundmecessaSy in the way of protecdon,

more will be done.

The Irish are not^ yet cont^ted. They demand

home-rule. It has been ^hein invariable custom when-

ever any practical measure has been passed in their

favour. Why not gran^ it? you may ask: Ireland

must understand best where her own shoe pinches.

First and foremost, I answer, because no Irish legis-

lation would have passed the Land Act. If you had

polled the resident landlords of Ireland, Catholic or

Protestant, you would have found three out of four of

them passionately opposed to it.

The peasants are not fools, you may say : they know

their own interests, and if the landlords are opposed to

them, they will choose other representatives. I say

they will do nothing of the kind. An Irish legislature

would be returned by the priests. It would consist of

Catholic gentry who either owned laAc^ or aspired to own

land ;^and^ Parliament so composed woufd do justice to

the Irish peasant at Doomsday in the afternoon, and tot

then if they could*hiplp it.

What have I seen myself? Whet the Land Act

was known to be coming, a poor fellow came ttfme and
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begged me to help him. He held his farm under a

middleman, an Irish Catholic like himself. His rent

had been paid punctually for twenty-five years. If^ither

on thismor on an^ other ground had he given caifse for

corapWnt; but the mffldleman had given him notice

to quit. Why ? Befcause the middleman was willing

enough that a Land Act should^protiect him against his

landlord
;
but*he had no intention that the under-tenant

shoYtld be protected against himself.

A priests’ Parliament in rlreland will make the

Catholic cl/^rgy happy, for it* Will yield to their most ex-
* c

travagant demands. The peasantry, for whom alone I

care—for in my opinion thej^ are by far the most de-

serving class in the country—will be told to learn to be

contented in the state of life to which the providence

of God has called them.

This is one reason why I object to home-rule
;
another

is, that the Irish are not one nation, but two, and after

we have abolished Protestant ascendancy, I do not wish

to see Catholic ascendancy in the place of it. For good

or evil we have planted a colony of Protestaqts in

Ireland. There they are, a million and a half of them,

but possessing five times the wealth, the intelligence,

the energy, pf the four million Catholics. I will not

say we are bgund ^o maintain them
;
1 believe them to

be perfectly capable of maintaining themselves ; d)ut we

,are bound not to place them in a position in which they

may be driven to protect themselves 'by force against the

votes of the Catholic majority. In an Irish Parliament

they would be outnumbered three to one. The memory
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of the old confipcations is green as ever, apd as sure as

such a Parliament met, the scenes of 1690 would he

enacted over again. In some shape or other the Catholics

would jnake the Protestants feel that their t^rn had

come to tyrannize, and if I knoyr anyriiiiig of the high-

spirited, determined men in the north of Ireland, they

would no more submit^ to be governed by a Catholic

majority^in a Dubfiij Parliament*, than New England

would have submkted to a convention of slave-owners

sitting at Richmond. Withk^ a year either En|;rand

would have again to interfere, or there would be a civil

war in Ireland itself
;
and if the ProtesHants Vero over-

borne by numbers, the English nation would not stand

by and see them crushed—never ! never

!

Limit the functions as you please of a Federal Irish

legislature, unless wholesale bribery is tried again, these

results will follow if that legislature is more than a

cypher. I at least most earnestly hope that the rash

and dangerous experiment will never be tried.

What then ought to be done—or can any more be

done P I am here rather to ask your opinion than to

offer mine. Nevertheless I will not end without a few

general words.

The land laws came down to us from a time when

they meant something widely differei^t, frcfm what now

they have ctme to mean. The feudal nobleman might

belord^of a county, but his duties were heavier th«n

his privileges, and to look on land as an ip^Testment of

money would not have occurred to him an his dreams.

The chemists tell us that heat and motion are tl^ same
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force exhibiting itself in different forms, Out of heat

you can generate motion. Motion you can convert into

its equivalent of heat. What yoa gain in one yoq lose

in the other. It is the samfe in the social economy, with

power and wealth!* If the higher classes in any country

aspire to be powerful,, they must be content, as they are

in Germany, to be personally pqor.
^

If they care only

to live in splendour and lu^ry their political impoi‘tance

will pass frouL^ them. Power is based upon respect.

We i^espoct those who despise idle indulgence and care

for noble objects. Who can.respect a Sybarite? A
strong aristocracy is in its hiibits always Spartan.

The feudal lord had great authority, and but little

money. He was an officer of state, set to govern the

iphabitants of his baronry. Of the material profits of

the soil he had as much as he needed, but the rights of

his villains were secured as amply as his own. So it

was throughout Europe, and it is a curious thing that

in the countries where the political development was

the slowest, those rights have been the best preserved.

In Germany a very careful land law has made the cul-

tivators of the soil virtually independent. Even in

Russia slavery was not abolished without securing to

every serf such portion of the soil as would serve for

the support of hied, and his family.

In England, which led the way in political emanci-

pation, the process of change was less happy and less

satisfactory. ‘ Once, every poor ipaii's cottage had its

four or five acres of land attached to it. The working

labourers, the descendants of the old villains, once
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happy as copyholders in virtual independence, have

drifted into the class known as agricultural labourers,

wretcjied beings who* drag tlirough existence on a

pittaiMi^ scarce suflScient to keep them alive, wlyle the

profits pass to the lando^mers, v^ose d\ities have ceased

to exist, and whose ownership consists now in nothing

but the receiving of rei|t and spending it.

All wer the workl, the |!t*oblem is new presenting

itself how rightl}^ to resolve the relatiopjs between ca-

pital and labour, between • property and indifelry.

Men dream that they can ^settl^ it by balance of rival

interests, by strikes and /evolutions. ® You might as

well try to carve water with a knife as determine by

these rude means how man shall discharge his obliga-

tion to his brother. The problem is most simple, while

it is most diflScult. Those who would hold the high

places in the world, and claim to rule and guide, must

understand that their rewards and perquisites do not

lie in fine houses and retinues of servants, and cham-

pagne, and gilded wardrobes. If these are their ob-

jects they may have them, but with aspirations which

can be so satisfied they must sit apart, like the

Olympian gods, discharged of all authority to meddle

or to mar in the busy workings of life. If this

be all, the^oor toiler with his handb,*whb forgets his

weariijess in the gin palace, is, in moral w(frth, the equal

of the proudest of them. In all societies a class •©£

gentlemen may be tl^e noblest of elements.# *The armies

of Germany are officered by nobles, poor in money but

rich in honour and honourable feeling. In France the
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guillotine destroyed the bodies of an aristocracy who,

by their vices, had before destroyed their souls, and

society has crumbled into a dust-heap. In Ireland,

beyond^ all countries, the gentlemen ought to 4)q pre-

served, if they wvald ajlow us 'to preserve them. The

finest qualities in the, Irish wait to appear till they are

under rule and discipline.

* Between an estate‘gov^ned by. an able agent mode-

rately paid, with no temptation to mime a profit of the

tenarkry, and an estate occupied by five hundred inde-

pendent farmers, there ig the same difierence as between

a discipline reg*iment and a"disordered mob.

The Scilly Isles, which you pass on entering the

English Channel, were, thirty years ago, a warren of

paupers. An English gentleman bought the islands.

When I last spoke with him, he told me he had re-

ceived little or no return in money from them, but he

had reaped a harvest worth more than money there.

He brought to the management of the people strong

sense and determined purpose, with a desire to do his

best for their improvement. And now, in no part of

England, or Ireland, or Scotland, will you find a popu-

lation so physically prosperous, so admirably educated,

80 thriving in all manly excellencies.

The young lad|/ are bred to the sea. You will not

find one who* remains a sailor before the ma^st after his

beard is grown. They are all mates and captains. The

‘Scilly pilots tare sought for beyond all others in the

Channel. Many a hundred half-drowned wretches have
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been saved by the Scilly lifeboats, when pilots less skilful

had drifted them upon destruction.

Had Ireland been blessed with landlords such as this
%

gen^eman there would have been no Irish difficulty.

Could the Irish landlords be ^uddetdy converted after

his likeness we shall ask for no extension of the Land

Acts. But if the^ wpuld recover their stability they

must learn the meaning of (jheir'existenee.

Idle gentlemen, who live for pleasureand indulgence,

can be trusted no longer wilih discretionary powA* over

the fortunes of other nien. JThe time is coming, the

time is already come, when*, in our small crowded islands,

the so-called owners of, property must either revise

their entire position, or they will cease to be. When all

is said, it remains true that there are but three ways jof

living possible in this world—^by working, by robbing, or

by begging. To beg is infamous, to rob is criminal.

If a man will not work neither shall he eat. How to

apply this principle, how to apportion to each man his

allotted task, how to see that he fulfils it, how to punish

him if he is mutinous and negligent, this is the riddle

whidi now lies before mankind to answer, and in the

due solution of it lies the future improvement of all

countries, Ireland among them. Let Ireland look to it.

She has a fair start now. She ha\ .better laws than

England Ms. Let her point to any othSr measure of

practical advantage to her, and no matter what interests

are affected, she w^l not ask for it in vain. * If, instead

of attending to her real needs, she wastes her energy
Toil. n. 36
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in clamouring for an independence which she cannot

keep when she has obtained it, which she cannot use

except to plunge herself into wprse evils than tjiose

which now she suffers from,J[ trust the voice of Amf^rica

will not be heard encouriigingh^ in a course which can

but end, as it has ended a hundred times already, in

disaster and destruction.



SCIENTIFIC METaOD APPLIED TO HISTOEY.

AN ADDRESS TO’^THE DEVONSHIRE ASSOCIATION FOR

THE ENCOURAGEMENT. OF sfilENCE AND LITERAtIjRE.

L
adies and gentlemen,—

I

cannot but con.

gratulate this country—roy own country in whiqji

I was born and to which I am proud to belong—on the

formation and the success of this Association. There

was a time when Devonshire was, to use a modern

phrase, the most advanced county in England. During

the hundred years which followed the Ileformation,

Lancashire and Yorkshire, Durham and Northumber-

land, were the strongholds of old-fashioned opinions.

They were places where everything that was old was

consecrated, and new ideas were intolerable. Somer-

setshire, Worcestershire, Cornwall,\ Devonshire, were

the chief seats of the staple manufactures of England,

They were progressive, energetic, full^ of intellectTial

activity, taking the^lead in what was then the great

liberal movement of the age. The knights and squires

of the North were wrapped up in themselves^ They
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rarely left their own houses. They rarely saw the

face of a stranger, unless of some border marauder.

The merchants ,of Plymouth and Dartmouth were

colonizing the New World^^ and opening a trad^^ with

every accessible pQijb in the Old.* The Hawkinses, the

Drakes, 'the Davises, the Raleighs, were the founders

of the ocean empire of Great Britain
;

while, on the

other hand—for mental energy is always manj'-sidod

—Devonshire, in giving birth to Ilooki^r, bestowed the

grealjj^t of her theologians the Church of England.

Times have somewhat chailged. The march of

intellect hai. moved northw^Vd. The soil up there,

after lying fallow so many centuries, disclosed the

reservoirs of force which were stored in the coal mea-

sures. The productive capacities of the island shifted

in* the direction where there was most material for

them to work with, while Devonshire rested on its

laurels. Improved moans of communication—roads,

canals, railw’ays, the electric telegraph—^have diminished

the importance of the smaller harbours or towns, and

thrown the business of the country into a few enormous

centres. The agricultural districts have been drained

of their more vigorous minds
;
while from the same

and other causes local peculiarities are tending to dis-

appear. There we^) once many languages spoken in

this island. There^are now but three. Evet* our own

Devonshire dialect, which Raleigh used at the cota:t of

Elizabeth, is Incoming a thing of the past.

Yet as one person is never quite the same as an-

other person, as each has peculiarities proper to him-
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self which constitute his individual importance, so 1

hope the time is far off ‘when the ancient sclf-adminis-

tered English countries will subside into provinces

—

wh(»iTiondon will be Engfand in the sense that Paris

is France. English character antf English^freedom

depend comparatively little on* the form which the

Constitution assii^estat Westminster. A centralized

democrftcy may be as tyramiical as an* absolute ifton-

arch
;
and if the vigour of the nation is to conjoinue

unimpaired, each indiyiduaf, each famih% each district?

must preserve as far as ^lossible its indegendence, its

self-completeness, its powers and its privilege to man-

age its own affairs, and think its own thoughts.

Neither Manchester nor Plymouth are yet entirely

London, and I hope never will be. And it is for this

reason that I welcome the formation of societies like

the present. They are symptoms that the life is not all

concentrated at the heart—that if we are carried along

in the stream of national progress, we do not mean to

float passively where the current leads us, and that in

the present as in the past we intend to bear an intelli-

gent and active share in the generalmovement of the age.

The contribution which I can myself offer on the

present oocasion is an extremely humble one. You in-

clude among your objects the encoiVagement of litera-

ture and art ; but, from the nature of the case, science

must hold the first place with you. Science thrives ij

the sunlight. Abie; men are engaged dpon different

departments of knowledge, but they afe all dependent

on one another—the geologist, the physiologist, the
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chemist, each require the help of the other. The as-

tronomer cannot stir without- the mathematician and

the telescope-maker. 'Not a single branch of inquiry

can be ‘pursued successfully alone. You medc,
'
you

read papers, you *?ompare notes
;
and the discoveries

of the spectroscope explain the composition of the stars.

Literature, on the other haxid,^i8 a thing of the

clo!>iet. The v'riter of boolts must ^^ake counsel" chiefly

with himself: he must look as much within as without;

'and his work, if it is to be*a book at all and not a mere

compilation, must be im part the creation of his own

mind. Even his materials no one else can collect for

him. He must look for them in sifu, with all their

natural surroundings, or they will not yield to him

their pi’oper significance.

Nevertheless, there are certain principles common

to all pursuits whose object is truth, and not mere

amusement. History, the subject with which my own

life has been mainly occupied, is concerned as much as

science with external lacts. Philosophies of history,

theories of history, general views of history, are for the

most part, as mets^ihysicians say, evolved out o^ the

inner consciousness. History itself depends on exact

knowledge, on the same minute, impartial, discriminat-

ing observation ai^ analysis of particulars which is

equally the basis of science
;
and I have thought that

I cUnnot turn my present opportunity to better account

than by sketching the conditions^ of historical study,

and noting th^ various phases through which it has

passed ftt different periods.
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Historical facts are of two kinds: tlie veritablo

outward fact—whatever, it was which took place in the

ordpr of things—and the account of it which has been

broiigiit down to us by moie or less competent^ persons.

The first we must set? aside ^Itogtffher. The eternal

register of human action is not open to inspection
;
we

are concerned wholly with the second, which are facts

als3, though facts, differeflt in kind from tlie other.

The business ol*' the historian is not ,with immediate

realities which we can see dr handle, but with cDmbii^

ations of reality and human* thought which it is his

business to analyze and^ Separate intft their component

parts. So far as he can.distinguish successfully he is a

historian of truth
;
so far as he fails he is the historian

of opinion and tradition.

It is, I believe, a received principle in such sciences

as deal with a past condition of things, to explain

everything, wherever possible, by the instrumentality

of causes which are now in operation. Geologists no

longer ascribe the changes which have taken place in

the earth's surface, either to the interference of an

external power, or to violent elemental convulsions, of

which we have no experience. Causes now visibly

acting i^ various parts of the universe will interpret

most, if not all, of the phenomen^; arid to these it is

the tendSney of science more and more ft) ascribe them.

In the remotest double star which the telescopo can

divide for us, we, see working the same.fdmiliar fordes

which govern the revolutions of the planets of our own

system. The spectrum analysis finds the vapours and
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the metals of earth in the aurora and in the nucleus of

a comet. Similarly we have no reason to believe that

in the past condition of the earth, or of the earth’s

iiihabit^pts, there were functions energizing of^hich

we have no modewL counterparts. Confused and mar-

vellous stories come down to us from the early periods

of what is called history, but we^look for the explana-

tion of them in the nlind;for imagination of ignorant

persons. The j^ey is to be found iiT tendencies still

^isibla in children, in .uneducated or credulous men, or

in nations which loiter behind in civilization in various

parts of the world. Nec Dens intersit is a rule of his-

tory as well as of art. The ea;*ly records of all nations

are full of portents and marvels
;
but we no longer

believe those portents to have taken place in actual

fact. Language was once held to have been com-

municated to the original man, perfectly organized and

developed. It is now admitted that language grew

like every other art. It had its beginning in a few

simple phrases which extended as knowledge was en-

larged. The initial process is repeated in the special

words and expressions which clever children originate

for themselves in every modern nursery.

At the dawn of civilization, when men cbegan to

observe and think„ ^jaey found themselves in possession

of various facfilties—first, their five senses, *and then

imagination, fancy, reason, memory. All alike afiected

their minds With’ impressions and emotions. They did

not distinguish one from the other. They did not know

why oneddea of which they were conscious should be
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more true tliaa another. They looked round them in

continual surprise, conjecturing fantastic explanations

of all that they saw and heard. Their traditions and

their* theories blended one* into another, and their

(josmogonies, and their philosophies, Atid their histories,

are all alike imaginative and poetical. The idea of

truth of fact as distinguished from subjective concep-

tions, had not yet boon so m\ch as recognized. It was

never perhaps seriously believed as a soicntific reality,

that the sun was the chariot* of Apollo, or that Sbturn^

had devoured his children^ or that Siegfried had been

bathed in the dragon’s b^obd, or that ^earthquakes and

volcanos were caused by buried giants who were

snorting and tossing in their sleep, but also it was

not disbelieved. These stories had not. presented thenj-

selves to the mind in that aspect. Legends grew as

nursery tales grow now. There is reason to believe

that in their origin the religious theogonies and heroic

tales of every nation which has left a record of itself

—

of Greece and Rome, of India and Persia and Egypt, of

Germany and Ireland—are but poetical accounts of the

first impressions produced upon mankind by the phe-

nomena of day and night, morning and evening, winter

and summer. Pluto carries Proserpine to Hades. Her

mother complains of the rape, and t^e goiis decide that

she shall reside alternately for six months in light and

darkness. Proserpine is the genial spirit of warmth

and long days and*life and productiveneser, locked away

in winter in the subterranean world, and returning to

earth with the spring. Seven and twelve are iflystical
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numbers, recurring continually in all legendary histories.

‘ Seven *
refers to the five planets known before the

invention of the telescope, and 4he sun and moon, the

seven bodies which seemftd to have a propeif motion

among^ the starSf ^ Twelve *
‘camO from the twelve

moons which made up the year. Meteorological phe-

nomena were personified, passed into narratives of fact,

and became the foundation of heroic poetry—the tale

of Troy, or th® songs of the Edda. “SLchilles, and Sieg-

> fried*, and King Arthur *’are historical personages as

much as, and no more *than^ the woods and fountains

are the habitation of dryads' 9nd water spirits.

The original historian and the original man of

science was alike the poet. Before the art of writing

yas invented exact knowledge was impossible. The

poet’s business was to throw into beautiful shape the

current opinions, traditions, and beliefs
;
and the gifts

required from him were simply memory, imagination,

and music. Each celebrated minstrel sang his stories

in his own way, adding to them, shaping them, colouring

them, as suited his peculiar genius. The Iliad of

Homer, the most splendid composition of this kind

which exists in the world, is simply a collection of

ballads. The tale of Troy was the heroic story of

Greece, which ev^sy tribe modified or re-arranged.

Whether Hhe facts were truer one way than the

other—^whether the troubles at Troy were caused by a

quarrel between Achilles and Agapiemnon, as the Iliad

says, or between Achilles and Ulysses, as we find in the

Odyss^—^no one thought of asking, any more than the
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child asks whether lied Riding Hood is true or Cinder-

ella. The story in its oniiline was the property of the

race^; to vary the details of it was ‘the recognized

cust«nA When the minstrel touched his lyr^ in the

banquet hall of the chi5f, the listenef^ were not expect-

ing, like a modern learned society, to have their under-

standings instructed. tTliey cared nothing for useful

knowledge. They looked ffc be* excited and amused

;

and if the artist "liad turned lecturer they would have

flung their trenchers at h^!s head. The heroioilalej

were to them what fiction^ recqgnized as fiction, is to us

—with this difference/ thft,t the modtirn poet novel

writer knows that he is inventing; the bard handed on

the national tradition
;
controlled by it only in outline

;

untrammelled by adherence to details, yet unconscious

of falsehood in varying them.

Thus we see at once that it is a mistake to ask, with

respect to primitive myths and legends, whether the

facts are true. There are two kinds of truths. There

is the truth of fact, wliich we require in the man of

science and the modern historian. There is the truth

of nature and idea, which we demand of the poet and

the painter. We may say correctly that the Iliad and

the Odyssjjy are among the truest books that were ever

written. Yet Agamemnon and Ac^jUles'may be as un-

substantial as Aladdin or Melusina, W5mean no more

than^that Homer was one of the greatest of artists, end

his picture of life in the heroic ages of Greece the mosl

faithful.

An imperfect perception of the distinction has often
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been the cause of singular confusion. The mythological

poetry in the East and Westr alike was the foundation

of national religions. While life grew more literafl and

prosaio, these early legends became consecratedf. •Poet-

ical truth was nfdde a guarantee for historical truth

;

and Pindar and Socrates, who questioned the reality of

the strange stories of the Olympiai^ gods, were accusM

ofcirapiety. The popular opinion unconsciouslj^betrayed

the fallacy involved in it
;
for whereas historical con-

clusions in matters of fact are at best but probabilities

differing in degree, the ,faith^in the mythological tradi-

tion was expected to be (fo;nplete and undoubting,

extending wit-h equal positi«7enes8 to the most minute

details. Poetical truths may be accepted absolutely.

Historical truths cannot. We have but to attend to the
f

way in which these traditions rose to see our way

through the labyrinth. Facts can be accurately known

to us only by the most rigid observation and sustained

and scrutinizing scepticism : the emotional and imagin-

ative intellects of the old poets moved freely in their

own world of gods and giants and enchanters, conscious

of no obligation save to be true in genius and spirit.

Mythic history, mythic theology, mythic science, are

alike records not of facts but of beliefs. They belong

to a time when mqn had not yet learnt to analyze their

convictions, Ar distinguish between images vividly

preoent in their own minds and an outward reality

which might or might not correspqnd with them.

From the purely mythic period we pass to the semi-
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mythic, where^ we have to do with real persons, but

persons seen still through an imaginative halo.

Ejery one who has-been at an Englitih public school

must^rqjnember the traditions current of the famous

boys of a generation or*two past : hc^w one fellow had

cleared a rail in the high jump, which he walkefl under

with six inches to spar^; how another had kicked the

football plear over “the big eim tree
;
how a third hud

leapt the lock in the canal
; and a fourtlj had fought a

bargee twice his own weight, (lung him over^Hhe

bridge-parapets into tHe river, and then leapt in after

him to save him from bevng drowned. The Wiys in

question were really at the school, for their names are

cut in the desks or painted on the school walls. But

examine closely, and you will find the same story told

of half a dozen boys at diflbrent schools. Each school

has its heroes. The air contains a certain number of

traditional heroic school exploits, and the boys and the

exploits are brought together. We have here the

forces at work which created the legends of Theodoric

and Charlemagne, of Attila or our own Alfred.

Ih the same way those who mix with the world

hear anecdotes of distinguished peo1)le, witty sayings,

prompt repartees, wise political suggestions, acts of

special beneficence. The wit, at %he beginning, of

course wfc the wit of somebody—som# human Ups

madeHhe joke or spoke the sarcasm—in some hunyin

heart originated the act of charity; Duf eo long ay

these things are trusted to oral tradition, thfey are
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treated as common property. The sam^ jest is attri-

buted to half a dozen people. ^Ohe great man is dressed

with the trappings of many sm^^ll ones. There is no

intention to deceive
;
but memory is treacherous.. oThe

good things are •lecoll^ted easily, while their lawful

owner’s^ name is no le^s easily forgotten. Conversation

distributes them erroneously, bi^t in good faith, accord-

ing to the im£(^mativ6 la\^ of association.

This is the^ process which built^ up the so-called

histbvjes of the early lawgivers, of Solon and Lycurgus

and Numa ; of Confucius and Jdenu
;
of Socrates and

Pytha^orarf and* Solomon
;

* of every statesman and

philosopher who committed h^s teaching to the memory

of his disciples, and left posterity to construct his

image after its own pleasure.

Again, we have all been familiar in these late years

with the resurrection among us of the Ars magica.

Witches and enchanters having been improved from off

the earth, a new order of supernaturalism has started

up which already counts its adherents by hundreds of

thousands. Commencing with Cagliostro and Mesmer,

there has appeared a series of persons professing to

possess the secret of recondite spiritual forces, which,

without strictly imderstanding, they can coipmand for

practical purposes. * Clairvoyance and Mesmerism pro-

vide cures for inveterate and chronic diseases. A
mysterious fluid streams from the tips of the fiiigers.

rirst men«apd women are healed.^ A distinguished

political economist operates next * on a sick cow, and

by-andjby makes passes over the asparagus beds.
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Latterly the Spirits, or whatever they are,' have shown

a special fancy for three-legged tables. They make

them run round the room* pirouette on^a single claw,

hop, ski]^, dance to airs produced by invisible musicuans.

Finally they use them the channgl through which

they communicate the secrets 0/ the other world?

Probably the entirejiistory of mankind contains no

reco»d. of a more hopeless^ base and contemptible

superstition. Muflibo-jumbo and the ^African rain-

makers appear to me to be respectable in comparision.

Yet every one of us illust have heard circiirastantiar

accounts of such performarfecs, ^ime and plaoie mb^tely

given, a cloud of witnesses, and the utmost precaution

said to have been taken to make deception impossible.

It is the story of the witch processes over again. Once

possess people with a belief, and never fear that they^

will find facts enough to confirm it. Never fear that

they will so tell their stories that the commonest thing

shall be made to appear marvellous; that unusual

features shall be preserved and exaggerated, and every-

thing which would suggest a rational explanation shall

be dropped out of sight and hearing.

You have here a parallel with the enormous litera-

ture of ecclesiastical miracles, which for fifteen hundred

years was poured out in perfect goodtfaith pvQr Europe,

and whichiia some countries continudb vigorous to the

preseni; hour. The resemblance passes curiously into

details. In both instances the necessary quality is faith.«

Believe and you will fcee. Disbelieve and you slmll be

answered according to the hardness of your hearts
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The incredulity which interfered with 'the wonder-

working powers of the saints obstructs equally the suc-

cessful action of the spirit-rapper. All precautions are

taken, we are assured by the initiated, to expose fraud
4 ,

i’ ^ #

or prevent illusion—all but on^—the presence of cool-

headed j scientifically trained observers. The spirits do

not like sceptics, and object to showing off before them.

A famous mesmerist oncg said* to /me, in some impa-

tience with my dissent, that I mysel^possessed the gift,

and that I might convince myself of it if I would try

the experiment at the first eottage by the roadside

wher\ther9 wag a sick person. He checked himself,

however, with an after-thought. ^ Alas ! no,’ he added,

‘ the faith is wanting.’

When faith is present the mesmeric miracle and the

So-called religious miracle approach each other in every

feature. A mesmerized handkerchief produces the

same effect as a relic at a shrine. A mesmerized glass

of water is as effectual as a glass of holy water. Mr
Home, when the room is sufficiently darkened, rises to

the ceiling, and floats in the air. In a work pub-

lished in Spain in the last century, under the sanction

of the Church, for the instruction of spiritual directors,

the elevation of the body in the air is spoken of as one

of the conjmgnest and most notorious symptoms in, the

spiritual growth ’<ff saintly young ladies. The pheno-

menon seems as familiar to the fathers confessqrs as

mlasles or, hooping-cough to an English doctor, and

oircumctantial rules are laid down for the edifying

treatment of such cases. The author of the book was
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no fool, an5 shows a great deal of strong common*

sense. The elevation is spoken of as an undoubted sign

of grace—a favourable feature—but no means one

of t^e ^lighest—compatible *with many faults, and like-

ly in the sex most liable to it tp crc»(» spiritual vanity.

The young ladies therefore arc. told, wlicn they fticl

themselves getting ligjit, to catch hold of the nearest

po.^ or rail, and kfe^p them^lvel down ;,or if they find

the attraction, oi» whatever it is, acting too strongly

upon them, they are to run •away and lock theiriselvc^.

into their rooms, and be lifted ^up where there is^ one

to admire them. I am not caricatiirfhn:. Tl ai^ trans-

lating almost literally frep^n the Lacernu Mf/sHm. Nor

ought we to impute bad faith to the compilers of

these instructions. I as little believe that Spanish

devotees were in the liabit of floating in the air as I

believe that Mr Home can float when there is light

enough to see what is going on. The idea, I conceive,

originated in the visions of Santa Teresa and Saint

Francis, who in the delirium of transcendental emotion

imagined that the accidents of the flesh had no longer

pow5r over them. The Spanish artists who illustrated

their lives decorated every church and convent chapel

in the Peijinsula with pictures of these persons dancing

upon .vacancy, and the Spanish reli^:\pu8*mtnd became

thus sati&ated with the impression. It* was accepted

as atf ascertained fact
;

it was generalized into a condi-

tion of a high statue of enthusiastic love, Und*was spoken

of and prescribed for as one might preseribe for small-

pox or a stomach-ache.
TOL. 11. 37
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I mention the thing merely as illustrating the tend-

encies of the believing mind in dealing with the facts

of life, and as e^cplaining the semi-mythical periods of

history;^ where any emin€|;at person was surr^uijded

from his birth with extraordinary incidents, and the

biographies of saints, confessors, martyrs, or national

heroes are mere catalogues of miracles.

^You remen^ber Owen GJondowe^* knd Hotspvir in^the

play of Henry the Fourth. Glendowcr says

—

At my nativity^

The front of heaven was full of fiery shapes,

Ofc'burniijff cressets : and* at my birth,

The frame and huge foundation of the earth

Shak’d like a coward.
^

Hotspur. Why, so it would have done at the same season, if

your mother’s cat had but kitten’d, though yourself

had ne’er been born.

Glendow'EIi, I say, the earth did shake when I was born.

Hotspur. And I say, the earth was not of my mind, if you

suppose, as fearing you it shook.

Glenuowbr. The heavens were all on fire, the earth did tremble.

Hotspur. 0
,
then the earth shook to see the heavens on fire,

And not in fear of your nativity.

Diseased nature oftentimes breaks forth

In strange eruptions : oft the teeming earth

Is with a kind of colick pinch’d and vex’d

By the imprisoning of unruly wind

Within her %omb : which for enlargement striving,

Shakes the old beldame earth, and topples down
Steeples and moss-grown towers. At your bifth,

Our grandafi earth, having this distemperature,

In passion ((hook.

Jlistorical facts can only be verified by tbe sceptical

tftid the inquiring, and scepticism and inquiry nip like

a black'^frost tl\e eager credulity m which legendary

Wograpjiies took their rise. You can watch such stories
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as they grew in the congenial soil of belief. The great

saints of the fifth, sixth, and seventh centuries, who

converted Europe to Christianity, wgre as modest and

unpretending as true genuine men always aip. They

claimed no miraculous powers for Ukomselves. Miracles

might have been worked in the days of thefr liitheirs.

They for their own jjarts relied on nothing but the na-

’t\B‘al powers of {>ersuasiom and example. Their t;om-

panions, who krww them personally u\ life, were only a

little more extravagant. •Miraples and portenj# varj

in an inverse ratio wiTh the distance of time. St ^atrick

is absolutely silent abo^t his own tfonjuting/perform-

ances. He told his followers, perhaps, that he had been

moved b}" his good angel to devote himself to the con-

version of Ireland. The angel of metaphor becomes in

the next generation an actual seraph. On a rock* in

the county of Down there is or was a singular mark,

representing rudely the outline of a foot. From that

rock, where the young Patrick was feeding his master’s

sheep, a writer of the sixth century tells us that the

angel Victor sprang back to heaven after delivering his

m<J8sage, and left behind him the imprinted witness of

his august visit. Another hundred years pass, and

legends from Hegesippus are imported into the life of

the Jrish apostle. St Patrick and the Druid enchanter

conten(^before King Leogaire on lPara» Hill, as Simon

Magus and St Peter contended before the Emperor

Nero. Again, a century, and we afe, in a world* of

wonders where elery human lineament irtost. St

Patrick, when a boy of twelve, lights a fire wijji icicles;
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when he comes to Ireland he floats thither upon an altar

stone which Pope Celestine had blessed for him. He
conjures a Welsh marauder into a wolf, makes a goat

cry out ill the stomach of a thief who had stolen^him,

and restores dead pien to life, n^t once or twice, but

twenty times. The wonders with which the atmo-

sphere is charged gravitate towards the largest concrete

figure which is moving,.in tjie middle, of them, till ^t

last, as Gibbon says, the sixty-six livgs of St Patrick

which were extant in the 12th century must have con-

ta\ned at least as many thousand iics. And yet of con-

scious tj/Jng ^here^was very lilytle, perhaps nothing at

all. The biographers wrote in good faith, and were in-

dustrious collectors of material, only their notions of

probability were radically different from ours. The

more marvellous' a story the loss credit we give to it;

warned by experience of carelessness, credulity, and

fraud, we disbelieve everything for which we cannot

find contemporary evidence, and from the value of that

evidence we subtract whatever may be duo to prevalent

opinion or superstition. To the inediteval writer the

more stupendous the miracle the more likely it was to

be true
;
he believed everything which he could not

prove to be false, and proof was not external testimony,

but inherent fitness, t

%> r

So much for tile second period of what Js called

human history. In the first or mythological therjc is

no. historical,groundwork at all. In the next or heroic

we have-tBCCOunts of real persons, bat handed down to

us by writers to whom the past was a world of marvels,
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—whose delight was to dwell upon the mighty works

which had been done in the old times,—whose object

was to elevate into superhuman proportions the figures

of th^illustrious men who *had distinguished tKemselves

as apostles or warriors. Tltey thus appear us like

their portraits in stained glas.^ windows, represented

rather in a tra,uscend%iital condition of beatitude than

in thelnodest aiid*chequeit;d colours of real life.

see them not as Ihey were, but as they appeared an

adoring imagination, ^iid in a eo*stume of which Ve cmf

only affirm with certainty rtuit it was never v^rii by

any child of Adam on*fhis plain, prosaic earth. For

facts as facts there is as •yet no appreciation—they are

shifted to and fro, dropped out of sight, or magnified,

or transferred from owner to owner,—manipulated ,to

suit or decorate a preconceived and brilliant idea. We
are still in the domain of poetry, where the canons of

the art require fidelity to general principles, and allow

free play to fancy in details. The virgins of Raphael

are no less beautiful as paintings, no less masterpieces

of workmanship, though in no single feature (uthei* of

face or form or costume they ref^mble the historical

mother of Christ, or even resemble one another.

At the next stage we pass witl^ the chroniclers into

histefy proper. The chronicler is^ot a poet like his

predecessor. He does not shape out consistent pictures

witfi a beginning, a middle, and an end. lie ^s^a

narrator of events, ^nd he connects them* together on a

chronological string. He professes to be relating facts.

He is not idealizing, he is not singing the praisSs of the
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heroes of the sword or the crosier—^he means to be true

in the literal and commonplace ^sense of that ambiguous

word. And yet in his earlier phases, take him in what

part of the world we please,—take him in ancicnt^Egypt

or Assyria, in Greece or Rome, or in modern Europe,

he is but a step in advance of his predecessor. He is

excellent company. He never mo/alizes, never bores you

with philosophy of history^ or political economy. lie

nevey speculates'about causes. But, on the other hand,

'll 7 is dncritical. He takes unsuspectingly the materials

whicli he finds readv to his ha,pd— the national ballads,

the romances, and the biographies. He transfers to his

pages whatever catches his fancy. The more picturesque

an anecdote the more unhesitatingly he writes it down,

though in the same proportion it is the less likely to be

authentic. Romulus and Remus suckled by the wolf

;

Curtius jumping into the gulf
;

our English Alfred

spoiling the cakes
;

or Bruce watching the leap of the

spider,—stories of this kind he relates with the same

simplicity with which he records the birth in his own

day, in some outlandish village, of a child with two

heads, or the appearjince of the sea-serpent, or the flying

dragon. Thus the chronicle, however charming, is often

nothing but poetry,taken literally and translated into

prose. It grows hpwever, and imj^roves insens^blywith

the growth of the nation. Like the drama, it develops

froih poor beginjiings into the loftiest art, and becomes

at last perhaps the very best kind pf historical writing

which has yet 'been produced. Herodotus and Livy,

Froissaft, and Hall, and Holinshed, are as great in their
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own departments as Sophocles, or Terence, or Shaken

speare. We are not yet entirely clear of portents and

prodigies. Superstition clings to us our shadow, and

is 1^ found in the wisest^s well as the weakopt. The

Romans, the most practical peoples 4hat ever lived—

a

people so pre-eminently etfective^that they ha’^b printed

their character indeli]jly into the constitution of Europe,
’—ihesq Romans, lij; the v<ijy thne they were making

themselves the world’s masters, allo\wd themselves to

be influenced in the mostjuiportant affairs of stf^t^ by

want of appetite in the sacred^chickens, or the colour of

the entrails of a calf. Hake him at^his iyest,nnan is a

great fool. It is likely enough that we ourselves

habitually say and practise things which a thousand

years hence will seem not a jot less absurd. Cato tells

us that the Roman augurs could not look one another

in the face without laughing
;
and I have heard that

bishops in some parts of the world betray sometimes

analogous misgivings. In able and candid minds, how-

ever, stuff* of this kind is tolerably harmless, and was

never more innocent than in the case of the first great

hisiPorian of Greece. Herodotus was a man of vast natural

powers. Inspired by a splendid ’subject, and bom at

the most favourable time, he grew to manhood sur-

•rcmipled by the heroes of Marathon, and Salamis, and

Plataea.^ The wonders of Eg;^^pt and Assyria were for

theArst time thrown open to the inspection of strangers.

The gloss of novelty was not yet worn* off,*and the ifh-

pressions falling fresh on an eager,, cultivSled, but

essentially simple and healthy mind, there weie qUali-
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ties and conditions combined which produced one of the

most delightful books which was ever written. He
was an intense, patriot; and he was unvexed with

theories, political or moral, His philosophy \Yi!asJike

Shakespeare’s—a «aalra iptelligeat insight into human

things. *TIe had no views of his own which the fortunes

of Greece or other countries wor^ to be manipulated to

illustrate. The world as ^e saw jt was a well-inifde,

altogether promising and interesting world; and his

^.objedc^was to relate what ho had seen and what he had

lieard^and learnt faithfully and accurately. His tem-

perament w?ts rather believing than sceptical
;
but he

was not idly credulous. He can be critical when

occasion requires. He distinguishes always between

what he had seen with his own eyes and what others

told him. He uses his judgment freely, and sets his

readers on their guard against uncertain evidence.

And there is not a book existing which contains in

the same space so much important truth—truth which

survives the sharpest test that modern discoveries can

apply to it.

The same may be said in a slightly less degree of

Livy and of the best^ of the late European chroniclers

;

you have the same freshness, the same vivid perception

of external life^ the same absence of what philosophers’

call subjectivity—^flie projection into the na^ative of

the yv-riter’s own personality, his opinions, thoughts,'<and

theories.

Stillr^ia aU of tUem—^liowever vivid, however

vigorous the representation— there is a vein of fiction
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largely, ancf perhaps consciously, intermingled. In a .

modern work of history, when a statesman is introduced

as making a speech, the writer at arjy rate supposes

that^su^h a speech was actiyilly made. He ha® found

an account of it somewhere either iij^letail or at least

in outline or epitome. The boldest fabricated* would

not venture to introdi:^fe an entire and complete inven-

tion. This was nclt the case with the plder autho/s.

Thucydides tells ui frankly, that the speeches which he

interweaves with his narrative wjere his own coiyfosi-
,

tion. They were inteifded as dramatic representaXions

of the opinions of the factions and pwtics^witU which

Greece was divided, aiii they were assigned to this

person or to that, as he supposed them to be internally

suitable. Herodotus had set Thucydides the example,

and it was universally followed. No speech given b^^

any old historian can be accepted as literally true

unless there is a specific intimation to that effect.

Deception was neither practised nor pretended. It was

a convenient method of exhibiting characters and situ-

ations, and it was therefore adopted without hesitation

or rtiserve.

Had the facts of history been like the phenomena

of the physical world—had it been possible to approach

tie study of human nature with miftds unprejudiced by

passion 9r by sentiment—these vehiaUtendencies to

erro^^would have soon corrected themselves. Tl^ere

would have been nothing to gain by miftrcpresentatioit,

whether wilful or unconscious, and b(ith writers and

readers would have learnt to prefer truth to £ctien.
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They were far advanced on the right ro&d, and they

had only to follow out completely the method on which

they had begu^i, and imagination would have been

reduce(J to its proper function, of apprehendjpg^, and

realizing the vai’j.eties of character and circumstances

on whic*ii the correct delineation of actions and events

depend.

Unfortunately nations,̂ ilike individuals, arrive at ' a

period when they become self-conscious. When the

boy^becomes a man be forms theories of what he sees

goiag on around him. He watfches the action ©f prin-

ciples, end iae foims principles of his own, by which he

tests and condemns those of others. The world does

not move to his mind
; he would have it otherwise.

He sighs after the old times, or he aspires after a good

time coming, and becomes a revolutionist. He no

longer plays his part simply and unconsciously in the

scene into which he is thrown
;
he reflects and judges,

and, to the extent of his ability, makes himself a dis-

turbing force. Nations in the same way, when they

reach a certain point of civilization, become, so to say,

aware of themselves. Hitherto they have lived by

habit. They have ' moved in grooves, and when they

have been troubled by internal convulsions, it has been

from simpk, obvious, and immediate causes.

But with V intellectual expansion, habit 'serves no

longer : new ideas, new thoughts, new desires, break

ijpon theme; ?ife becomes complicated. Political con-

stitutioHs are on their trial, and sometimes break

down.. Parties form representing opposite principles.
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Some are for popular torms ot government, some for

aristocratical or monarchical
; some are in favour of

change or progress, soipelook back wistfully to a golden

age in 4he past, and are for* abiding in the old ways.

Each sees the history •of they couirtry through the

haze, no longer of imagination, .but of passion
;
and

when they study its rerords, it is not to learn, for their

minds ar^ made u^,.but to\all tip witnesses into tjie

historical court, which shall maintain the truth of their

particular opinions.

From Herodotus to Thuevdides the transition is

from era to era. Ilerodo^fas is the sunny, li^ht-liearted,

brilliant, intelligent boy.
^
He had seen his country rise

triumphant out of its desperate struggle with Por'fia

;

he had seen open before Greece apparently a boundless

vista of glory and freedom. When a rare mood of

melancholy overtakes him, it is but when he medifates

on the universal condition of humanity, or the shortness

of life, and the transitoriness of earthly things. Two

generations had passed away. The mind of Athens had

sprung out in the maturity of its powers, like l^ullas

from* the brain of Zeus. It was the age of Sophocles

and Aristophanes and Phidias, of Pcidcles, of Socrates,

and the SJophists. In that rugged corner of Hellas

there^ had appeared suddenly a constellai-ion of the

most highly gifted men ever secn^ together on this

plane#. Never at any single time had there been gon-

centrated so much intellectual activity es* in Athefls

during the seventy years which follo\iged the^^^ersian

invasion
;
and behind it, after a brief day of splgndcriir.
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there had ensued a long and 'desperate war, with its

train of internal dissensions,, political feuds, proscrip-

tion, anarchy, and ruin.

Thucydides, through whom the history of ^hgfo ex-

traordinary tiiiuf is chiofly knoVn to us, was on a level

with hfs most highly gifted contemporaries
;
but the

historian who can look calmly <and impartially at the

di^ath- struggle of his bwn«8ountry flnust bo more or less

than human. The greater his natiirS the more intensely

he li^ust feel. Being anf aristocrat by temperament,

Vhueydides saw the cau^ses of the fall of Athens in the

license K)f ail uriBridled democracy, lie never stoops to

caricature
; he rarely expresses direct or formal cen-

sufe. In the dramatic form which he employs he

studiously labours to be just. Yet that very form and

file excellence of his art reveals only the more com-

pletely his burning contempt for mob government and

universal suffrage. We should have learnt but one

side of the truth, had Lord Clarendon been the only

historian of the great English Rebellion. We do not

see the real Athens of Pericles in the pages of Thucy-

dides or of Plato. We know what Thucydides thought;

but we have not tlie facts complete before us. We
have only his opinion about the facts.

From Livy to Tacitus there is a precisely analogous

change. Livy wrote when the civil wars were over,

and the Roman world, exhausted by bloodshed'* and

anarchy, was ^recovering itself under the dictatorship

of AugfBstus. The forms of the Republic were main-

tainedJn appearance unimpaired. Liberty, which had
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been so frightfully abused’, seemed rather suspended

than lost. The Imperial system was acquiesced in as a

temporary expedient, under which the wounds could be

healed from which the nation was bleeding at^ every

pore. Augustus, studiously simple^ in his personal

habits, concealed the reality of a monarchy unffer con-

stitutional disguises. Jlome breathed once more
;
and

* the- winter of its discontent ’ was made again into

‘glorious summer.^.. But Homan iibertyjiad destroyed

itself by its own excesses. Pespotisni was the only

form of government whtch a people, enervated by sedf-

indulgcnce, was able to Olidure
; ami de8jn)ti.spx pro-

duced its natural fruits in luxury and tyranny. Em-
peror followed emperor. Tiberius, Caligula, Claudills,

Nero, Otho, Yitellius succeeded one after another to the

purple, and each added a deeper stain to the corruption

with which it was soiled. The crimes of the Republic

were forgotten in the darker crimes of the Empire,

and noble-minded patriots looked 4>ack in shame to the

austere virtues which had made Rome the sovereign oi

the world. Thucydides wrote to expose the vi(?es of De-

mocracy
;
Tacitus, the historian of the Caesars, to exhibit

the hatefulness of Imperialism; and he too—in himself

one of the truest of men—has left behind him a record

wbich,^grand as it is, cannot be accefited as ejehaustive.

It is a picture of Rome drawn by the^and of a states-

man yjio detested the Caesars too deeply to do th§ni

justice. Circumstances stronger than the •wills anor

caprices of individual men had made fhe Eillpire a

necessity. Tacitus ptiint§ only the atrocities of un-
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relieved by the fairer results which, beytnd the con-

fines of Italy,'made it equally a blessing. The provinces

were never perhaps administered more equitably than

under
^

the infamous Tiberius. To have restjre^ the

Republic wouldt^ave redelivqred Europe and Asia to

fresh. Mariuses and ^llas, fresh Triumvirs, and a fresh

proscription.

I have spoken of *the ^rlassical^ aations, fqi* the his-

tory of Athensi under Pericles, and «f Rome under the

fir^u Caesars, is in
.
fact , modern history. The phe-

'^noinena of every nation which' arrives at maturity are

analogous, il notidentical. *'Modern Europe, too, lived

by habit from the sixth to the sixteenth century. The

Italian Republics were exceptions, and in a less degree

the great towns of the Low Countries. Commercial

\jommunities ripen more rapidly, and antedate the

general progress. But, speaking broadly of England

and France, Spain and Germany, the feudal system

continued essentially unimpaired. The speculative

movements which occasionally disturbed the peace of

the Church were local, partial, and short-lived. The

great masses of the Western nations believed the same

creed, practised the same devotions, lived generally

under similar forms of government. There were wars

in abundt^oe and* civil convulsions, but the contesiis

were between peifsons, not between principles)
;
and the

historical writers, therefore, during all those CQi\^rics

preserve a uniform type. They pass from the mythic

to theidieroic, from the heroic to the chronicle, but the

iextqfe remains simple thrqughout. The facts are
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coloured, biA coloured by the imagination only. There

s no introspection, no sick uncertainty, no division of

spiritual opinion, or collision of jiolitical eentiincnt.

T^he^Reformation came, and with it, as its c^use or

its consequence, a gen^^ral dissolutj^ of the organ-

ization of mediaeval society. The old creeds %nd the

old political constitutions deleaved side by side, and

Europe became a ebaos of coiifiicbng speculations, con-

flicting principles, and interests. The imaginjitive

elements—which had conve^jbod ^listory into roniJince

—dissolved before thd more violent emotions witlf

which the mind of mankind was diitmrbwi; \)ut one

cause of falsification was removed only to give place to

another and a worse. Religious differences took^he

lead in the confusion—first, as being the most intensely

absorbing
;

and next, because the clergy had th§

monopoly of culture, and the writing of books *fell

chiefly into their hands. History became the favourite

weapon with which rival theologians made war on each

other. Protestants represented mediaeval Europe as

given over to lies and idolatry. Catholics saw in the

Church the nursery of learning, the champion of the

poor, the protectress of order, justKie, and piety. To

one party the Reformation was the struggle of purity

ajid knowledge against barbarou^ supgr^ition and

brutal fef'ocity
;
to the other, it wa.V th^ outbreak of

anarg];^y and lawlessness against a paternal and bene-

ficent authority. So wide is the contrast, different

the aspect of the saifle facts as seen from opposH# sides,

that, even at the present hour, it is enough tOLknow
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that any particular writer is a Catholic or ^ Protestant

to be assured beforehand of the view which he will take

of any one of the prominent characters or incidents of

that debated period : an Alexander the Sixth, a P];iilip

the Second, a Prince of Orange, a Luther, a Calvin, a

Knox, a*.suppression of the monasteries, or a massacre

of St Bartholomew. A certain i^.hool of people talk of

a science of history.^ Mtn of science, properly so

called, will have a poor opinion of ^ur prospects that

way® till our subject;mat1ier is in a more wholesome

<5t)iidilion. To Catholic and Protestant succeeded in

EngL'ind Angliaa{)L and ^Purit?an, Cavalier and Round-

head, Tory and Whig, Liberaf and Conservative
;
and

on«i»after another they have each made history their

pulpit, and preached their sermons out of it, on the

rfespective values of authority and liberty, faith and

reason, religion and science, protection and free trade

;

with the million minor issues which start up on every

side in the application of rival principles. Read

Macaulay on the condition of the English poor before

the last century or two, and you wonder how they

lived at all. Read Cobbett, and I may say even dlal-

1am, and you wonder how they endure the contrast

between their past prosperity and their present misery.

Sir Archib^lcJ Ali^n, it is said, wrote his thirty

volumes to prQve that Providence is on the side of the

Tories. To M. Lamartine, the French Revolutiqp^was

ekZ effort fo^; the inauguration of the Millennium
;
the

Europonii coalition, a repetition of^Ke ancient wicked-

ness, when the kings of the earth stood up, and the
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rulers counsel together, an^ Vergniaud was a

hero, and Robespierre the most respectable of man-

kind.

Jn our own age, and with matters passing under

our own eyes, it scarciely fares any .better. Witness

Victor Hugo on Louis Napoleon
^
witness Disraeli

on Sir Robert Peel
;
^witness BlackwooiVn Magazine on

Mr Disraeli. W# are as# far ns ever from forming

impartial judgments', and facts ])artially stated are not

facts at all. Hundreds of J^ooks.have been wi‘ittt«i on

the working of slavdi*y in the Southern Stafes <ff

America. Probably the t^riters of ^try#3ne ^of them

had formed their (ioncliisions before they lookwl into

the facts, and they saw, or imagined, or belifwed

exactly what fell in with their preconceived opinions.

An Irish Catholic prelates once told me that to hfc

certain knowledge two millions of men, women,•and

(jhildren had died in the great famine of 1846. I asked

him if he was not including those who had ciuigrat(?d.

He repeated that over and above the emigration, twf)

millions had actually died
;
and, added he, * we might

assert that every one of those deaths lay at the door 01

the English Government.'

I mentioned this to a distinguished lawyer in Dublui,

^Protestant. His grey eyes light8d up., Jle replied:

‘Did hefsay two millions now—di#he^ Why there

werg jiot a thousand died—there were not five hundred.'

The true number, so far as can be gathtfi ed from a com-

parison of the censdfe of 1841 with the^census*>rf 18 51,

from the emigration returns, which were carefull3^made,
VOL. II. iiS
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and from an allowance for tTie natural rate' of increase,

was about two hundred thousand.

So much for, historical facts and the value ofhuman

testimony. Nor are patriots, or politicians, or^ diyines

tlie loosest or th» fvorst ^nanipulators.

llesiVtes these, and even more troublesome, are the

philosophers—giving us views of history corresponding

to, the theories of which manydiaye sprupg up in

these late days; puri^orting to explain the origin and

destipy of human creatures on this planet. There is

the philosophy of the German idealists, of which I was

once a . mofti a?dent student*’ than I have been in later

years. Hegel was a supremely eminent man, to be

spfTkcn of with all possible respect. Hegel said when

he was dying, ^ that after all his efforts there was but

bne man in Germany who understood what he meant,’

and then added, as a painful after-thought, ^ and he

docs not understand me.’ It is a notice-board warning

strangers against trespassing on such uninviting pre-

mises : we live in an age when much that is real is to

be learnt, and when the time to learn it is no longer

than it used to be.

Coming nearer.home, there is the traditionary and

religious philosophy of history, of which the present

Prime Minister is^the latest and most distingmshed

exponent
;
and tile positive or materialistic Associated

with the name of M. Comte, and more parti^ijjlarly

among ouvselyes with that of Mr Buckle.

Mf^Gladst^ne would have us bblieve that knowledge

of th^ most sublime kind—knpwledge of the most pro-
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found mor^ trutlis and spiritualmystories—was divinely,

imparted to the first parents of mankind, Willi know-

ledge we presume language was givei^ also, for without

lai\gu(yje ideas cannot ho gonimunieaUHl, or (yen dis-

tiiu^tly impressed on ^he mipd,—^jvhihi the history of*

the different nations into Avhiel^ the huniatf race was

divided is the liivsto^}^ of the many-sided eovru|)t ions

which ihose id^aw undervient. • Gnn^k, mythology js a.

travestic of the Atluinasiau (h e(‘d
;
Apollo is a dc‘iii(*ed

image of the Son of Mary^; and Zeus, roseidenf* aiul.

Hades are s(une relation to the Trinity. If this viev^is

well founded it is at any^l-ate an instmftivfi eoTpnnnitary

on the value of oral tradition for the transmission of

spiritual truths.

The materialistic tlieory is that human creatures,

whatever their first hcginniiig, have emerged by

tremely slow degrees from the (condition of antmals.

All the knowdedge that they possess has heen accumu-

lated by experience. Their creeds have been the suc-

cessive opinions which they have formed on themselves

and the phenomena surrounding them, and tli(*y bav(‘

dcA^lojied by natural laws according to the circum-

stances in which they have been placed—soil, climate,

local situation, and the thousand other conditions wImcIi

affect the human character.

Buf for the jiresont I object to afl historical theories.

I ol^ect to them as calculated to vitiate the obseryilioii

of facts without which such speculatichif? tire not w<fl*th

the paper on which they are writteij. I at the

beginning that neithor history, nor any othei* know-
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ledge, could be obtained except by scientific methods.

A constructi\''e philosophy of it, however, is as yet im-

possible, and for the present, and for a long time to

come, vte shall be confined jbo analysis. First oije cause

and then anotherthas interfered) from the beginning of

time witHa correct an^d authentic chronicling of events

and actions. Superstition, hero-fworsliip, ignorance of

the laws of probability/religtous, political, or speculative

prejudice, one or other of these has® tended from the

,
begi*tming to give us distorted pictures. A surface

\^iich is perfectly smooth renders back line for lino the

forms rafleclfed hicit
;

but w^iat kind of notion should

wo have of the full moon and the stars, if we had seen

nolffing but the image of them on a lake which was

rippled, however faintly, by a breeze ?

Will it ever be otherwise ? Thro© times, in Greece,

ill Rome, in modern Eui'ope, the best of the chroniclers

have made a near approach to being trustworthy.

England,' owing to the form which the Reformation

assumed among us, was at the outset less fundamentally

disturbed than France or Germany, and the intellect of

the nation expanded healthily and uniformly to the end

of the century. The supreme excellence of the Eliza-

bethan literature is in its purely objective character; and

the most perfect English history which exists is;to be

found, in my cSpinion, in the historical plays of Shake-

speare. In these plays, rich as they are in fandy^ and

irSaginatioif, tlie main bearings of the national story

are sdrI(pulously adhered to, and, wherever attainable,

verbaltcorrectness. Shakespeare’s object was to exhibit,
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as faithful]^ as lio possibly could,Hbe exact character

of the great actors in the national drama—the circum-

stances which surrounded them, and the motives, in-

ternal and external, which they were influenced.

To know this is to know a.n. The reader can form his

own theories. life maybe Yotkist or he ma^ be Lan-

castrian, rationalist orthodox, a believer in kings

and nobles, {»r in peoples tht) march of intellect, ho

will find liis own^side of the matter represented more

favonrably than he could represent it himself. Jf ho

admires the* shining fimdities of courage, energy, ad-

dress, and noble bearing,^ho "lias a j4iro^rawn to his

mind in the con(|ueror at Agincourt. If his sympathies

lio with the moro retming qualities of gentlc^^pss,

humility, and devotion, he has all that he desires in

the sainted king who sat upon the hill-side watching

thi) carnage of Towton Field, wishing that providence

had given him inst(‘:ul of asneptro a sliepherd’s crook,

the sweet shade of tin* hawthorn bush for the embroid-

ered canopy, and had left him free from mistrust and

treason to bring his while hairs to a quiet grave.

No such directness of insight, no such breadth of

sympathy, has since been applied to the writing of

English history. Even Shakespeare himself, perhaps,

^could nof have been the man thaf he was^at any other

epo^. •And Shakespeare's attitudoitovjards human life

willjpecome again attainable to us, only when intelli-

gent people can return to an agreemomt.OT^ first princi-

ples—when the cotnmon sense of the wises4^d best

among us has superseded the theorizing of ?^tions^nd
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parties—wlten the ^ew but all-important truths of our

moral condition, which can be certainly known, have

become the exclusive rule of our judgments and actions,

and the speculative ^rmulas into^which we have mappec^

out the mysterious continents of the spiritual world

have beeiu consigned to the place already thronged with

the ghosts of like /deltisions whi^h have had their day

and perished.

THK END.
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